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PREFACE .

In offering this work to the public I need not apolog
ize for bringing out a new Grammar of the Paštō ; for every
body

conversant

with

this

branch

of literature

is

quite

aware , that this is as yet by no means a superfluous task .
Without disparaging the merits of my predecessors on this
field of labour I may be allowed to state, that I have inde
pendently of them followed my own course and subjected the
Pašto to a searching intercomparative examination, in order to
elucidate its grammatical formation and structure and at the
same time

to

assign to it its proper place in the family

of languages. I trust , that my researches may prove to
some extent useful to the student and that others may thereby
be moved to turn their studies to this field, in which there is
still ample space for the cooperation of others.

What we

stand most in need of are critically sifted texts,

not mere

reprints of manuscripts with all the blunders of the copyists.
A good edition of the Dīvān of Rah'mān , Xušh‘āl, Hamid
etc., of the Pašto translation of the Anvārī Suhaili (Kalīlah
7 Damanah ), the Tārix -i murassa ; etc. would be most hearti
ly welcomed by all , who take an interest in Pašto studies.
But the editors of such works should not consider it beneath
their

dignity to add explanations of difficult or rare words :

for our Pašto lexicography has only commenced as yet and not
every body has the advantage of consulting learned natives.

VI
The pronunciation , put down in this Grammar, I believe
on the whole to be correct ; I have heard with own ears the
Pašto spoken by the Afghāns and I have paid

the greatest

attention to the sounds and frequently inquired from learned
men in Peshawer and Lahore , whenever I was doubtful ; but
it is possible, that I may have erred in this or that point.
Most

of the quotations inserted in this Grammar are

taken from Raverty's Gulshan -i Rõh and Dr. Dorn's Chresto
mathy of the Pushtū or Afghān Language ( St. Petersburgh
1847 ), as it was my intention

to illustrate the grammatical

rules, as far as possible, by examples drawn from such works,
as are generally accessible ; quotations from Mss. have there
fore been introduced only sparingly.
My best thanks are

due

to the Imperial

Academy of

Vienna, which encouraged me to publish this Grammar by
offering to defray a part of the printing expenses and to the
Supreme Government of India , which liberally subscribed for
a number of copies.
Tübingen , 16th Jan. 1873.

E. Trumpp .
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Introduction .

On the origin and relationship of the Pašto.

We hope that the time is passed for ever , when the Pašto
was classified under the Semitic languages and that such assert
ions will in future only

be looked upon

as a curiosity.

For

the Pašto does not contain a single Hebrew word, and the substant
ive igs or , fire, which was identified with the Hebrew nix , light,
is derived from the Zend ātar (Nom. ātarsh , thence Pārsī ātash
and modern Persian

)(آتش.
.* (

But if it is agreed on all hands , that the Pašto belongs to
the Indo - germanic family of languages, the further question is, if
it is to be classified with the Zend family or with the Indo-Arian
stock ?
Hitherto those, whose judgement has a great weight in decid
ing questions of this kind , ascribed the Pašto
the Zend

family ;

unhesitatingly to

so the learned Prof. Frederic Müller in his

fine remarks on the Pašto sounds. ** )

We quite agree with him ,

*) Arabic words, used in the Pašto , prove nothing , as little as in
Persian .
**) Ueber die Sprache der Afghānen.

1

Wien 1862.
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that

the palatal sibilants ; , , , can

only have had their origin

from the Zend ( cf. § . 3 of this Grammar), that the change of the
Sanskrit on to  زand
in Pašto can only be explained by the
medium of the Zend and that in the pronouns and numerals many
forms receive their only light from the Zend .

But on the other
hand it must not be forgotten , that the Pašto has preserved the

whole cerebral row (of course with exception of the aspirates)
of the Indian Prākrit tongues, that a very large stock of pure
Pašto words is directly derived from the adjoining Prākrit idioms
( chiefly the Sindhī, less the Panjābī), that the whole format
ion of the declensional and conjugational process
bears the closest analogy to the Sindhī, that the whole structure
of the Pašto active and causal verbs in the past tenses fully
coincides

with

and can only be explained from the Sindhī, as

shown in this Grammar. *)

The Pašto however is by no means a

Prākrit idiom , like the Sindhī, Panjābī etc., but an old inde
pendent language , forming the first transition from
the Indo - Ārian to the Iranian family and therefore
participating of the characteristics of both , but still
with predominant Prākrit features .

This is also fully

borne out by the geographical position of the Pašto between
the Indian and Irānian idioms.
Lassen already has proved **), that the ITáxtveg of Herodotus
are in

all likelihood the forefathers of our modern Afghāns.

He

puts down in this map of Ancient India the country of Ilartvizi
in the Sulaimanī range of mountains, where no doubt the ancient
seat of the Afghāns is to be sought , as they are frequently called
thence Sulaimānis (by the Arabs ) .
is

not to be restricted to this

But the ancient Ilaxtvïxn

mountain range alone but must

*) This affinity of the Pašto to the modern Indian Prākrit idioms
is already recognised by Dr. Dorn in his learned „ Grammatical remarks
on the Pushto " .
**) Indische Antiquitäten I, p. 428 sqq.
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have extended more westwards, including the ancient Arachosia ;
for according to some old traditions

of the Afghāns they were

originally settled (or at least a portion of them ) in a country call
ed Ghor ( 295 ) * ) which must be
north -west of Ghaznī.

sought eastward

of Herāt

and

This would account for the fact , that Sul

tān Mahmūd Ghāzī ( A. D. 1010. ) could subdue a portion of the
Afghāns , whereas those dwelling in the (Sulaimānī) mountains re
mained rebellious (see : Dorn , Niamat Ullah , history of the Afgh
āns, Annotations p. 76) .

So much is certain , that at the time of

Amīr Nāsir Ud -dīn Sabuktaghīn of Ghaznī (about A. D. 962 ) the
Afghāns were already settled in

the districts

of Qandahār

and

Ghaznī ; their migration to the north did not take place before
the latter half of the 14th

century and the conquest of Swāt by

the Yusufzais in A. D. 1413-1424 .
The Afghāns appear , as early as history mentions them , as
a distinct nation , divided into many tribes or clans which are
often at war against each other, but comprehended under one com
mon national name.
The name ' Afghān' or ' Avghān' ( ulésí, uhe , **) is according
to a tradition of the Afghāns themselves that of the son of Ermia,
son of Tālūt (Saul ) , king of Israël ; ***) for the Afghāns pretend
to

be

descended from

Yasqūb

(Jacob ,

the Patriarch). †)

The

* ) ,gc is apparently an appellative, “a mountainous country' (now
.) ; this accounts for the different Ghörs mentioned . Elphinstone
(Caubul, p. 153, note) mentions also another Ghor, east of Furrah .

** ) Also spelled tjlésí.
*** ) Dorn , Niamat Ullah, p. 23.
†) Compare Gulsh . II, p. 64 , 3 :

تبار دو

د يعقوب قوم

,,They are the tribe and race of Yazqūb .“
The whole pedigree is exhibited in Dorn's Niamat Ullah , p. 37 ,
and totally irreconcilable with the Biblical accounts .
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name „ Pathān, “ which they bear chiefly in India , they account
for in the following way.
to Medīnah to
Khālid.

The Afghān Malik, called Qais , went

see and hear the Prophet, invited by a letter from

The Prophet gave to this personage the name of Abd -ur

rasbīd and on account of his bravery in the battle against the
Koraishites he said , that the attachment (of the Afghāns) to the
faith would be in strength like the wood , upon which
the keel ,

they

lay

when constructing a ship“ , which wood the seamen call

' Pathān' ; on this account he conferred upon Abd -ur- rashīd the
title of 'Pathā n ' also. *)
Though the tradition of a people deserves all attention, yet
we must state , that the derivation of the name of 'Afghān' from
a supposed son of Ermia , called 'Afghān' or 'Afghānah', **)
is without any foundation whatever and a mere fiction , and with
it we must also declare the whole story of their Jewish
descent , based on this very name , a wilful invention , made with
no other object
ghān race ;

but to vindicate some noble origin to

the Af

their own language totally contradicts their claims of

a Jewish descent ,

of which the inventors of this myth were not

aware.***)

That the derivation of the name 'Pathān , put into

the mouth

of the Prophet, is

equally fanciful,

will

be

shown

presently.
The name 'Afghān ' is , at it is well known, not the nation
al name, which the Afghāns apply to themselves,

but given them

by the Persians.

is not known,

Its

etymology

or meaning

as little as we know up to the present day, why the Romans called

*) Dorn, Niamat Ullah , p. 38.
**) Another curious explanation of the name 'Afghān' see : Dorn ,
Niamat Ullah, Annotations, p. 64.
***) Their Jewish features are greatly exaggerated by such , as
believe in the Jewish descent of the Afghāns; I for my own part could
detect nothing of them.

хү
the Teutons 'Germani', the
of this name.

Germans themselves not making use

The Burhān - i- qātis simply says about the word 'Afghān' :

افغان با غين نقطہ دار بر وزن مستان بمعنی فریاد وزاری باشد ونام
قبيله است مشهور ومعروف وجمعش افاغنه است بر وزن فراعنه
بطريق جمع عرب
„Afghān , with the dotted & , after the analogy of 'mastān ’, occurs
in the sense of complaint and wailing', it is also well known as
name of a people and its plural is ‘Afāghinah', after the analogy
of farāzinah, after the manner of an Arabic plural .“
The national name with which the Afghāns designate them
selves, is wearing, pronounced now in the west ‘ paštūn ”, and in the
east ‘paytūn'.

It is seen at the first glance, that this is the very

name , which they bear already in the list of Herodotus, who has
transcribed it in Greek , as accurately as possible , by TISZTVEG.
( Herodotus VII, 68 ).
lation ,

From ‘ paštūn', by a regular Prākrit assimi

the Indian ' pathān' is formed (see my Sindhi Grammar,

Introd. p. XLII,

under % ); there is

no such word

in Arabic

as 'pathān' ( the Arabic knowing neither the letter p nor th ) nor
in Persian either ,
the name whis,

and

if the eastern Afghāns

use occasionally

it is the same as the Indian chpäe ( the Pašto

being destitute of an aspirate ).
In India the Afghāns are also known under

the name of

" Rõhillah '. ' The Afghāns themselves call their country frõh ', but
only in contradistinction to the Indian low-lands .

Rõh is

by no

means a proper name, but an appellative signifying a mount
ainous country',

as

still used in Sindhi ( TTE ).

Thence is

regularly derived jeg, rõbīlai, a mountaineer (see $.33 ) , Sindhī
रोहीलो.
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We trust that the comparative remarks,
serted in this Grammar ,

which we have in

will prove our assertion regarding the

origin and affinity of the Pašto and incite to a deeper comparat
ive study of the language of an old warlike nation , which has
played already so great a roll in the commotions of Asia and which ,
according to all the signs of the time ,
greater one.

is destined to play a still

I.

Section.

The Pašto system of sounds .

$. 1 .
1.

The Pašto Alphabet.

With the Islām the Afghāns have also received the Arabic
characters , as most other nations , converted to the Islām . When
and by whom the Arabic characters were adapted to the Pašto
sounds, is unknown * ) , at any rate this difficulty has been solved
with great skill. Only one consonant has been left indistinct , the
media
d (= dz ) , which was not distinguished from its tenuis
Ć
¿ ! (= ts ) by separate diacritical marks . We have endeavoured
as for
to supply this want by placing two dots above
C ' viz وخ
a foreigner at any rate the non-distinction of the two sounds must
prove very troublesome.
At the beginning the punctuation of the Pašto alphabet seems
to have been subject to many variations , the old manuscripts
differing from each other very considerably in the use of the
diacritical marks, e. g. 4 , , and
are often found expressed by
; and 3 (see Dorn,Chrestomathy of the Pushto language, In
trod. p. V) ; we find also partly the system , which gradually has
been adopted for the Hindūstani, marking the letters t , d , p
by the superscription of b , as , , }, or by putting four dots
above them , as 3 , 3 , ; , in use, especially in manuscripts, written

*) With our present deficient knowledge of Pašto literature it is
difficult to state , which is likely to be considered as the oldest Pašto
work. Raverty (Introduction to his Pašto grammar, p . 32) states , that
Shēkh Mali is the oldest Pašto author, who has described the conquest
ofSvāt (A.D. 1413-1424). But he seems not to have seen himself the
work in question.
TrumpP , Afgh. Grammar.
1

2
in India. But gradually the present system of writing has been so
thoroughly fixed in Pašto , in consequence of its clearness and easy
applicability, that in more modern manuscripts a mistake is seldom
to be met with , which may unhesitatingly be ascribed to the
ignorance of the copyist , with the exception of such words, the
orthography of which is not yet quite settled.
For the vowel - system the adopted arabic signs are not
quite sufficient, as they do not fully cover the Pašto sounds . We
shall try to supply this want, which the Afghāns themselves may
not have felt much, as they could easily enough find out the correct
pronunciation of every noun without the addition of peculiar diacrit
ical marks, by an accurate transcription in romanized letters ,
for which purpose we have adopted the Linguistical Alphabet
of Prof. R. Lepsius (Standard Alphabet, IId edit. ) , with a few
slight modifications.
We let now follow a phonetic survey of the Pašto alphabet,
separating the foreign elements from the pure Pasto sounds .

Arabic
consonants.

Pašto consonants .

Gutturals : us, (u) ; «S, ( 2 )

k,

j

c;

.
10org

!!

¿

(q) ; g , ( g ) y ; X

Palatals :
Cerebrals :

;

(uz)

8

G )

h

Ci =
t ; dž;

ü ;

;
; Z

d

2
r

$

t;

d

Uوس,
S

Ei
ina

Linguals :
Dentals :
Labials :
P;

E;
3 ; h ';

у

;
t;

9;

m

b; w; wo; to
t; z ; S ;
 ل, ن ; ثر
1 , rg
في
V
f

With reference to the pronunciation of the purely Arabic
consonants, it is to be observed , that the Afghāns pronounce them
in the same way , as the Persians ; thus b is pronounced like

common tt,
, ,
 ظ,  ضر,, نj like z2,,  صand ☺e like 5s ,,  قlike kk ,, ح
like h ; and the deep guttural touch, which is communicated to the
accompanying vowel by E, is generally not heard, only the mullās
affect the original arabic pronunciation of these letters. For the
sake of etymology the different sounds have been rendered
in the romanized system in conformity with the Standard
Alphabet .

-

3

We subjoin here the common alphabetical order of the
Pašto letters :

Unconnected

Final

Medial

Initial

ا

ألف

- ( 2)

1

و

Pronunciation
& Rom .
transcription

Name

.

b

د
3

پی

ا
"
:
ه

.3

)

ډ

P

}:
ام
:

t

:

t
:

ن

9 (s)

:
..
۸۰

ردا
د
ا
"
ن
*
:
3

j

2

4 (dz))

خ
č
ج
 ) اts (
خ

د

h

M
M:
(
x
d

دال

312.%:

2

p
3

ن

2

رز

r

4

r

۲

۲

ژ

زی

3

ث

ة
ه
و
"

ز

ز

4 ( zh )

ژ
2

2

1

) (و

ز

ر

3

S

سا

سین
*
3
:

š (sh)

شین

3

1*

-

Unconnected

Final

4

Medial

.

Initial

مند

صاد

9

ط

ط

ط
كنفي
9

ظ

33

S

ماد

9

) و1(

3

نین

3

Pronunciation
& Rom .
transcription

3

Name

7

t
وتی

ظ

4 (2)

)ه.ےا

غ

غین

في

ذ

إهلىا

ک

كاف

9

33

قاف

ماف

ا
9

خ

S

لام

4
k
g

34

لم

لا
f

فی

d:

3

 ك, کی

32

ب
له
.3

h

4

و
3

l

m

ن

n

نی

n

في

و

و

ور

و

هي
ی

د

و
35

8
ی

V

واو

h

y

A consonant may be doubled by, putting the sign - (uztus
tašdīd , corroboration) above it , as : Sło mullā , a Mullā or mu
hammadan priest.

In Arabic all consonants may be doubled (even

Alif provided with Hamzah not excepted ). The Persian consonants
ژن
% and
,
g never take Tašdīd, except xə baččah,

the young of an animal, a child.
is never met with.

In pure Pašto nouns the Tašdīd

-
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The (purely) Arabic letters are also used as numerical
values, in recording ( by brief sentences , in which the sum of
all the letters must be added together) historical events .

yo
Nag

1

1
2

8
9

400

70

500

)

:)

E

60

80

10

ز

ul

20

5

S

30

6

p

40

7

50

:)93

४

4

ق

600

VC.
(.

3

7

90
100 | ض

700
800
900

ش

300 | غ

1000

This method of computation is called a bjad , from the first
four letters , which are pronounced as a group. The following
technical groups are ( read from the right to the left) :

ekio, iść, w

ja , wassw , wald, Geos , jos

The Arabs have borrowed this whole system from the Hebrews
and have therefore also followed the order of the Hebrew alphabet ;
the first nine letters represent the units 1-9 ; the nine following
the tens, and the next nine the hundreds and the last letter (Ė )
a thousand .
The order of the Hebrew alphabet goes only as far as w
( Hebr. n) 400 ; from thence the Arabs have gone their own way ,
by using those letters , which are peculiar to their own language.

$ . 2.
2.

The Pašto consonants.

It must surprize us at the first look , that the Pašto alphabet
is not possessed of any Aspirates *) , and in this respect it agrees
with the Irānian idioms , but on the other hand it has pre
served the full row of the Cerebrals , whereby it closely approach
es the Indian Prākrit tongues , yea , it has even preserved a

* ) Words like Sughez, a white rose, Jimbang phēlēdal, to spread,
xilqə thānah , a small fort etc. are no Pašto words at all but borrowed
from the Hindi and only in use on the Indian frontier .

-
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cerebral š ( u ), which has long ago disappeared in Prākrit and
the idioms sprung from it. Let us now consider the different classes
of sounds in detail. *)

1 ) The Gutturals .
The tenuis us k and its media uf g (the Persian manner of writing
this letter, viz : 55 is not in use with the Afghāns ) are pronounced in
the usual way. Besides us k there is also ü q found in pure
Pašto words ; but this must be considered as a mistake, owing to
is always pronounced
the want of a strict orthography . This
Exam
like simple k , to which it also corresponds etymologically.
radhaku;
glašiš, etc. Thus we

ples of this kind are : Lös taq, a blow, a slap, Sindhī
1595 tūſăh , a blunt arrow , Pers. xs

find alternately written xsa tõqõh or ansigt tõkõh, derision ,Sindhi
Etan .

We find even u interchanging with ė, as sjų daqarăh or

Doch dagarăh, a push, Sindhi zait

( with transition of the tenuis

ţ into the media d).
The Pašto k corresponds in most cases to an original k or
kh , as : Sgs kõl, family, Sansk. opis;

om af kūbai, a well,Sindhī
bed

F (Panjābī likwise khūhā , but

Sansk . af 9); wus kat , a

.
stead, Sindhi a ? Sansk . ET

More rarely to the media g or

gh, as vis kand , gum -resin, Sindhi SC, Hindi Tai jos
kõr , house, Sindhī 916 ( Prākrit already ETC, Sansk . T € ).
The media usg corresponds generally to an original g or gh ,
as : Jaisa ganr-al, to consider, Sindhi sury ; Sthis gundi , a
button, Sindhi ýst; pies gūnr, a weevil , Sindhi gut. Now and
then an original tenuis ( k, kh ) has been changed to the media g,
as :

shines garandăh , a kind of sloe , Hindi QRTET ( Sansk.

PRHÈT) ;wyš gūt, a hole in a wall, Sindhi at .

Initial g

*) The following somewhat minute observations are destined to
throw out a few hints for the intercomparison of the Pašto with the
cognate tongues.

-
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may also , according to the Persian laws of sound , correspond to
original v (= b = p), as : svs gēļāh, belly , Sindhi ūk.

Not differing from uso g is , ģ, as regards its present pronun
ciation in Eastern Afghānistān , and it is therefore now and then
( but wrongly ) interchanged with us , though , according to its ety
mology, it must be distinguished from it as an (originally) separate
sound. In Western Afghānistān it has quite a different pronun
ciation, as will be seen under the Palatals ; both pronunciations
are softened from an original
j , and some of the eastern tribes
pronounce it also as
7

Peculiar to the Pašto is the sound = x , which the Afghāns
pronounce with a deep articulation , common to mountainous people *) .
In most purely Pašto words it corresponds to the simple g or gh
of the Sanskrit - Prākrit as sé yar , mountain , Sansk . folft; ise
yvā , cow , Sansk . OTI ( Hindi -T75 ); asė yvaž, ear , Pers . cüy's
( Sansk . U19, Zend gaosha ). In some cases į is a softening of
an original

tenuis (k) , as ė , žay , noise , Sindhi 50 ; wus yat,

large, Hindi opiet; yine yễnſ , penis , Pers . you .
The sound Ż x the Pašto bas in common with the Persian ;
its origin is various. It corresponds to old k , kh, g and gh, as : ists
zalai,

a

sprout, Hindī pist; ws; vaxt, time ,

arab. won

kh

q

k) ; sodys xòțai, small , Sansk.

or čh ,

thence

Hindi BTCT);

2- ,

(kš in Prākrit
jax , foam ,

Sindhi 5 !

( Hindi झाग ).
Like the modern Persian the Pašto also changes the Sansk .
conjunct letters

sy commonly toys (by the medium of the

*) After initial ; z we find ė occasionally interpolated merely for
euphony's sake (i. e. out of fondness for a harsh articulation ) as : Jg ;
Zyard, quick , Pers. His ; séj zyarăh, coat of mail,Pers. 6,;; Jas;
zyam -al, to bear, Sansk .

(kš = j) .

8

Zendic q) ,

as : wys rūb , sleep ( Zend qafna ), Persian

who

(properly : x Fāb ), Sansk. Fat; j = xõr , sister (Zend qanhar),
Pers.golgo , Sansk. ESHTE ( ETF ).
In the same way the
conjunct letters
sy are treated ( PT being commonly changed
in Prākrit to A ), as: taigos xvāšíh, mother-in-law, Sansk.
( Sindhi FF ),

Pers . contigo ,

zvaš-dāman ;

father-in-law, Sansk. kyyne (Sindhi HET ),

but jím

.Pers. خشر.

syar,

An

exception makes the pronominal adjective is xpal , own , self,
b
v) , and final d
the group  خوbeing changed to  خپp
)p
to 1 (see under the letter I), Sansk . Factu , Pers . Jys.
A peculiarly deep guttural is vir , as pronounced by the
eastern tribes ; e. g. vile yāḥ, tooth , as zažtăh, brick. In
Western Afghānistān it is pronounced as a cerebral š ; see under
the Cerebrals .
8 h corresponds generally to original h, as ogu drõh, malice,
Sansk. Stę. At the beginning of a word h is now and then the
remnant of an aspirated Labial , as : shēr , time, period,

Sindhi The ; Season hērai, a sheep, Hindi HŞT.

Initial h is now

and then added , merely for euphony's sake, as : Ló hā or not
hāyāh , egg , Sindhi A1, Sansk. fis, in Persian the aspi
ration is
Sindhi

still deeper , após; sé had ,

already

bone ,

Sansk.

sye ,

s hadu.

$. 3.
2) The Palatals.
The
Palatal
and even
č

greatest variety of sounds the Pašto exhibits in the
row ; it possesses more palatal sounds than the Sanskrit
the Zend.
is pronounced like the Persian
(Engl. ch) ; it corresponds

to the Sanskrit- Prākrit o , k , (

kh) 7 Č and g čh (= chh ),

as :

9

čār , work , Sindhi chift, (Sansk. afired ), Pers .

65 ;

sziş čāțăh, a long knife, Pers. 3,65 (Sansk. annet
की ,
Sindhi arat). In some cases
has sprung from an original
media (j , jh ), as : lila čāļā, stammering , Sindhi जड्ः rarely
from

original s , as :

Sole čāval,

a plummet , Sindhĩ TIES ,

Hindi साहिल.

T j mostly corresponds to original j , jh , as : جوړ

jöf,

healthy, well , SindhiFitçi song> japai,rainy weather,Sindhī ust.
In a few words T j has sprung from original k , as : soo jinat,
girl , Sansk. ORT; and from s , as : aşv , valjăh, weapon , iden ,
tical with its or sing.

It is to be noted , that

frequently

or \i, sacrifice.

interchanges with j , as ,

By a gradual softening of the pronunciation the Pašto has
č and
formed out of
j two new sounds, viz ë ţ (= ts ) and į
d = dz ) respectively. Both sounds , i . e. č and ļ, j and d, are
now firmly fixed and only in a few nouns the pronunciation is

and

and

and

varying between

Ĉ

7

Ć

E.g. s , jārī , a spy,

Sindhratt; os tarąh , single , alone , Sindhi GIFĘT ( čhaſhő );
ځوان.van
, young , Pers . خولی ; جوان
झोली.

Like

alai,, wallet ,, Sindhi

also Ć is frequently interchanging with ; 2,
خ

as xiś qanăh or xj; zanăh , chin, Pers. cvj; Original Ekh also
has been changed to ¿ ( kh

j) , as assuo šaờăh, woman,

Sansk. सखी.
It is to be noticed , that also original cü has been changed

t , and

to
Ĉ은

to

 خd , as : susis țațēd - al, to fall by drops,,

 يونpadūnai, an ambush.
.Pers  پسوئی ; شاشیدنpasinai or ي
Bisedia
j
 زž is, as regards its pronunciation, identical with the Persian ;
it is pronounced like the French j in jour. In Pašto as well as

10
in Persian it has been softened down from
j , and it is written
and pronounced
by some of the eastern tribes. The Ghalzīs in
middle Afghānistān pronounce it still more softly like ; z. E. g. 23
žabăh , tongue, Sindhi fa , Sansk. FFET;

žai , the string

of a bow , Sindhi f15, Pers. 3j ; uis važl-əl or
to kill ; } j žarā or

 وجلvajl-al,
,

jațā , lamentation .

; Ž has also sprung from original h =

z) by the medium

of the Zend and Persian , as s *%, žimai, winter, Zend zima, Pers .

pi, Sansk. fedi

spajo vrīžő ( pl . fem .) rice ,

Sansk. alife;

uj žan = Pers . oj zan (Sansk. ) , a nominalaffix, us : ujue
yamžan ,
jan (7

sorrowful , which is
j ) , as

also written and pronounced

ko makrjan , deceitful, or مكرژن..

The palatal sibilant , 3 does now not essentially differ from j
I have not succeeded to
I refer to the fact, that
able to fix the difference
of more recent date both

ž , as regards its pronunciation ; at least
find out a marked difference of sound.
the modern Afghāns themselves are not
of sound between 2 and ji in manuscripts

letters also are frequently confounded and only old manuscripts
can be taken as a sure guide , as they strictly distinguish between
both letters, a few words excepted, the orthography of which seems
always to have fluctuated between 2 and : There can be no doubt ,
that at the time, when the Pašto alphabet was fixed , the people
must have been conscious of a perceptible difference between the
two sibilants
2 and , else they would not have been marked by
different diacritical signs. As we have no longer a sure guide on
these dark paths, we must endeavour to investigate the nature
and origin of the sibilant , by etymology.
We have already no
ticed (S. 2 , 1. ) , that the sibilant in question is now pronounced
like g in the east of Afghānistān and only differing from the
guttural g by its etymology, whereas in the west the pronunciation
Ž has become predominant. Similar transitions of sounds we find
in the Semitic languages, e. g. the Hebrew gamal (camel) becomes
in Arabic jamal ( 8 = j) , then ( by a palatal subsounding y ) gya
mal and thence even žamal . Quite in analogy with this we find
in Pašto a threefold pronunciation of
 ܪܕthe verbal termination
ēžam
etc.
for
instance
is
pronounced
in the east ēģam , in
estमे
middle Afghānistān ējam and in the west ēžam . The original pro

-
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nunciation of , seems therefore to have been žy and gy respectively
( with a more or less distinct subsounding y) .
As regards the origin of , it has mostly sprung from a J, as jos
kāš , crooked , Sansk. go , Prākrit (by assimilation) PH ,
Pers . audi - yaž bear , Sansk.
ET (kš
ch
č
j).
Original s , š , ş has frequently passed into , 3 ( no doubt , by the
A
medium of j , as noticed already) , as dygl ožăh , shoulder , Sansk .
A ; Já, žd-al, to place, Sansk . r. POT;

laž, little,

Sansk.

gat; us zo mažak, mouse, Sansk. afari. It is worthy of notice,
that the Pašto has changed also original d to the sibilant , 3, ( or z)
after the precedent of the Zend, as : 265 xūž, sweet, Sansk. Farg ;
از.garz
گ
ود
, dast, Pers . .
j z is an original Pašto sound, corresponding to the Persian ز
and pronounced like the English Z. It is either softened from
original j , like 59; zõe , son , Sansk . ATN , Pers . sulj; só; zdąh,
known , Sansk. Sin , Zend

znā ; or it has

precedent of the Zend, from original h, as
gra , Zend zairi,

sprung ,

after the

ziyar, yellow , Sansk.

Pers. »;j; oj; zrah ,

heart , Zend zaredhaya ,

Sansk . EC ; or from s (s) ( by transition to c ) as »j zar , quick,
Sansk. TH. K (q) and g (9) also may pass into ; , by the
medium of

as
itah
as لييه
ز
, Pers . قاليچهor ;; البيہ
.zal
, carpet

likewise the tenuis

;
(by passing first into the media c ) , as : ه8jgés
غوز

zanryõzăh, the cone of the pine -tree, Pers . Bigais .
The palatal semivowel s y replaces not unfrequently an in
itial vowel or h , as lag yabal, weak , instead of das abal ( Sansk.
9o ); bring yas- al

=
a

& ;
far

wringt ēs - al , to place ; si yaž bear, Sansk .
!

 بجوریyerrai,, sheep , instead of

land ,

instead

 هيرریherrai ;  يوادyavad,,

of sigses may

also replace an

initial
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consonant, that has been dropped, as : 8
of : 334

yarăh (yerăh ) fear, instead

vērăh * ) ; jei yõr , a husband's younger brother's wife,

Sansk. - Hindi

Carrut (Sindhi scrut).

$. 4.
3) The Cerebrals.
The Cerebrals form quite a characteristical feature of the
Pašto ; as it shows by the number of sibilants its affinity to the
Zend on the one hand , so it enters into close connexion with the
Indian Prākrit tongues by the cerebral row , which it has pre
served more fully, than the Prākrit itself. Every Pašto noun therefore,
which contains a Cerebral , may easily be traced back to its
Indian origin .
The tenuis w ţ commonly corresponds to an original Z ț or
7th , and is pronounced in the same way as the Sansk . Prākrit
ļ , by bending the tip of the tongue towards the cerebral point.
E.g.søš től,all, Sindhi ZTOT, company (cf. Paštā

);

tapar, family , Sindhi zuş ; wgi műt, fist, Sindhi afo ( Sansk.
. The Paštő shows already such a predilection for cerebral
fe )
sounds , that also original dentals have been changed to cerebrals,

as :
 ويکیtapak and  تويکtopak ,, matchlock (Dimin .. from

)( توپ.

The media » d corresponds commonly to an original d and
dh, as: Jliš qukāl , famine ,Sindhi şaig ( Sansk. Çocics );
usú qüb ,drowned ,Sindhi goru ; v dôr, much, Sindhi te,
heap ; out; bađăh , bribe, Sindhi act. Now and then the media
d has replaced an original tenuis (t) as : viss gāvand, neighbourhood
(thence

wigLá gāvandai neighbour) ,

TATT; sjö

Hindi TRICT,

daqarăh, a push , Sindhī c015 .

*) Similarly in Persian vi, from Sansk.atz, a hero.

Sansk .
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In some cases d has sprung from an original r, ș, as : comigo
dāļai,

bread ,

Sindhi - Hindi itat; chóls gādaſ, a cart, Hindi

गाड़ी (gari) , Sindhi गाड़ी ( gadi ) , Sansk. गन्त्री.
v s has , as noticed already , a twofold pronunciation ; in the
east of Afghānistān it is pronounced as a deep Guttural , whereas
in the west it has become a cerebral sibilant (š). A similar
phenomenon we find already in Sindhī and in the other Indian
Prākrit idioms.
In Sindhī, which stands nearest to the Pašto
geographically *) and linguistically, the Sanskrit cerebral o š is
kh (= x) or as 5 čh or changed to
pronounced either as
simple s ( cf. my Sindhi Grammar , Introd. $ . 5 , c. $ . 16 , d.) . In
Pašto š has been either changed to ź or the original cerebral š
has been retained . According to its origin the Pašto vi corresponds
therefore

a ) to the Sansk. cerebral a š , as : vis ūš, camel, Sansk.
3

, Zend ustra, Pers . püü; his kš-al , to draw , Sansk. orang ,

Zend karesh ;
Zend cash.

huis

tš-al (= ţaš -al) to drink ,

Sansk. 7 ,

b) to the palatal ś ( T ), as : įké , bough , Sansk. TTET,
Pers. zbi; vaims ūšăh , tear, Sansk. y (Sindhi wa); Keiligi
xvāšăh , mother-in -law , Sansk.

.

Also to the palatal č (čh ),

j , as : súvända puštēd-şl , to ask , Sansk. Çe , Sindhi golu ;
kö tš-al , to flee,

Sansk . rą (Zend tač), läiny riștiā , true,

right, Sansk . VF ( Lat. rectus ), Zend raz . — Also originals
has passed into vi , as : si šai, right (hand ), Sindhi HFTT;
as šađăh , woman, Sansk. Act.
In
špăh , foot, uy seems to have been euphonically
placed before the labial p , as the cognate idioms show , Sansk.
UTE , Zend pādha , Pers. ha.
*) The Pašto tribes have only in later times removed more to
wards the north .
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Frequently the Persian cü is changed in Pašto to up , merely
as it appears, out of fondness for a harsher pronunciation, but the
words , in which this change takes place, are fixed ;

e. g . uibus

xvaš ,, pleased , Pers . cügs; craind dušman ,, enemy,, Pers . ن
cranios
;; شم
ښکار
.kar
!
, chase , Pers.  شکار.etc
The cerebral

the Sindhi
♡ ņ of the Pašto is identical with

un, as regards its pronunciation .

It is pronounced rather harshly,

so that in many manuscripts it is rendered by the compound letter
In the
j nr, which however must be taken as a simple sound.
use of this sound the Pašto does not always follow the track of
the cognate idioms , but according to its own fancy it has some
times changed an original cerebral ņ again to a dental and some
times an original dental n to a cerebral. E. g. buti angaạ (also
written pišsí angany), courtyard , Sindhi 45-4 ; v ban , forest,
Sindhi
(Sansk.
बनु
वन ) (vice versa in Pašto xig vanăh , tree,
Sindhī ay ); bisa gan -al, to count, estimate, Sindhi Tury ;
ring kīns , left (hand) , Sindhi Fiut ( Sansk. aitu, properly :
the weak hand ).
Original ņ passes easily into ; *) , as the pronunciation of
both letters is very akin; e. g. cis mungar or pacis mungan ,
Sindhi jfaut, a bug.
The cerebral 2 ? the Pašto has in common with the Indian
Prākrit tongues ; it has sprung from an original d . In the use of
this ( comparatively new ) letter the Pašto agrees in the main with
its cognate idioms , although in some nouns it has gone its own
way ; e. g . so si pardăh,screen , Pers,wd, Sindhī already 4şet
;
Gj9) īrai , summer, Sindhi zuşes ( ārbaru ) the hot season ; sig
lūmbar , fox , Sindhi Diag
; nad

kūnr , deaf, Pers. „Ș (Sansk.

d ); usitno prāng , tiger, Pers. Kita (1

r) .

*) The same is the case in Sindhi, where Uì and §
guently interchange ( cf. Sindhi Gr. p. 16, 3).

?

fre

-
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The Persian conjunct letters y , rd are generally dissolved in
Pašto into ș as : 0,98 ūříh , flour, Pers. Mis so maranai, manly ,
Pers. xly, ; sss xvar-al, to eat , Pers . wus (Sansk. FT ).

S. 5 .
4 ) The Dentals.
my t generally corresponds with original t , th , as :

li tal,

bottom , Sansk . Hos ; cjls tālai , a plate , Sansk . 1213 , Sindhi
Tg.

Now and

then

original

Cerebrals have

passed

into

Dentals, as : un trap , a jump , Sindhi zut; s trūt , loss ,
Sindhi tat, Panjābī tõt ( but old Hindui ülfc).

A

media

(d, dh) may also be changed into a tenuis (t ), as : ,lá tār, a gang
of robbers , Sindhī UTST, Panjābi likewise dhārā .
s d corresponds commonly to original d, dh, as : schis tandăh ,
thirst ,

Sansk. Het (properly : lassitude) ;

Sindhī

yy.

w

dund , haze , mist,

In some nouns d has taken its rise from an

t), as :
ginal tenuis (

su drē , three ,

ori

Sansk . f ( Sindhī

suis, žvandai , living , Sansk. stan .

Uw s corresponds to the Sansk. Ħ and T , which in the
Prākrit dialects are no longer distinguished ; e. g. vidu sīnd , river,
, dog,Sank .
Sansk.front; sgw sõe , hare, Sansk. 79 ; stw spai
( Zend śpā ).

Also original o š has partly passed into s, as :

pilu sānſ , a male buffalo ,

Sansk . afts, Hindi HiS or Hİş;

similarly : Sgu sažai, lung, Pers. concl.
down from an original Palatal (

of

S has also been softened
j) by the medium
č and

and

Ĉ

 وخas : dłw sk-al and láiš įk -al, to drink (Sansk.

77 , Sindhi ay);
Sindhi जलगु..

Sým

sv -al ,

to

burn ,

Sansk . sales .
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In some words s is only a euphonic prefix, to facilitate the
pronunciation of an initial Dental or Labial , as : láw stā, thy ,
of thee ( instead of Ls); s aqw spõrah, gray, Sindhi UTST (= Sansk.
uta ); similarly also is į used, as láb qmā,my, of me ( instead
of lo).
cu š corresponds to the Sansk . Đş and chiefly to Ts,
which has frequently passed into š , as dy špăh , night , Sansk .
4 # (initial k being dropped ) ; xml, vrāšăh , language, talk,
Sansk. HTCT (with euphonic interpolated r) ; gawi špaž, six ( after
the analogy of the Zend_khshvas) Sansk. 9.

garis kašar the

younger ( brother ), Zend kasu ; gio mašar, the elder ( brother ),
Zend maś ; xágüe šīlăh , rice in the husk , Sansk. gifs, Pers .
calais; xfgiü švalăh, colic', Sansk . art.
Also original s has passed into š (as partly already in Persian ),

as : Syü šv-al, to become, to go, Sansk . , Pers . why
šaſhēd -əl , to
संढि ( fem .).
n is

rot ,

Sindhi Hşy ;

sliši

šand , barren ,

sú orie
Sindhi

purely dental as in Persian ; when preceding 2 ? it
with 2 as one

loses its proper sound and must be pronounced

sound or like the Sansk. Anusvāra , as : spia panțăh , shoe (pronounce :
pățăh , ã = i).
se

, vrumbai,first.

Before b , n is always pronounced like m , as
When the short vowel preceding n is lengthened ,

it is frequently dropped , as ongi ožáh , shoulder , Sansk. H.
In some nouns n has sprung from original m , as  شينSTn , green ,
blue, Sansk .SUTA , from original t in vam spīn, white, Sansk . A.
The Pašto shows a great fondness for the letter J 1 , which
Thus we
is frequently substituted for the Dentals n , t and d .
find 1 instead of n in the Infinitive termination ( verbal noun ), as

sigs kr-al, to do, Sindhi city (Hindi ai AT), Pers . wus; Suhis
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landai ,

small, little, Sindhi IGT; js jal (but also os žan),

a girl, Pers. uji pale yalīm , enemy , Arabic , pić. – „ šta plār,
father, Sansk. funt, Pers. jus; oka plan , broad, Zend pathana,
Pers. ofa; w sal, hundred , Sansk . TH . - jo lēvar, husband's
( younger) brother, Sansk. 2at (Latin : levir); cwý lās, hand, Pers.
دل ;;تشت.lid
لي
- gl , to see, Pers . دیدن.
L interchanges

also with r , as :

čēlai, a male kid,

Hindi Sad (Sindhi zet); o , ragai, relationship, Sindhi

ole.

L is also added , for euphony's sake, especially before an
initial labial v, as : les lvārgh, all, instead of the common
روده
vāľah ; og Ivažăh, hunger (instead of sing,
which is not in use) ,

from

 وړیvažai, hungry , Sindhi qet, Hindi FET.
sig

L seems

also to be a euphonic interpolation in sigu svarlī , riding, ( from
 سورsõr
SSr or  سوورsvor)) instead of  سوریSyari,, similarly in میری
sparlai , spring, Zend vaňhra , Pahlavī vaňhri (see Haug : Zand
Pahlavī Glossary, p. 116 ) , with prefixed euphonic s and transition
of v to p = sp (= spar- l-ai); Mian trapl-al, to jump , Sindhī
g979 (Pašto causal: Jogj trap-av-al).
> r corresponds to original r and is mostly preserved in Pašto ,

as
júla plār, father, Sansk. funt; wow spār ,mounted ( = j gan),
Sansk. 4897 , Pers. you .

For

euphony's sake r is interpol

ated in two vrāšáh , talk , Sansk . HT9T.
S. 6 .
5 ) The Labials.
It is characteristic for the Pašto, that , in contradistinction to
the Irānian languages , it knows no u f. It is written and even
found in proper names , like svogs , but obstinately pronounced ,
even by the Āfrīdīs themselves, Aprīdai.
Trumpp , Afgh. Grammar.

2
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y p corresponds to original p and ph, as opitý pānțăh,

leaf,

Sansk. qu; cas pat, honour, Sindhi ufa ; así, pālăh, ploughshare ,
Sansk . T.

Seldom has p sprung from original v (or b) ; as :

Jlaciones paršakāl, the rainy season , Sansk. auct .
In the compound letters sp however p is , after the precedent
of the Zend, in which the Sansk. conjunct letters
passed into śp ,

sy have already

pretty regularly hardened from v , as  سپیspai,

dog , Zend śpā, Sansk .

;

w spīn , white , Sansk.

,

Zend spaēta.
„ b corresponds to original b and bh, as : gimbo bambanș,
a Brahman , Sindhi aiuty, Sansk . ETHU; kis bang , hemp,
Sansk . HFT; Sindhi HİT. Now and then b has been softened
from p , as :

Lige rõbạh , cowherd , Sansk. Tra ; o

feather , Sansk . TÙ ( Sindhi 45 ).

banțăh,

At the beginning of a word

b is often hardened from v, as: is bātaī, a wick, Sansk. afat,
Sindhi afe ; silu baļāſ, greatness , Sindhī

(Sansk. 95 )
.

Ppm corresponds to original m , as : žve may , face, Sansk .
ga ; slys mūlaī, radish, Sindhi Erit, Sansk.Fri.

In some

nouns m has sprung from original n, as : sáss mīnăh, love, Sindhī
äte , Sansk. Qe;

or from a

Labial ,as paj nūm , navel,

Sansk. Atfr, Pers. cils ( compare also in Persian wis resió)
Besides et nūm we find in Pašto also gj nū ,
final h ( bh = h) , Pers . ¿L.
The labial semivowel v does

with ejection of

not always form in Pašto a

diphthong with a preceding a , but is frequently pronounced as a
consonant, as :

olegi avyān , an Afghān; Jaung7 ūvrēd- al, to hear.

According to its origin , v corresponds commonly to v , as
on va- ai ( or vayai) saying, word , Sindhi ars ( Prākrit 01941,
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võ , win
d , Sansk. art.
wind
võ

V has frequently

sprung from original b , bh , p and f , as : wig

vand , a dike , an

arT
Sansk. H
e ));;

embankment, Sindhi affer, Pers. wär ; ssg vr-al ,to bear , Sansk.
Pers.

HP, Pers. cust
Whi ; og

gló tāv , heat, (also tão) , Sansk . aru ,

vāvrăh, snow , Zend vafra , Pers. ' ;

, vl -al , to

Initial v , with following u or
Ō is frequently a euphonic addition (or supplying an elided b), as

wash , ( Sansk. I , caus. FT4 ).

or
 أودهadgh or  وودهvidgh , asleep ;  اوریدلored-gl or ووريدل, vored-al,
to rain ;
 ووvõſ , small,,
vuč , dry, Sansk. proci, Zend huska ; ر199
Sansk .l, Pers. wjs ( rd = ș in Paštā) .

V keeps its place

more tenaciously in Pašto , than in Persian , e.

g. ;; var , gate,,

 درونvrün, the thigh, Pers. ole
Pers. jú , from the Sansk. ITT ; so
Sansk. ETF (ū

v) .

$. 7.
Accumulation and transposition of letters.
The Pašto , as a rough mountainous idiom, accumulates at the
beginning of a word two (and even three) consonants. A sib
ilant (as first or second letter) is thus very frequently joined to
>
an other consonant , as :

wymi špūn,

shepherd ( Pers. wha );

glow skõr, charcoal; Samo psõl, a necklace of gold or silver coins ;
Já, žd-al , to place ; os; zdạh , known ; Janis tš-al, to drink ; or
a liquida is joined with another consonant , which to our ear
often sounds harsh , as : Sło mlā , the loins ; Sju mzarai, tiger ;
sis nmar, sun ; line, ryaệt-al,
attend.

to roll ; Jägts nyvat-al, to

A peculiar phenomenon in Pašto is the transposition of
letters , to which chiefly the Sibilants and Labials are subject.
In some cases , especially in monosyllabic words , the whole word
may thus be inverted , so that the original position of the letters
2*
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can

logy

only be found out by etymo

; e. g. lis ks -al , to draw

s
out , to write , Pers. gun , Sansk. ry , or lide šk -al ; using
!!
buzarg , great (Pers
...
or west mij zbarg; ¿ j, rvad, day (Pers .
or
ja)) or ėj, vrad; sáng, ārvēd -al, to hear ( Sansk. 2719)
sungł āvrēd-al;pühen pațēlanr, a weaver's beam, (Hindi SCAT
)
or gönle palēțanſ.
In some cases only the transposed form has remained in use,
as : , j lār, way ( Zend ratha = rat, t = 1 and transposed lār);
Juma só parsēd-şl , to swell ,

to

be enlarged , Sindhi ufany

( Sansk. DF]); s; tīrăh, beard , Zend raēsha, Pers. wunds
.

S. 8 .
3.

The Pašto vowel-system .

The Pašto has a great variety of vowels , so that the Arabic
signs are not sufficient, to express them accurately, we shall there
fore add everywhere a transcription in roman letters .
We give here first a general survey of the Pašto vowel -system :

&

a

ā

i, ī
ai

u, ū
au

o, o

In Pašto the short vowels a , i , u are not expressed in the
body of the consonants , according to the Arabic - Persian method
of writing , but only by signs , placed above or beneath the
consonant , after which they are to be sounded.
The sign for a (on the designation of a see below a )) is -- ,
which is placed above the consonant and is called either as
fath‘ah (Arabic) or ; zabar (Persian) , as j fa , cw sa , i šal.
The sign for i (at the end of a word sounded as ě) is
it is placed

beneath

the consonant and called in Arabic کسره

-
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si (se),

kasrah, in Persian stj, zir (zēr * )), as v fi (fe),
 شل.sil

The sign for u is 1 and is placed above the consonant; it
is called in Arabic mio zammah and in Persian cinta pīš (pēš) , as :
,

Á ,

But if a noun commence with a short vowel ( a, i, u) , Alif
( ) must be written to serve as base for it , the vowels themselves
being considered only as auxiliary signs to the consonants, as : ſ a,
li ,

i u.

In Arabic initial Alif is in this case always provided

with Hamzah (see below) , which is placed above or beneath it, as
la , li , i u , but in Pašto it is dispensed with.
The three long vowels ā , i lē) , ū (6) are expressed in the
body of the consonants by the letters , S ,,, with the addition
of the respective vowel points , which must be supported by the
preceding letter ;

l , is and > are then called

ushis sākin

or

quiescent , because they are not moved by a vowel of their own,
as ::  ( ** باba
 بbi ,  بوbu ;;  بالbal ,,  بیلbil
,,  بول.bul
,, ی
?
But when a noun commences with ā , the sign
horizontally above the Alif

ſ.

is placed

This sign is called in Arabic

* ) In Khorāsān the (original) distinction between ū and 7, i and ē
is still made ; the Afghāns pronounce therefore zēr, pēš etc.
** ) In some Arabic nouns finals (above which

also is now

and then placed) is treated and pronounced like Alif, as sign Müsā,
) also written

 ( موشیMoses ;  عیسی21s ,, Jesus ; کری-Nikra
د
,, recol

lection etc. Also in the midst of some nouns
of Alif.

and is is written instead

In this case , in order to point out the proper pronunciation,

the Fath'ah is written vertically , as  صلوتsalat,, prayer , توروت
 درf
or wedges taurāt, the Pentateuch ( Hebr. -in ). In xi5 allāhu original
, has been ejected and the length of the vowel is now indicated by a
vertical Fath'ah .
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sło maddah (extension)

and is properly

horizontally , so that ĭ stands for ll.

an Alif placed above

If a noun commences with

ī (7 ) or ū (6) , s and , must be likewise preceded by Alif , to
support the vowel- sign, as US and  وthemselves are quiescent; e. g.

un īd , wgj ūd .

and

The Arabs put , when

for the sake of accuracy the sign

) are quiescent,

eja jazm (see below ) above

them , as : wit, wet av dī ,
نود
اید

dū etc.,

but this practice

is

dropped in Pašto as superfluous.
In the Arabic-Persian manner of writing i cannot be distin
guished from ē nor ū from Ō , as the old Grammarians did not
consider it necessary to invent new signs for ē and 7. The Afghāns
therefore leave it to the reader to find out for himself , when i or
ē, ū or ő is to be pronounced , though ē and ō are by no means
a dialectical variation of ī and ū, but original and independent sounds,
founded in the nature of the language. For the Afghāns themselves
tbis non-distinction of ē and Ō in writing may have little disad
vantage, but for a foreigner many difficulties arise therefrom . We
have endeavoured to obviate this difficulty by putting the Kasrah,
whenever ē is to be sounded , vertically, as tai ēd , su dē , and
1
1
by placing the sign « above ,, whenever y is to be sounded , as
ug õd , ju do ,
superfluous.
When 9 or

dropping at the

same

time

the zammah ,

as

are moved by a vowel , put above or beneath

them , they are no longer quiescent , but regular consonants ,
as
 وارvar,, خوار

var ,  ماواmava ,,  يارyar,, نیاز.niyaz
etc

The diphthongs ai

and

au

are expressed

by

a

preceding

Fath‘ah and a following quiescents or ,, which must be provided
with a Jazm ( .. ) , as sí ai , ji au , was bail, ja baul . It has
been noticed already (S. 6 ) , that > with a preceding Fath'ah does
not always form a diphthong.

Other orthographic signs are :
1 ) The pj jazm ( abscission) “ , which is placed above a
consonant , to denote , that it is not moved by any vowel , as wiss
ztat , throne , još zpal, self, own .

1

-
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2) The Bisnes hamzah , s , in the midst and at the end
of a word takes the place of Alif , to keep asunder two convening
vowels , of which the second must be supported by the base is
(usually written without the two dots) furnished with Hamzah , as :
 لائقlaiq ,,  بائلba -el
čl-gl;;  نائیna -1;;  هوسئیhosa-1
-ā;
; when the
second vowel is ū or 7 , Hamzah alone is placed between them
(without the bases), as jougeLó tā -ūs , geba pā -7 *) . When the
final vowel is short , Hamzah alone may serve as base for it,
as o ; zõ-ě , son (or 59;)
.
3 ) The lisg vasl , - ( conjunction) is only found in Arabic
phrases. It joins two words , the latter of which begins with Alif,
the accompanying vowel of which is dropped and the final vowel
of the preceding word drawn over or joined to the following, as :
0
 عبد الملكabdu -Imaliki;;  اللهpanas bismi- llāhi.
4 ) The so-called Tanvin , the doubling of a final vowel - sign
(i . e... un , i an ,

in) only occurs in a few words borrowed

from the Arabic, especially in the Accusative (which is frequently
used in an adverbial sense) , as :

su qasdan , intentionally,

Lilašs ittifāqan, accidentally etc.
We will now consider the nature and origin of the Pašto
vowels separately :

a) The indistinct vowel a .
The Pašto has an indistinct vowel - sound , which is also found
in the language of the adjoining Kāfirs **) . It is somewhat shorter
and more indistinct than u in but and can therefore only be learned
by hearing. This vowel sound is quite essential to the Pašto and
is not to be confounded with the short open a, as it is pronounced
with the lips only so much opened as to emit a short sound, which
fluctuates between ă and ě.
In a grammatical point of view the
distinction between a and ă is very important, as we shall see
hereafter. The Afgbāns themselves also are so much conscions

*) But in common writing Hamzah is generally left out , as ياو.
**) See my essay : On the language of the so - called Kā .
firs in the Indian Caucasus. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,
Vol. XIX.
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of this difference of sound , that in some cases, where grammatical
accuracy demands it , they have designated a by a superscribed
Hamzah, as : o kțăh , done (facta , Sing. fem .) od krah, facti
( Pl. masc.) . How important the distinction of ă and a is, we may
see from a few examples,

yar , donkey , but ,s xar , snoring ;

jš kar , ploughing and sowing ,

but aš kạr , thin excrement ; wie

mat , quickness , but who mạt , the arm above the elbow.

This

distinction of both sounds is also very essential in the formation
of the Plural of some nouns , as : šim syar , Sing. stone , Plur.

The
ayan .
śww sxar; curso mayan , Sing. a lover , Pl . Um
indistinct a is therefore mostly found in monosyllabic words or
at the end of a noun , the last syllable of which is pronounced
very fleet. a is now and then exchanged for i , both sounds being
much alike , as

j zar , quick or » , zir ;

it interchanges

also

with ŭ , as žu pay or żó půy, scurf; güring pašto or giving puštő.
b) Short a is pronounced somewhat indistinctly, like the
English u in but and as a in Sanskrit and the modern Indian
vernaculars ; only in conjunction with the Gutturals ¿ X
E s a distinct a is sounded .

= h ', o h ,

It corresponds generally to original a , as dis pand , journey,,

Sindhi पन्धु ( Sansk. पन्था ) ; a

is not unfrequently

shortened

from ā , as jy var , gate , Sansk. 1 in Persian also jú) ;
laman , skirt of a dress ,

Pers.

comis.

تمن

Far more rarely has a

been transmuted from original u (ū), i and ē , as : gw max , face,
Sansk. Tat; use mažak , mouse, Sansk . Afara

sjúcz pandai,

the calf of the leg, Sansk . fuus; é maž , ram , Sansk.

4.

c) Long a.
ā corresponds to original ā, as , la čār, business , work, Sansk.
कार्य, Sindhi कारि ; splasrāh, refuge, Sansk .आश्रय (Sindhi
HTT); ā is but rarely lengthened from original ă , as

بائی
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a wick, Sindhi afe, ( Sansk. afs ), the double consonant being
dissolved into a single one by lengthening the preceding vowel , as
in Prākrit. Now and then ā has taken its rise from the diphthong

au , as

s čāpēr, round about , Hindī atun .
d) $ and ē.

Both vowels are in Pašto separate sounds , though in writing
they are frequently confounded (as they are expressed by kasrah or
with kasrah respectively) . The ear therefore alone can be a

safe guide. On the whole the following rule holds good : e is
always pronounced short at the end of a word , be it written
by kasrah alone or by s ; it may therefore be considered anceps ,
as ::  كښkse (or  کښیksc ) in ;;  وراندvrande, before, (written also
sutis
 ;)دراندیsous lõč , great ; Go; zõč , son

( = 0 ;).

Long is

final ē only in the Format. Sing. and Nom. Plur. of fem . nouns
ending in ăh , because it is not without an accent , as otherwise ;
it is therefore always written with us , as : istri , šad -é , both
syllables being accented.

In the midst of a noun ē is always

long and must be written by S , as 37 dēr , much , säne pét-ai,
a load. Short e can here only occur , when preceded immediately
by a long vowel , which has the accent ; in this case ě (= 1) is
usually expressed by the base o , but without dots , as : پائکو
pá -eko, a lever for pounding grain.

e) > , 7 .
Short ő is only found at the beginning or end of a noun
and is always expressed by Pēš , as : 83 , vỏ krah, do ! s lārð,
Format . Pl. of ,

lār, road.

Final ŏ is properly long and is

commonly written so , as , jí lárā, but as the accent is on the
preceding syllable in such like nouns , it is also pronounced short
and written accordingly.
Long 7 corresponds to original
chair, Hindi tot,
TOT, Sansk . ong.

, as ( ډولئی46lai,, aa sedan

Sansk . ETOT; kšis kūțăh , house , Hindi
The contracted 7 of the Indian idioms has
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likewise been received in Pašto, as: Tai nõlai , a weasel, Sindhi
Sansk . नकुल ( Prak. णउल). Very frequently a has
sprung from original ā , the Pašto showing a particular predilection
А
Sansk. aray ;
for this sound ; e . g. 99 v) , wind , Sindhi a13 , Sansk.

नोरु,

59; zõe , son, Sansk. ATA ;

uogh obăh , water , Pers. Ut; this is

especially the case , when a letter has been elided , as  مورmor,
jouls

vrõr, brother, Sansk . JTOTT;

mother , Sansk. HTATT,
talõr, four, Sansk. ORT .

But original short a also has frequently

passed into o in Pašto, as jos kõr, house, Hindī

; xwgl oșăh ,

tear , Sansk . সস্তু.
u and ū also have often been changed to 7 , as : کور
crooked , Sansk . 919 ,
daughter-in -law ,

Sansk .

Prāk . Tissit (Pers . au ): Jogi
Gati

gw sõy , a sniff, Hindī

k0 ,
nžõr,
;

original au too is commonly contracted to ō, as visas tõkai,a
guard , Hindi atanit;

4 iz čõpār, a summer -house, Hindi चौपाड्.

o corresponds also in some nouns to original p and b ( by
transition into v) , as : gcló tāð , heat, Sansk . Atq ;

sol ovah ,

seven , Sansk , HW ( s being first changed to h and then elided );
.;
ابر
او
ra
, Persh
, cloud
av
. ره ;;(شب.B
, Pers
 قه شو,, night (or شو.s
( Pārsī ayr ) Sansk. T.
f) į and 1.
ì corresponds to original i, as : ,Liin singār, ornament, Sindhi
i in Prākrit ) ; î is frequently

सिंगारु ( Sansk. शृङ्गार ,
shortened from original a ,

as Csako jina-ī , girl , Sansk. galit;

Juw sil, hundred , (also chữ sal) Sansk . TA ( Pers . chos ).

At the

beginning of a noun short i is often elided, as the Pašto is rather
fond of harsh conjunct letters , as :

Sygün

stūrai ,

star, Pers.
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-

رنک ;ستاره.drang
د
, delay , Pers ان ;درنت.gran
كر
, heavy , Pers

 قران.giran
i corresponds to old ī , as sexy divăh , lamp , Sansk . atq ;
ī is now and then lengthened from i, as winn sind , river, Sansk .
firmy; sa cīțai,letter, Hindi Faet ( by dissolving th into
single

ţh and lengthening the preceding vowel as in Prākrit).

Original 7 also has passed into ī, as www spīn, white, Sansk. .

g ) u and ū.
u corresponds to original u , as : és juy , yoke , Sansk. Yht
( Hindi

).

ū is old ū, as ,uş čūr, bruised, Sindhi 76 , Sansk. gu;
short u , which is long by position , is frequently lengthened ( by
dissolving the conjunct letters ) as : ašaš kūtah , dog , Sindhi grat
(Sansk. f ) ; sögð kūbai, hump-backed, Sindhi Fot(

kubbő)

Sansk. 9 (cf. 255) ; poi mūt , the fist, Sindhī मुद्रि, Sansk .

yfe; vigu sūną ,dry ginger , Sindhi gifo , Sansk. gufus .
Long a often passes into ū in Pašto (as in Persian to , where
ā is vulgarly pronounced ū) ,
wils ; a

as : xiy xūnăh , a chamber , Pers .

špūn , shepherd , Pers .ubów ; pyš nūm , name, Sansk.

ATA (Pers. pli); pa't lūm , net, Pers . pló.

Also short a , which

is long by position , may pass into ū , as số lũng, deaf , ( Pers.
5) Sansk. अकर्ण.

h ) The diphthong ai .
It is to be noticed , that this diphthong is pronounced in
Pašto like i in wise ( not like the German ai , but ei). Not to be
confounded with ai is aī , which is no diphthong at all , but must
be pronounced as two separate vowels.
At the end of a noun ai corresponds to the Sindhī ā , ŭ
( Prākrit 7, and in the inferior dialects already ē ; cf. §. 9, 2.) , as
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isto talai, foot-sole , Sindhi Test, Sansk.
; in the midst
of a pure Pašto noun it is seldom found, oftener in words borrowed
from foreign languages, as via mail, dirt, Sindhi Ag Sansk .HS .
i) The diphthong au.
In pure Pašto words au is rather scarce , as : jos kautar,
pigeon ( contracted from the Persian jos);

a

palau , the hem

(of a dress) , Sindhi Uot ; au is commonly contracted to ō in
Pašto, as weg tõbăh, repentence (Arab. Ky gji); coming, rūšan, bright,
Pers . opwing; or it is dissolved into av , as  ة أولادlad ) =  (أولادor
Još avlād ,

children ; au is even now and then depressed into ā,

ق
قوم
, Arab . .
, tribeam
as ام.q

II. Section.

The formation
I.

of themes in Pašto .

The terminations of nouns.

$. 9 .
A.

Masculine nouns.

1 ) Nouns ending in a consonant.
The vocalic termination of the Sanskrit - Prākrit 1 o, which
has still been preserved in Sindhī (ů) , has for the greatest part
been cast off in Pašto, as in Hindi and Panjā bī, and most
nouns end therefore in a consonant , as jó kõr , house , کال
kāl, year. Most Pašto nouns ending in a consonant are therefore
masculine , those nouns only being excepted , which imply a
as
female being, as  مورmer ,, mother,  خور70r , sister ,,  تورlir,,
daughter etc.; further a certain number of nouns , wbich in the
Nom . Sing. have already dropped their vocalic feminine termination,
but restore it again in the Formative Sing. and in the Nom. Plur.
§ . 10 , 5 ; 51 , a.

2)

-
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Nouns ending in ai .

The termination ai corresponds 1 ) to the Sindhi termination
ō (s. 8 , h.) . It is worthy of notice , that nearly in all those
nouns, in which the Sindhĩ has preserved the termination 7, Hindi
and Panjābi commonly ā , ( see my Sindhi grammar , . 6 , II) , the
Pašto exhibits the termination ai, and where the Sindhi has shortened
Ō to u , the Pāšto has dropped the vocalic termination altogether,
as mentioned already ; e. g. Sygün stūrai, star, Sindhĩ ATTT;
gēndai, rhinoceros , Sindhi TST (gēndā) ; Gutó haļai,

کینتی
bone, Sindhī EST; 'stis landai, small , Sindhī aict
.
the Sindhī adjective termination ī , as : see hūdai ,

2 ) To

obstinate ,

Sindhi St; but the Persian adjective termination 1 is generally
preserved in Pašto , as

such adjectives are considered as foreign,

as
cara; zaymī, wounded ;

similarly: Gus kūrī, leprous ,Hindī

mit ( köçh ), the proper Pāştā formation being summa pēsai, from
(
 ) پیسPers.(.

3) Nouns ending in ā.
The termination ā occurs only in a comparatively small num
ber of nouns, which are for the greatest part borrowed from foreign
sources, especially the Hindī , Panjābī and Persian , as : جولا
jālā , a weaver ,

Pers . oly?; kjo čūrā , a bangle , Hindī EST,

Sindhi Yst (m.) Isof gūdā , a doll , Hindi TĘT (m.); Lás bēgā,
(=

shas) evening.
It is remarkable and only to be explained by the Sindhi,

that the following nouns are treated as masculine in Pašto : lý;
zinā , adultery (also written olij, Sindhī already PHATE (ókáz
)
m. , but in Hindī fem . , lo sabā , (= zu , which is also met
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with) morning , Sindhi of m . , but in Hindi-Hindāstānī us or
zlo fem .; ligo sabbā , red wine * ).
Also adjectives , which are borrowed from the Sindhī , Hindi
or Persian , may terminate in ā , as its lagiā , applied , Hindi
BOTT;

; ravā , proper , Pers .

4) Nouns ending in õ.
The termination Ō which is occasionally also written u, with
Pēš)

is

of

rare

occurrence, as jahtječaļkā -7, sprinkling

water , Sindhi Fişmilit; imit banrõ , eyelash (Sindhi बाणु ,
Sansk. वाण).
Some adjectives also end in 7 , as ws# pirzā, becoming, Pers.
 ; چر پرchaha payā -ā, fordable, Pers. ulala
Some nouns ending in 7 are feminine: 3,4 bārzā, the
cheek ; çkila pāekā , a fail, pounder ; gärna pašto, the language of
the Afghāns ; Oxir; zāngā , a swing, cradle; quisí lāmbū, swimming;
quis varšā, meadow ; gclio hindkā , the language of the Hindūs,

Hindī.
The names of animals , which end in 7, are generis communis,

as :
# bīzē , m . f. monkey ; guia pišā , m . f. cat .

5)

Nouns ending in

a h.

The termination ah corresponds to the Sindhī termination 7
and u and is therefore masculine throughout. It must be well
distinguished from the termination ăh , which is always feminine ,
though

in

writing commonly no distinction

is

made , as :

asyid

kūtah, dog, (Sindhī gaat), but ašys kūțăh, bitch ; náming vēştah ,
*, Shakespear has not ventured to add a gender in his Hindūst.
Dictionary .

-

hair; als tlab, going.
ūdah, asleep.
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Many adjectives also end in ah, as: 85,

In some manuscripts the termination ah is occasionally

expressed by Fath‘ah (a ) only , as خواره = خوار
vargh ,, food ;
All Persian nouns , which are
but this is to be disproved of.
ending in re and are masculine , are reckoned amongst this class.

6 ) Nouns ending in ě.

The termination ě is peculiar to the Pašto, though it is already
in

some instances met with in Sindhi ( T5 rãe = राउ

ra- u,

cf. Sindhī Grammar, $ . 6 , VII.), as : • ; zūe, son ; egj nūe, mother's
Nouns , borrowed
brother (Sindhi ATHT); ego dõe , custom .
from foreign sources and ending in ā often affix e ( for euphony's
sake), as : skúš xudāe, God ; oli umarãe , a noble (Arab. broken
Plural) ; Li āšnãe , an acquaintance , Pers. c
Adjectives also may end in
toe , spilt.

.

as

ě,

 لویIde,, great,, توی

7 ) Nouns ending in i.
The termination ī is seldom found in masc. nguns, most nouns
of this

ending being taken from foreign

sources , as :

قائی
harợāī, a vagabond
artt;

(an everywhere); 5,13 jārī, a spy , Sindhi

wiki hātī, an elephant, Sindhi

pot

The termination ī is more common with adjectives, as : suis
xundī, preserved ; sisą čõțī, unplaited (hair); Grliga zvarākī,
edible.

8 ) Nouns ending in ū.
The

termination ū

is

tāpī , island , Sindhī zvg;

unfrequent in
Pašto ,,
in Pašto
not unfrequent

as :: ghos
as

guis kandū, a large earthen'vessel

for holding grain ; glo mīlū , bear.
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Only a few nouns ending in ū are feminine , as : 1
bāgū , a bug -bear ; sa coquid pumbē- čā , a cotton pod.
Names of animals , ending in ū , are generis communis , as :

 میلو,, m . and f ., bear.
Adjectives also may terminate in ū , as in Sindhī; e. g. gula
pāsū ,low - born; góý lāhū,carried away by the water (Sindhi ( TF ).

9 ) Nouns ending in au.
The

termination

gosta palau, hem

au

is

found only

in a few nouns ,

as :

of a garment; iz čau , a small canal; y lau,

harvest ; y sau , hundred..
The only adjective ending in au is : 9 yau , one.

$. 10.
B. Feminine nouns .
1)

Nouns ending in ā.

Most Pašto nouns, ending in ā, are feminine ( cf. S. 9 , 3 ) .
This termination corresponds to the Sansk. -Prākrit formation of fem .
nouns in ā , which has been more or less preserved in all the
modern vernaculars of India *), as : Sís ylā , theft, from lê yal,
thief; w tanā , thunder ; Sio mlā , the loins .
Some foreign nouns , which originally end in āh ' or āh (i . e.
in a consonant), are treated as feminine in Pašto, the final con

sonants

T h' and x h

not been heard in pronunciation , as slig

panāh, fem . asylum ; zilo salāh', advice ( fem . also in Hindūstānī).
2 ) Nouns ending in

å h.

This termination comprises the greatest part of all the fem . nouns
in Pašto . It corresponds to the Sindhi fem . termination ă , which
is shortened from original ā (cf. Sindhi Gram . $ . 6 , V ) ; the Pasto
*) The Drāvidian idioms of the South being of course excluded .

-
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does not strictly follow the Sindhſ in this respect , but according
to its own fancy it has subsumed under this termination also such
nouns , as end in Sindhi in 1 ( fem .), or has arbitrarily changed the
gender. E. g. xp žabăh , tongue, Sindhi FH , Sansk .FJET;
xsig vāgăh, bridle , Sindhī ar ?,

Sansk.

amit;

milý tānțăh,

stalk of Indian corn , Sindhĩ gist, Hindi sist;
alligator , Hindi TT m.

xślý nākõh,

Foreign words ending in E, preceded by Fath -ah , are likewise
feminine , the

E not being heard in Pašto, as eas tama ?, avidity,

also written xeab tama;h ; similarly final o is dropped in suho
sulha (or xosio sulhắh ) , peace .
Foreign words, ending in 84 , are on an average feminine ,
except they imply a male being, as : xhå nuqtăh, point, in Sindhī
and Hindī masc.; sáülá nāštăh , breakfast, in Hindūstānī masc.;
even sänga pirištăh , angel, is in Pašto fem .

1
3)

Nouns ending in i.

This termination, which in the Indian Prākrit tongues comprises
most feminine nouns , is comparatively scarce in Pašto and chiefly
found in such words , as have been taken from the Persian or the
Indian idioms , as : Shimansiālī, equality ; sy vrõrī, brotherhood ;

eli
سه
,a handmaid
 دښنیdusni,,enmity (instead of یلی ;(دښمنی.sah

4)

Nouns ending in a ī.

Instead of the termination ī the Pašto uses very extensively
the termination ai , which originally is identical with it. Already
in Sindhī āí is only a variation of ī (cf. Sindhi Gram. §. 10,
I, 1. 2.) .
In Pašto the termination aſ has so much got the
ascendency , that most Sindhī nouns ending in ī have been changed
to the termination aī in Pašto , as :
Trump p , Afgh . Grammar.

se

tūpaī, hat,

3

Sindhi
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ituti schile mānraī , an upper-storied house, Sindhi Atşt;
sana čítaī, letter , Sindhi fact.

5) Nouns ending in ě (and in a consonant) . The termination e (i ) , which

is originally identical with ī

( see Sindhi Gram . § . 6, VII) is only found in a small number
as
of substantives , as وتاری, nave
nāve,, bride ;  تروریtrore,, aunt;; یوی
yaue , plougbing ; it is chiefly used to form the feminine from a d
 وریvažai,
jectives and participles ( present and past) , as on,
or
važe
.m
., hungry , fem
 وږیvale or  کورنگی نورkavankai, m .doing,
fem ..
)
., .
.fem  دوونکیkavinke ) ;( کوونکی.cf .3 39, .2
A certain number of feminine nouns , which originally ended
in e , have dropped it in the Nom . Sing. , but restore it again in
the Format. Sing. and in the Nom . Plur. As in Sindhī already
both feminine terminations , ă and ě are interchanging , so has the
Pašto also some nouns, which in Sindhī end as yet in ă , subsumed
under the termination e ; e . g. yk čār, business , (instead of ,,
čāre
Sindhĩ aifu , Gen. Sing ,koj da čāre , Nom . Pl.
چاری
(or ,L) ;

slo gasa gūhār ,

a herd (= yLS,

Gen. Sing. lögsó da gūhāre etc.;

Sindhi Traf ),

og vāt, road ( Sindhī atz ),

Gen. Sing. olg j da vāțe etc.; cf. § . 51 , a.

Only a small number of fem . nouns ends in an original
consonant , which are all irregular in their Plural cf. 9. 51,b .

II.

Primary themes derived directly from verbal roots.

$. 11 .
The roots having passed through so manifold and partly radical
transmutations in Pašto , it is very often difficult, to point out the
primary themes , as the etymology of a great many Pašto nouns
is still wrapt up in darkness .
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Notwithstanding this it is very interesting to follow them up,
as far as they can be distinctly recognised , as we get thereby a
glimpse into the internal fabric of the language and are enabled
to lay bare the links , which connect the Pašto
ith the Indian
Prākrit tongues .

$. 12.
1 ) The verbal noun ending in ab (masc. ) and ăh ( fem .).

.

Like as in Sindhī a verbal noun , ending in u , may be de
rived from the verbal root (see Sindhi Gram . $ . 8 , I, 1, c . ) , in the
same way à verbal noun may be derived in Pašto by dropping
the termination of the Infinitive al , aud adding to the root of the
verb the termination ah (= Sindhī u, cf. §. 9 , 5 ) , as :
ovqmoška paysēd- gh , grieving , Inf. Sámia paysēd -al, v. n.
1
ris līd-ah , seeing , Inf. sánd līd-al , v. a.
The causal verbs do not form a verbal noun in ạh (nor any
verb ending in av - al or ūv- al) , but employ either the termination
-unăh , -ūn , or -āūn (S. 13. 15. ) .
Of the formation of a verbal noun in ăb, which is so frequent
in Sindhi (= ă), only a few remnants have been left in Pašto, as :

xümlí nāst -ăh , f. , sitting , Inf. dämló năst- al;
( ناسته.ks
کښی
-nast
-adh , siting down , Inf
. کښيناستل.
Kämlé; zyāst-ăh , running , Inf. hámbé; zyāst-şl.
dinsko mlāst -ăh , reposing , Inf. Náslo mlāst -al.
A variation of the verbal nouns in ah are those verbal nouns,
which are derived from the root by lengthening at the same time
the root - vowel , as :
kül, võt- ah, going out , Inf. usig vat-al,
as :
and the compounds from

 وتل,,

x31ošī al-vāt-ah , flying , Inf. JyJf al-vat-al.
sils

kāt -ah, seeing, Inf. Más kat- al.

tävla yāst-ah , ejecting , Inf. Männs yāst- al .
But in the Formative Plur. the lengthened root vowel is short
ened again on account of the accession of the heavy termination 7,
3 *
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as quis j da kat -o , of seeing. It is to be observed , that the ver
bal nouns ending in ah are always treated as Plurals ; only in
poëtry they are occasionally used in the Sing .

$. 13 .
2 ) The verbal noun ending in -anăh , -ună h .
The most common formation of verbal nouns is that ending
in -anăh ( fem . ),
(Sindhi Gram. § .
gender has been
verbal root in the

which corresponds to the Sindhī affix syy
8 , I , 2 ) , with the only difference, that the
changed in Pasto. This affix is added to the
same way as the affix ah.

The causals and all active ) verbs , which end in av -al
or ūv-al , change the termination anăh to unăh , by the influence
of the labial v. E. g.

ximus tš -anăh , fleeing ,

Inf. li tš - al .

kidogo maļēd- anăh , the being satiated , Inf. Jaspi maſēd-al.
xiyot parvar- anăh, fostering , Inf. Syysk parvar-al.
tigsil parav -unăh , instigating , Inf. Jogo parav - al.
xige prõv -unăh , selling , Inf.

So get prūv -al.

$. 14.
3 ) The verbal noun ending in al.
This verbal noun has now become the Infinitive , which is
regularly inflected like all other nouns.
The termination al is
originally identical with the affix an ( anăh ), by transition of n
to l . It is remarkable, that the verbal noun in al is always treat
ed as a Plural in Pašto ( like the verbal noun in ah ) § . 42 , f.
In the Formative Plural the affix al may be dropped altogether ,
so that such a noun outwardly quite coincides with the verbal
noun ending in

gh , as:  د لیدلوda lidal-5
-7,
, or  د ليدوda lid--0,

of seeing.

$. 15 .
4 ) The verbal noun ending in ūn (ā-ūn) .
This affix corresponds to the Sindhī form in aņā , which
implies in Sindhī a lasting state or occupation (see Sindhī
Gramm . §. 8 , I , 2 , b). The Sindhi termination aņā has been
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changed to ūn in Pašto , by transition of a to ū , final 7 (u) being
cast off at the same time. The affix ūn is immediately joined to
the verbal root (the termination of the Infinitive al being first
cleared away), and in those derivative neuter verbs , which end in
ēd-al , it either accedes to the pure verbal root or to the verbal
termination ēd- , as :

wystar-ūn, binding , Inf. 53 tar-al.
تدرون

gad - ūn
intercourse , Inf . Santé ga -ēd -al.

Jugueses gad -Ed - ūn
But when the termination -ēd- is a part of the verbal root
( i . e. when the verb ending in ēd-al is not a derivative or no
longer considered as such) , the affix ūn must always accede to
it , as :
وبدون
.arved
آر
-an , hearing , Inf أريدل.arved
-gl

دون
oglasady
vērēd-an , being afraid, Inf . judgaly vērēd-əl.
In causal verbs ā is inserted before the affix ün , after the
analogy of the Sindhi (Sindhi Gram . § . 42, II) , the causal character
of the verb being expressed thereby , as:
ogólänju drast-ā -ūn , completing , Inf. Sgänju drast-av -al.
وراون.Or
ښ
-a-lin
- , shaking ,, Int.  ښورول.Or
-ay-gl.
But the formation of the causal verbal noun without inserted
ā is also admissible , as :
wysia pay -av- ūn, cooking, Inf. Sosia pay - av -al.

§ . 16 .
The Gerundive ending in ūnai.
The Pašto forms a Gerundive, by joining the affix ūnai (corre
sponding to the Sindhi affix aņā , see Sindhi Gram . §. 9 , 13. b )
immediately to the verbal root. Outwardly it coincides with the
affix ūnai, forming the participle present (8. 17 ), but it is well to
be distinguished from it.
Its use is not frequent, the Pašto
generally preferring another turn , to express the idea of the Ge
rundive, very likely from no other reason but its liability to being
confounded with the participle present. E. g.
.lid
لیونی
-linai,,what is or ought to be seen , Inf.  ليدل.lid
-gl
sys kr -ūnai, what is to be done , Inf. j

kr-al.
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تم توکه به د دی نه کرونی ونه کړی زه طاقت د دی نه نیدونی کار
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Rav. Gulsh . I, 97 ).

نه لم

Thou wilt not give
this not to be done (work ) and I have
no strength for this not to be seen work.

$ . 17 .
6 ) The participle present ending in ūnai and ūnkai.
The participle present has two terminations, which are affixed
to the root of the verb , after the termination of the Infinitive al
has been cast off.

a) The termination ūnai ( fem . Ūne ) .
This participial affix is identical with the Sindhi affix ando
(see Sindhi Gram . § . 8 , I, 10 ) ; in Pašto the dental d ( = t) has
been ejected and a deepened to ū, to restore the original quantity.
یونی.girzad
کرز
-unai , going about, Inf ګرزیدل.girzsd
-gl
sig'wili māt- Ed -ūnai , being broken , Inf
. suala māt-ēd-əl.

p
 چويلgl - .clip
Int
چوپونی.t
-linai,
, sucking ,, .
is going kš- av -ūnai, causing to write , Inf. Sawis

kš-av -şl.

b) The termination ūnkai (fem . ūnke).
This termination is formed from the preceding and the ad
jective affix kai (Sindhi ko) , so that it is properly a verbal
adjective. For this reason it is frequently used in the sense of a
substantive.
یدونکی.mased
مس
-unkai,, smiling, Inf مسیدل.mased
-gl
ندی
.li
توو
-inbai
,a
a planderer, Inf.  لويل.lif
lūt-gl.

. 18 .
7 ) The participle perfect ending in ai and alai .
As in the Present, the Pašto has also two participial termi
nations in the Perfect.
1 ) The termination ai ( fem . e) , which , after the rejection of
the Infinitive termination al , is immediately added to the verbal
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root. This affix corresponds to the Sindhi affix yo, Hindī ā ( Persian
ah) , which has sprung from the Sansk. affix 7 ta by elision of t
( see : Sindhi Gram . § . 9 , 14 ) . Like the Sindhĩ ( Hindī etc.) the
Pašto can form a perfect participle of the Active Voice only
from neuter verbs, whereas the perfect participle of transitive
and causal verbs has always a passive signification .
As regards the formation of the perfect participle the following
particulars are to be noticed :
a) Monosyllabic verbs , commencing with a conjunct letter,
insert a euphonic a between the two consonants , to facilitate the
.
pronunciation , as :

gone ,, Int  تللgl - .tl
s
ی
ل.tal
ت
-ai, gone
Sgwe šav -ai, having become , Inf. Sý šv -al.
Sš kar -ai, having been made , Inf. Jos kr- al.
b) The neuter derivative verbs ( compounded with a sub
stantive or adjective) are dissolved in the participle perfect into
their component parts and use the perfect participle of Squi šv-al,
to become , i . e. Syai savai, which is put after the substantive or
adjective. Those neuter verbs , which end in ēd-al and are not
derivatives or no longer considered as such , form their perfect
participle regularly, by adding the affix ai to the verbal root. E. g.
sem ¿ls dāy savai , branded , Inf. Janels dāy - ēd -al (čls subst. )
وی.zor
زور ش
Bavai,having become old , Inf  زړېدلzar- d-al
- );زور.adj
(
)
sudyd, verēd- ai , having been afraid , Inf. súas vērēd-al.
c) The causals (av-al) , which are not compounded with a
substantive or adjective ( s. 118 ) or which are no longer treated
as such , form their participle perfect seldom by the termination
ai , but mostly by alai ( cf. 2) . The derivative causals are dis
solved in the participle perfect into their component parts and put
after the substantive or adjective the perf. participle of ss kr- al,
i. e. s š karai. E. g.
ركری.jar
جا
karai, sacrificed, Inf  جارولjar
-ay
av-gl )  جار.subst
.)(
karai, made healthy,, Inf
کری.jar
جور
.  جو رولj5r -av-gl
- ) جور.adj
.()
2 ) The termination alai , which is joined to the verbal
root in the same way as ai. The very same termination we find
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already in Sindhi (a-lu , see Sindhi Gram . § . 10 , 21 , b),
Marāthī and Gujarātī , by which the perfect participle is
rendered more like an adjective in form , whithout essentially af
fecting its original participial signification .
The affix ( a- ) lai is
originally an adjective affix , the use of which is already known in
Prākrit ( cf. Varar. Prāk. Prakāša , IV, 26 , Cowell's ed .) . In Pašto
ai ( the proper affix of the perfect participle) has been changed to
a before the affix lai , similarly as in Sindhi Ō has passed into a .
It is to be noticed , that the causals ending in av -al ( as
far as they are not derivatives ) and generally also the active
verbs ending in -v-al , form their participle perfect mostly by alai ,
less by ai . E. g.
-0 .
sigen, varh-av-alai , released , Inf. Joon, varh -av-al.
0..A
- $ ..
 ښوولی$6v -alai,, shown,, Inf.  ښوولgl - 5v

niv- alai,,
 نيولیnīvseized , Inf. Sými nīv -al.
 نیویniv -ai

All verbs may assume the termination alai instead of ai .
causals eject now and then before alai the syllable -av- , as

The

دملی

dam -alai, breathed, instead of
agroj dam-av-alai. The monosylla
bic verbs commencing with a conjunct consonant , do not insert
between the two consonants a euphonic a , when assuming the
termination alai , as :
للی.tl
 ت-alai , gone , Inf  تترgl - .tl

III.

Secondary themes .

Under this class we comprise all those nouns ( substantives
as well as adjectives ), which are derived , according to fixed laws ,
from another (primary ) theme .

A.

Formation of abstract nouns ,

which, by means of different affixes are derived from other nominal
themes ( substantives and adjectives ).

$ . 19 .
1 ) Nouns ending in i ( fem .).
This termination , which in Sindhi ( see : Sindhi Gram . §. 10 ,
I, 1 ) and Persian comprises the greatest number of abstract nouns,
is not so frequent in Pasto. E. g.

-
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su badā- 1 ( badā-y -ī) greatness , from sló badāe , great.
sings zvaş-ī, pleasure , from wigs xvaš , pleased.
soguks jāsūs-i , spying , from wwgulos jāsūs , spy.

S. 20 .
2 ) Nouns ending in ā and āi ( fem .).
By means of these two affixes (which are essentially identical )
abstract nouns are derived from substantives and adjectives. E. g .
Síc yl-ā , theft, from dé yal , thief.

)ا
 رونrin orجa
:  رونائیrunr-al(
splendour, from 9, rūnę, splendid .

 را-ranrā . رنائیranr-al
sibising, rūšn -āī, brightness, from wring, rūšan , bright:

$ . 21 .
3 ) Nouns ending in a h ( fem .).
The affix ăh (shortened from original ā) forms abstract nouns
form adjectives ; final 7 is changed before it to av and ai to i ;
e. g.
ga põh -ăh , anderstanding , from ga põh , intelligent.
ogjise pirzav -ăh , desire , from 9jza pirzā , desirous.
tad gräww stári- ah , fatigue , from szüm staſai , fatigued.

§. 22 .
4 ) Nouns ending in tiā ( stiā , siā) ( fem .).

ताई ,
The Pašto affix tiā corresponds to the Sindhi affix at,
which forms numerous abstract nouns from substantives and ad
jectives (see : Sindhi Gram. §. 10, 3 ) . The affix stiā and (thence
by assimilation ) siā is identical with tiā, the sibilant being only a
euphonic addition ; it is only found in a few nouns . The affix tiã
is immediately joined to the noun ; in some adjectives however the
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original (long) root- vowel ( ā) , which in the Nom. Sing. bad been
deepened to o or ū is restored again , but shortened at the same
time to a before the accession of this (heavy ) affix; final ai is
changed to ī ( i . e. the noun is put in the Formative), and final
dropped .
wisui,

drūnd -tiā , heaviness , from ungu drūnd , heavy.

oldage,

A
from ر9 زوzūr, old.

- tiā
Längiw stáļī -tiā , fatigue , from Stüw staļai, fatigued.
hämálo mēlma-stiā , hospitality , from saloo1 mēlmah , guest.
hamcis tang-siā, tightness , from Kiš tang, tight.

$ . 23.
5) Nouns ending in aț , tõb (ob ) , tūn (ūn ), vālai , valī ,
galvī , a vī.
All these abstract affixes are derived from one Sanskrit affix,
as different from each other as they may appear at the first glimpse.
We have here an instance , how the modern Prākrit idioms (and
amongst them also the Pašto) have managed to derive from one
affix a variety of abstract formations. The Sansk, affix, from which
all these various forms have

sprung , is

tva * ) ( cf. Sindhi

Gram . $ . 10, 6) .

a) The affix at (masc.) .
This affix corresponds to the Sindhi aftix āțu ( Sindhi Gram .
§ . 10 , b) . (The process of assimilation is : Rtv
त tt, and
by lengthening the conjunctive vowel a = āt ; by transition to the

cerebral class = āț ; in Pašto however the conjunctive vowel is
not lengthened .) This formation is in Pašto, as well as in Sindhī,
of rare occurrence .
wangu lõy-at, greatness , from sig lõe , great.

*) Or RG tvana , Prāk.
8. 89.

U ; cf. Lassen , Instit. Linguae Prāk.
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b ) The affix tōb (õb) (masc.).
In the case of this affix the process of assimilation is : tva is
dissolved into tay
tab and short a deepened to Ō
töb ; from
tob has sprung ob by elision of t (in accordance with a common
Prākrit rule)
This formation is very common in Pašto and
derives abstract nouns from substantives and adjectives. In some
adjectives the original (long ) a, which in the Nom. Sing . has been
deepened to 7 (ū) is restored again before the accession of this
(heavy ) affix , but shortened at the same time . Nouns ending in
ai are put in the Formative (= i) before this affix , and some
adjectives ending in ai , drop their final syllable altogether . E. g.

wgängaw spīn - tõb , whiteness, from onu spīn , white.

 ستوبsar -t6b
cold.
coldness , from gw sõr ,

- }
 سورتوبsor -tab
 سمیsaſai, man.
waniagw saļī -tõb, humanity , from Sgu
lēvan-tõb, madness , from sou lēvanai, mad.
quese pars - 7b , swelling ; Adj. not in use (cf. sám

so pars

-ed-al).
c ) The affix tūn (ūn) ( masc. )
This affix is lengthened from GT ; ūn is the same as tūn,
only with elision of t. Both affixes derive abstract nouns from
adjectives , seldom from substantives. Before the affix ūn final ai,
ah etc. is dropped. *)

ugailis biyal-tūn , separation , from his biyal , separated.
obang
روندون

paivast-ūn , connexion , from xin ging paivastah.
i
vand-an
, alive
- , life,, from روندی.vanda

 کنترتونkunda--tin
widowhood , from his kundăh, widow .
- an )
 كنتهتونkandah-t

*) Not to be confounded with the abstract affix wei is the noun
ules tūn = Pers. ww place , which also forms compounds , as
mēža -tūn , an ant's nest or place (S. 38, 2).

میتون
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d ) The affix vālai (masc . ) * ) .
The affix vālai is equally to be derived from a
त्वन ,
the medial a being lengthened to ā and n changed to l. By means
of this affix numerous abstract nouns are formed from substantives
and adjectives. Before the accession of this affix original (long ) a,
which in the Nom. Sing. has been deepened to Ō (or ū) , may be
restored again in adjectives, but must be shortened . E. g.
)
Šggu sūr-vālai , redness , from jou sūr , red .

 کنروالیkanr-valai
deafness, from pigs kõnț, deaf.
کونر والیs konr-valai

 مورmūr, mother.
mõr-vālai, motherhood, from go

e ) The affix

vali ( fem .).

The affix valī is apparently shortened from vālai and the
masc. termination changed at the same time to the feminine.
It is of rare occurrence and implies chiefly relationship. E. g.
stestó qām-valī ,

clanship , from pló qām, clan, tribe.

obejne vrõr-valī, brotherhood, from  ورورvrör, brother.

f) The affix galvī ,

galī (fem . ).

The origin of this affix is rather obscure ; but we do not
hesitate to derive it too from वन

RG .

In Persian already

initial v is often charged to g , and that n is often changed to 1
in Pašto , we have noticed already (8 5 ) . The original form of
this affix is galī , which is also found ; in gal -v -i v seems to be a
euphonic insertion. It denotes, like valī, relationship. E. g.
Sylt sj, vrõr-galvī, brotherhood, from ,9j, vrõr, brother.

 پېژندگلويpedand
pēžand-galvi )
acquaintance from Sur (part.perf.,known).
 پيژندگلیptiand -gali

*) The abstract affix vālai is not to be compared with the Hindi
vālā (Sindhī vārā) , for we have its form in Pašto still (vāl ).
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g ) The affiv avi (fem .).
The affix a- vī ( for a is the conjunctive vowel) corresponds
vī. It
bī
to the Sindhī affix pī (Sindhi Gram. § 10, 6 ) g.
E.
.
much
used
implies likewise relationship and is not
sohne ypal-avī, relationship, from la xpal, own .

§ 24 .
b) Nouns ending in garăh ( fem. ) and garai (masc . ) .
The affix garăh corresponds to the Sindhī affix oite , which
already in Sindhī forms abstract nouns ( Sindhī Gram . § 10, 7 ).
In Pašto k has passed into the media g and r into ļ , ā being
shortened at tủe same
very scarce ; e. g.

( cf. Pers .

time

Jos ). This formation is

oprie $šé-garăh
goodness, from x. šah, good.

și rai ښیکیga

B.

Formation of appellatives and adjectives.

$ 25 .
In the following formations we comprise only such appellatives
and adjectives, the derivation of which from another nominal theme
by means of an affix may be clearly established . The Persian
formations, which have been brought over to the Pašto , we shall
pass by as foreign to our investigation.

$ 26 .
1 ) The affix ai (ī).
By means of the affix ai numerous adjectives are formed ; it
corresponds according to etymology :

(Sindhi Gram . § 10, 14 ),
a) To the Sindhſ affix 7
Sansk.
which is subjoined to the nominal theme, as :
i sam paz-ai, maugy, from ża pax, mange.
ość may- ai , even, equal, from żvi maz , face.
sisse parūn -ai, yester, from

parūn, yesterday (adv . ) .
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b) To the Sindbī affix i (Sansk. $ 4, 54; Sindhĩ Gram .
$ 10, 9 , b), which forms adjectives implying descent , as :

Sighi pēšāwar-ai, of Peshāwar, from shimo

Pēshāwar.

isälgu svāt-ai, of Svāt, from wigo Svāt.
In Persian formations or such as are made in analogy with
the Persian ( or Hindi) the affix i is used , as :
csclaim, rūšān-ī, an adherent of Pīr rūšān ;
suis hind-T,Indian, from uis Hind , India.
os xart-ī, prodigal, from

zart, expense.

S. 27 .
2 ) The affix anai , an ( inai , ūnai).
This affix corresponds to the Sindhi affix āņo ( Sindhi Gram .
§ 10, 27 ), by which adjectives are formed implying time , place
or relation generally.
When the nominal theme ends in a
vowel or final ah (āb ) , the initial a of the affix anai is dropped
as well as final h of the theme. E. g.
A
sings os -anai present ( time) , from mg os, now (adv . ) .
 بيگائیbega-nai,,last night's, from  بیاbigail
bēgā (or
( (بیگاه.evening
stoga pārta -nai, upper , from @joz

portah,above.

The termination ai is also frequently dropped, as :
Gugl os-an , hodiernal.

An irregular formation is :
su bar -anai, last night's, from ads: barāyah, last night (adv.).
Besides the form anai we find also ūnai (Sindhi Gram .
§ 10, 28, a) and īnai , the latter form always , when the nominal
theme ends in i (e) and ē ; e . g.
osigurning rișt-ūnai) true ,

 رښتینیrist -inai
sizu_jig

truthful, from an obsoleto theme writing

( Pers. caly).

vrānd - īnai, foremost, from usle, vrânde, ahead (adv . ) .
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§ 28 .
3 ) The affix tai and tū .

Both affixes , which are only found now in a few nouns , are
identical with the Sindhi affix atu ( Sindhi Gram . $ 10, 18 ) , and
form appellatives , which denote an occupation or usual
action ; e. g.
330 , rūžah -tai, one who fasts much , from us, rūžăh, fast.
metso jirga-tū , a member of the asją jirgăh, assembly of the clan.

§ 29 .
4 ) The affix zan , žan , ja n.
This affix is of Persian origin but frequently used in Pašto
nouns ; žan and jan is only a different pronunciation of zan . The
fem . termination ăh is dropped before the accession of this affix.
E. g.

 غمزنyam - zan

 غمزن7 am-ian

sorrowful, from pe yam , sorrow .

 غمجنyam -jan
o

tab -jan, feverish, from si tabăh, fever.

$ . 30 .
5 ) The affix man (an).
The affix man is shortened from the Persian affix mand (Sansk.
AT , Prāk. HTT), from which has sprung the affix an by elision
of initial m. It forms adjectives implying possession . Before
man final î and aī are changed to a , and before an final åb , ī
and aī are dropped altogether. E. g.

 دولتمنdaulat--man ,, rich ,, from  دولت.wealth
, spite .
 میرمنmira-man
,, hateful,, from میرځی.mirt
0 pam-an, mangy, from på pam, mange.
cs zīr-an , dirty, from A tīrăb, dirt.
oss var-an , woollen , from sig varaī, wool .
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$ . 31 .
6 ) The affix bār , var and vāl .
These three affixes are identical and correspond to the Sindhi
affix vāro

( Hindī vālor vālā ,

Sansk .

; see Sindhi Gram .

$ 10, 36).

The Pašto affix bār and var is used in the same sense

as the Persian ,' and ,, * ) and the Sindhī vāro, denoting pos
session , whereas vāl is now used to form a few appellatives
implying descent , which is already partly the case in Hindī.
When a noun ends in a consonant, the affix var (but not bār)
is joined to the nominal theme by the conjunctive vowel a , (as in
Sindhī), to facilitate the pronunciation .
Mür minnat-bār, obliged , from wris, obligation .
1989; zrah- var, bold ( having a heart), oj zrah, heart.
güšo baxt- a- var, lucky, from wisi baxt, luck.
Jis bunēr- vāl, a man of Bunēr.
Jis saixa paklaī-vāl, a man of Paklaī.
The affix y's vār is also found in Pašto, but only in nouns
borrowed directly from the Persian,

$ . 32 .
7 ) The affix yālai .
This affix corresponds to the Sindhi affix ārā or ālu ( Sindhi
Gram . § 10, 15 ) , which forms adjectives implying possession.
y-ālai .
In Pašto a euphonic y has been inserted before ālo
The termination ai, ăh (ai) is dropped before the accession of
this affix . E. g.
(Pers . )( جنار..
 جنکیائیjang -yalai,, warlike,,from جنک.war
ishings tūr-yālai, a swordsman, from oj gj tūrăh, sword .
chosen brag- yālai , spotted by leprosy, from

Is bragai, leprosy.

*) Vullers, Institutiones Linguae Persicae, p . 165, 174. 175. derives
all these affixes from wwjot, but the Sindhi and Hindi speaks too
strongly and also too clearly against it.
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S. 33 .
8 ) The affix ēlah , ēlai and ilai.
These affixes, which are all identical , correspond to the Sindhī
affix iro , ēro (ēlő) ( Sindhi Gram . $ 10, 16 ). In Pašto they are
now used only in a few words and form appellatives of descent.

روهيله, roh --elah
à mountaineer , from

А
, rõh , a mountainous

- i
روهیلی, roh-ela
country (Sindhi TTE ).

 روهلیroh -ilai

S. 34.

9 ) The affix in , inah ,
This affix corresponds to the Sindhī affix īņā , (Sansk. fa ;
Sindhi Gram . § 10, 30 ) , Persian in , inah , and forms adjectives,
which signify „ consisting of , made of" . The termination ai,
aſ and åh is dropped before the accession of this affix. E. g.
Queries rēşm-īn , silken , from puningdy rēšam , silk.
خورین

avr-in
- , made of clay, from

خوری.zavra
, clay
i.

dering vaļ -īnah , woollen, from sig vaſaī, wool .

IV.

Formation of Diminutives.

§. 35 .
As in Sindhſ so also in Pašto a diminutive may be formed
by using the fem , termination of a noun, where this is admissible, as :
Hij dand a ( somewhat large) tank, syłjij dandăh (fem .) a (somewhat)
smaller tank.
But the Pašto possesses also a great variety of diminutive
affixes , more so than any of the cognate idioms. They are the
following :
1 ) K , which corresponds to the Sansk . dimin . affix on .

When

a noun ends in consonant, a is used as conjunctive vowel, but when
it ends in õh (fem .), h only is dropped and the fem . noun passes
into a masculine on account of the affix k ; the fem . termination
kăh however is also in use.
Trumpp , Afgh. Grammar,

4
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as sigui mard-a-k, a little man, from san mard, man.
kings tõp - a-k , a musket (small cannon ), from we tõp, cannon.
as y banſa -kăh, a small feather, from og

banțăh, a ( large) feather.

2 ) Kai (fem . kaī). This affix is identical with the preceding.
In monosyllabic words , which have 7 or ū in the Nom . Sing.
deepened from original ā , this vowel is restored again before the
affix kai but shortened , the addition of the (heavy) affix not ad
mitting any longer the retention of the ( long) root-vowel .
When the noun ends in aī or åh, i and h are dropped before
the affix ; long ā is frequently shortened and ai dropped altogether.
E. g.
sous tapar- kai, a thin sheet of water, from spas çaparai, a pool .
skimi špan - kai m . a little shepherd

from s špūn, shepherd.
Sašimi špan - kai f. a little shepherdess
 جینکئیjina-kai, a little girl, from جينئی.jinal
, girl.
oc ,
Go to you tõta -kai, a swallow (a small parrot), from lágu tõtā (m .) a parrot.

o is vru-kai, very small ( fem . u, vru-ke) from s

vur, small .

3 ) gai (fem . gaī). This affix is identical with kai , only the
tenuis k having passed into the corresponding media g.
 بازارگیbazar-gai
- ,, aa small Bazar, from  بازار.

man
 بودائیbuda-gai, an old little man
from 1 to būdā, old .
berlingo būdā-gaī, an old little woman

By

taţū - gai, a small pony, from you taţū , a pony.

Irregular is :
Shij zar- gai, a small heart, from oj zrah, heart.
4) ū - kai , ū - gai. Both these affixes do not differ in any
way from the preceding affixes, only ū being added as conjunc
tive vowel , before which every final vowel (or diphthong) dis
appears. E. g.
sestig daną - ū -kai, a small pond , from his dand, a pond.
 چوتئیaur-ul --kai,,aa small knife
,, from

چنئی.curai
, knife.

-
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5 ) ai . This affix is identical with kai , k being elided and
only ai added to the noun , if the final consonant be a guttural
or a liquida ( 1, r). E. g.
Slus țațak -ai, a small hammer, from uses țațak, hammer.
tigos jūng -ai, a small young camel, from uliyo jūng, a young camel.
sejś ţary -ai, a reel, from że , țarx, a wheel.
sjuh bahādur -ai, a little hero, from what bahādor , a hero.

§ 36 .
Besides k , kai, gai

the Pašto makes also use of the second

diminutive affix of the Sanskrit, Tr, deriving from it a variety of
new diminutive affixes.
b) rai (fem . ſaī).

This affix corresponds to the Sindhi dimi

nutive affix rõ ( = V) ; its conjunctive vowel is a , before which
a final vowel (or diphthong ) is dropped .
Soms xas -a - rai, a little bit of straw, from ms xas, a straw .
So bača - rai, a little infant, from to bačai, infant.

siis kūz -a -saī, a small gugglet, from sjuš kúzăh, a gugglet.
7 ) ū - rai (ūrai ), 7 - řai ( ā -rai) ( fem . ūſai, āraī or ūſe , ore ).
These affixes are identical with rai , with the only difference , that
ū or 7 are used as conjunctive vowels , before which a vocalic
termination must disappear.
Sirkis jangū-rai, skirmish, from wlis jang, battle.
Siguus gad- 7-rai, lamb, from jus gad, a ram .
gio mažak - ūrai, a little mouse, from us go maža-k, a mouse .

$ 37 .
8) Karai , garai , gūrai ( fem . kare, gare, gūraī and gūſe).
It appears, that these affixes , which are of rare occurrence , com
prise both diminative affixes k , g and ſ ( r). E. g.
 توتكيtota-karai
, swallow , from

توتا.tota
, parrot .

 زگریgarai
vaz
-a kid , from jy vaz, a he -goat.
 زگوریvuz-garai
-
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garai is now and then also added to adjectives, as :
Golond nīm -garai, imcomplete (a little half ), from mi nīm , half.
9 ) ūn - garai. This affix , which is only found in a few words,
is identical with garai, with the only difference , that ūn (= ū) is
used as conjunctive vowel ; e. g.
ska bač- ūngapai, a little infant, from sis bačai , infant.
10 ) ū- tai , Ō - tai (fem . ūtaī, āțai with subst . , ūţe, oţe with
adj.). The origin of these identical) affixes is somewhat obscure.
There can be no doubt , that ū and ō are conjunctive vowels , the
proper diminutive affix is therefore tai. We find the very same
affix in Sindhī , uțo or oţo ( Sindhi Gram . § 11 ). It is probable,
that r has been first changed to d ( 3, as already in Prākrit) and
thence to ť. Before ū-tai or otai a final vocalic termination is
dropped. This diminutive affix is not only joined to substantives
but also to adjectives. E. g.
0-A
syu sar-õțai, a little, man , from u sarai, man .

sisu kač-ūțai, very small, from as kač, small.
 جنوبئیjin -bai, aa little girl,, from

 جنشیjinai, .
girl,

11 ) gūțai or gūtai ( fem . gūtaī, gotaī). This affix is appa
rently a combination of ūtai (otai) with the affix g = k , like
karai and garai . E. g.

siosta mullā -gūtai a little ( = ignorant) mullā.
no 6 kār -gõțai, a small matter, from , 6 kār, matter.
orij zar-gõțai,a little heart, from 5jj zrąh, heart.

$ . 38 .
V.

Composition of nouns.

The Pašto uses (abstracted from those , which are directly
taken from the Persian ), four kinds of compound nouns :
1 ) Copulative compounds ( so -called Dvand va ) , two
nouns being joined together either by the Persian copula , ( o) or
by the insertion of the long vowel ā. Such like compounds are
considered, from a grammatical point of view, as one word. E. g.
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Slögru sar- 7 -māl, head and property.
grijas kõr- ā-kõr, house by

house.

Compositions , made after the analogy of the Persian ,

by the

proposition xg pah (= Pers . xý) are not frequent, as : guide
town by town .

Juxtapositions , like ; wwwhí sitting,

dejeune

standing

(= restless), o sigo
is giving to him, giving to me = commerce ,
are not treated in Pašto as one noun (and therefore no compound),
as every word is inflected separately.
2 ) Dependent compounds ( so - called Tatpuruša ), the first
of which is grammatically dependent on the second. The first
noun stands mostly in a Genitive - relation to the second , far
more rarely is another case -relation implied.

E. g.

mülgast jej nvar- prēvātạh, sun- set.
lís als kalăh -minar, a tower of sculls.
In such like compounds the first noun commonly remains
unaltered, but a vocalic termination may also undergo a change; so
may final ai be changed to a and final ah be dropped altogether .

 میتونmela -tun , an ants'' nest )( تون
mēžai ,
اورکاری

avr-garai,,a clay-pit )(اوره

= .Pers ) ستان, from میری

avrah().

Go wgl ospīn - yarai iron-dross (amangs õspīnăh ).
Only in poëtry such compounds are found, as :
mongisa sas kamar- prāt, fallen on the waist.
More common are such compounds , as are formed after the
analogy of the Persian, as :

Cous chasings gūšāh-nišīn, sitting in a corner.
Lugautis gand-põš, wearing a patched garment.
3 ) Descriptive compounds ( so - called karmadh ā
raya) , in which the first noun nearer defines the second. Properly
speaking the Paštő has not formed any compounds of this kind
from its own resources, but adopted them from the Persian or the
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adjoining Prākrit idioms , though substituting occasionally a Pašto
noun *) .
shea mahājan, a banker ( a great man ) ( Hindi).
elsfuo maha- rāj, a king ( Hindi) .
w Lalí nā -pāk, impure ( Pers.).
saj po ham- zõvalai, cotemporary (born together).
4 ) Possessive compounds (so - called Bahu vrihi).
This class of compounds is very frequent in Pašto and formed
in various ways , as it comprises again all the three preceding
classes. On the whole the Pašto agrees therein with the Persian,
but it has also formed such compounds , as are foreign to the
Persian and are more in accordance with Sanskrit usage .
a ) Two substantives may form a possessive compound as :
solch if u gul- andāmăh, having the body of a rose

( fem . );

plásí js is Tatpuruša, body of a rose.
 سينه كبابsinah kabab,, having the breast roasted ; سينه كباب
may also be Tatpuruša .
b) An adjective or participle perfect is put before a sub
stantive. The substantive itself may either remain unaltered or it
changes a final ah, ah and the Plural - termination ünah to ai, ūn -ai
respectively , whereby the substantive is transferred to an adjective.
The adjective which is placed before the substantive, commonly
remains in the Masc. Sing , but it may also take the gender of
its substantive.
Gas Kj nēk xõe, having a good temper.
زرونیi  پاکpak

arinai, having pure hearts ) وزرونهPlur. of زرهj()..

Syaq otu
 سپینspīn Žīrai, having aa white beard )(orthe Šīrăh().

 ويمه خولیvīțăh xūlai, having an open mouth (algs xūlõh) .

* ) Appositions, like stw ng Kütah spai, a dog of the Kütah
race , cannot be considered as compounds, as every noun is treated
as independent ; in the fem . therefore sau ales Kūțăh spai, a bitch
of the Küțăb race.
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c) Another kind of possessive compounds , which is peculiar
to the Pašto, is formed by placing the adjective or participle per
fect after the substantive. When the adjective ends in a con
sonant, it may add the termination ai, whereas substantives ending
in åb drop it before the adjective. E. g.

se s9j zõe maſai, having a dead son.
s potest cas lās prēkaſai, having the hand cut off.
Sygü żw max tõrai, having a black face ( 93 black ).
Sug w zaw starg važai, having hungry eyes.

VI.

Formation of the gender.

§ 39 .

the

The Pašto has , like most of the Indian Prākrit tongues, lost
neuter and distinguishes only between masculine and

feminine. The gender is on the whole very easily recognisable
by the terminations of the nouns ($ 9. 10) ; only the termination
8e causes some difficulties , though the pronunciation itself clearly
distinguishes between masculine (ah) and feminine nouns (õh ).
The gender is either expressed by different nouns , as it is
the case in most languages with nouns denoting relationship , like :
ha plar , father , ja mõr , mother ;

i

vrõr, brother , 3 xõr,

sister ; ojie mērah ,husband, xingyi artīnăh, wife ; $ 9; zõe, son , not
lūr , daughter; the same is the case with some common domestic
animals , as

in sandah , a male buffalo, Xunt

mēsăh , a female

buffalo : or the feminine is formed from the masculine by a
different termination .

This is done in the following manner :

1 ) From masc. nouns ending in a consonant the feminine
is formed by adding the termination õh ($ 10, 2), as :
harus tamiār, a tanner, fem . has ļamiār -ăh , the wife of a
tanner.
já yal, a thief , fem . the ylăh (instead of yal-ắh) a female thief.
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Those nouns , which have deepened original ā to 7 or ū in
the Nom. Sing. , restore it again , but shortened before the fem .
termination àh , which is accented.
wym špūn, shepherd, fem . Kimi špán-ắh , shepherdess.
ugümna paštūn, an Afghān, fem . xãng paštan-ắh, an Afghān woman .
The same rule holds good in reference to adjectives ending
in a consonant ($ 86 ).

dēr, much , fem . ostu dēr-õh .
ps, rūnſ , bright , fem . on, ranſ - åh.
ygis põrb, fat, fem .

ţarb-ăh.

2 ) From masc. nouns, ending in ai the feminine is formed by
changing final ai to ai ( seldom to ī), as :
35,4 durānai, a Durāni, fem . csatljij durānai, a female Durānī.
Sees tõſai, a bullock ( with crumpled horns ), fem . sbíes țõraī.
نبی.vrambai
ور
, the first, fem . ورنبئی,.vrambai
پشی
.pisai
, cat, fem .  پشيpis  ) آbesides (پشئی
.).
An exception from this rule makes a number of adjectives,
which form their feminine not by aī but by e ( cf. § 87 , 2 ) ; further
all participles present and perfect (8 87 , d) .
Similarly a number of substantives , especially such , as are
originally adjectives, form their feminine by the termination e, as :
Spis žanſai, a lad , fem . nis žanțe, a girl.

سر.sarkaze.
سر
hog, fem کوزi
کوزی.sar
, a kiza
siyasis kačūțai, a little child (dim . ) , fem . vyšš kačūțe.
kūțai, a young donkey, fem . og's kūțe *) .
.vrabanrai
ورابائړی,
, a man of a marriage procession , fem . وراباني

vrābānre.
The diminutive affixes karai and garai form their feminine
by e ( 8 37 ) ; so also garai , when corresponding to the Persian

kuce.
*) Similarly says kūčai , a young donkey, fem . کوچ
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affix j , making, doing (cf. $ 87 , 2, c ). The dim . affix ūrai admits
of both fem . terminations, aſ and e ;
Sši
, vazgarai, a small goat, fem . Šis vuzgare.
کوری.tirkurai
چر
, a little ,
cock, fem
 چرکوریand رکوړ
3 ) From masc. nouns ending in ā the feminine is derived by
changing ā to ī, as :

tõtī.
تا.tota
تو
a parrot, fem
.  توتی.toti
Besides the fem . termination i however ai is also in use, as :
bis kākā, paternal uncle, fem . Boris kākaī, paternal aunt.
soas gādā, a male puppet, fem . cenas gūdaī, a female puppet.
Adjectives , ending
( $ 38).

in

ā,

remain unaltered in the feminine

4) From masc. nouns ending in ah the feminine is formed
by changing ah to ăh. Though this change is not expressed in
writing, it is heard in pronunciation. E. g.
x ,

kargah, a male crow , fem. x ,

kargắn.

rieš kútạh, dog, fem . atas kúţăn, bitch .
Adjectives ending in ah form their feminine in the same way,
cf. §. 90. From substantives, denoting human beings or occu
pations the feminine is formed by means of the affiix anăh (Sindhi
āṇī etc ; Sindhī Gram . § 14, 1 ) , before which the termination ah
is dropped . E. g.
monas gūbah , cowherd, fem . sirge yõbanah, herdswoman.
malonoI mēlmah, guest, fem . xial. mēlmanăh, female guest.
5) From masc. nouns ending in e the feminine is formed by
adding the termination ăh , before which final e is changed to y.
E. g .
shini āšnãe, acquaintance, friend, fem . mylimot āšnāy -ăh.
Som sõe, hare, fem . tigu sõy -ăh.
The same is the case with adjectives, § 91 .
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6) From masc. nouns ending in i the feminine is formed by
changing i to at, as * ) :
igu dobi, a washerman, fem. singu dobaī , washerwoman.
r

sta

kumakī, a helper, fem .

With nouns denoting

Kas kumakaī.

human and other living beings

(of a higher kind) or occupations , the fem . termination xja
aņāh (Sindhi āņi, Sindhi Gram . $ 14 , 4 ) is also in use , before
which final i is either dropped or changed to y , when preceded
by a vowel .
Lange mõčí, a shoemaker, fem . thengo māč-aņăh.
ئی.ma
تا
-1 a barber, fem  ناينرهnay-anrah .
४
.
anrah
فاتن.hat
at
, fem هi
ق
.h
اتی
, elephant

Adjectives, ending in i (mostly of foreign origin ) remain un
changed in the feminine $ 92.
7 ) From masc . nouns ending in 7 a feminine is only rarely
formed , as most nouns with the termination o are generis communis
($ 9 , 4) . When a feminine is formed , it is done by adding the
fem . termination ăh and changing ( for euphony's sake) at the same
time final Ō to y. E.

.
1
golong

kārsū-o, a long faced person, fem . sghing 6 kārsūv -åh.

Adjectives in ō remain unchanged in the feminine.

$ 89 .

8 ) From masc. nouns ending in ū the feminine is formed by
adding the fem . termination ăh , before which final ū is changed
to av, as :
the tatū, a pony, fem . Ognunţaţav -ăh.
Some substantives in ū are generis communis § 9 , 8 .
With nouns denoting human beings, the fem . termination
āņai (ānçai) = Sindhī āņi (Sindhi Gram . $ 14, 3 ) , is also found ,
before which final ū is changed to the semivowel v, as :

*) That Arabic words ending in ī, may have ăh in the fem ., is understood ,

as :
si nabī , prophet, fem . Ami nabiăh, prophetess . Some are generis
communis, as Sulé būdi, m. and fem ., a guide.

1

1
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guio hindī, a Hindū, fem . obliguse

hindv-āņaī, a Hindū woman.

Adjectives in ū remain unchanged in the feminine,

§. 92.

9) From masc . nouns ending in an a feminine is

seldom

formed as : 30 pairau, a follower, fem . Byt pairau -õh ( pairav -ăb ).
About

the fem . termination of the numeral adjective ya yau , one,

see §. 92, 8 ; 94 .

III.

Section .

Flexion of the noun . * )

$ . 40 .
From a grammatical point of view the Pašto has no declension,
as little as the modern vernaculars of India. The old case - remnants,
which are as yet found in the Indian Prākrit idioms , have totally
disappeared in Pašto and the whole declensional process is made
up by means of prefixes and postfixes.
The whole declension of the Pašto noun is therefore concentra
ted in the formation of the Plural and of the Formative
Singular and Plural ( the so -called oblique case) , from which,
by prefixing or postfixing certain particles , the several cases are
formed .

8. 41 .
I.

Formation of the Plural.

The crude form of a noun represents in Pašto always the
Nom . Sing., from which, according to the following rules, the Nom.
Plural is formed .
We must treat separately of masc. and fem. nouns , every
gender forming its Nom. Plur. in a different manner , according to
its termination.

* ) The Pašto has neither a definite nor indefinite article ;
see 8. 178.
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A.

Formation of the Plural of masc . nouns .

$ . 42 .
1 ) Nouns ending in a consonant.
These form their Nom. Plur.

a) by adding the termination ān .
This Plural-termination, which the Pašto has in common with
the Persian , is commonly used in such nouns , as denote animate
objects, as :
uché malik , a chief , Plur. olkló málik -an .

skó mār , a snake , Plur. ubilé már-ān .
But this rule is by no means strict ; for many nouns, denoting
inanimate objects , take also the termination ān or use promis
cuously ān and ūnah( b), as :
اه.fal
څ
, aa well , PPl. خاقان

fah -in or څاڅونه.tah
-unah

وند.sund
ش
, lip , Pl .  شوندانan - .sind
To this Plur. affix ān the poëts add again (as well as to the Plur.
termination gān) the termination ē (= ān-ē) and transfer thus the

ē,
masc. Plur. termination to the feminine , as : دلبرانی-dilba
-an r
heart - ravishing (women).
b ) by adding the termination unah (ūna) .
This Plur. termination ( which , according to its origin , is
identical with the preceding , ā having been changed to ū) is com
monly used in nouns denoting ina nimate objects, far less in
such as imply living beings. E. g.
ja kõr, house , Pl. We'ye kõr- únah.

inah
 لونه.gal
P l
کل.gu
, rose , .
sé yar , mountain , Pl. ac yr -ūnah. *)
* ) With ejection of a ( instead of yar-ünah ), the Pašto being very
found of such hard initial sounds.

Similarly sls kāl , year , is also

..
often shortened to  کلونهkal
-anah ((instead of )( کائونه
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The following nouns' denoting animate objects, always form
their Plural by ünah ;
wat ās , horse , Pl. xiques āsūnah.
jsta plār , father , Pl. big ,sia plārūnah.
wujud tarbūr, a cousin , Pl. az

is tarbūrūnah.

غل
.yal
, thief,, .
Pl غونه.2linah.

c) by adding the termination a h.
Some nouns chiefly monosyllabic ones with radical a or a,
form their Plural by ejecting the short root - vowel and adding the
termination ah , as :

js xar , donkey , Pl . Os xrah.
ve yar , mountain , Pl . sjö yr-ah.
de yal , thief, Pl. xis yl-ah.
di mal , companion , Pl. xłe ml-ah.
شن
.zarsan
خ
, horse-dung, Pl خرشنه.zarin
-gh
In the same way form their Plural some adjectives, cf. § . 85.
d ) by adding the termination ah .
(with internal vowel - change ) .

A certain number of nouns , in which original long a is
deepened to ū in the Nom . Sing . , restore it again before adding
the Plural termination ah . * ) E. g.
-ah
n
پښت.pastan
sta
,, Pl . انه
پ
ښتون
.pa
, Afghan
wymi špūn , shepherd , Pl. xilci špān -ah.
ogálás bial - tūn , separation, Pl. willis bial- tān - ah.
-ah
and
ن
, P . نمانځه.nmand
.nm
مونے
, prayer
In the same way a number of adjectives form their Plural,
cf. §. 86. Besides this Plural-formation we find also the regular one

*) The Plural termination ab differs so far from the fem . ter
mination ă b see § 39, i .
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(ūnah ) in
jects, as :

use , but only in

nouns denoting

in animate

ob

نمونح.nmind
,, Pl . نمونځونه.nmind
-linah .
The following two nouns form their Plural somewhat irregularly,

1
by changing the final ū to a before the termination ūnah :
نفون.zangan
;ز
, knee , Pl . نګنونه.zangan
;ز
-unah
wie vrūn , the thigh , Pl. xxij, vran-ūnah.

e) by adding the termination a bār.
This Plural termination is only added to such nouns, as denote
a sound , as :
wjä trap, the sound of a jump, Pl. glen trap-ahār.
نب.Purumb
ر
, aa boom , P غرنبهار.yurumb
-ahar
Some of these nouns are only used in the Plural , as : gupinis
kaš- ahār , rustling.

f) by changing final radical a to a.
This Plural formation , which is effected by a slight change
of the final vowel of the noun , is quite peculiar to the Pašto.
E. g.
اخر.sgpar
س
, stone , .
P سر.saggr
تر.nastar
نښ
, pine-tree , Pl.  تښٹر.nastgr
نکی
.adanak
يښو
,a hermaphrodite, Pl . ښځونکی.sadingk
can mayan ( adj.) a lover , Pl.  مينmayan.
There is a small number of nouns of this kind, the Plural of
which must be well taken notice of.
In the same way form their Plural all adjectives , made up
by means of the affixes زن, zan , ) ژن,,  ( جنand  گرgar,, when
used substantively .
Very likely from the same reason the Infinitive (ending in -al)
is also treated as a Plurale tantum .
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g) by adding the termination ah (a) .
(in conjunction with numerals * ).
Not to be confounded with the Plural formation c) d) is the
Plural termination ah , which does not require any vowel
change within the noun and is only added to nouns, denoting
ina nimate objects , when preceded by a numeral. E. g .

کائع
 کړیdrē kāl-ah , three years ; jie mängü špētah hunar-a,
sixty artifices.
umos kas, somebody, a person, may also take the Pl, termination
ah (a) ,

when preceded by a numeral, as

quais tērsū kas -a,

three hundred men.
Instead of this Plural formation the common one (ending in
:
years.

h)

Irregular Plural formation .

 وvrõr, brother , forms its Plural quite irregularly origine
رjروse
vrūnſah (also written siyo ).
Many nouns are considered as collective in Pašto and are
therefore constructed as

Plurals ,

preceding Plural terminations.

without

taking any of the

Such are : gimná panīr , cheese , pas

yanam , wheat
Sev, apple ,
 سیوsēv
,  تچkut , butter ,  مالوچmali ,
cleaned cotton , and many others.

$ . 43 .
2 ) Nouns ending in ai.
These form their Plural by changing ai to i , as :
ندی.lindai
ل
, archer , Pl  لندیlind -.1

coms kas-ai, pupil of the eye, Pl.coms kas -ī.
*) To these may also be added indefinite pronouns as :  تا څو,
some , etc.
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Some nouns are only found in the Plural, as :
)
 بوټ سوړیbutsuri,,bran ;; ( ترسریtarsari,,yellowish spots on the skin ;
sygd yvarī , clarified butter ; Sjoj nmarī, clothes .

The
Plural:

following

Some pērai,

nouns

a demon ,

different terminations

assume

one

of the Genii , Pl .

in

the

pēr -i and
پیری

n
er
a
- i
 پیریان.p
يئي.mrai
مر
-ai , slave, P
 مريئيmrai-i or

 مريانmrai-an

i
or مريونه.mra
-anah
S. 44 .
3 ) Nouns ending in ā.
These form their Plural after the analogy of the Persian by
adding the termination ān with euphonic y or g inserted between
the final vowel of the noun and the termination , as :
cs gadā, a beggar , Pl. ullaš gadá-y-ān
Lábó māmā , paternal uncle , Pl . oslobo mámā-g-ān .
ودا
.goda
ك
, puppet , P . كوداكان.goda
-g-an .
Arabic nouns, ending in ā in the broken Plural, may besides
add the Pl . termination y-ān or gān , as : اSpas
( آمي
 أمرumarā (from )ر
.nobles
, Pl .  أمرایانamara-yy-an or

أمراکان.amard
umará-gg-an .

Some nouns ending in ā are considered collective and take
therefore no Plural

termination , as :

1s

Sing. and Pl ., bangle ;

bido sabã, morning breeze ; igns pēšvā , guide , leader.

$ . 45 .
4) Nouns ending in 7. * )
These form their Plural in a threefold manner :
a) by adding the termination ān , when the noun
denotes an animate object , as :

* ) Now and then only written with final u ( Pēš ).
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A
و.saqqi
شفاء
, a water-carrier , P .  قاعوان.saqqa7
-dn .
b) by adding the termination gān , may the noun denote
an animate or inanimate object , as :
sjúcu saglāvī *), an otter , Pl. uunguru saglávõ-gān.
نرو.banro
با
, eyelash ,, Pl بانروان.banro
-gian .
c) by adding the termination ūnah , when the noun denotes
inanimate objects , as :
gehän pitū- 7 , sun's ray, Pl . tiggelág pitāð - únah. ** )

dinah
سكونه.ski
Pl i
 س,, stitch , .
کو.sk
It is to be noted , that jela pão , a quarter , when preceded
by a numeral, forms its plural by adding ah ( a ), before which 7
is changed to v , as slå sju drē pāva , three quarters.
Some nouns are considered as collectives and do not take
any Plural termination , as : galing tīkāð, abode , etc.

§ . 46 .
5) Nouns ending in a h .
These form their Plural in different ways :
a) they remain unchanged in the Plural, so that the
number must be gathered from the context. To this class belong
all verbal nouns ending in ah ( s. 12) , which are always treated
as Pluralia tantum . E. g.
zozhé pārmah, noon-day heat , Pl . aslé pārmah.
aüts xātạh , ascending , Pl. (from läs ).
b) or they drop final ah and add the termination an , when
denoting living beings, or ūnah , when denoting things and abstract
ideas. E. g.

*) Also pronounced saglāv, is which case its Plural is saglav- ān .
***
*( These and similar nouns oughtto bewritten ياءوهونه,, ونه,سکوه,
but the Hamzah (or s ) is never written.
Trumpp , Afgh. Grammar .

5
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vel
,
ل
, Pl  ليوانan - .lev
يوه.le
, wolf
ارغه
.karygh
ک
, crow , .
Pl کارغان.kary
an
ojj zrah , heart, Pl. xiij zr- ūnah .
The following nouns , denoting living beings , are to be
noted as exceptions :

og trah, uncle, Pl. Xin tr-ūnah.
je mērķh, master , husband , Pl . xigeno mēr-ūnah .
sías nīkah, paternal grand - father , Pl . azt nīk-ünah.
oj , vrārạh, nephew , Pl. Ximing vrār -ūnah.
c) or they add simply the termination gān ; this is done
chiefly by nouns denoting animate objects , but also by those,
which denote things. Most Persian words ending in de take this
Pl. termination. E. g.
ليوه

.levgh
, wolf, Pl

 ليوه كانlevah -gan
**)
( )( (ليوان.

kemi šīšah, a Shiah , Pl.

ultenie šīsah-gān.

گه.nanggh
تان
, blackberry ,, P
 انگه کان.nangah
- gan
d) Some few nouns form their Plural by adding the termination
ānah , before which final ah is dropped , as :

malo mēlmah , guest , Pl. alálos mēlm - ānah .
In the same way form their Plural all nouns compounded
as :
with the affix »ý ( = Sansk.

),

migas yõbạh , cowherd , Pl. xilas yõb-ānah .
thu y

kõrbah, master of the house, Pl. wil ,

kõrb -ānah.

sýrslo mālgbạh, collector of salt , Pl. asiasto mālgb - ānah.

8. 47 .
6 ) Nouns ending in e.
These form their Plural, when denoting animate objects,
by adding the termination ān , and when denoting inanimate
*) When final ah , al, an etc. of polysyllabic nouns is followed
by another syllable , a passes naturally into the more distinct a .
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objects, by adding the termination ūnah,
final e is changed to y . E. g.

before which termination

Shawſ āšnāe , friend , acquaintance , Pl. Glášī āšnāy-ān.

unah
ie
, Pl دويونه.diy
دوی
.d
, custom
Irregular Plural formation.
zāman
an
 زامنzam

 زویze

or
or  من.zahman

son , Pi.
 خوی46e

 ځامنaman }
 غشایہ.05ayah

 غوشوی7050e
cow - dung , P1 .

 خوشایه.70sayah

 خوشوی7050e}

$. 48 .
7 ) Nouns ending in i.
These form their Plural by adding the termination ān ( seldom
gān ) ; before this Plural termination final i is pronounced either
as i or iy.
-an
دی.bandi
بن
, a captive, Pl بنديان.bandi

ساعی
.sipahi
-an .
pah
, Pl انi
سی
, a soldier
اهی.si
Falaw silamčī, a wash- hand basin , Pl. ulaşmak silámči -ūn .
wheel, P . شلائيگان
post of a Persian ai
al
سلائی
.s
, the upright
saláī-gān.

§ . 49.
8 ) Nouns ending in ū.
These form their Plural by adding either the termination an
or gān. E. g
juhis kandū , a corn -bin , Pl . dis kándī -ān.
.

-

.

.

-

5*

.
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Some nouns ending in ū are considered as collectives and
ārzā ,, Sing..
do therefore not assume a Plural termination , as : j]
9 ;s ārzā

and Plur., wish ; ,

dārī, medicine ; Show tamākū , tobacco.

$. 50 .
9 ) Nouns ending in au .
These form their Plural, when denoting animate objects,
by adding the termination ān , and when denoting in animate
objects , by adding that of ūnah. E. g.

Sa pairau , a follower, Pl. ugyan pairau-ān .
gta palau , hem of a garment, Pl. xinghia palau -ūnah.
Some nouns ending in au are considered as collectives , as
ya jau , Sing. and Pl. , barley.

B. Formation of the Plural of fem . nouns .

§ . 51 .
1 ) Nouns ending in a consonant ( i. e. ě) .
We have subsumed these nouns (s. 10, 5 ) under those, which
end in e , because they have now dropped in the Nom. Sing.
( original) final e. But as they deviate in the formation of their
Plural from those , which have retained final e in the Nom . Sing.,
they must be treated here separately.
But this class of fem . nouns , which have dropped final e in
the Nom. Sing. and restore it again in the Nom . Plur. (as well as
in the Format. Sing.) must not be confounded with those , which
likewise end in a consonant in the Nom . Sing., but do not add e to
the Format. Sing. and form their Plural irregularly. We must
therefore distinguish :

a) Fem. nouns , which add e in the Nom. Plural .

These are the following :
uşu bijal, a knuckle -bone , Pl. losy bijal -e ( şlısu).
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-e
ستن
ب
.brastan
, coverlet , Pl برستي.brastan

n
بن
a
, Pl بن
wife
b
.
, a rival

bạn- e.

رجل.borjal
بو
, abode, home, Pl  بورجل.borjal
-e *(
ول.baul
ب
, urine , Pl بول.baal
-e ** (

ټن.paltan
پل
, battalion , Pl پلټي.paltan
-e

 تخخtazad-e

 تخخtazad
adze , Pl.

 ترښخtargad-e

 ترښخtarsad

tandār - e
 تنذارtandar-e

 تندارtandar
father's brother's wife , Pl.

 تندورtandor-e

 تندورtandar

-e
bar
ټ
بر.ta
, Pl ټبر.tabar
, wife

 جلjal

 جلJal-e

a maid , Pl.
 جيjan -e

 جنJan

e
 چار.tar
چ
ار.ta
, work , Pl r
ت چند

,

چنگل

رمی
.farman
گ
, skin , Pl گرمي.farman
-e
گر.fangal
ن
, the forearm , Pl  ځنگل.tangal
-e

.zapar
خير
, the palm of the hand , Pl خير.zapar
-e

* ) It is also used as a masculine and forms then the Pl.
بورجونه.barjal
-inah .
** ) Mostly used in the Plural.
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biju daršal , the frame of a door , Pl. büyj daršal-e.

ju drakaļ

the felly of a wheel , pl .

ju drakar-e .

yras, rundār *), a brother's wife, Pl . ,, rundār- e .

jino žmanz **), comb, Pl. júną žmanz-e.

Gräw stan, needle , Pl . vám stane.
Mis sugul , a kind of buskin , Pl . Ni

żaw smat

sugul-e.

itaw smat-e.
a cavern , Pl .
samist-e.

man samist

viie yandal, sprout , Pl. siis yandal- e.

-e
 غوجل.j
, Pl  غوجل25 [.al
al
, cow -pen

e
je pēž ***), embrac , Pl. pts pēž-e. '

e
 کارgahar--e

 کاورgahar

 كوارgor

herd of cattle , Pl. zlós göār-e
 كوقارgohar -e

 كوهارgohar

sárius
Pl.váš
 تښكlaškar-e.
 لښکرlaškar t)) ,, army ,, ر
Gaj laman , skirt of a dress ,

Pl. yo laman-e.

*) Other forms are : ورندار.vrandar
,
, Pl.  ورندارvrandare ;;
-e
ar
وندیار.vandyar
,P .
وندبار.vandy
**) Also written ( by transposition of letters) čas mangaz.
***) que is also used as masc., Pl . xizmas ,

ل
++(  تمښکرlaskar is also used as masc..,
, Plur,. هxiښکرون.laskarinah

-
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 لنکورlangOr
لنکور.langor
-e

a span , Pl.

st
e
 لویشت.lve-

 لویشتlvest

esho mārij, a flame of fire , Pl.چ
Zjho
 مارmārij -e.
osho mațāk , a kind of wallnat, Pl. who mațāk -e.

jso mțaz *) , a quail, Pl. ;ço mțaz- e .
jčia mangal, a talon , Pl. céis mangul- e.

یاشت.miast
م
, month , .
Pl میاشت.miast
-e

usus mīčan, a handmill, Pl. y un mīčan-e.

 ميرmērman - e.
oogito mērman, mistress , Pl. mo
to mēž, a ewe , Pl.  میmēż - e.
1
1

 نورزnvarz,, a sandpiper , Pl. jigj
jsou
 نورزnvarz- e .
واټ.vat
, way , Pl.  واټ.vat
e
- .

ėjo vraq -e

 ورخvrad

day, Pi.

 روخrvad

ċj, rvad -e

 وريخvaryad

äjy varyad -e
cloud , Pi .

 وریزvaryaz

 وردvaryaz-- e

jus, vandar , a tethering rope with nooses , Pl. ús, vandar -e.

*) Also written : ji aj nvſaz , nv = m .
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b ) Fem . nouns , which form their Plural irregularly.
tror-āne.
ور.tror
تر
*), aunt, P
 ترورانی.trOr
ane
-

.7
خور
0r
, sister
, Pl ويند
1 خ

 درورdrar

xvende ) ( خوبندی.

 درند.drande
Pl ..

 ندرند.ndrande

 ندرورndror

ur
نو
ر.l
, Pl  أوترهlainrah
, daughter

 أونریlanre
e
 نیندیn % nd

 نيورnor
son's wife, Pl.

 نکیندیngende

 نكورngor

.
y
o
يور
brother's
wife, Pl r
, husband's
 ونړی.yinre

8. 52.
2 ) Nouns ending in ā.
These form their Plural , when denoting animate objects, by
adding the termination gāne ( cf. $ . 44 ) , but when they denote
ina nimate objects , they remain unchanged in the eastern
dialect , whereas they add the termination vi ( or vē) in the
western. E. g.

il
ا.n
نی
, grandmother
 نیاکان.nia
,P
gane
ا.bala
بل
, misfortune , Pl  بدbala ,  بلاويvi - .bala

trore
*
.From
(
another Sing  تروریtrore, the Plural

gane is formed . 8. 57.

تروریگان
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S. 53 .
3 ) Nouns ending in a h .

These form their Plural by changing ăh to ē. * )
ovú bad-õh , bribe, Pl. spy baq- .
siis lind-ăh , bow , Pl . suis lind - ē.
Some nouns ending in áh are considered as collectives
A
and form therefore no Plural, as xyl obăh , Sing. and Pl., water ;
oils bānțăh , eyelash ; xyz jūnăh , girl etc.
Some foreign nouns ending in ăh and denoting animate
objects , add also the termination gāne , as :
mão

firištă ), ( fem .) angel , Pl. ylskäigj firiştah -gāne.

A certain number of nouns of this class are only used in
the Plural :

s.
e
ashe
ابری.i
,r

stoga pūgalē, the hooping cough.
esposto pērūne, the Pleiades.
in pēšē , mockery.

oglej tarāvē, a prayer consisting of 20 genuflexions in Ramazān .
Sigue tarvē , sour milk , whey.

خ
اوری.zav
, clay .
, dastre

olaos xațõlē, muddy water.
das xvalē, sweat, perspiration.

* ) In Mss. often written only

, which, as well as the Sing. - ,

instead of 8 - , ought to be avoided .
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|
e.
fine dast
ڈ
ar
وړی
,
.d
ry
e
dysente
رمی.r,am
pus
ز
وی.z
mater, e
,av
nde
land
س
rva
رواندی.sa
, fallow

e
se
r
وړی
shout
, noi
.s
,u
šlombē
 شلونبیlamba

buttermilk .
šomlē
شوملي

tree
a
of the mastin
the fruit n
شنی
,s
.

; له.s
ah
plant
Bla , rice;
شو
ol
, the rice
 شولیšīlē
csis yanē, thorns, bramble;; näć branch of a thorn tree.
a
.
; غيله
herd of
sheep and goats .
 غیبیyele,, sheep and goats
nakrēzē,
 نکربریnakraza, Henna,
of parched corn .
grain a
.
; نينه
 نينیnine,, roasted grain
snow.
.
re
w
vsno
واوری
.va,

use
 دربوشیvurb
corn of barley
barley ; شه.a
دربو

 أوربوشیOrbase

rije
 ورجیv
rize
 ورژیv

ورزی

etc. a corn of rice .
rice ; ورجه

vrlie

d
ooe
n
وینی.vi
, bl

-
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$ . 54 .
4) Nouns ending in o.
These form their Plural by adding the termination gāne , be
they denoting animate or in animate objects; cf. § . 45, b ).

يشو
.pis6
, a cat, .
Pl پشوان.pis
-gane.
انكو.pieks
ي
, a fail, P
ټانکوکان.paekl
-gane.
Some nouns ending in ő are considered as collectives and
remain therefore unchanged in the Plural, as: sbarxo,

Sing.

and Pl.,cheek ;axivý swing, cradle ; guwang vuršā, meadow .

S. 55 .
5 ) Nouns ending in i.
These form their Plural :
a) when denoting animate objects, by changing final i to
aī, or by adding the termination gāne or āne , the latter chiefly,
when the masc. Plur. termination ends in an (§. 48).

-gane
 ڈائیdai, a nurse, Pl, ڈاثيگان.dai

hādi -āne.
دی
.hadi
قا
, a female guide, Pl فاديان.hadi
-ane
ane
 پشیان.pial
پشی.pia
, cat, Pl l
b) by changing final i to aī, when denoting inanimate
objects, as :

simuj dušnī, enmity, P
Pl. garnij dužnaī.
 ځاشیtagti,, breakfast,, Pi
.,  ه څاښتنی.Gta7.

-
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S. 56 .
6 ) Nouns ending in a 1.

These remain unchanged in the Plural, as :
جنئی
.jinal
, girl, Pl  جنی.jinai
.

انٹی
.ganrai
گ
, oil-press, Pl  گانڑئی.ganra7

$ . 57.
7 ) Nouns ending in e.
There are very few fem . substantives ending in e. They form
their Plural either by adding the termination gāne or āne ; before
the latter a euphonic y may be inserted ( = -y- āne *). E. g.

Pl..
روری.trore
ت
, aunt, P
تروریگان.trore
gane
-

اری.nave
ن
, bride, Pl. ناويان.nave
-y-ane .
From this class of nouns those are to be well distinguished,
wbich end likewise in e , but which are ( originally ) adjectives
used substantively and follow therefore the Plural- formation
of the adjectives, by changing final e to i (s . 87 , 6. c. a. ).
.
sarkūzī.
کوز.sarkaze
سر
**), a sow , Pl سرکوزی.sarkazi
mai jos maryame, a female kid, Pl. Seega maryamī.

§ . 58 .
8 ) Nouns ending in ū.
The few fem . nouns ending in ū form their Plural, denote
they animate or inaminate objects, by adding the termination
gāne. E. g.
1
* ( In
Plural.

Qandahar

 تروریand

 ناویremain

**) Literally : having the head downwards.

unchanged in the

-
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و.mili
میل
, a female bear, Pl میتوکان.mili
-gane

-gane
rji
بوجونان.barji
, Pl
ب
رجر.ba
, a hone

II.

The formation of the

Formative Singular and Plural. '

$. 59 .
Before the prefixes and postfixes (see sub III), by means of
which the several cases are made up in Pašto, can be connected
with the noun , it must first be put in the Formative or ob
lique case (Sing, and Plural), which is always identical with
the Instrumental ; after this is done , the prefixes or postfixes
do not any longer affect the noun.

1 ) The Formative of the Singular,
S. 60.
A.

The Formative of masc. nouns.

a ) Nouns ending in a consonant remain unchanged in the
Format. Sing. Excepted are those nouns , in which original à is
changed to ū in the Nom. Sing. (S. 42, d). In their Format. Sing.
ā reappears again and at the same time ah is added to the theme,
so that the Format. Sing, and the Nom . Plur, outwardly coincide.
E. g.

warni špūn, shepherd, Form . Sing. aslaci špān - ah.
pys nūm, name, Form . Sing. sálí nām-ah .

This rule however is not strict and in many instances the
Form . Sing. is not distinguished from the Nom. Sing. , especially
in nouns denoting in animate objects.
Those nouns , which according to $ . 42 , c , form their Plural
by adding the termination ab, form their Form . Sing. in the same
way, as :

yar, mountain , Form . Sing. gys yr -gh.
to mal, companion, Form . Sing. xio ml-ah .
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b) Nouns ending in ai change it to ī, as :
گی.songai
سون
, a dwarf, Form . Sing
.  سونگی.song
-i
c ) Nouns ending in ā, o, ah, e, i, ū, au remain unchanged
in the Format . Sing.

The only exception is the numeral

yau,

one , the Formative of which is sy yau -gh.

§. 61 .
B.

The Formative of fem. noun s.

a) Those nouns, which are comprised in the list of $. 51 , a ,
form the Format. Sing. by restoring (original) e , so that the
Form. Sing. and the Nom. Pl . are outwardly identical. E. g.

„ Sí lār, way, Form . Sing. , » lār - e.
Those under $. 51 , b , remain unchanged in the Form.
Sing., as :
A
mõr, mother, Form . Sing. ja mõr.
b) Nouns ending in ā remain unchanged in the Form . Sing.
c) Nouns ending in ăh change it to ē, as :
ogjow sarvăh, cypress, Form .

Sing

sa

sarv- ē.

Such nouns, as are borrowed from the Arabic or Persian and
are still treated as foreign words , remain unchanged in the
Format. Sing. , as xlý lālăh, a tulip, Form . Sing. ajší bālăh ; xías
jumlăh, total sum *), all (alas salas aj etc.); xhé yalăh, corn .
d ) Nouns ending in o remain unchanged in the Form . Sing.
e) Nouns ending in i change it to aī, as :
stupu sabēlī, handmaid, Form . Sing

galing

sahēlaī.

.
garmaī.
می
.garmi
کر
, heat, Form . Sing  گرثی.garmai

* ) sha's is also treated like an adjective and constructed accor
dingly , cf. §. 90 .
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A few nouns remain unchanged in the Form : Sing. , as
djam sīznī, a swaddling band, Form . Sing. Syaw sīznī, and com
monly all

foreign nouns , as

 دائیdāī
dai, aa nurse ;;

 قادیhadi,, a

( female) guide.
f ) Nouns ending in aſ remain unchanged in the Form . Sing.
g) The few substantives ending in e remain unchanged in
the Form . Sing. , as Sghi nāvē , bride , Form. Sing. Sghi nāve.
Those nouns, which are originally adjectives (s. 57 ), change
e to ī in the Form . Sing. , as jy5ju sarkūze, a sow, Form . Sing . Sjos ,
sarkūzī.
h) Nouns ending in ū remain unchanged in the Form . Sing.

§. 62.
2) The Formative of the Plural .
The termination of the Formative Plural is Ō (Hindi õ, Sindhi
and Panjābī à = Prāk. Gen. Plur. U or ID *), which is
either added to the Plural' terminations, as ān-ō , ūn-7 (ah being
dropped before it ), gān - o , or which is affixed to the theme itself ** ),
by dropping the Plural termination altogether, as ,, sta plār-0 (Plur.
15,1a) = 2 , ta plār-ūn - 7.
consider :

Entering into particulars we have to

S. 63.
A.

The Formative Plural of masc. nouns.

a ) Nouns ending in a consonant form their Nom. Plural, as
we have seen, in different ways :

Compare my Essay : „ On the declensional features of the
North -Indian Vernaculars ", Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society , Vol.
XIX , Part 4, p. 402 sqq.
**) This is always the case with all collective nouns.
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a ) Those ending in the Plural in ān , ünah (S. 42 , a. b .) , add
the Format. Plur, affix © *) either to these terminations , as ān-o,
ūno, or they add it directly to the crude form of the noun , as :
obila malik-ān, chieftains, Form. Pl. alšie malik -ān -o

aktos malik - o.
.as
ونه
آس
-anah ,, horses , Form . P .  أسونو.as
-in-a .]
A
,,  أسوas - .0 .

B ) Those ending in the Nom . Pl. in ah ( s . 42 , c) drop it before
the affix o, as :
ogus yr -ah, mountains, Form . Pl. 9,5 yr-o.
7 ) Those ending in the Nom. Pl . in ah ( S. 42 , d) drop it before
the affix o, as :
xiliai špān -ah, shepherds, Form . Pl. glami špān -o.
The long ( radical) ā however is now and then shortened,
especially in such nouns, which are originally adjectives , as :
xiläming paštān - ah, Format. Pl. geäni

paštan -7.

The affix ō also accedes in many cases to the crude form of
the Nom . Sing without any internal vowel change ,

as zgāzing

paštūn-o. This is frequently the case with nouns denoting inani
mate objects.
ungki ; zangūn, knee and we'e vrūn , the thigh ( both in the
Form. Sing. wilász zangānah and wil, vrānah), drop in the Plural
the termination ūnah before the affix 7, as :
نونه.vran
ور
-anah, Form . P درنو, vran --.5.
eigisis; zangan -ūnah, Form . Pl. gims; zangan-o
d ) nouns ending in the Plur. in ahār (s. 42, e) or which
change final a to a ( s . 42 , f) simply add the affix o , as : ahār-o,
gimo mayan-7 **) ; final ah (S. 42 , g) is always dropped before 7, as :

 کالوkal-5
5 ( ,  ورونروvrunr-6
h(.
- ((or  کلونوin- kal
- --7
-7 ($$.. 42,,h)
* ) This affix ō is frequently written by Pēš ( -) only , which is
to be disproved of.
**) The aftix accedes in this and similar cases to the crude form
( Nom . Sing.).
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b) Nouns ending in ai , Pl. i , add the Formative affix
to
the Pl . termination ī, which becomes thereby iy- (o) or i (o), or is
even dropped altogether, as :

I pystü sikr - iy- 7 or sikr - i- o.
Splü šikr -7, hawks, Form . Pl.

- .
Those ending in ān , ünah form the Form . Pl . regularly in
ān-ō, ūn-7, or add the affix ū to the crude form of the noun , as :

galgero mrai- o

1
 مریئیmrai --1
 مریانmrai-an

slaves ; Form . Pl . glaga mrai -ān - 7

 مريونهmrai-anah

ūn-o .
 ميونوmrai -an

c) Nouns ending in ā , Nom. Pl. y -ān, gān (s . 44 ) add the
affix ō to these Pl . terminations , as y-an-o , gān-o.

The Arabic

broken Plurals ending in ā simply add the affix ő as { grob umarā,
nobles , Format. Pl. golemos umarā - o . The same is the case with
collective nouns , as pa čūrā , a bangle, Sing, and Plur.,
Form . Pl. gebygno čūrā -o.
d) Nouns ending in 7, Nom . Pl . ān , gān , ünah (s. 45 ) , form
their Form . Pl. by ān-ā, gān- ō, ūn - o or add the affix o to the crude
form of the noun with inserted euphonic v , as gjatõm saqqáo-v-ā .
e ) Nouns ending in ab , Nom. Pl . ah (S. 46 , a), drop final ah
and add the affix 7 , as zünde vēşt-ah, hairs , Form . Pl . Günstig
vēșt- 7 *).

Those ending in the Nom. Pl. in ân , gān , and ūnah

*) Some nouns may remain unchanged in the Format. Pl. , as
Bylgu dvāſạh, both , ozigu Á da dvārgh , of both ; xłas jumlah , all,
xilios, of all; ko hamah , all , and I da hamah , of all .

Thus we

fir
find also  د میلمانهda malmanah ,, instead of د میلمانو,, as :: خدمت

the guests
تن
ښت
څښ
serve the
should serve
د,
,, she
د د
jo
she should
د څ
,
ندد میلمانه په ځای توین
of her Lord (Gulsh . I, 62).
Trump p , Afgh. Grammar.
6
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(§. 46 , b. c) change these Pl . terminations in the Format. Pl. to
ān -o, gān -o, ūn-o.
Foreign nouns ending in ah retain this final syllable and add
to it ő or v-o in the Form . Pl., as :
Lips kahinah , priests ( from Arab. Jsob ), Form . Pl . gesäger
kahinab - o .
ojlis hazārah, the Hazārah prople, Form . Pl . 90,15 hazārah - vī .
Those nouns in ah , which in the Nom. Pl. add the termina
tion ānah (S. 46, d) , drop final ah before 7, as xsmákos mēlm - ānah,
guests, Form . Pl . Whályo mēlm-ān-7.
f ) Nouns ending in e ( Nom . Pl . -y-ān , y-ūnah , $ . 47 ) , i
(Nom . Pl. ān $ . 48 ) , ū (Nom . Pl . ān, gān $ . 49 ) and au (Nom . Pl .
ān , ūnah $ . 50 ) , form the Format. Pl . either regularly by an-o,
gān -ō , ūn- 7 , or add the affix Ō to the crude form of the noun,
which is also the case with all collective nouns .
Irregular
Plurals , such as gal; zāman , sons (from Søj zõe , s. 47 ) form
A A
the Format. Pl. either by quals zāman-o or oudej zÕy-o.

S. 64 .
B.

The Formative Plural of fem . nouns.

a) Nouns ending in the Sing. in a consonant and in the Nom . Pl.
in e (9, 51 ) , drop in the Format. Pl . final e before the affix 7, as
lāre , ways ,

Form . Pl.

s

lār-ā ; similarly the irregular Plurals

( $. 51 , b ), as wideo xvēnde, sisters, Format. Pl. Giriga xvēnd-ā;
o prieš lūnțah, daughters, Form, Pl . pigj lūnçõ.
b) Nouns ending in ā , which either remain unchanged in the
Nom. Pl. or add the termination vī (vē) (s . 52 ), add the Formative
Pl. affix Ō to the crude form , with or without euphonic v , as so
balā or
.balavi
بلاوی
, misfortunes, Form . Pl  بدءرbala-5
- or بدور
balā-v-ā.

Nouns ending in gāne change this Pl. termination

to
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gān - o , as :
نیاکان

nia -gane , grand--mothers ,, Form .. Pl.
, نیاکانو

niā - gāno.
c) Nouns ending in ăh , Nom. Pl. ē (s . 53 ) , drop this P1
termination before the affix o, as: Stillindē, bows , Format. Pl . gii
lind- o.

Collective nouns, which are identical in the Nom. Sing.

and Plural , drop final ăh before the affix 7, as : xagi õbăh, Nom.
A A
Sing. and Pl. , water and waters, Format. Pl . gegl ob-o.

In the older language and in poëtry i (= e ) is occasionally
preserved before the affix o ,

as comings õšē ,

tears ( Nom. Sing.

menos āšíh), Format. Pl . mingle oš -i-o .
Nouns ending in the Nom . Pl .

in gāne , change it in the

Format. Pl. to gān-o, as : ylskärgå firiştah-gāne, angels, Format.
Pl.
A
 فرښته کانوfiristal -gans ;; but the forms فرښتوi firist-5,, فرښتدعو
firištah - 7 and

gängis firiştah - võ are also in use.

d ) Nouns ending in Ō , Nom . Pl. gāne (s . 54 ) , change it in
the Format. Pl. to gān-o.

The collective nouns add v-o in the

Format. Pl., as jų bārzā , cheek, Format. Pl. mo's ,

báryo -v-o,

final 7 being shortened in pronunciation to o.
e) Nouns ending in ī , Nom. Pl . aī (s . 55), change the Plur.
termination aſ to i before the affix 7 or drop it altogether , as :
stingru sahēlaī, band -maids, Format. Pl. gulangi sahēli - 7 or other perin
sahēl- o .

The Plural termination gāne and āne is changed to gān-7

and an-o.
f ) Nouns ending in aī, Nom . Pl . ai (s . 56 ), always drop final
aſ before the affix Ō , as :

sa pil's gāršaī , oil-presses , Format. Pl.

 کانروganr - .0.
g) Nouns ending in e , Nom . Pl . ane , gāne ($ . 57 ) , change
these Plur. terminations in the Form . Pl. to ăn- , gān-o.
6*
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Those ending in the Nom. Pl . in ī , shorten it to i ( or iy-)
or drop it altogether before the affix 7, as :

sarkūzī, SOWS,
 سرکوزیsarkizl, sows,

.Format
. Pl .  سرکوزيوsarkuzi-6
7 or ::  سرکوزوsarkiz--.0.

b) Nouns ending in ū , Nom. Pl. gāne (S. 58 ) , form their
Format. Pl. regularly by changing gāne to gān - o.

III .

Formation of cases.

Case - prefixes

and

postfixes.

§ . 65 .
1 ) The Nominative Sing . has no particular case -sign ,
but is identical with the crude form of the noun. The Nom. Plur.
is recognised by the change of the final syllable or by the several
Plural terminations, as shown in § . 42—58 .
2 ) The Accusative has no particular case -sign , but is
identical with the Nom . Singular or Plural.
3 ) The Instrumental *) Singular and Plural is iden
tical with the Formative Singular and Plural respectively .
All the other cases (the Vocative of course excepted ) must be
made up by means of prefixes and postfixes , which require
the Formative of the noun, which they precede or follow .
4) The Genitive.

In order to express a Genitive- relation

the Pašto places the prefix j da **) before the Formative of a
) , which logically stands in the Genitive . The Genitive
commonly precedes the governing noun , but it may also follow

*) See on the formation of the Instrumental my essay: „ On
the declensional features of the North - Indian Vernacu
lars , p. 388.
**) That the Pašto Genitive - prefix j da is identical with the
Panjābī dā ( Prākrit at = Sansk. 7A ) is shown in my essay , „ On
the declensional features etc. p . 396. 6.
***) When a noun, preceded by a numeral ends in ah (S. 42, g),
it may remain in the Nom . Plur., though it be governed by a prefis

of three years ;

requiring else the formative , as : كائه

دری
کالم

xé uma after three years, etc.

دری
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it ; e. g. ovänns ju
päris

da kõr taştan , the master of the house,

going out j da kõrūno țaštan, the master of the houses .

5 ) The Dative. In order to express the idea of the Da
tive the Pašto employs a variety of particles, which partly precede
and partly follow the Formative of a noun .
a) The prefix ; va is now nearly antiquated , but it is fre
quently met with in older Pašto authors and in poëtry , as : Signs
va sarī, to a man .

There can be hardly a doubt, that this prefix

; is identical with the Pārsī prefix 7 , which Spiegel in his Pārsī
Grammar , p . 55 , note , derives from the Zendic preposition avi .
With va the postfixes xj tah or söz vatah are frequently joined, as

،

a
a man
و
sari vatah , to
.v
ویva sari tah or سری وته
b) The postfix xö tah and xóig.

The postfix xj tah is very

likely identical with the Hindāstānī vai taſ , Sindhi nts tāſ,
which is to be derived from the Sansk. RAITA . siz vatah very
probably is the Sindhĩ postfix afc vațe, near to , with .
c) The postfix xj lah and 8,1 larah.

"The postfix xs is very

likely identical with the Pārsī postfix rā , modern Persian likewise
; rā, which originally signifies „ for the sake of" .

The Marāthī

uses likewise T la as Dative postfix , which corresponds to the
Sindhi @TE lãe, Hindūstānī sa liē, for the sake of.
The postfix og larah has no analogy in the cognate idioms
and its origin is therefore doubtful.
6 ) The Ablative. The idea of the Ablative is expressed
partly by prefixes alone, partly by prefixes and a postfix .
a) The most common Ablative prefix is xj lah , which always
requires the Formative of a noun , as : sus xj lah laştī, from
a brook.

When a noun ends in a consonant * ) or in e , au , the

*) Nouns comprised in the list §. 52, a. being excepted.
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syllable ah (or only a ) is added for euphony's sake, as : mc x
lah yam -ah (or yam -a ), out of grief, wg; xŠ lah zÕy-ah , from the
son ; js aj lah tau-a , from the ambush (or : lah țav-a).

Very

frequently xs is also followed by the postfix xj nah (in the eastern
dialect), as : si curas aš lah laštī nah, from a brook.

When a noun

ending in a consonant or e is thus followed by the postfix xs,
the euphonic syllable ah or a is not added , as as mé aj lah yam
nah, out of grief , aj sg; xj lah zõe nah , from a son ;

 لهis followed by the postposition سره) سره

but when

x with ) , a euphonic

ab ( a) is commonly added to the noun , as som jos si lah kõr-a
sarah , with the house .
The prefix al lah (not to be confounded with the postfix x)
has very likely taken its origin from the Hindī postfix î or
from ( = Prāk . at
Paštā ;

Sansk. Ah ), t having passed into 1 in

xi nah we would compare with the Gujarātī Genitive

affix no * ) , which in Pašto has become a postposition ,
has properly in xi -

so that it

j a double Ablative case-sign .

b) Besides aś ( or x - x )

the Pašto uses also the prefix

je tar *), with which the postfix as may also be joined as with xj.
When god precedes a noun ending in a consonant or e , au,
euphonic ah or a must be added to the noun , as  تر سرtar sara
from the head, a16 jj tar dīyah, from the place (1963 ); before

*) Compare : „ On the declensional features “ etc. p. 398.
** )

tar seems to be identical with x as regards its origin, for
with tran
it is apparently derived from the Sansk. Abl . affix na ,
sition of s to r.
On the special signification of yž see g . 174, 7.
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the other nouns it requires simply the Formative .

But when

sus precedes a noun in the Singular ending in ăh ( fem . ), it remains
in the Nominative, as als je tar xulăh , from the mouth. When
să precedes a noun in the Plural , it requires the Formative ,

as : Grised

tar tūnſ) , from the daugthers , but nouns with the

Plur. termination ünah may remain in the Nominative, as : ajo 3
tar kaž-ūnah, under the chin .

When

it is followed by the postfix as, nouns ending in a

consonant or e, au, do not add a euphonic ah or a , as xj člásjis
tar šāy nah, from a bough , but when followed by the postposition
*), final euphonic ah (a) is commonly added as : www.lagen
tar qiāmat-a põre (celos )
, up to the resurrection .

With other

nouns the Formative is required , but nouns ending in ăh may
also remain in the Nom. (Sing. ) , in the Plural the Formative
only is used .
ground

or

E.
.
.E
. g لاند

tjÝ rámu aj

,
 تر زمکیtar zmake lande , under the
tar

sīnăh

lānde,

under

the

breast;

wisi ensing juj tar pšo lānde, under the feet.
c ) In the

east (especially among the Khataks) u de ** ) is

frequently used as an Ablative prefix , which may also be followed
by xá.

It is constructed in every way like the prefix xs, as د ظلم

de Julma, out of tyranny.
7 ) The Locative.

* ( On ر پور

The idea of the Locative is expressed

see g. 174, 7.

**) In Qandahār however J is pronounced like da. At any rate
sis etymologically identical with the Genitive prefix j.
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either by the prefix «

pah alone or with following users

kše *)

( i ) , which is not used as an independent postfix , but only in
connexion with xă, as : cuius — as in , on.

The prefix xx is ident

ical with the Pārsī prefix pa or fa, modern Persian as, Sansk.
fat ; the origin of sow

however is doubtful.

It appears to

have sprung from the Hindhi ata , below , down,by dropping
initial nē ; the form od1 seems therefore to be original and š a
euphonic insertion ( as in Kino pšah, foot, etc.).
The construction of x must be well noticed ; it requires, like
the other prefixes and postfixes commonly the Formative of the
noun , as Si
roads .

pah lāre , on the road , 9 , xs pah lārā , on the

But from this rule there are many exceptions :

a) If a noun end in ah (masc. ) or ăh ( fem .), do is joined to
the Nominative , as tá
Catind
1

pah mīnăh kše , in

te pah vāšah , on the grass ; time as
love; but we find also :
;
:

on that pigeon (Dorn, Chrest. p . 11 ).
b) Nouns ending in the Nom . Pl. in ah , ah (with and with
out internal vowel- change $ . 42. d. g.) ānah , ūnah may , when
constructed with xs, remain in the Nominative; e. g. per als map
atöl, az pah tlah ham pah rātlah, in going and in coming ; siláminas
used pah paštānah kše, amongst the Afghāns ;

Sju as in three

things ;;  په آسونهpah asunah ,, amongst the horses ;; ټه غوبانه
pah yābānah , amongst the cowherds .

csmind

But in all these cases the

ed ad e
is also written and pronounc
k in
i

a is also frequently written

Peshāwar .

pa and thus even joined with the noun

itself , which ought to be avoided.
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Format . Pl . might also be used , as glü ng pah tlo , yqt xz pah

āsūno etc.
In the same way a fem . noun may remain in the Nom. Pl.,
when preceded by a numeral , as
in two days ; otherwise

,
,
 په دوه ورځیpah dvgh vrade,

is seldom constructed with the Nomina

tive Plural of a fem . noun and only in poëtry ; so says Xush'al zān
(Gulsh. II, 42. 2.) :

*
ت
*( !وند دی خلق د هر سړی په خیلی لاړ
the throat of every man is moist by its own spittle.
c) The fem . nouns ending in ī, Format. Sing, ağ (S. 55 ; 61,5 ) ,
are constructed in the east with the Formative , but in the
west

with

the Nominative ,

as

süngür toy pah dõstaſ and

csüngu ya pah dõstī; when constructed with the Plural xs always
requires the Formative, as : study is pah bádio , by wicked works.

Annotation.
also constructed.

Like xa the preposition st par , on , upon , is

The poëts take the liberty, when

is constructed

with a noun ending in a consonant , to add a euphonic ah (a)
to it, similarly as after the prefixes af, j and J.

E. g .

نوم في ورکړو د چا نه درومی په سره
Without giving fame does not come on any body's head. (Gulsh.
I, 173 ) .
8 ) The Vocative , which is, properly speaking, not a case,
is formed , after the analogy of the Persian , by adding the syllable
ah (a) or ā , with or without the interjectional particles sí ai,
js õ; ; vð.

*) }

Entering into particulars we have to notice :

= syš, Nom. Pl. from oš .
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A.

The Vocative Singular.
a) of masc. noun s.

a) Masc. nouns ending in a consonant add the syllable
A
ah (a) or ā , with or without the interjectional particles, as : 39339
vrőr-áh, o brother , og sí ai vrõr-ah, 1, vrõr-á.
Nouns , which according to $ . 60 , 1. form their Format. Sing.
by internal vowel -change and the addition of the syllable ah , or
which add ah , dropping at the same time the short vowel of the
crude form , do the same in the Vocative, as : xilanci ; võ špánáh,o
shepherd ! xic si ai ylạh , o thief !
B ) Masc. nouns ending in ai add the syllable ab (a) or ā to
the Formative Sing., as : xd qui si ai sáțiáh, o man !
) Masc. nouns ending in ā , ā , ah , ū , au *) remain un
changed in the Vocative.
8 ) Masc. nouns ending in e add ah (a) , ā , before which final
e is changed to y, as : 873; z6y-áh, o son !
£) Masc. nouns ending in i add ah (a) ā , shortening ī at the
same time to i or iy, as : as

jógi -áh, o Jõgi!

b) of fem. noun s.
Fem . nouns , of whatever termination , put the interjectional
particles before the Formative Sing., as : o
obré , võ šád-é , o woman ;
be dropped , as

si ai jận-e, o maid !

the interjectional particles may also

 ځيe - .jgn

Those fem . nouns , which end in a consonant but do not add
e in the Format. Sing. (s . 51 , b ) , add likewise e in the Vocative,

as :
مور

, O
 أيai more, o mother !!  خورz8r-e
-e,
o sister !!

*) Those in ā and ū and au may also add ā, ah ; before final à
a euphonic y is inserted, as in Persian , as : Grás gadú -yá, o beggar !
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B.

The Vocative Plural.

The Vocative Plural of both genders in throughout identical
with the Formative Plural , with or without the interjectional
particles.

§ . 66 .
We let now follow a general survey of the Pašto declensional
process , according to the different terminations of nouns . In the
first paradigm all the cases will be put down , in the following
only the Nominative , Formative and Vocative Sing. and
the Nominative and Formative Plural will be exhibited,
as from these the several cases can easily be made up by means
of the prefixes and postfixes, which are the same for the Singular
and the Plural.

$ . 67 .

1.

Masculine nouns.

1 ) Nouns ending in a consonant .

( S. 42 ; 60 ; 63 , 1.)

a) With the Plural termination ān .

Sing.
Nom .

wtó málik , a chieftain .

Accus.

Kto malik , a chieftain .

Format.
stá malik , by a chieftain.

Instrum .
Genit.

exió j da malik , of a chieftain .

Dative.
 و ملکva malik ; ته
va malik

 و ملکva malik tah ; وته

و ملک

ته

ملک

vatah ;  ملکو تهmalik_tah * (;

*) The most common postfixes now in use are Kö, xj and do
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malik vatah ; aj ustó malik lah ; sed uttó malik larah,
to a chieftain .
.Ablative
.  له ملکlah malika ; تع

 تر ملکtar malika;; ته
báto

 ته ملکlah malik nah ;

ر ملک.ta
malik r
ت
nah .

) s de (da) malika ; aj kto u de malik nah,

from a chieftain .
Locat.

 په ملكpah malik ;

کښ

 په ملکpah malik kse, in

a chieftain .
Vocat.

táto si ai málikáh , kto maliká , o chieftain !

Plural.

Nom .

látó málik - ān , chieftains..

Accus.

obális malik - ān , chieftains.

Format. )
ulls malik-án-o, gxhá málik -7 , by chieftains.

Instrum .
Genit.

jilátó j da malik - ān -ā ; guttó j da malik - õ , of chief
tains.

.Dative.

- -s,, ;و ملکوva malik -5; ;و ملکانو ته
 و ملکكااننووva malik -an
va malik -ān -7 tah,

va malik-7 tah etc. etc.

ktos

to chieftains.
Ablat.

ل
malik -an
 له ملكانوlah malik -an -6, ه ملكانو نه-lah

nah ;  ته ملكوlah malik -6 ,  له ملکوتهlah malik -6 nah ;

 تر ملکانوtar malik -an-G,  تر ملکوtarmalik -5; د ملکانو
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de ( da) malik - ān -o ; gtis u de (da) malik - 7 etc. from
chieftains.
Locat.
 په ملکانوpah malik -an
- --oo, په ملكو

pah

malik-5;;

vusios gjeślo xa pah malik - ān- 7 kše etc. in chieftains.

Voact.
gulácia ši ai malik-ān-o, giclo malik -õ, o chieftains !

b) With the Plural termination ūn ah.

Sing.
Nom.

اس.as
, horse

.Format.  آس.as.
Vocat.

Sum ásáh.

Plur.
Nom.

asgw] ās-únah , horses.

as-,  أسوds --.2.
.Format  أښونوina

c)

With the Plural termination ah and ejection of
the short radical vowel.

Sing.
Nom .

hi yal, thief.

Format. até ylạh.
.Vocat
. غله

أي.ai
yl--gh .
Plur.

Nom.

ale yl-ah , thieves (also : xgle yl-ūnah).
.

yl-

(

-ūnā)
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d) With the Plural termination ah and internal vowel
change .
Sing
Nom.

u

špūn , shepherd.

Format. xilaci špān -ah.
.Vocat
. شيانه

أي.ai
spin-ah .
Plur.

Nom .

xilanci špān-ah , shepherds .

Format .glü špān-o .

e) With the Plural termination ahār.
Sing
Nom.

jä trap , a bump.

Format. yjä trap.
Plur.

Nom .

slet is trap - ahár, bumps .

Forinat. 34,3 trap -abár- o.

f) With change of final a to a.

Sing .
Nom .

syar, a stone.

.Format.  شر.szar.
,šu syár -áb.
Vocats
Plur.
Nom.

sw szar , stones.

Format. gjesta syúr - .
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g) With the Plural termination ah , in connexion with
numerals .
Plur.

Nom.
BJL'S (1990) (drē ) kāl -ah , ( three) years.
.Format
 كالوkal--6ð or  كانونوkal-un-- .5.

$ . 68 .
2) Nouns ending in ai (S. 43. 60, b ; 62, b).

Sing.
Nom .

Gulaš gavāndai, neighbour.

Format. Sytilos gavándī.
.
1
Plur.

Nom .

soulaš gavándī, neighbours.

.Format  گواندیوgavandi-d
- ,,  كواندوgavand --.3.

S. 69 .
3)

Nouns ending in ā (s . 44 ; 60, C ; 63 , c.)

Sing .

a)

Nom .

vs gadā , beggar .

Format. siš gadā .
.Vocat كذا

 أيai gada )دايا
Plur.

Nom .

whiús gadá - y- ān.

Format. quasás gadā -y - án -7.

gadaya (.
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b)

Sing .

Nom.

böló māmā, ( paternal) uncle.

Format. Liko māmā.

Vocat.

أي ماما.a
i
mama
Plur.

.Nom.

ماماكان.mama
-gan .

Format. gil'shobi māmā-gún-7.

S. 70 .
4 ) Nouns ending in 7 (s . 45 ; 60, c ; 63, d ) .

Sing .

a)
Nom.

gclár saqqáõ , water -carrier.

Format. gelän saqqão.
Vocat.

gelise si ai saqqão.
Plur .

Nom .

olgeléi sgqqáð -an , water-carriers.

Format.

Sil, L- saggãô- án- õ.

Sing .

b)

Sino bīzā , monkey.
A
Format.  بیزbīzā.
ر
1
i
Vocat. أى بيرو.a
biz0
Nom.

Plur.
Nom.

)

bízo - gān, monkeys.
ج
بيزو ان

.Format بيروگانو.bizi
-gan-a

Sing.

c)

Nom.

-
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Kw sko , stitch.

.Format.  سکو.sk7
.

Plur.
Nom .

xiomw skõ - ūnah , stitches.
-ūn - .

$ . 71 .
5)

Nouns ending in a h (S. 46 ; 60 , c ; 63 , e) .

Sing .

a)
Nom .

cäisen vēştąh , hair.

Format. xänido vēſtah .
Vocat.
.Vocat ويښته

أى.ai
ai ve;teh

Plur .

Nom .
Käsity vēştah (also : adquisits vēştúnah ).
Format. gänindy véșt-o.

Sing.

b)
Nom .

agus lēvạh , a wolf.

Format. sgu lēvąh.
.Vocat ليوه

levgh
 أى.ai

Plur. 2
.Nom

لیوان

-an
1év , ليوه كان

.levgh
-gan

.Format  ليوانوlev -an-d,
 ليوه كانوlevgh
gin
- .5

 ليووlév -.6
Trumpp , Afgh . Grammar.

7
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Sing .

c)
Nom.

j zrah , heart.

Format. ,; zrah.
Vocat.

زره

zrgh
أي.ai

Plur.
.Nom.

 زړونه.zr
linah
-

.Format  زرونوzr-in-d ,  زړوZF - .0
d)
Nom.

Sing .
digno rūbąh , cowherd.

Format. ddys yõbạh.
.Voca.t غوبه

yabah
ای.a
i

Plur.
.Nom

 غوبانهalnah - .yib

.Format  غوبانوin - .5-26b

$ . 72 .
6 ) Nouns ending in e ( s. 47 ; 60, c ; 63, f).
a)

Nom .

Sing.
shawl ašnáe, friend .

Format. Shaw āšnãe.
Vocat.

Aliw si ai āšnáy-áh.

Plur.

.Format  أشایانوasnay-in- o,  آشنایوsny - .
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Sing.

b)
Nom.

csgo dõe , custom .
Format. şou doe.

Plur.
Nom .

xi, co dõy-tnam , customs .

.Format.  دويونوin
- 3,  دريوdy - .0.
diy --ún-õ

$ . 73 .

Nouns ending in 1 ( s . 48 ; 60, c ; 63 , f ) .

7)

Sing.
Nom .

celow sipáhī , soldier .

Format. ی
So
 سپsipāhi.
اهha
Vocat.
.Vocat
. سپاهی

 ایai sipahi ) سباهیاsipalit(.
Plur.

Nom .

cho han sipáhi - ān , soldiers .

.Format  سپاهيانوsipahi-in--5,,  سبایوsipahi --.0.

$ . 74 .
8 ) Nouns ending in ū .

Sing.

a)
Nom .

cis kándū, a corn - bin.

Format. quis kandū.
.Vocatكندر

 أىai kandi,  کندواkanda- á.

Plur.
Nom.

oblis kándu -ān , corn -bins.

.Format  کندوانوkanda-in
- --.1.

7*
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Sing

b)
Nom .

ola báhū, bracelet, ornament for the arm .

.Format. باهو.bahu
Plur.
Nom .

obydlo báhū -gān , bracelets.

.Format  بافوكانوbaha
gin
--.0

§. 75.
9 ) Nouns ending in au .

Sing.

a)
Nom.

(S. 50 ; 60,0 ; 63 , f ).

Ste pairau , a follower.

0.0 .
Format.  ډیرو.pairan
Vocat.

Sta si ai pairau (0 , te paírau -áh ).

Plur.
Nom .

Ugot paírau -ān, followers.

Format. Gilggad pairau -án - o, jo

b)

paírau - 7 ( pairav-7) .

Sing.

Nom .

čau, a small canal.

Format.

čau.

Plur.

Nom.

singą čau -únah.

-i .
.Format.  چوونوtau
in
- ún- 6,  چوو.tai
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II.

Feminine nouns.

S. 76 .
1 ) Nouns ending in a consonant.

(S. 51 ).

a) Nouns adding e in the Formative Sing. and Nom .
Plur. (8 51 , a ; 61 , a ; 64 , a) .

Sing.
Nom .

op jạn, maid , virgin .

Format.  >جنjan- e.
.Vocat
. wجي

أي.ai
Jgn-e
Plur.

Nom.

U  جján -e, maids .
ن

Format. gis jan-o.

b) Nouns with irregular Plural

formation.

(S. 51 , b ;

61 , a ; 64, a ).

Nom .

Sing .
A
خور.70r
, sister

.Format  خور.Or
.vocat خور

أى.a
z6ri
-e
Plur.

Nom .

dings zvénd -e, sisters .

Format. gulings zvénd - 6 .

2 ) Nouns ending in ā.

a)
Nom.

( s . 52 ; 61 , b ; 64 b) .

Sing.
hii niā, grandmother.

-
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Format. hij niā.
.Vocat
. نیا

 أی.ai
nia

Plur.
Nom .
gine
نیاکان.nia
Format. Giá si nia -gan -õ .

Sing

b)
Nom .

się balá, misfortune.

Format. sl balā.
Plur.
Nom.
sta balā ; sel balá- vī ( vē) , misfortunes.
.Format.  بلاءوbali -7,  بدرو.bali
-v0

$ . 78 .
3 ) Nouns ending in a h . ( S. 53 ; 61 , c ; 64 , c ) .

Sing
Nom .

os bád-ắh, bribe .

Format. sua bádé .
.Vocat  أی بدیai bal-é.
Plur.
Nom .

shi bád- é, bribes

.Format  بروbal - 6 )( بديوbili - 6ā).
(.

S. 79.
4 ) Nouns ending in 7.

Sing.
Nom .

orang pīšo, cat.

( . 54 ; 60, c ; 64 , d ) .
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Format. Güng pīš).
.Vocatپيشو

أى.ai
pis

Plur.
Nom .

0
gine, cats
پیشرگان
.p
-i5
.Format  پیشوكانوpis0- gin-.6

S. 80.
5 ) Nouns ending in i.

Sing.

a)

Nom .

(s . 55 ; 61 , e ; 64 , e ) .

slangu sahélī, a handmaid .

.Format  سهيلئی.sahelal.
.Vocat أى شهينئی
.ai
sahelal
Plur.

Nom .

lai
handmaids
ش
هينئی.sahe

.Format  شهيليوsaheli - 6 )  هبلوsall- 6 (.

Sing .

b)
.Nom

nurse ,
دانی.dil
, nurse

.Format  دائی.da7
دائی

Plur.
Nom .

ULEIIÍ dağ -gáne, nurses .

.Format  دائیکانوgin - dai - .5.

c)
Nom ,

Sing.
Loulé hádī, a female guide .
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.Format  قادی.hadi

.Vocat قادی

أي.ai
hadi

Plur.

Nom .

oliulá hādi- áne, guides.

Format . Gió hãdi- án- õ .

Sing .

d)

Nom.

sew síznī, a swaddling band .

.Format  سیزنی.SIZni

Plur.
Nom.

coidjaw síznaī, swaddling bands.

Format.
.Format. سيزنيوsizni --5 )
( سیزنوsizn --5 ()..

§. 81 .
6) Nouns ending in a ī. (S. 56 ; 61 , f ; 64 f) .

Sing .

.Nom.

بیتی.beral
, boat

.Format  بیرئی.beraz
.Vocat أى بیرئی.ai
bra7

Plur.

Nom .

béraī, boats.

Format. in bér-..
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$ . 82 .
7 ) Nouns ending in e.

Sing.

a)
.Nom

 ناریnave, bride ) (تاو.

.Format ناری
 ناری.nave
Vocat.

Soli si ai nāve; anglé náve-áh.
Plur.

Nom..
.Nom

 ناویانline - nave ; ناوی.naive
, brides

Format..
.Format  ناويانوin - nave - 1 ;  ناريوnave -..

Sing ,

.Nom

aunt.
تروری.trore
, aunt

.Format  تروری.trore
.Vocat  ای تروریai trore; تروريه.tro-ah
re
Plur.
Nom.
.Nom

 تروریگانtrero
gine
; روری.trore
ت
,aunts

Format..
.Format  تروریگانوtrare
gin
- 5 ;  تروريوtrore - .0
-

c)
Nom..

Sing ,
rku
sow
س
رکوز.sa
, a ze

Format..
.Format  سرکوزی.sarkit21.
و.
Vocat..  رکوزیsarkúzi.
س

Plur.
.Nom

سرکوزی
.sarki
zi
, sows
A
A

.Format
 سرکوزيوsarki zi-o,  سرکوزوsarkiz - .0
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S. 83 .
8 ) Nouns ending in ū .

(S. 58 ; 61 , h ; 64 , h ) .

Sing.
Nom .

go mílū , a female bear.

.Format.  میلو.mill
.Vocat  أي مینوai milli,, میواmilu -á.
Plur.

.Nom

انن
gine
ممییلو.mill
لتوکا

.Format  مینوگانوmill
gin
-.5
-

$. 84 .
The Adjective and its flexion .

In the flexion of the substantive that of the adjective is in
the main already comprised ; we have here to consider only those
rules, which apply peculiarly to the adjective.
As regards the position of the adjective, it is placed on
the whole before its substantive, but it may also follow it, espe
cially in poëtry. One adjective may also precede its substantive
and another follow it ; even two adjectives may follow ( without a
conjunction) a substantive, especially if the first be a pronominal
adjective, as :
نه وينم په سترکو حقیقت واره بین
I do not see with the (my) eyes the whole clear truth . (Gulsh.
II , 52 , 3 ).
We have to notice here especially the formation of the
gender , further the peculiarities , to which some adjectives are
subject in reference to the formation of the Plural and the
Formative Sing and Plur.

S. 85 .
1 ) Adjectives ending in a consonant.
These form , like the substantives (s . 39 , 1 ), the feminine by
adding the termination ăn (a ), as , tõr, black , fem . Bjoj tõr -äh.
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When

two

adjectives

are joined

together by the copula 7 (cf.

§ . 28, 1 ), they are considered and treated as one word and there
fore only to the latter the fem . termination is added, as : خوشحال
obis, quškāl-ā- qursand- ăh , fem ., happy and content.

The

same is the case, when an adjective is repeated with the preposition

th, as
as  په تار.tir
دار
pah tar , scattered , fem  تار په تارهtar pah
tār- ăh ; but compounds, formed by means of

are commonly used

in an adverbial sense and therefore not inflected at all .
When an adjective is intensified by another , both must be
inflected ,
tor

if not joined together by the copula 7 ,

( or wei )
A

quite

black , fem .

sjeve

as  ټپ تورtap

tap - õh

tõr- ăh

(or

)(توره په.

Paradigm .

Sing.
Masc.

Nom .

Fem .

Jos gad, mixed .

ové gád-ắh .

Format . us gad.

دی

Vocat .

 کدیgia - .6

Duis gádáh.

-

Plur.

Nom.

gad .

دری

Format. jusé gád- o .

gád - é.

Gabé gád -o.

When the adjective is used in the sense of a substantive ,
it

adds

the Plur. termination ān ,

sgufa's gad-án- ö ( or gue's gád- 7) .

as ursió gád -ān , Formative :

It is a poëtical license , if now

and then the pure adjective is used with the Plur, termination of
a substantive (i . e . ān, āno ).

So says, for instance, Rah'mān :
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په سبب د ظالمانو حاکمانو کور و اور آر پيښور دری واړه يو دی
On account of tyrannical governors house and fire and Peshāwar,
all three are one (thing ). ( Gulsh . II, 28 , 1 ) .

Some adjectives as:
the affixuj (u

,0-) S

mayan , in love , and all formed by
(cf. S. 42,f) follow the declension of

joši, when used substantively (S. 67, f).
Some adjectives are inflected irregularly ; as go mar, dead,
fem . sy

mr-8h ;; Format Sing. mm . on
8
5

Nom. Pl. der mſ -ah, fem . Se mſ- ē ;

mr-ah,

fem.  مریmr- e ;

Format. Pl . com. go mr- ā.

Similarly 5J Ivar, high, fem . ojgd Ivar -áh; Nom . Pl . O; QJ ( Ivar-ah)
.fem  لوړی.6-1var. رغون.arzan
زj"
, verdant, fem .  زرغونهzarzin-ih
- ;;
Nom . Pl . wyé,; zaryūn-ah, fem.sigt j zaryūn- 7.
In some adverbial phrases the adjective remains unin
flected , as x3
xő is mees
whereto ?

kūm - ih

zvā

tah ,

( instead of : xö las comod ); a5 is

to

which direction ,

the bal-õh zvā tah,

to another direction, somewhere else.

S. 86 .
Monosyllabic adjectives with secondary 7, ū , i *)
There is a certain number of monosyllabic adjectives with
secondary 7 , ū , ī , which form the Sing, feminine , the For
mative Sing. masc . , the Nom . Plur. masc. and the For
mative Plur. ma sc . in an irregular way .
The following adjectives, in which original ā has been deepened
to ū and ū , restore it again , but shortened, before the fem . ter
mination åh , which is considered half- accented (cf. S. 39 , 1 ) , as
A
¿ sa ripe (originally zlə, from Utah
Hindi पक्का , Sansk. पक्क ))

* ) If ō , ū and i be radical , they are of course not subject to
any change, as ės, röy , healthy, fem . & c , röy-äh, etc.
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fem . esta pág-án , thence the regular Plur. custa páxế. The For
mative Sing. masc . is asta pāyah, after the analogy of the sub
stantives noticed in § . 60, a ;

the Nom . Plur. masc. likewise xéls

pāyah (s . 42, d ), but the Format. Plur. masc. (in contradistinction
to the Format. Pl . of the substantives (S. 63 , a. y) ista pax -o,
which quite coincides with the Format . Plur. fem .

In the Vocative

Sing. ā is likewise shortened to a , the Vocative affix an being
accented , as as páx - áh.

 دورsūr , red (Pers . ¿ qm ), fem . szú sár-ắh , but
Irregular is jyw
t
Some adjectives also change 7 to va ;
Plur. masc. Bu sr-ah.
see the list.
Some adjectives ,
way

to

opnå

a,

as

which contain

i , change it in a similar

żyjci trīm , bitter , fem . x

táry -ē, Format.

Plur.öö,ó táry - ő.

š tárx -ắh, Plur. fem .
But the Format. Sing.

masc. is a jó táry -ah (like xic $ . 90, a) and the Nom . Plur.
masc . likewise x

gj tárx -gh ; Format. Plur. masc.js táry - o.

Paradigm . I.

Sing.
Masc.
.Nom

خربه.tarb
-dh

خورب.torb
, fat

Format. xylos ţārb -ah.

 خربیfarb - .

asys țárb-áh.

-e
 خربی.arb

Vocat.

Plur.
.Nom.

 ځاربه.tarb
ah
-

 ربیe- .arb

* ) Some adjectives may retain 7 and ū in the Feininine, whereas
in the Masculine ( Format. " Sing. and Nom. Plūr. and Format. Plur. )
they undergo the vowel change .
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 ربوirb - .0

Format.quos țárb - o.
.Vocat

 ربوirb -.0

 ربوarb - .0.

Paradigm . II.

Sing
Fem .

Masc.
Nom .

ganj trīv, acid ; sour.

ogsjá túrv-án .

Eu .
Format. sys's tárv-ah .

é.

.Vocat

 تروtárv -áh.

(syjä tárv - é.

Nom .

DU
-aly
 تروه.tar

Plur.
é.
 ترری-tary

 توووtirv - .0

Format. W
tárv -7 .
A 0
Vocat.  تروو-tary

 ترورtary - .0

The following adjectives are inflected after the two preceding
paradigms ; the others are regular and not subject to any vowel
change in the formation of the gender or number.

Sing. fem .

Sing. masc.
w

prāt fallen .

 پرتهprat-ah
og

Plur. masc.
پراته.prait
-ah

prot -ặh.

¿ qd põ % , ripe.

x

 پوسpOs
soft.
A
 پوستpost |

dung ? põs-åh.

paz-ăn .

málo pāy-ah.
amba pās-ah.

Xams past-ah.
xänga põst-ăih.

támla pāst-ah.

Ets trīſ, bitter.

ترځهs.tarz
-ih .

xb ,

oz.si trīv , sour .

ogjis tarv -ăh .

b
.
, fat
خورب.tor

da,s țarb-ắh .

tary -ah.

ah .
-

.
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jgs xūr, scattered .

 خوره.var
-ul

 خواره.viar
-ah

 اع خور, .sweet

-ailz
خوږه.2va

a
-ah
 خواره.v

xiu dran-ăh .

 درانه.dra
-ahn

Cerny, röst, rotten.

tän; rast-ăh.

rámi, rūst-ah.

fs; rūnr, bright.

odig; rūnr-ăh .

 درونdrun
heavy.

 دروندdrind )

oil

opis,

rānrah .

ranr-ặh.

Win, rūnd , blind .

outs ſand -äh.

suss rānd-ah .

» j zor , old .

 زړه.Za
- ailr

ol; zār- ah .

oglaw spār-ah.

سور

 سپرهSpar-ih )
ahr
سوره.Sv-a

bilom svār- ah .)

you sūr, red .

Ogan sar - ah.

Og sr- ah .

egu sõr, cold .

8few sar -h.

O,bu sār- ah.

un šīn, green.

x

go kož, crooked.

opš kaž -žh.

og kí kāž- ah.

deaf
كونه.konr
,.

opis kanr -ắh.

o ils kān -ah .

.lund
لوند
, damp .

نده.land
-al

sujš lānd -ah.

see mõr, satiated.

pro mar -åh.

پور

spor

mounted.

sõr

299 võr, small .

šn- ah.

og var -ah .

šn- ab.

a

o la mār-ah.

oe's vār -ah .

$. 87 .
2 ) Adjectives ending in ai.
a) Adjectives ending in ai form generally their feminine by
changing ai to ai (s. 39, 2). In their inflexion they are regular.
Paradigm

Sing.
Masc.
Nom .

5 * ,, vrúmbai , the first .

Fem.
ورنبئی.vrimbai
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.Format  ورنبی.vramb7

ونبئی.vrimba7

Vocat.

 ورنبئی.vrimbal

 ورنبی.vramb7
Plur.

Nom.

7

 ورنبی.vramb

 ورنبئی.vrimbai

Format. quasy vrúmbi-7
ونبو.vrimb
-a

 ورنیو-vraimb

.Vocat

 ونبيو-vrimbi

 ونبوvrimb - .
 ورنبوvrimb - 5
When the adjective is used substantively , the Vocative Sing .

may affix the syllable ah , as was, vrúmbi-áh , o first one !
b) The following adjectives form their feminine by changing
ai to e and not to aī.

obsäni astādai , sent ; a messenger ;

fem . įgäni astāđe.

sejf alavai , burnt;

 الو.alave

g.
l
babblin
 أūnai,
ونی.a
na
,

usi ūne.

i
ايواځی.evada
, alone

!

So barvai , adhesive.

درد

skal balmagai, saltless.

cal balmage.

s būrai , clipped .

e
 بوړ.bur .

som bēpartai , gluttonous.
sto palai , on foot.

99

.

barve .

 بيبرت.beparte
Na pale.
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simăga põţuskai , scanty ; small.

fem . Smaga põţuske.

 ډو.pute

o tažai , thirsty.

qj taže.

Syyj torai, simple ; plain.

 تور.tOre

09

hoge pūtai, little, small.

sa čūyai, hump-backed.

*
skies čūnkai , impudent.

ukiyə čūnke.

sous țapõlai, matted (as hair).

 خيول.tapile

segala harāmūnai , bastard.

حرامون.haramine

stes xarõrai , given to biting.

 خروړ.zarore

Sãos xūšai , crazy .

 خوش.xise

 رښتونیristinai

 رښتونristine
true .

 رښتینیristinai

 رښتينristine

li zāļai, young (of cattle).

st; zāre.

Shu sārai , equal.

 شار.sare.

spän staſai , fatigued.
• stare.
Gjylam satkūrai , scorched .

jossa

oiska šāvlai vīvlai, careless.

 سنتور.satkure

شاول واول.savle
vavle

soms kasūrai, distressed .

kasūre.
jomis
شور

smis kašai , only son.

caj kaše, only daughter.

Trumpp , Afgh. Grammar.

8
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Chairyf kūšalai, pretty .

fem . ding's kūšale .

99

Sjo mazai , strong.

Sve

- maze .

mi
.naname
نامی نام

sebi nāmī nāmai,unknown; mean. ,

 نوماندnumande

stilegj nūmāndai
named.

 ذومریnumarai

 نومnumare
nave.

 نویnavai , new ,

نو

sy važai, hungry,

23 važe.

واځي.yavalai
ي
, alone

 يواخ.yavade

Sgängs yavastavai,of onefold (as a dress).,

güngö yavastave.

c) All possessive compound adjectives (§ . 38 , 4. c ) and all
adjectives with the diminutive affixes kai ( S. 35 , 2 ) , karai ,
garai (S. 37 , 8. ) , oțai and ūțai (§ . 37 , 10 ).

رونی.pak
پاک ز
zrinai,having pure hearts; fem  پاک زړونpak zrine **(
).

می

spa sy; zõe marai , having a dead son ;

e
0re
زوی.2ma
.

d ) All participles present and perfect and all compound nouns,
the last member of which is a participle.

 ويونکیvayinkai

luciering vayūnke.
speaking.

fem .

 وبونیvayunai

stig vayalai, said (dictus ) ,

 وبون.Vayune
fem . Jag vayale.

For the adjectives noticed under b ) c) d ) the following may
serve as paradigm.

* ) Of course only occurring in the Plural
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Sing.

Fem.

Masc.

Nom .

chains kệulai , pretty .

 کښل.kgule

Format.
.Format.  کښلی.kgili.

 کښلی.kill

 کښلی.ksali

 کښلی.ksuli

.Vocat

Plur.

Nom .

 کښلی.kgull.

calisis kịuli .

 کښليوkstlia

.Format.  کښليوksuilis

.Vocat

 کښلوksila

 کښلوkgula

 کښليو.kgulia

 کښليو.ksulii

$ . 88 .
3 ) Adjectives ending in ā.
Adjectives ending in ā remain unaltered in both genders, as
well in the Singular as in the Plural. In the Format. Pl . they
add the affix o , which however is occasionally dropped in poëtry .

Paradigm .

Sing
Masc.
Nom.

Luis dānā , wise.

Fem .

 دانا.dana

Format. Lóis dānā .

 دانا.dana

Lil's dānā.

 دانا.dana

Vocat.

8*
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Plur.
Nom .

Los dānā .

 دانا.danaa.

.Format.  داداءوdana -7
;
- 5 );)(دانا
.Vocat.  داناءوdana --5 )()(دانا

O

(

.

dānā-

When an 'adjective is used substantively , it takes , according
to $. 44. the Plural-termination y -ān , as : uhliis dānā - y -ān , the
wise ones , Format. Pl . @julij dānā -y -ānā , or  دانماءdana -- .0.

. 89 ,
4 ) Adjectives ending in ā.
The few adjectives ending in ō remain unaltered in both
genders ; in the Formative Plur. they add the affix ū ( with euphonic
V = v - ā) , which however may be left out altogether.

Paradigm .

Sing .
Fem .

Masc.
Nom.

 بانو.pat0

de la pātē , left ; remaining.

27

Format. asta pāto.
Vocat.

tą pāto.

Plur,
Nom.

 پا تو.pata

gölə pāto.

.Format.  يانووpito-v
- -5 ))( باتو

 پاتووpato-v -5 )  ( پاتو.

.Vocat.  ټانووpito -v
- -5 )((تاتو

 پاتووpaito -v-5 )( اتو.

$. 90.
5) Adjectives ending in a h .
The adjectives ending in ah form their feminine by changing
ah to ah ( cf. $. 39 , 4 ) . Their flexion is quite regular.

-
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Paradigm .

Sing
Fem.

Masc .
Nom.

ovoj údah, asleep .

soby údúh.
susi údé.

Format. ssj üdah.
Vocat.obj ūdah .

 أودي.ide
Plur .
Nom.

sú

údah.

sugi údé.

.Format  اودو.
.uda

.

.Vocat

.

.
 أودو.ida

Adjectives ,

which

are

borrowed

from

the Persian ,

either

directly or with a little modification , generally undergo no change,
neither for gender 'nor number ; they only add the affix o in the
Format. Pl. , as : sümpiós šāistah, handsome *) ( Pers. tämalá ), Format.
.PI.  ښايسهدوsaistah -i
- or with euphonic v:: : ښايستهو

listah -v
-v-5ā;
;

sláš škārah , manifest, known (Pers. ,7) .
This

is also the case with the pronominal adjectives : alas

jumlahı ( Format. Pl. gestas jumlah -7) all ; s,is vārąh, all ( Format.

Pl .
.P. واړوs vari (); ړه.dyargh
دوا
, both (Format. P .  دواړوdyar6 ( ;; قمه
hamah ,

all, ( Form . Pl . gomb hamah - 7, 9xmohamah-y) or فمو

hamo); but they may also dispense with the Formative Pl . affix o,

gde oy's as from all the wine .

*) Foreign adjectives , which do not distinguish between ab and
åh , we prefer to write simply with ah, without any mark.
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$ . 91 .
6 ) Adjectives ending in e.
These form their feminine by adding the termination ăh , before
which final e is changed, for euphony's sake, to y . Some few ad
jectives undergo no change neither for gender nor number, as : پانی

pāte, left.
Paradigm.

Sing .
Masc .
.Nom

Fem.
 لويهah - .loy

لوی.li
e
, great

.Format  لوی.lie

لویی

Vocat.
lõe.
.Vocat.  لوي.16e

-

 لوبی-ly

Plur.
Nom.
.Nom

 لوبیt - .lay

 لوې.16e

Format. y. ad lóy-o.

 لويوloy - .5

Vocat.org lóy-o.

 لويوlay - .1

When the adjective is used substantively , it may follow the
flexion of the substantives ending in e (see § . 72 ) .

S. 92.
7 ) Adjectives ending in i and ū .
Adjectives ending in i and ū undergo no change for gender
or number ; in the Format. Pl . they may optionally add 7.
Paradigm.

Sing .
Masc.
Nom .

isláš gumārī, drunken.

Fem.

خماری.
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.Format خماری.zumari
Vocat..
.Vocat

خماری.

 ماری.zumari
Plar..

Nom .,

خماری.

خماری.zumari

.Format ماريو

خماريو

-zumari

څهاری

 خماریxamari

وي

Vocat.
 ځماريو-zumari

خما يو

 خماریzamari

خماری

8) Adjectives ending in a u .
These are very few in number and nearly all taken from the
Persian ; they form the feminine by adding the termination ăh .
In the Formative Plur. they add the affix Ō , which however may
also be dropped .

On the declension of  يوyan , one, see $§ . .94.

Paradigm.

Sing .
Masc.
Nom ,.

Fem .

u
ra
quick
تی
ورو.t
Ez
, going

.Format  تیزرtēzrau .

.Vocat

 تيوروهtezran-ah (tezrav-ah (.
 تيورویtézraud (tezrav -E(.
arane

تبرروی.t

-ah
تزوه.tezrau

Plur .
Nom.

 تيورو.tezrau

.Format.  تيزرودtezrau - .1

 تیورویtézraud (tezrav-E(.

 تیزردوtezrat-6 (tezrav -6(.
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§ . 93 .
Comparison of Adjectives.

The Pašto does no longer possess a comparative and super
lative degree, as the modern Persian , but is compelled to express
the idea of a Comparative and Superlative iu the same way , as
the modern Indian Prākrit tongues do , which have likewise lost
the power to form a comparative and superlative degree by means
of affixes added to the base of the adjectives *) .
The Comparative is formed by putting the compared ob
ject in the Ablative by means of the case-particles ai, ai — xj

or
(as -- - ), the adjective itself remaining in the Positive.
same is the case, if a Persian comparative form

The

be used , which

is now and then met with ** ) .

ji عقل
و دانائی تیره تر حدهşi و پوشه ئی ;زبان تر بیان و فراست
His intellect and understanding was greater than can be told ,
(Gulsh. I, p. 159)
his sagacity and wisdom beyond measure.
Gulistān .
The idea of the Comparative may be intensified by putting
before the adjective ,
dēr, much (which however must agree with
1
the subject in number and gender ), ý lā , still , even. The object,
with which the subject is compared , may not be mentioned and
must then be gathered from the context.
که له چا سره همدم وی ازدوا

د جاعل تر قدمی ډير ?بهتر دی

Much better than the intimacy of an ignorant man it is ,
a basilisk be one's bosom -friend.

if

( Gulsh . II . p. 7. 1. ) Rah’mān.

* ) The method now followed in Pašto and the Indian vernaculars
has apparently been brought about by the influence of the Sanskrit.
For the compared object is also put in the Ablative already in Sanskrit
and this may have been considered sufficient for a comparison .
**) The Persian Comparative is made up by adding to the Posi
tives the affix jü tar , and the Superlative by adding the affix odio
tarin .
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بلکہ لا تر درویشانو جہ غنیان دی محتاج تردی
But those, who are rich , are still more needy than the poor.
( Gulsh . II, p. 44, 3 ) Jul al .
The Superlative is formed in the same way as the Com
parative,, only  ټولtal ,, all, مع

hamah ,,  جملهjumlah ,, all
,, or
or

ڈ
similar expressions as is
, tar hadda, beyond measure etc. are
put before the object, with which the subject is compared.
The idea of the Superlative is often only hinted at by putting
 ډیرder , much ,, either alone
1

or jointly with an adjective.

Often

there is no outward indication of the idea of the Superlative at
all and it must be gathered solely from

the context.

له ټولو خلقو ته سړی په ليد کمندی ډیر ښه دی
In appearance man is much better than all creatures (man is
the very best of all creatures) . Gulistān.
څه دی دشوار

چه تر

غم د یار د بيلانه دی

It is the grief about the separation from the friend , which
is the most difficult thing. ( Gulsh . II , p . 40 , 3. ) Xush‘āl.
ډیر لوی یہ بادشاقت د اسمانونو کښی څوک دی
Who is the greatest in the kingdom of beaven ? Matth . 18 , 1 .

لوی مام دن عدالت په دا دنیا

کہ بلنده منبه د چا په کار وی

If a high dignity be of use to any one : the highest station in
this world is justice. (Gulsh. II, p . 8 ) . Rah’mān.

The manner in which two sentences are compared together,
see in the Syntax, S. 187 .
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IV . Section .

The

Numerals .

$ . 94 .
1 ) Cardinal numbers .

ed yau, one, fem , god yau - õh.
sgu dvah, two, fem .

dvē.
دری

three.

dre

دری

) ( در,

څلور.talar
, four

kością pinďah, five.

i špaž, sixe.
oggl ovah, seven.

Xbi atah, eight.
xj nõh ; aj nõ, xj nah, nine .
umś las, ten .

luigi yaulas or yõlas, eleven.

 يوولس.yavilas
s
 دوالسdyallas ,  دروسdv6las, دولس.dola
, twelve
cm ,eu diārlas , thirteen.

cuisiss ļvārlas, fourteen.
umi aścią pindahlas, fifteen.
as
س
, sixteen
 سپارتسsparlas ,, بارس.spar
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 اووهلس5vahlas,, أو لمس

.avahlas
, seventeen

cms xjí atahlas,, eighteen.
 ته تسnuhlas, ونس.nanas
ت
*), nineteen

hii šil , twenty.

يو

,

,

ah
two
دوه
 ویشت.dy
vist, twenty

ty e
r
three
در
ي ويشت.
d
vist, twen
 ځلور ويشتtalar vist
twenty four.
 ځلير ويشتtaler visit

nda
five
پن
ځه ويشت.pi
, twenty h
vist

pa
six
شب
vist
ر وبشت.s
, twentyz
ah
seven
اوو
ه ويشت.av
vist, twenty
 ویشت.atah
اته
vist, twenty eight

nine
h
نه
ویشت.n
vist, twenty

s
ديرش.der
, thirty
thirtyu
one
يو
 د برش.
y
ders,a

 دو ديبوشdo dars
thirty two .

 دوه دیرشdvah ders
three
thirty e
دړ
ی دیرش.
d
ders,r

*(  تونسis a euphonie change for

تونس.
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talēr dārš, thirty four.

cier

etc.

etc.

etc.

ې
, forty
 څلوب مبت.alvet

caminogles
دوبندنت
 يوyau talvīšt, forty one.
Busin.

ju do talvīšt, forty two .

egingo dies ju dre talvāșt, forty three.
etc.

etc.

etc.

neštis pandūs , fifty.
sämañ špētah , sixty.
Log aviā seventy ( indelin .).
نيا

atiā, eighty ( indeclin .).

spi navē, și nave, ninety (indeclin . ).

w

sil

(also written

jo sil or lo sal ), hundred .

ez daw sil yau, hundred and one.

coge low sil dvah, hundred and two.

Jogoscia gjur chaw sil dre pandās, hundred and fifty three.
etc. etc. etc.

In the numbers the Pasto very closely approaches the Zendic
forms.

yau, one, Zend aēva, whereas the Persian and the Indian

Prākrit idioms recur to the Sansk . va .
The declension of ga yau is somewhat irregular.

Sing.
Masc.
Nom .

y yau , one.

Fem .

den yau -ắh .
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Format . sgt yau -ah.

 بویyau - ē .

og : yau -ah .

 بویyau --ē ..

Vocat.

The masc. form
feminine.

8g

dvah , two , may also be used for the

In the Format. Pl . it is jou dvū , but oju may also

be used .
Gju dre, three ( Sansk. fĄ , Zend thri ) has in the Form .Pl.
qoyu dre- ā, though ju is also in use.
jgls talõr, four (Sansk. ETI, Zend čathvār), has in the
Format . Pl. als ţalor- 7 .
pančan ), stvz pindā.

kis pindah

Zend
(Sansk. UWA ,

Similarly gawe špaž ,

six ( Sansk . 99 ,

Zend khšvas), ja špaž- ā ; sol ovah, seven (Sansk. F17A , Zend
haptan ), 991 7v - ā ; ajj atah , eight (Sansk . 34877, Zend astan ) ,
.
xj nõh, nine (Sansk. 2797 , Zend navan ) remains unchan
ged in the Format. Plur.
cmi las , ten (Sansk . Z77 , Zend daśan, ( in Pašto d = 1) ,
Format . Pl. gomi las - o .
hü šil, twenty ( Sansk. fartín , Zend vīšaiti ;

in Pašto the

initial syllable vi is thrown off and to changed to šil, by tran
sition of final t to 1) is only used when standing alone * ) ; in the
compound numbers 21 , 22 etc. the full form ning vīšt ( Persian

ت
 بیس,, Hindi ala ) is again used.
mom

Its Format. Pl. is regul

arly formed by adding the affix o.
cügs dērš,

thirty , is contracted from wings dēršt (Sansk .

)
* (  شلis also used as a substantive in the sense of a score" ,
and may then form the Plural akü šil-ah (Format.ghi) .
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fänn, Zend thrisata) ;

comingdoś talvāșt , forty , is likewise a

contraction , Sansk . arifinn ,

Zend

čathvarešata; instead of

meninggal is

the common people frequently employ a multiplica

tion

su dvah šilah, two scores (two times twenty), similarly

sh

sheju dre šilah for Kännu špētah, sixty.
wysão pandās, fifty, Sansk. VETU

, Zend pančāšata, final

t being dropped in Pašto.
täna špētah ,

siaty ( Format. Pl . günü špēt-ā ) recurs to the

Zendic form khšvasti, Sansk. afe , with transition of v to p .
Lagi aviā , seventy (properly biggi avviā) , is very much curtailed :
Sansk . Asfat, Zend haptāiti, which is assimilated in Pašt7 first
to appā and thence to avvā , and with euphonic i inserted , avviā,
the final syllable iti being dropped altogether.

wwi atiā , eighty ,

Sansk. Wata, Zend astāiti, which is assimilated in Paštő to
attā , and with euphonic
ninety,

i inserted atiū (instead of attiā ).

sed,

Sansk .Aafa , Zend navaiti ( Sindhī and Hindi also aà ).

how sil , hundred (also written and pronounced to sal) is the

Sansk .

Mn , Zend śata ( Persian wo) , with transition of t to l .

Jw is only used of one hundred (up to 199 ) *) .
with which w
likewise

When the noun,

is connected , stands in the Formative , it takes

a
the affix 76,, as :: لو ;زوبو.a
د سJ پلار
father of hundred sons

When two or more hundreds are to be expressed , the numeral
you sau cão sau) is employed, Plur. you sav-a , ogu sav-ah ( Sindhī

*) But the Plural form sów silah is also occasionally met with .
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सउ ,

Prak.

सस

the constracted form

 هورsav-7.
HC ), Format. you
yan sū gio sū)

Instead of

you

is also used , before which

some units take a different form .
1

dvd sav-ā
- ().
 دووdvo
 سووgys
ygun ogu dvah savah, two hundred (Format, gym

سوه

dre savah or :
you
er
hundred *()
 ش.t
تیر
 دریdre savahor: و
sl , three

 څلور سوهtalar savah or :: ونشو.funsi
خ
, four hundred .

 شوxsśkia pindah savah or: gmiga pūnsū , five hundred.
هogu
 شوهi špaž savah or : yo quü špaž sū , six hundred.
sgow oggi ovah savah or : you soyl ovah sū , seven hundred .
son xj6 atah savah or : yu xöi atah sū , eight hnndred .
saw aš nuh savah or : yu ai nuh sū , nine hundred .

When hundreds are to be expressed generally, weklo silgünah

( Format . gjykim silgānā) is employed.

jj zar , thousand (y

is also in use).

» j zar ( Sansk. HET , Zend hazāra) is, like gw sau, a regular
substantive and forms the Plur. dig ; zər-ūnab , but with

other

numerals : Oyj zar-ah , as :
Boj su dvah zar-ah , two thousands.
Pyj sw dre zar - ah, three thousands.
etc. etc. etc.

*) you is indeclinable and undergoes therefore no change in the
Format. Plur.
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When thousands are to be expressed generally, eset ,j zargūnah

 زرzargūno) is employed.
( Format. ejus,j
For a hundred thousand the Indian word duſ.lak ( Ilindi gia ,
Sansk . GET) is used, the regular Plural of which is xięki lakūnah,
but in connexion with numerals xxí lakah ( laka) , as :

est sgu drah lakah , two Lakhs = two hundred thousands.

a million.

xás mó las lakah , ten Lakhs

XXÍ di šil lakah , twenty Lakhs = two millions.

Also

the

Hindi , ss

karūſ

one hundred
( Sansk. ofiIfa ),

Lakhs = 10 millions , is found in Pašto .

$ . 95 .
2 ) Ordinal numbers .
The ordinals are formed in Pašto , as in Persian , by adding
the affix am , before which final ah is dropped ; only the first
cardinal number makes an exception.
bai
 ونمیvrum

 رنبیFumbai

the first (fem . siis

vrumbaī) .

szi avval ( Arabe)
bu * ) dvayam , fem . sezou dvayam -ăh , the second.

patywy dreyam , the third.
als taloram , the fourth.
prošas pindam , the fifth.

*) In dvayam the root is dva ; final ah is therefore not elided,
but euphonic y inserted , as in all numerals ending in ā.
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Semci špažam , the sixth .
pagi õvam , the seventh .
sí atam , the eighth
fi nuham , the ninth.
puis lasam , the tenth.
pubga yaulasam , the eleventh.
etc. etc. etc.

phž šilam , the twentieth.

mwingi

yauvīštam , the twenty - first.

etc. etc.

priglu1 dēršam , the thirtieth.
münü špētam , the sixtieth.

palagi aviāyam , the seventieth.

pålazi atiāyam , the eightieth.
paagi naveyam , the ninetieth.
pław silam , the hundredth.
Loading Jow sil wțumbai , the hundred and first.

pingu tw sil dvayam , the hundred and second .

etc. etc.

pgür sgu dvah savam , the two hundredth .
pa jw you ogu dvah sava dreyam , the two hundred and third .
etc. etc.
Trump p , Afgh. Grammar.

9
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In compound numbers only the last numeral is formed into
an ordinal.

ej zaram , pilis hazāram , the thousandth.
jogu dvah zaram , the two thousandth.

!
par lakam , the hundred thousandth .
For expressing the years of the era the cardinals are employed
and not the ordinals ; see Syntax , S. 188, 3 .

1

$ . 96 .
3) Distributive numbers.
Distribution is formed in Pašto by repeating the cardinal
number,

as: * gå yau yau , one

by one ; sus xü

pindah

pindah , five by five .

But if the distribution is only to be expressed generally , the
prefix ng pah is put before the cardinal number , as : په پنځو
pah pindo, by five; ghow to pah silo , by hundreds ; qües

ta pah

zarūno or girls
; aš pah zargūno , by thousands.
If the distribution is to be fixed exactly ( so many and not
more ) , the cardinal number is repeated with

the prefix my, as :

ogu dag ogu exactly two (and not more ); umé ag comé precisely ten.

$ . 97 .
4 ) Multiplicative numbers .
Multiplication is expressed in various ways.

A cardinal number

is added to the substantive ės? bray , layer , fold , which however
remains in the Singular , as ės sju dre bray , threefold , treple ;
this

expression

folds etc.

is made use of when referring to strata , layers,

+
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When crops , products etc. are spoken of , the prefix xs is
placed before the cardinal number (remaining in this case in the
Nominative) , by which the multiplication is to take place, the first
cardinal always being  يوas ::  ( ** يو په سلliterally : one by hundred =
aa hundredfold. Similar expressions are :  يو په خوځندهmanifold ;;
ما
يو په ډیر.manifold.

میوه نی

کره جنو يو په سل ځنو يه شبيته او ځنو په دیرش

They (the seeds) brought forth fruit, some hundredfold, some
sixtyfold , some thirtyfold. (Matth . 13 , 8 ) .

اورد مینی سینه سوته

تر اول تی یو په صله

A hundredfold more than first her breast was burnt by the fire of love .
Dorn , Pushto Chrest. p. 190. ,
The Afghāns also

use such

like

Persian

expressions ,

as :

 د چندان, a hundredfold, or  چندانwhith Pasta cardinals, as :
چندان
.a
ژر
thousandfold . چند

also is used with an indefinite

pronoun ,, as خو چند.manifold
In counting the multiplication is not expressed by a particular
word , but the cardinal number , which is to be multiplied by the
following, is simply put before it, as: ی دوه.three
در
times) two.
Multiplication of time is expressed by putting the cardinal
xis
number * ) before  خل.gal
( Pl . ه
ځل
varah ) , as
as :: ځل
times ?

alah )) or  وار.var
( PI . واره

 يوonce ***(),
, دوه ځله,, twice ;;  خو وارهhow many

It is to be noticed ,, that ځله

and  واره, also when governed

* ) xło si ga (P1,) is also used.
**) Or an indefinite or interrogative pronoun.
***) But xis is also used for the Singular, as
time.
9*

 يو ځلحone
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by prefixes and postfixes, remain in the Nominative , as :

times
to sevenp
أو
وه ځله پور.u

$. 98 .
5) Fractional numbers.

A quarter ( 1/4) jela pão *).
A half (1/2) pri nīm ( adj.).

Three quarters )
%
% (
) او
Five quarters

( 0% )

دړی.dre
piva

ghar aśás pindah pūva ,

or پاعو باند يو

pāð bānde yau (or i julag gala, which is the same ), literally :

upon a quarter one (in addition) .

One and a half ( 11/2 ) pod gd yau nīm .

One and three quarters ( 13 /a) sgu pas gala pāõ kam dvah,litterally :

a quarter less than two.
Two and a quarter ( 247 ) ago wila gala pāð bānde dvah , literally :
upon a quarter two in addition ).

Three and three quarters (38% ) janes pa gala pāõ kam talõr,

literally : a quarter less than four.
Without special reference to measure and weight, fraction or

as : XA
portion is

expressed by zisa ,

medju the third

part,

is soms the tenth part.

* ) gala is only used with reference to measure and weight, also
of a % Rupee.
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V.

.

Section .

Pronouns .

§ . 99 .
I.

Personal Pronouns.

The personal pronouns
personal pronouns or
class of pronouns the Pašto
this respect quite with the

of the Pašto are either absolute
pronominal suffixes. The latter
uses very extensively and coincides in
Persia n and even more so with the

Sindhī , the only Arian languages , which , besides
know the use of pronominal suffixes.

the Pašto,

1 ) Absolute personal pronoun s.
Absolute personal pronouns the Pašto only possesses for the
first and second person ; for the third person a proximate
or remote Demonstrative is employed as required by circum
stances *).

a) First personal pronoun .

Sing.
Nom.

o zah , 1.

Accus.

hómā , me.

Format.
Ló me .

Instrum .
Genit.

 د ماda ma;  ) خماma * ( ; ځما
my ; mine .

 دda

ma, of me ;

*) The only remnant of a personal pronoun of the third person is
» var , to him , to them ; see below , $. 101 .
**) When las is connected with a noun , which is constructed

as :
with a postfix or prefix (or both together), these must follow lås ,
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Dat ..

 ما تهma tah ;  وما تهva ma tah ;  وما وتهva ma

vatah ;  ماتہma lah ;  مالهma larah ; ) رأra(
ل
 را تهru tah , اله.la
lah , to me
Ablat.,

ع ما نه

Locat.

 په ماpah ma;

له
lah ma nah ;  ما.la
me
mal , fromh
 ما کښ.pah
په
ma kse, in me

Plur.
Nom .
و
egó
 موmūž , oz gus mūžah

((western();
;

ukig's mūng,

xix's mūngah ( eastern ),, we.
Accus.

 موہmil ,

 مويهmuzah ;

 مونکmung , مونته

Format.

 موہmil ,  مويهmu'ah ;  مونکmung,  مونتهmungah ,
Instrum .
Genit.

د مور
خموره

da mu',  د مويهda
mu'ah ;

mliah ; خمور

)muz,

 د مونکda mung ,  د مونکہda

; مونگه

,

Dat.
 موږ تهmiz tah ** (;  مويه تهmadah tah ; ته

 ځما د پلار تهto my father (not: ځما پلار ته

مونک

(و, or  ځماfollows the

noun with the prefixes or postfixes, as: و پلار ته ځما.

Like خما

.the
Plur  خمووour,and ا.thy
ست
, and the Plur  ستاسو,  ستاسیyour,
is constructed .
* ) In Raverty's Gulshan -i Rõh I have also met the Formative

112(:  که په موږ دواړو مينه ئیif thou lovest us
(I, p i
موبو.ma
both ; I have hitherto not found any other instance of it.

Raverty

himself mentions nothing of it in his Grammar nor Dr. Bellew.

**) Instead of xã the other prefixes and postfixes may be equally

used as in the Sing.
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mūng tah , xü xíjgú mūngah tah etc .; ** iſ rātah ,
Aj v lā , lah , to us.
Abl .
 له موہlah mi
mūž ,,  له موره نهlah maah nah ; له

ته

 مونlah

mang nah
;;  له مونتهla mangah,

from us .
Locat .

>
Den xs pah mūž ,

y yo ka pah mūžah etc. , in us.

oj zah approaches the Zendic azem ( Persian
ically az , as also in the Ossetic) ;
Acc. At.
as
addition , as

and dialect

bó corresponds to the Sansk .

خ م
lás is the same as اló,
į being only
 سin ستا..

The Plural ,,مو,, ونک

a euphonic

is difficult to

explain , as it leaves the traces of the Zend (vaēm) again ; it may
be compared with the Lithuanian mes, Genitive and Ablative musū,
which

corresponds

to

the Sansk .

,

the letters

sm

being

transposed to mas , which is already partly the case in Prākrit
(compare also the Greck rueīs , Aeolian čupes).
Curious is the form ; rā, used in the Dative Sing. ( far more
rarely in the Dative Plur.);

similar is the Dative form of the

second person jó dar and of the third person is (both used in the
Sing. and Plur.). There can be hardly a doubt , that jú dar and

ور

var

Persian

correspond

to the Persian s and

Dative postfix iſ =

respectively , the

Pašto xí), having been retained in

these cases for euphony's sake, instead of wis da-lah * ), xs, va-lah
and final ah dropped at the same time.
and ,

This etymology of ju

will throw the necessary light on is also ; s; rā would thus

be identical with the Persian (ſo ma-rā , to me , initial m having

* ) Balõčī also tha- rä , to thee .
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been dropped. For this supposition pleads the circumstance, that s;
(as well as jú and ; ) is originally used without any postfix and
so still ,

whenever

preposed to a

verb

(as o ess give to me) ,

the addition of postfixes to sj ( w and » )having comeinto use
in later times ,

when the language was no longer conscious of the

original Dative-signification of 1, (jú and » )

and commenced to

look on these forms as Formatives , which might be followed by
postfixes ; for with prefixes they are never constructed .

It is

for
to be noticed ,
euphony's

that aj i; rā-lah or

sake , to

i; rā-larah is changed ,

aj s lā -lah and gj y lā larah .

A similar

 ور, when followed by xj
euphonic change takes place with ju and jg

and os , as will presently be seen .

§ . 100.
b) The second personal pronoun.

Sing.
Nom .

xü tah , thou.

Accus.

Lá tā , thee.

Format.
L's tā , by thee.
Instrum .

Genit.

(
دتا
j da ta ;;  ستاsta (also
 شتاsta ();  د ستاda sta ,
of thee , thy ; thine.

Dat.

.talaral
 تا تهta
tā tah ;;  تا لهta lah ; تا توه
etc

jú dar , as já dar tah ; aj
to thee.

da lah ; 3, j da larah,
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Ablat.

lis aš lah tā ; as lá xí lah tā nah , from thee.

Locat.

Ls xa pah tā , in thee.

Vocat.

LG si ai tã , LG , vỏ tã , o thou !

Plural .

Nom .
Lowli tāse ( wuls); yuló tāsā ( ww. ) , you .
Accus .
Format.

comlá tāse ; yuló tāsū , by you.
Instrum .
Genit.
 تاسی5 da tase,  د تاشوda tasl ,  د ستاسوda stast ;

 ستاسیstise )  ستاسو ;(ستاسstasi ) (ستاس, of you ,
your ; yours.

Dat.
etc .;
lah sl
; در ته
 تاسی تهtase tah;; تاسو ته.ta
dar tah ; aš s da lah , sjš s da larah , to you .
Ablat.
 له تاسیlah talse
;;  تاسو ته.lah
له
tasi nah , from you
Locat.
comls ni pah tāse etc. in you.

Vocat .
 ای تاسیai tase,, و تاشو, v6 tasti, o ye !
The Pašto x approaches more closely the Prākrit form 7
than the Zendic tìm (Sansk . PA ).

The Format. Sing .L5 points

to the Sansk. Accus. RT, Zend thvā (Greek té , Latin te) .
the Genit. Sing. Län (láš ) s ( 5)

In

is only a euphonic addition, like

¿ in las
The Plur. forms guli, guls have no analogies in the cognate
idioms .

They are apparently derived from the base xä ( hó) with
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the affixed (original ) pronoun F4,
Prākrit, as Prāk. gree you

which

is similarly employed in
In this case sm has been

तुस्मे.

assimilated in Pašto to s ( ss), and not transposed as in die ges.

$ . 101 .
c ) The remnant of the third personal pronoun .
We have noticed already , that of the third personal pronoun
only the form ,, var has been preserved, which is equally used for
the Sing, and the Plural , see $ . 99.

When preposed to a verb , ور

(without a postfix) always expresses the Dative , to him to her, to
them , as Josi; varkļal to give to him (her) , them ; in other po
sitions it takes a postfix, being considered as a Formative Sing. or
Plural, as : as js var tal , to him , to them ; ass
with him , them etc.

var dayah ,

Instead of  ورتهvar lah, od jg var larah, it

is , for euphony's sake , pronounced and written xs , va lah ,
va larah .

osts

S. 102 .
2 ) Pronominal suffixes.
The pronominal suffixes may represent every case , the No
minative and Vocative excepted ; they may be optionally
linked to any noun in the sentence ( though strictly referring to
another) , but those, which represent a possessive pronoun, generally
precede or follow the noun, to which they belong.
It is to be noticed as a peculiarity of the Pašto system of
writing, that these pronominal suffixes are not added to nouns and
verbs, as is the case in Persian and Sindhī, but written separa
tely , a few
coalesces .

prefixes and postfixes

excepted , with

Sing .
1. Pers.

me or (6

me, me, by me, my etc.

which

com
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II. Pers. J de or su de, thee, by thee, thy etc.
III. Pers. si ē, him, her, by him , his , her etc.

Plur.
I. Pers.gi mū, xi muh ; pi um , es vum , us, by us, our etc.
II . Pers. gs mū, as muh ; pl um , es vam, you, by you, your.
III. Pers . si1 ē, them, by them, their etc.
The first pronominal suffix po me is identical with the Sindhi
fH me, Persian

- am , Sansk.- Prākrit Genit . À .

The second pronominal suffix J de corresponds to the Persian
we at, Sindhi e ( =

te, t being elided ), Sansk.-Prāk. Genit. a .

The pronominal suffix of the third person Sing. and Plur. ē
is peculiar to the Pašto and not to be found in this form neither
in Persian nor in Sindhī.
Its etymology seems to be the
following
In Prākrit we have still the curtailed form of the Genit. Sing.
È his

(Zend he ), (which is

to be

referred

and not to be identified with the Genitive

R

to the base
; Latin sui , se)

and of the Genit . Plur. सिम् ( = Prak .ताण, Sansk . तेषाम् ),
their.
into

In Pašto both Genitives, Ħand fH ¥ have been contracted
one form and

thereby.

the distincton of the Sing. and

Plur. lost

The Persian pronominal suffix cür aš and the Sindhi

सि se point both to the same Prākrit À ; in Pašto (as in Zend)
s has been changed to h (hē) and then dropped altogether

ē.

The Persian Plur. suffix obüs points again to the Sansk . pat
and the Sindhi -ne to the Prākrit uf ;
; see my Sindhi Gram .
§ . 39 .
)
The pronominal suffix of the I. pers . Plur. no mū , * or

vum

corresponds

to the Persian 6s,

which points back to the

Prāk . Genit. Plur. 976 (cf. the Greck åupéwv ),
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The pronominal suffix of the II . pers . Plur . now coincides
outwardly with that of the I. pers. Plural, so that only the context
can decide , which of both is intended . It is greatly mutilated,
the initial syllable yug- having been dropped altogether (Persian
(
 شما,
Zend yūšmākem , Sansk . JCH1917 ); the Greek, though also
greatly curtailed , is still more original vuuéwv (cf. Bopp, Compar.
Gram . 8. 332) .
It has been already alluded to , that the pronominal suffix of
the III. pers. Sing. and Plur. coalesces

with a few prefixes and

postfixes . These prefixes are  پر,, on ,, upon and .tar
تر
, from , out etc ,,

which

are

respectively

written

 پرpre )(  ()پریand  ترtre )  تری,

when cop is added to them .

The postfixes are :  پسیpase ) ( پس

after,,  )( ځني () لحنdine, from

and

 ( کښ ) کښیks , in. As these

end already in e , the pronominal suffix of coalesces with them
totally, so that its addition can only be gathered from the context.
Another curious

coalition takes place between the Ablative

postfix xá nah ( now and then also written Lí nā) and w ti, the
remnant of an old demonstrative pronoun ( at ); the only form in

use now

is  تنهtinah or  تناtina (also
(
written &  تيtl
tī-nah ), from

him, her, them.

د دنيا ته آنتون می ویره نه شی
چه ته می په سرئی پہ قرلوړی د بلا حافظ
I am not afraid of the calamities the world, since thou art
on my head , o protector from misfortune on every side ! ( Gulsh .
II , 113 , 2 ) Xavājah Muh'ammad .

فلائی دښمن د حق تعالی له جهان واخست و ثی هیڅ د آرويدي
دی چه مماا به پریږدی

A certain enemy of thine the great God has taken away from
the world . He said ( by him it was said ) : hast thou heard, that he
will give up me ? (Gulsh. I , p. 186 ) Gulistān .

||
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دا دنيا ځارښتی بود که په ساتل شی گه مه ده
This world is a mangy goat ; what pleasure is there in keeping
her ? ( Gulsh . II, 36 , 3 ) Xušhāl .

څه عمل وه په دنيا کښی تاسی کړی چه داسی مرتبی دم شو

حاصلی ڈوئی به وائی عملون خموږ دا وو چه اذان به م تر غور تیر
شع نور به پاڅیدو و اودس ته
What work on earth had you done , that such degrees were
allotted to you ? They will say : our works were these , that when
the call to prayer passed our ear , then we used to rise for ab
lution . Fawaid -us- sari3ah .
می را
مستوجب د عقوبت شم
که غائب تر يو ساعت شم
If I am absent from him one hour , I deserve punishment.
( Dorn , Chrest, p. 202).

چه روشن لکه مهتاب وو

په کښی ډیر در نایاب وو

On them were many rare pearls , which were glittering like
moonshine. (Dorn , Chrest. p . 206 ).

8. 103 .

II.

Demonstrative pronouns .

.h
ay
ah
1 ( هغه
e pronoun
, that
, remote demonstrativ

Sing.
Nom..

غه.hay
ه
, com ah
, that

Accus..

هغه.hayah
, that

Format.

 وغع.masc.
by that.

(  هغیhiye or  هغهhiyih , fem
.Instrum
Genit..

 هغع.
d
masc
د
haya
h ,a
of that..
da hiyē,, xil j دda hiyih,, fem .
د هغی
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Dat.

aixíó hayah tah , masc .
to that.

yeh
tah
ه
, fem
غی ته.hi
Ablat.

de x lah hayah, masc .

1
from that.

h
ل
ه هغی.la
hiye, fem

Loc.

xin sa pah hayah, com.
in that .

or

satse ng pah hiyē *) ,, fem .
Nom.

Nom.
xás hayah, com . ( ssis hazõe, hayõi,Peshāwar ),those.

Accus.

xés hayah, com., those.

Format.
hay7 **),somo hayõe, by those.

Instrum .
Genit.

Je j da hayo, of those.

Dat .

di qčo hayo tah, to those.
x] lah hayo, from those.

Ablat.
Locat .

geo ne pah hayo, in those.

kéz is often shortened, especially in poëtry, to ac, Format. Pl .
as yo .

In the modern language the Singular of this pronoun is

often connected with a noun in the Plural , which is not the case
in the older language, e. g. 35,9 Ki9 as in those days, instead of
په هغو ورځو..

In the Plural  هغهmay remain uninfected before aa

noun in the Formative,, as :: د هغه خلقوj of those people;; هغه واړو ته
to all those.

* ) This form is only used , when the noun following is put in
the Formative.
**) In Qandahār pronounced wedi huyo.

1
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The etymology of this pronoun is rather doubtful; it seems to
be compounded of ha - ya. In this case ha would correspond to
the Indian ho (= Sansk. #T) and ya to the adjective affix

of

S. 104 .
2 ) xs , this , proximate demonstrative pronoun .

Sing.
Nom.

céu dayah , com . this.

Accus.

xás dayah, com. this.

Format .) Xcs dayah , masc.
by this .
Instrum.) we diyē or acu diyih, fem .
Genit.

más s da dayah, masc.
by this .
a
|
d
د
 دغی.
diye
, fem

Dat.

Xü xãs dayah tah, masc .
to this.
e
tah , fem
.diy
دغی ته

Ablat.

xės aš lah dayah, masc .
from this.

 دغیaj lah diye, fem .
Locat.

com
més rs com.
in this.
or GES « pah diyē *), fem .

Plur.
Nom.

és dayah, com ., these.

Accus.

sés dayah, com., these.

*) This form is only used when the noun following is put in the
Formative,
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Format.

gés dayo *), by these.
Instrum .
Genit.

quis j da dayo, of these.

Dat.

* 5 gċj dayo tah, to these.

Ablat.

gucu xj lah day ), from these .

Locat.

jcb ng pah dayo, in these.

seems
(=

to be compounded of the pronominal base da

W ) and the adjective affix an.

In signification it does not

differ from is this, both pronouns being frequently interchanged.

S. 105 .
3 ) ſú this **), proximate demonstrative pronoun .

Sing.
Nom.

is dā, this (com. ) .

Accus.

is dā, this .

Format.
r's dah ; -ls dā — , by this .
Instrum .

Genit.

oj ſ da dah ; -is į da dā —, of this.

Dat.

e os dah tah ; 4 - ls da — tah, to this.

Ablat.

ój xj lah dah ; - is xj lah dā —, from this ..

Voc.

15, sh ne pah dah, dā ; – is ng pah dā —, in this.

*) In Qandahār pronounced gij duyő.

**) With is, as well as with sº, the adverb csomós (so , thus ) may
be joined , as : como ij dā hasë, such a one ; or como may in such
compounds also be shortened to  سی, as :

is dā sē.
سی
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Plur.
Nom .

اsú دdā,, these ( com. ()

Accus .

دا.da
, these .

Format.

 ديوde0 or  ديورdevo ;

د
a
-- ا.d
, by these

Instrum .

is

Genit.

Í da ddoo ;; - is j da dā -,, of these .
د دیو

Dat..

 دیبووتهde

Ablat,.

 له دیوlal de ;; -

Locat.

these.
په
da - in h
 په دیوpah de0 ;; - دا.pa

dā generally

tal ;;  ته-- ا.da
د
- tah, to these

 ته دlah da

from these,

points to something immediately preceding,

more rarely to something following ( Latin hic ) .
When is dā is used independently (without a following noun )
it is written oj dah in the Formative, but when followed by a
noun it remains generally quite unaltered in the Singular and
Plural, though in the Plural it may also take the inflected form
)(يو.when
د,
, (»ديور
connected with a noun in the Formative
.Gulsh
. I, p 174 (د باغ ونی به که بيخ کاری ک ده ميوه
The trees of the garden his slaves will pull out .

 جود و عدل شته دی لا تر اوس5 وم ٹی
تیر ته دا دنیا خانم ائی نوشیروان شو
The name of their liberality and justice remains till now ,
(though ) H'ātim Tāſ and Nūšīryān have passed away from this world .
(Gulsh. II , p. 117 , 3 ) Xavājah Muh’ammad.

چه شونبره به خونه په دا ځاورو کښی په کوردی
چه دیو نه درومم کور و ما ته أرم دی
As so many fair faces are in this dust , in the grave , when
I go to them , the grave is a Paradise to me. ( Gulsb . II, p . 68, 4 ) .
Xušlal.
* Trumpp , Afgh. Grammar.
10
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يو دم د خوار خوشحال وه ته قم فراغت کښيته

چه زره تی له ديو ډيرو انديښنو څخو راغ شی
Sit thou a moment together with poor Xush‘āl in quietness,
that his heart may be a little liberated from these many anxieties.
( Gulsh . II, p . 69 , 2 ) Yusl'al.

5. 106 .

4 ) Gu dē , this , proximate demonstrative pronoun.

Sing.
Nom .

( su dë (») , this ; he, she.

Accus.

s
e
 دی.d
, thi
ا

Format..

this
by e
دی.,d
Instrum.
Genit.

Dat..

su j da dē, of this .

 دیdē tah, to this.

Ablat.

su aš lah dē, from this.

Locat.

,

Plur.
Nom .

dūī
 ڈوئیdul ;

ی ۔.
د
, they
d
, thesez
|

dui ;;  احةsu de-, these, them .

Accus .
دونی

Format..

these
د
ی.d
, by e

Instrm .

 دوئیdui,  دريوdil ;

Genit.
.Genuit

 د دوئیda dai, د دويوda dais ; --- دی.da
د
da -, of these

I ) at..

 ڈوئی تهdai tal, دودوتهdui tal ; ته
these..

 دیda - tah , to
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Ablat .
.Ablat

 له دوئیlah dai,  تہ ڈریوlah duis; -  له دیlah da

,

from these.

Locat.

 په دوئیpah dai,  په دريوpah dais ;

 دی ۔x pah de

,

in these.
su de corresponds in signification to the Latin is , pointing
1
to an object not far distant, without special reference to something
preceding or following.
When su is connected with a noun in the Plural , it may

remain unaltered through all cases .

$ . 107 .
5 ) apló hāyah , this one here ; proximate demonstrative
pronoun .

Xaló bāyah is only used , when a person or thing is pointed
at ; it is only found in the Nomin. Sing . and Plural * ).

$. 108 .

III.

The Relative pronoun.

The Pašto has only one relative pronoun x čeh, correspond
ing

to

the Persianas , which is also now and then used .

It is

not subject to any inflexion and only points out the relation , which
must be taken up and nearer defined by a subsequent pronominal
suffix, just like the Hebrew

&

*) Raverty alledges a Formative cao hac and Bellew catló hae,
but I have never been able to detect a trace of it.

10 %
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Etymologically xx corresponds

to

the Sansk .

relative 77,

Prākrit FT ( Sindhſ and Hindi likewise T ); in Pašto the media
ị has passed into the tenuis č (similarly in Persian, k = c).
قر كلام وفرفار د د دنبا

تی أهل د دنیا کا1 پوچ کوئی ده چه

Every word and every talk of this world is nonsensical chat,
which the people of the world make ( it). (Gulsh. II , p . 9 , 2 )
Rah‘mān .
یو سی د څوک را وښئی پہ وه جه عمل نی یه سوم دی د اخلات
May somebody show me a single man with the finger , whose
action is after the rules of sincerity. (Gulsh. II, p . 89 ) H‘amīd .
هغه کس په دواړو تون محترم دی

جہئی ستاد استانی اوری بوسه کړی
of thy threshold , is honoured in
dust
the
He who has kissed
both worlds . (Gulsh. II , p . 118 , 2 ) Xavājah Muh’ammad .

5. 109 .
IV .

The reflexive us z pal*), own,

The reflexive adjective has always refers to the subject of
the sentence and may therefore be translated by : my, thy or his ,
her , their , as the case may be ; see § . 189, 5. 2 . Its flexion
is quite regular.

Sing .
Fem .

Masc .
.Nom

 خيل.pal
, own

Format. Mis

 خيلح.p-al
dl

xpal .

 خیلی% pal ,

Plur.
Nom..

 خيل.pal

.Format.  خبلوpal ) (..

*) In Peshāwar also pronouneed zpul.

 خیلی.pale

 خيلو% .il
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ahas to pah xpalah (also often written ains ) is used ad
verbially, sua sponte, by one self, of one's own accord.
The Pašto is not possessed of a proper reflexive pronoun,
but must circumscribe it by the use of obs ļān , soul

( like the

Hebrew wsz) or wys ypasar (contracted from si has one's own
head ) , which is also used adverbially , in the sense of his mo .
When the accent is laid upon the reflexive,,  خپلis added to
as:olva ulb Mass for bis own sake.

ان

,

See Syntax , s . 189 , 5, 1 .

$ . 110 .
Interrogative pronouns.

V.

1 ) was tõk, who ?
Sing and Plur. ( com . ) .
.Nom.

 ! خوکk,, who ?

Format. La čā.
This interrogative is only used substantively and not adjectively
and

has

reference

to

persons

or living beings only.

It has

sprung from the Sansk . base क ( को ), Hindi कौन ( = Sansk.
Acc. 77) .

Final k of the Nominative, which in the Formative

is again dropped, is rather curious .
2) xŠ

( The Indefinite sce $ . 113 , 1 ) .

țah, what ?

which ?

xos only refers to inanimate objects; it may be used indepen
dently or in connexion with a substantive ; Hindi foryl, Sindhi
छा , Sansk. किम् ).

Sing. and Plur.
Nom .

aś tah, what ? which ?
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Format. xś tab .
وايم

څه عذر ورته کوم او خپل څښتن ته څه

What excuse shall I make to him and what shall I say to
my hushand ? (Gulsh . I , p 119) Kalīlah Ō Damanah .
Adverbial expressions are : 8,5 xŚ

(also written sis ) why ?

(what for ?) or xí xś țah lah, why ? uši, aš țah rangah, in what
manner, how ? contracted also to abis tangah .

As also by itself

( without a postfix) signifies now and then why ?
xŚ assumes also the signification what a ,

in the sense of

an exclamation ; in this case it may be connected with a substan
tive or adjective.

کره څه باداه ود سليمان

په زره کښی الهفکر

Reflect in thy heart, what a king Suleimān was .
( Gulsh . II , p . 53 , 3 ) Xush al .

خو ترسدار وی څه به ښه ور

که د زړه

If thy heart were a little compassionate, how beautiful it would be !
( Gulsh . II, p. 54 , 3 ) Xush al.

3 () pys kūm (kūm ) and aš kam ,, who,, which ?
 كومand  ) كم.Pers  ( دامare interrogative adjectives and gene
rally connected with a substantive.
To be noticed

Their flexion is quite regular.

are the expressions :  له کومه.i
) . e نور, side,,

direction ) from whence ?  تر کومه, whereto ?? whither ? how far ??

 کومhas also now and then the sense of xś , how ?, as :
ستا په دا سوال څه كمال دی دا ويل و تا ته کوم مناسب دی
What excellence is in this thy question , how does it behove
thcc to speak such things ? (Gulsh. I , p . 92) Kalīlah 7 Damanah.

4()  نوم يوkim

,, what ?? which :?
,, who
yau or  کم يوkan yat

These interrogatives , which are compounded of pod and
and

are as well used absolutely as in connexion with a sub

stantive.
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They refer to persons and things, but are only used in

the Singular.

Both parts are inflected as follows (ey's

and pas

greeing with (يو::

Sing.

Fem .

Masc.

.Nom.

yau,,
v كوم يوkum yan
سے ا
go pod kam yau.

 کومه يوهklutil yauial (

h
yauah
ک
 يوه8 م.kama
kumē yauē
 کومی یویkume yaue

.Format
.  کومه يوهkumah yaual

 امه يوهkamah yauah

د کوم يوه لار ثی

yauē
 کمی بویkame yauE

سی گل عذار ئی

ته چه

Thou, who art so rosy -cheeked , of what rose -garden art thou
a rose ? ( Dorn, Chrest. p . 189 ) Yusuf and Zulaijā.

له هغو دوو ته مه يوه اراده د پلار د کره
Who of those two did the will of the father ?

Matth . 21 , 31 .
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5 (  ؛ خو6, how much ? how many ?
to does not undergo any change for gender , number or
case .
It is derived from the Sansk . formen
कित्ता or कितना.

is is

also used in exclamations with

(Latin quot), Hindi

the sense

of :

how

much ! how many !

ناهونه هم وه په ققع قياس

څو قوت د د قاب دی راته وايه

How much power bast thou to bear torments ? tell me ! commit
also sins according to that estimate ! ( Gulsh . II, p. 111 و, 2 ) Xavajah
Muh’ammad .

څو څو شپی می روند ولی

الی

ما په څو خوارٹی
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With how many troubles wast thou reared up by me ! how
many, many nights were illuminated ( i. e. made days) by me!
(Dorn, Chrest. p. 183 ) Yusuf and Zulaikā.

To be noticed is the expression :  په خوpah 15 ) =

یہ خو شان

in how many ways) how ?
په ټانک به خوب ته خو کاند بی غم

وی د فلک ته تلل

چه خبر

How shall those sleep on the bed without care,
Who are aware of the tremulation of the firmament ( = destiny ) ?
( Gulsh. II , 49 , 2 ) Xušh‘āl.
خو

is also

used adverbially

in the sense of : how long
?
?

(the same as  تر خوor
or  تر څو پور.

6( خونی

one, how much , how many :

does not undergo any change for gender, number or
خونی

case , like څو.

7 (  ې څونبرهmbarah , how much ? how many ?
 خونبرهis also contracted to خومره

omrah ; it is indeclinable

like و
like  څand څونی.

5. 112 .

VI .

Correlative pronouns .

Properly speaking there is only one correlative pronoun in
Paštā,, هgjige
 شونبرhõmbarah, so much ,, answering to the interrogatives

we find also
 غونی وغوand  خونبود,how much ?**) Besides  شونيرهwe find also

**( When corresponding to the correlative  خو وهونبرهetc. usually
drops its interrogative sense and assumes a relative siguification : as
much (quantum ).
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the form  دعوذبهdaham barah , and (contracted from دومره (هونبره
hamrah .
A nearer correlative is sigis dayõmbarah, this much , and
aa more remote one :  ونبره.hayah
هغه
hambarah, that much
It is understood, that

you go etc.

may

also

be used

without

standing in correlationship with as etc.
With reference to the position of these correlatives in a sen
tence, it is to observed , that saime usually precedes and is followed
by g's etc. , but the inverted position is also admissible.

هونبره ترس ځما ته خرس و څوک نه شی
خو په زره يم له جاهل وراشان
I am not so much afraid of the bear and hog, as I am afraid
in my heart of the ignorant. ( Gulsh. II, p . 53 , 2 ). Xušhřál.

Instead of  خو-- وونبوهas much -

so much ,  ذو چه- ونبره

is also used ; gjadas may even be omitted in the coordinate sen
tence, so that only xa as indicates the correlationship.

څو چه لری هنبره ښه دی

اور پنبع نزدی ښه نه دی

Fire and cotton near ( each other) is not good ; the more
distant (from each other), the better it is. (Gulsh. II, 174 ) Yusuf
and Zulaijā ..

څو چه ډیر ډیر تونه ډیر غمونه

ښه م چه بس ٹی کیډی ته ندک دی
As many , many enjoyments there are, so many cares there are ;
He is well off, on whose belly a little log of wood is enough .
(Gulsh , II, p. 68, 2. ) Xush al .

When reference is made more especially to the manner and
way, in which a thing is done, come
thus, may be used instead of
|

 ونیره, as :
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ستا په دید می شوی زه فسی تازه شه
غوريكان كاند قلی د گرما سود
By thy sight my burnt heart has become fresh in such a manner,
as the Basil cools the oppressed of heat.
(Gulsh. II , p. 156 , 1 ) . Ašraf zān.
 خو- () هونبوهor ونبوه

- )( خوis

also used

adverbially ,, as

long - as . Other correlative adverbial expressions are : gmi - a
as
or
as – so *) .
so , or  قسی50

§ . 113 .

VI .

Indefinite pronouns.

The Pašto is possessed of a great number of indefinite pro
nouns , as many of the Interrogatives are used at the same time
as indefinite.

1 ) was tõk, some one ; any one.
As an indefinite pronoun usgs is mostly referred to persons,
but also to things ; it may be used absolutely or connected with
а noun as adjective. Its flexion is the same as that of the
Interrogative.
to wg's
(they

tõk čeh siguifies :

one

who = he who

who ) ; if a person or thing is to be made more prominent,

más may be added, as : چه
چه

any

 وہ خوکthat one,, who .

 څوکthe position is often inverted to

Instead of

he
who ;
 چه خوک, he -

was is always put in that case , in which the Relative ought
properly to stand .

(  دا قیسیda h:150 or (مسی

su dë hasë, such a one (Lat. talis )

has no corresponding interrogative ( qualis) in Pašto.
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-

یہ انداز ځما د سوز كله پوهبی

چا چه نه دق أزمینی د هجران اور
When will he understand the measure of my burning,
Who has not tried the fire of separation.
( Gulsh . II, 156 , 2 ) Ašraf zān.
 څوک(Lat. alius

څوک

— another
once or more repeated signifies: one – another

alius) .

هر سنک و توخ چه ليده كيږي د د دغر
واره تكوئی دی څوک د شاه څوک د گدا
Every stone and clod of this earth, that is seen ,
Are all skulls , one of a king, another of a beggar.
(Gulsh . II, p . 5. 2.) Rah’mān.

.
a
2 ( ځه
something, anything
,t
; anyh
one ; some
xś has usually reference to things , far more rarely to per
Son S.

It may be used absolutely or in connexion with a noun.

له د تود بی درمان وابم ځه

که څه وايم له هجران وایم څه

If I say anything , what shall I say of separation ? what
shall I say of this incurable pain ? ( Gulsh. II, p . 14 ) Rah’mān .

که څه مود دی خو هغه دی په دنيا کښی
هر چه نه لری حاجت په دا دنیا
If there is a man in the world , surely it is that , who has
no need ( of any thing ) in this world . (Gulsh. II , p. 9 , 1. ) Rah’mān .

8
ه که څه تړی په غه وخنل
مژه
څه تی تر م
Some of them were killed by him و, some of them ascended
the mountain. (Gulsh. I , 16 ) Tārīz- e-murassaz.
In a

negative

sentence , in which as is not

the

subject,

xj xs must be translated by : not at all , as in such a case as
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only intensifies the negations.

Similarly , when xś in

a negative

sentence is used adjectively , it must be translated by : not any
or none at all.

دسری استقامت په در دنیا

دمتانو تر لغوش څه کم نه دی

The standing of a man in this world is not at all less than
the tumbling of drunken people. ( Gulsh . II, p . 8 ) Rahmān .

په ژوندون ئی څه احسان را سره نه کړ

څه په کار دی کہ ئی کړی په مين مين
In (my) lifetime he has not bestowed any kindness on me ;
of what use is it , if he bestow it after ( my ) death , death ? (Gulsh. II,
p . 116, 3 ) Xavājah Muh’ammad.
After the demonstratives xés, lá etc. xs is occasionally added
to generalize more the meaning , as aš xá that (which is not
nearer defined , something like that) .

هغه څه وائی ڈا کہ کر

 وأثی ښه نه کړ،ځان ته به

Thou speakest well to thyself, but doest not act well ; that
thou sayst and this thou doest. ( Gulsh . II , p . 85 , 2 ) Hʻamid .

 چهaš signifies :: any thing that, whatever ( quodcunque));; its
positions is often inverted to چه څه

گه چه له خولی ته راوزی سړی پری پلیت شی

Whatever
polluted .

comes

out of the mouth ,

by

that man becomes
Matth . 15 , 11 .

چه ئی څه مه ور کړی وو منع ثی که
Whatever he had appointed ( for their livelihood ) , he stopped .
aš $? (without any thing) siguifies idiomatically : without

reason ,
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.someone
3 (  خو45
,
; some
some one
 څو څوsome
one –— another ;; خو خو,, when
repeated , signifies : many , various , different.

immediately

خدای په خپل درت څو ته لوې څو کہ قلک کر
نه چه فرښهر دیلی شی يا لاقور
God has made by his own power either one great or another small ;
Not that every town becomes Dehli or Lahore . Rah’mān .

ه ځه شو

د د زمکی په مخ خو څو دامداران و

On the face of this earth were different famous men ; what
has become of them ? (Gulsh . I, p. 120 ) Bābū Jān.
 خوcompounded with () چند.fem
. )( څو چندهforms an adjective,,
which signifies : manifold .

محبت ده څو چنده سرا را کړی
چه می چړی دی ته چا ملی وعظ
By love a manifold punishment has been given to me; for when
have I ever minded exhortation from any one ? (Gulsh. II, p . 90 , 2. )
Hamidl..
is with the following relative x signifies : as much as ,
as many as , as long as ;

now and then x is also dropped

and only is used in the sense given .

واړوئی خدمت کا

څو ورځی چه دی په قيد وه

As many days as he was in prison ,
( Gulsh . I, p. 177 ) Gulistān .

they all served him.

44 (  ) ځنيalso written فن.dine
(
, some.
už ļine

is always used with a Plural signification ; it is

.
generis com . Its Format. Plur. is  ځنوins ( or (ذنو. ن
خين
 ځ- څوک
some
signifies : somne - some ,
- others , like  ځنی- خنی
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The same meaning as =
 خينhas
but with this difference ,

ځني

(
the emphatic 1ī(,
lini (with

that is ļinī remains unchanged in

the Format. Plural , whereas që đine is formed into gis ļinā .

ځنی خنی بادشاھی کا خوک تتلی

دا آدم پہ اصل واره سره وصل

All these men are originally connected together ; some, some
exercise dominion , another is plundered. ( Gulsh. II , p . 125 ) Mīrzā
Xān Ausārī.

له ځنی فائده سترگه وأخلی له ځنو پوزه

رنگارنگ بویی زرغونه کا

( The earth) produces variegated green plants , وfrom some the
eye draws advantage , from others the nose. Gulistān .

5 )  بعضیba3ze , some (Arab.(.
It is only used with a Plur, signification and always referred
to persons. In the Format. Plur. it either remains unaltered or
is formed into بعضو..
6(

لائی

falalai

or

نی.palainai
پلا
(Arab.) , a certain one

Instead of just the form Lills or xidis falānah is also found; the
feminine

is

saltó falanaī or xjá falūnăh.

ملازمانو قديمو ته وه

He is
old servants.

زوی د فلانه دی چه د تا ته

the son of a certain man , who was from among thy
(Gulsh. I, p . 101 ) . Kalīlah Ō Damanalı.

7 ) zis hīt , auy one , something , anything.
 ميحmay be

used absolutely or

connected with aa noun ;;

it has generally reference to things, but now and then also to
persons.

It is usually joined with a negation and signifies then :

nobody , nothing , not at all .

But also without a negation
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zine denotes often nobody, nothing, as indicated by the whole
tenor of the sentence.
2

is commonly used in the Singular only or with a

o
Plur هياخو
the Format.n
in poetry u
Singular, but
in then
.

hiti is also met with..
گور گوز کوری حکیمان

شین دارو ثی کلی نه شی

They cannot give him any medicine ;
physicians. (Gulsh . II , p: 77 , 2 ) Hamīd .

down , down look the

چةبماله شی کر و فرد دنيا هي

هيڅ سری به کاند ر په در عی
As the pomp and pride of the world is called a nothing,
will any man be proud of this nothing ? (Gulsh. II , p . 81 , 4 )
Hʻamīd .

ده پخوا ترآشنائی بيلتون ليده شوای

شیت بنده د خدای به ته وه يه دا کار در
If before the acquaintance separation would be seen , no servant
of God would be mixed up with this business. (Gulsh. II, p. 15 , 3 )
Rah' mān .
LA
يه دا هی فنر د هیڅو أنگاره ک

چه امید په دروغجن مكاره كى

Who puts his hope on a lying , deceitful woman , he makes
by this foolishness a firebrand out of nothings. (Gulsh . II , p. 129 , 1 )
Mīrzā Xān Ansārī..

5. 144 .
Beside these the Pašto uses a number of compound- in
definite pronouns .

a) Indefinite pronouns compounded with jo bar (every) .

1( وک.har
فرڅ
tik , every one ; whoever ; fem
قوه څوک

.Form
, masc at
هر چا.
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2 () و خوjóhar
3 () xŚ

6, however much or many, or  ( ' قرڅو چه.

har țah ,, whatever , every thing .

4 ( فريو
.har
yan , fem يوه.harah
هره
sauiah ; Format, masc

harē
وه.harah
قره ي
yaugh ** , Format. fem
 فری ویhare
yauē ; every one.

It is only used in the Singular and

properly a pronominal adjective.

نره يوه يوه پيسه بيا مونده

هغه چه په يونسم ساعت ودور شوی در

Of those, who had become labourers at the eleventh hour, every
one received one Paisā . Matth . 20 , 9 .

bb ) Indefinite pronouns compounded with us
 بلbal,, another,

and نور.nor
, another

1(

t
 خوک.bal
بل
tok another, fem
بله خود..Forma
,mast

 بل چا.bal
a

2() يو.bal
بل
yal , another one, fem .  بكه بوهbalih yasil;;
بلی ببوو
.Form
, masc at
ه يوه.ba
بل
lgh
yangla
, fem . یی

balē yauē.

It is only used in the Singular and properly

a pronominal adjective.

los jó is also used in an adverbial sense : how much soever ;
as y
**)

is used in the sense of an adversative particle, although.
takes also the termination ah for euphony's sake, in order

to conform with  بوهyauah.
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al
بل ځ
3 ( ع.b
tah , something
else , other thing

4(  څوک.nor
نور
fik , another, fem
نوره خوک.Forma
;
, masc
t
ca ,and fem نوری جا
نو
ر چا.nor
One - another ; some

 نور څوک- نور څوک

. another..

tah , other thing, something else
5( ه.nor
نور څ
hit , anybody else ; anything else
6 ( ت.nor
نور هی

or
c) Indefinite pronouns compounded with  کومor کم.
or
1 (  کوم څوکor
ny
; fem کومه څوک
کم
 خوک.a
one,whoever
.For
. m . Sing
کوم چا.
mat
a pronominal ad
2 (  کوم يوor
or و-a
 كم ي,
one; properly
ny
jective

and

inflected in the same way as the interrog

ative 8. 110, 4.

په هر صورت چه وی په نا آشنا عالم کښی نگران کوم څوک می به
په ښه بد حال واقف نه وی

Of whatever kind my livelihood may be amongst strange
people , nobody will be aware of my good or bad condition (Gulsh . I ,
p . 168 ) Gulistān .,

d ) Indefinite pronouns compounded with a hīt.

11() څوک

 شيhit fol ,, usually written

 ويخوکhitok , any

one; it may also be referred to things : any thing );
with a negation : nobody , nothing.
inflected .
Trumpy , Afgh . Grainmar,

was only is

11
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2(  هبه نورhit nor

as
(the same as (نور هیئح, any body ;

.a
(thing elseny
; fem نوره
هي
In the same way

other

indefinite pronouns . or pronominal

adjectives may be joined with ویح,, as ) هيخ يوwith aa negation ()
none at all.

نور به هيڅ څوک پاتو ته شی

يو نوم دی پاتو کبھی

The only thing is the name , that remains , nothing else will
remain . (Gulsh . II , p. 53 , 3 ) Xushľāl .

e ) Indefinite pronouns compounded with god yau (one ).

يو څو
1().yau
45, some, a number of ), different
It is only used in a Plural sense and is not subject to
any change for gender , number or case.
2()  يو تر بلهyau tar balah or  يود بلهyau da balah , one
after the other , or one with the other , amongst
e à ch other .

It remains quite unchanged and the case,

in which  پرshould stand, is taken up by the pronominal
suffix (su by him (her , them) or by a noun in the
Instrumental..

په هر ښاخ ئی د لبن و يو خو چیغی
On every branch of its rose-bush were different noises.
(Gulsh . II , p. 142, 3 ) Kaim yan .
القصه پښتنو ملکی د قندهار يو تر بله قسمت کړی وه حضد د ترینو

په مینځ کښی د تند او د زمند واقع شوی وه يو تر بله د دواړو ورونو
به حمایت ته رسیده
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To be short , the Afghāns had divided amongst themselves the
country of Qandahār , the portion of the Tarīns had fallen between
Kand and Zamand ; one after the other did not come to the
assistence of both brothers * ). (Gulsh . I , p. 5 ) Tarix - e murassa3.

$. 115 .
VIII.

Pronominal adjectives.

Besides the pronominal adjectives, which have partly been
mentioned already , the Pasto uses the following :
A bal , fem. Al, balăh , another **).
Sga tõl , fem . xjgt tõlăh , all , whole ***) .
alas jumlah , all (com. ).

silgu dvārạh , both (com . ) .
sty qēr t), fem . Bydd Qērăh , much .
xalis nga

To get dēr bəl , fem .

Qērăh bəlăh , mapy another.

ah
.  نور ټول, .femنوره ډوله,
ن
وره.nor
, another
ن
ور.no
th ), fem .r

.all
the rest . نور ډير,,.fem ډيری

وری.many
ن
other

*) I. e. the two brothers did not come to the assistance of each
other.
**) Also pronounced bul.
*** ) Jgd

It is apparently the Sansk .

is the Sindhi tot, society ,

.

band , Hindi 2703.

It seems to be non-ārian.
+) galh is the Sindhi-Hindi 26 , heap ; very likely non -ärian.

) jei
a is the Hindi 97 (Sansk. 97 following ) , in Pašto
ttj
with abscission of initial a and change of v to n .
11 *
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o's vāçah * ), all (com. ) ; only used in the Plural.
és har , fem . so harăh , every.
* a hamah , all ( com . ), only Plur.

On the flexion of stas , sisw , siis and tasto see ş. 90 ; the
others are regular adjectives and inflected according to their several
terminations.

VI. Section.
The Verb .

$. 116 .
I. Formation of the verbal themes .
We have seen already ( s . 14 ) , that the Infinitive of all Pašto
verbs terminates in al and is properly speaking, a verbal noun .
The Infinitive as such does therefore not exhibit the root of the
verb , this must be looked for in the Imperative, which alone
contains the pure base of the verb .
It cannot be seen therefore from the Infinitive as such , of
what class a verb is , but only from its signification .
There are three classes of verbs in Pašto, viz : intransitive
(or neuter) , transitive (or active) and causal verbs.

1 ) Intransitive or neuter verbs.
According to their formation we must distinguish three classes
of intrans. verbs :
a)

Such as

add

to

the

verbal

theme itself the Infinitive

termination al , as : füs yat- al , to ascend , dong vat-al, to issue,
Joo mr-al, to die.

*) 0,15 is the Sansk. Fa , (Hindi FTTT ), by the medium of
the Zendic haurva ( Pašto au = 7
v).
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b) Such , the theme of which ends in -ēd and which retain
this through all the tenses and moods.

These are of two kinds ;

they are either primitive neuter verbs ( with a passive form ),
or they are originally derivative verbs (as mentioned under c ) , the
nominal theme of which has either become obsolete or which have
become primitive verbs by usage .
them

primitive

intransitive

We shall therefore

verbs ,

There is a great number of them , e. g.

call

ending in -ēd- .

sings bah-ēd-al, to flow

( Sindhi aay), Junts tk-ēd- al , to crawl ; Judgdy vēr- ēd- şl , to
be afraid Costs vērăh , fear ).
c) Proper derivative verbs , which are compounded of a
substantive or adjective and the verbal theme of which necessarily
ends in -ēd , as : sumuz badal -ēd- al , to be changed ( from sús
subst . , change ) , Jangasi xabar- īd -al , to be informed (from gas
S. , information ).

In this way from most adjectives and from a great

number of substantives derivate verbs are formed , which are
quite peculiar to the Pašto . It is to be noticed, that those adjectives,
which in the feminine shorten ū and 7 to a (s . 86) , are subject
to the same vowel- change before the termination -ēd , as
زړیدل
zar-ēd -al, to become old , from jij zor (fem . o,j zar-õh ) ; Játuse
)
rand -ēd -al,

to become blind , from Miga ſūnd ( fem . odi, rand -ắh ) .

In the same way some other adjectives, which retain 7 in the
feminine, shorten it to a before the termination -ēd ,
ray - ēd -al,

to

asg, rõy-ắh ) .

get

better ,

to

become

healtby ,

as رغیدل

from Ė9,

(fem .

The monosyllabic adjectives however, which contain

the vowel i, retain the same before the termination -ēd , as کړيخيدل
become bitter , from china (fem . ks ; tarz - õh );
to become
 تريويدلtriv -cd-al, to become sour, from تريو.trly
(fem تووه

trīz -ēd-al,

tarv -ah ).

to
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When the substantive or adjective ends in a vowel or in ah,
ăh ,

compositions

are

generally avoided and the auxiliary verb

sus kēd -al, to be made, is employed , to make up the idea of a
derivative verb ,

as :

to go to sleep ; کیدل

sw sági ūdąh kēd - al , to be made asleep,

 ستړیstaraikid
kēd -al, to becometired ;; کیا کیدل

lagiā kēd -al , to be applied.
( especially in poëtry ) ,

But such like forms are also found

as : Judges1 tēr- ēd- al , to be sharpened

(from juis tēr-ah , sharp ), not to be confounded with sáng
tēr -ēd -al, to pass ,
created ,

from

from

passed ; sáuhas paidā-ēd -al , to be

lána; samas löy - cd- al , to

become great , from

işgs ; sutasie vād-ēd- al, to be married ,from sóig vādạh, marriage
)besides

 واده کیدلvadgl kcd
kēd-al().

With reference to the last two classes of intrans . verbs ending
in ēd-al *) , there can be hardly a doubt , that the termination -ēd
constitutes a verb by itself. The Imperative (Present , Subjunctive
and Future) of these verbs ends , as we shall see hereafter , in
ēž- (-ēģ-). This verbal termination -ēž- (-ēģ-) is apparently nothing
else but the Sindhī verb fairly ki-j-anu
, to be made, the passive
of करणु, to make (instead of किर्जणु kir-j-apu or कर्जणु
kar -j-aņu ), r having been elided before the palatal j ( the sign of
the passive) . When the verbal theme kij- is added to the noun,
an elision of k takes place according to a common Prākrit rule,
ež remains. In the Infinitive (as in the Imperfect)
so that ij
been hardened to -ēd-al ( = kēd-al ). But the
has
kež)
-ež (=
self changes frequently j to dy, which in Pasto has become
simple d . Thence it comes , that it may be optionally said in
Pat6 :: واده کیدلand واديدل,, because both are identical in form
and signification.

*) At the first look one might be tempted , to compare the Pašto
ēd -al with the Persian termination īdan , as the Persian also forms its
derivative verbs by means of this termination . But this termination
īdan is dropped in Persian in the Imperative and Present , whereas in
Pašto it is retained throughout. About the Persian Infinitive termin
ation see §. 125, 4, note.
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In

the

same

way the primitive intransitive verbs
ending in -ēd are to be explained , though now in most cases it
cannot be shown , how they are compounded .
But also with
reference to these the Sindhi gives us a hint. In Sindhī many
intransitive verbs take the passive termination sy j- aņu, without
any change in signification ; similarly in Pašto some intrans. verbs
have still two terminations , one in al and one in ēd- al , as : درومل
drūm- əl or sanngju drūm -ēd -al, to go.

$ . 117 .
2) Transitive verbs .
The theme of most trans. verbs ends in a consonant (or even
in a conjunct consonant), more rarely in a semivowel ; e. g. Jászon
mūnd - al, to obtain ; his kš - al, to draw ( instead of die

kiš- al ) ;

Sau nīv -al, to take ; dig vay-al , to speak.
All trans. verbs end in al , with the exception of three , which
end in -ēd-al ; these are :  آوريدلavred-gl )( آرویلarved-al) to hear,

Jáqug lo blõsēd- al , to annoy and surround puštēd-al, to ask .

Their

formation is curious , as the termination -ēd- cannot be considered
as an integral part of the verbal theme , because it is dropped
again in the Imperative.
Many verbs are considered as transitive in Pašto , which
we are wont to look upon as intransitive ; e . g . siis xand-al , to
laugh ; s;ý žar-al, to lament ; líis dang-al , to jump etc.

$ . 118 .
3 ) Causal verb s.
Nearly from every intransitive or transitive verb a causal
may be formed , by adding the termination -av- al to the verbal theme.
A ) From intra ns. verbs the causal is formed in the follo
wing way :
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a ) Those intrans . verbs ending in al , which do not change
the final consonant in the Imperative , simply adil the
termination -av -al to the verbal theme, after dropping the Infinitive
termination al , as :
his t$-al, to flee, Imper.

xais

tš -ah ,

caus.

-

make flee.
diju drab -əl, to fall in, Imper. asju drab- ah , caus . Sodju drab -av -al,
to make fall in , to pull down.

b) But those intrans. verbs , which in the Imperative change
the verbal theme, add the causal termination -av -al to the theme
thus changed, as :
وتل.alvat
ال
-al , to Ay , Imper . لوزه.alvaz
ا
- al ; caus الوزول
ālvaz-av -al, to cause to fly.
düs zat-al ,

to ascend ,

Imper . ons zēž -ah ;

caus. خيزول

zēž -av-al, to cause to ascend.
bümkünsins

kşê-nāst- al, to sit down,

Imper. Kimins kņē-n-ah ;

caus . Sgaming kšē - n-av-al , to make sit down .
c) Those intrans. verbs , the theme of which ends in -ēd-al ,
be they primitive or derivative , drop -ēd - al before the ter
mination -av-al, as :
Jurass, ryar-ēd-al, prim .verb, to wallow, caus . Josè, ryar-av-al,
to make wallow.
Juzga, võr- cd - al , prim , verb , to rain, caus. 1939, võr-av-al, to
cause to rain .

vásöka māt-cd-al , derivat. verb, to be broken (WL ),

مادول

māt-av- al, to break.
B) Transitive verbs add
the verbal root , as exhibited in
however , which lengthen a in
before the caus . termination. E.

the caus . termination -av - al to
the Imperative. Those verbs
the Imperative , shorten it again
g.

suis zand -al , to laugh, Imper , oils zānd -ah; caus . Jgutis

yand -av -al, to make laugh .
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Jurgi āvrēd - əl , to hear, Imper . Ogšāvr- ah ; caus. 19,91 avr -av - şl ,

to cause to hear.
hängs lvast-al, to read , Imper. ašys lval-ah ; caus .  لولولlval-av-al,

to make read.
Defective verbs, which substitute in the Imperative another
verbal root , form their causal , as far as it is used , from the In
finitive, as :
Jämst āyust- al , to clothe, Imper. schijt āyund - ah ; caus . Jgämst

āyust- av-al, to cause to clothe.
bring yas -al , to place ( not

used in the Imper. ), caus . Soving

yaş -av -al, to cause to place.
In the formation of
recourse to a composition
formation, the remnants of
and in the Persian ( ā ,

the causal verb too the Pašto has had
and totally abandoned the old causal
which we still find in the Sindhi - Hindi
ān ) . The causal termination -av- al is

nothing else but the verb Još kaval, to make , to do , initial k
being elided (as in the case of sums ) , when added to a verbal
theme .

This may be clearly seen from the circumstance , that the

form -av - al is generally not added to such nouns, which end in a
vowel or ah and õh , but in this case the full form još kav -al is
used , as : sg5 Lis fanā kaval , to destroy, još ots, vazdăh kav-al,
to make a promise ; but we find also July vād-av-al , to cause to
marry ( cf. 116 , 1 , c ) .
The etymology of Jys seems to be the following.

We have

in Paštō two verbs , which are quite identical in signification , jos
kr- al and Još kav - al , to make, to do. so is the Sindhi oficy ,
Pers. wuss ( Sansk . ♡ ); in Sindhī already r may be dropped , as
af ka -je, do thou (for ļ may be also dissolved into a in Prākrit ) ,
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and so it has been likewise elided in Pašto , so that ka-al stands
for kr- al . For euphony's sake v is inserted = ka - v - al *) .
There is also a number of pure causals in Pašto , i . e. such
verbs,

which are only preserved in the causal form , as :

أجول

āč - av - al, to throw, Seimas lams-av-al, to instigate etc.
The Pašto is no longer possessed of a proper passive voice,
but must have recourse to a composition , like the Persian , as
will be seen in its proper place.

$ . 119 .
4) Verbal prefixes .
With primitive verbs prefixes (prepositions or adverbs )
may be connected , as in Persian , which more or less modify the
original siguification of a verb. The prefixes , as a rule , quite
coalesce with the verb , but some of them may again be separated
from the verbal root in some tenses ( by the interposition of the
negative adverb aj, not , or a pronominal suffix, see ş . 171 ) .
prefixes are :

These

7, Sansk . T, to, as : Judget ā - rv - ēd -şl , to hear ( 24T + y );
inseparable prefix.
 آلal,, only

joined to  وتل, to come out ,, as
::  الولal--vat-al,,

to fly ; caus. Sigsiūl vaz -av -al, to make fly; inseparable

prefix .

Its etymology is obscure.

Las biã ,again ,

only joined to shigo, to get , as : بياموندل

biā -mūnd -al, to get, to recover ; separable prefix ( Pers .

j , Sansk . Teta ).
ist prā ,

only used in dülga prā-nat-al ,

to loosen ,

.Pers  پر,  فرor is , Zend fra, Sansk. q .

to open.

Inseparable

prefix.

*) Similarly Symas
( Sansk. ft).

vi-v-al, to take , Sindhi fawy ni - aņu
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Ssa prē (also written + ), as : Jugega prē -žd- al ,

to give up ;

Sogning og prē -šād-al or Synindot pro-šv-al, to give up * ),
Jakten pro -kav-al, to cut , so sever ;

Jägaja prē -vat -al, to

drop, to fall down . se corresponds to the Persian sy
(s“), Zend fra , Sansk . U , on ,

onward .

Separable

prefix ,
ils jār, back , only used in the two verbs : Nigels jār- vat -al ,
to return and händels jār-yast - al, to turn or bring back .
It

has already so thoroughly coalesced with the verbal

root, that in the Imperative the prefix , may be used with
these verbs.

Its etymology is obscure.

Inseparable

prefix .

 ( کښ ) کښیkg

or only

It is

 کیke
kē , in ..

joined to verbs

 کښيباkšē- bās- al ,, to
denoting to sit , to put , as : ل
habangos
insert , to implant , Jogais

kịē - žd - al , to put down ,

Jámbánaws. kšē -năst - al , to sit down .

Separable prefix.

w n , in , as : lösej n-yvat - al , to attend to ; Maşij n -jat-al,
to thrust in , etc. It corresponds to the Sansk . fa , Persian
ni ( na , nu ); in Pašto final i of ni has been dropped .

In

separable prefix.
nana ,

within

(adv. ) ,

only

used with the two verbs

Mágij nana- vat - al , to enter and Jämnis nana - yast -al , to
insert, to introduce.
TT ( Pers. Juší)
.

It is perhaps a mutilation of the Sansk .
Separable prefix.

*) All these verbs literally signifiy : to put away.
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; vă , as : Míč ,

vě- rayl-al, to come (instead of Miát, ) *) ;

uang vo - šk- al , to draw out (= vw). This prefix , which
is used only in a few verbs, corresponds to the Persian g ) , i

)( as ( ق (أفتادن6 )فor wí , Pārsī 7 (ava ) , Zend aivi ( aibi ) ,
Sansk. 67 ( on , towards).

Inseparable prefix.

Like the preceding prefixes the pronouns i, (to me, to us ),
jú (to thee, to you) and » (to him , her, them ) are also joined to
verbs ,

forming thereby a sort of compound

verb , as :

Joši,

rā- kav - al to make to me = to give (to me) , J9JjJ dar-kav -al , to
give to thee , Jys ,, var- kav -al ,
verbs ,

compounded

to give to him, her, tbem .

with is and

Some

have already received a fixed

signification , without special reference being had to the pronoun,
as :

Máis, rā- tl- al , to come (literally: to go to me), Mál,

ra-yl-al,

to come ( to go to me) ; Məng var- ti - al, to go ( to go to him , them ),
Minn var- yl- şl, to go (to him, them );
( to take to me );

Samil

ră - nīv - al , to seize

Juos rā- vr- al , to bring (to me , us ) ;

längs,

rā -vast -al, to bring here (to me, us) , Jäng , var-vast - al , to bring
or send there ( to him , them ).

In the modern language is and

are thus frequently prefixed to verbs, to indicate the direction ,
as : Ny; rā -vat -al, to come out ( in this direction ) , lis , var-yatal,
so ascend ( there, in that direction) .

* ) Not to be confounded with viss var -yl- al, to go (to him ,
thein etc. ).
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S. 120 .
Formation of the Imperative.

II.

The root of the Pašto verb, as noticed already, must be sought
for in the Imperative, which exhibits the pure verbal theme. From
the Imperative is derived the Present , the Subjunctive Pre
sent and the Future,
The Pašto Imperative has only two persons, the II. pers . Sing.
and the II . pers . Plural . The II . pers . Sing. is formed by the
termination ah, the II . pers . Plural by the termination aī *) . Instead
of aſ the termination ānraī , which corresponds somewhat more to
a Precative , is also now and then met with, before which the
final consonant of the verbal root must be dropped , as :

واخانئی
V -āx- ānțaī, take ye, please to take, instead of coalšia v - āyl-aī, from
hämst āxist-al;

con pib, võ- k - ānțaī ,

-ai
 کوئی.v
-kay6
,

This

termination

do

or make ye , instead of

however is

only

found

in

transitive verbs . The origin of this termination is doubtful,
as the cognate idioms offer no analogies .
Both these terminations, ah and aſ are added to the root of
the verb , after the Infinitive affix ah has been dropped, as :
his tš -al , to flee, Imper. Sing. xmä tš -ah, Plur. Cinsi tš- aī.
Somris angēr- al, to suppose , Imper. Sing. Bij angēr- ah, Plur.
آنکبوئی.anger
-ai .
But as the formation of the Imperative is subject to a great
many irregularities , as in Persian , we must enter into particulars.

$ . 121 .
A.

The Imperative of intransitive verbs.
1 ) Primitive verbs ending in al .

These verbs we have to divide into the following classes :
a) Such , as do not change the verbal theme in
the Imperative.

They are proportionally few in number, as :

*) The Pašto has preserved the old Prākrit termination of the
Sing. a, whereas in the inodern Indian vernaculars it has been dropped
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Jõju drab -al , to fall in , Imp . Xoju drab -ah.
higju drūm - al, to go, Imp. xágju drūm -ah.
vias taml- al, to lie down, Imp. alas taml-ah .
dan sah- al, to endure, Imp. sen sah- ah .
Jo mr-al, to die, makes so far an exception, that the cerebral r
is changed to a dental, Imp. Djed mr -ah .
b ) Those verbs , the theme of which ends in “ , change the
same in the Imperative to j , as :
Mög val-al , to come out, Imp . 5j, vaz - ah (ój vuz -alı ). Similarly
the compounds of  وتر,, as
::
hügji al-val-al, to fly, Imp. sjąš āl-vaz-ah.
Jäguga prē - vat-ạı , to fall down, Imp. 0jgzja prē -vaz -ah.
log,ko jār - vat- al , to return, Imp. siglo jār-vaz - ah .

An exception from this rule is :
cháš xat - al , to ascend, Imp . ojus zēž -ah .
This

verb

however

is

shortened

from the Persian jämis

and has therefore in the Imperative likewise recourse to the Per
sian Imper. B , with transition of ; to j .
The following

verbs are irregular and cannot be brought

under any rule :
Joglo čāvd-al , to split, Imp. sgačav -ah.
Som sv -al, to burn , Imp.xŚg svaq -ah ( or sjąu svaz - ah ).
This verb ( Sindhī say , Sansk. Faks ) recurs to the Per

n
Imper ز
.sia
(سوختن( سو.

already (with the exception of the Sindhi).

The Plur . termination aſ

corresponds to the Prākrit ha, Savsk. Y , Sindhi and Hindi ö .
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, Imp. di s- ah , with
Szü šv -al, to go, to become ( Pers. i )
ejection of the semivowel v, instead of sgi šv -ah.
hämlánus kšē- nāst- al, to sit down, Imp. xámos kšē-n-ah.

(Pers .

Gäms ni- šistan, Sansk. ni- šad ).

$ . 122.
2 ) Verbs ending in ēd - al .
a ) Primitive verbs .
These form the Imperative by changing -ēd to ēž ( ēģ) , to
which the personal terminations are added , as :
ēž

r
-e -aj
ربریری.rab
That the termination

-ēd-al

is

originally a

separate

verb

( = sus), as shown in $ . 116 , is further seen from the cir
cumstance, that a certain number of primitive verbs ending in -ēd-al
drop the termination ēž (ēģ) again in the Imperative and conse
quently in the Present , the Subjunctive Present and the Future).
These are :

sudoal or - ēd -əl , to rain, Imp . og or- ah .

Jáguas os-ēd-al, to exist, to dwell, Imp. tangi os -ah.

Juriye brēšsēd-əl,to glitter, Imp. kusind si brēš-ah ,
Jurs la pāț- ēd -al , to rise, Imp. xśla pāt-ah.
Júnjka pā -ēd -al, to remain, Imp. xala pay -ah.

 تښتیدلtast-ed -al

xámení tašt -ah
to flee ; Imp.

متتبدل

tast-eu-gا

nimaš tašt- ah .
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Júnjiś țațēd - al , to leek , Imp. aśls tāt-ah *) .
,
.
jāt
.

Jurisé, ryar -ēd -al, to wallow, Imp.opě, ryar -ah.
Jurust, rēžd-ēd -al , to vibrate,Imp. Bighty rožd-ah.
jándé; zyal-ēd - al , to run , Imp . adój zyal- ah.

zēž -ah.
Jurgt; zēz- ēd - al , to be born, Imp. 35+

Judjá yurz -ēd- al , to leap, Imp. sjá yurz - ah .
Jás; s girz-ēd -al, to go about, Imp. ojš girz - ah.
vingt Ivar- ēd - al , to be severed , Imp. sjed Ivar-ahı .

رزة, وvarz -ah.
Juding varzēd -al, to fly, Imp. 5j
sana yas - ēd - al , to bubble, Imp . mam yas -ah .
But all primitive verbs ending in -ēd- al , may drop the ter
mination -ēd ( i . e . kēd - al ) , when the action is only generally
referred to or not actually occurring in the presence of the speaker.
But when the action is represented as occurring actually in the
presence of the speaker or when it has a proximate application ,
the termination -ēd- ( ež-)must be used, the verbs exhibited in the
preceding list alone being excepted .
b ) Derivative verbs .

These form their Imperative either like the primitives ,
by changing -ed- to ēž- ( ēģ) . This , as a rule, is the case , when
the negation na lest ( ne) be joined with the Imperative ;

but this

form of the Imperative is also used in the absense of xa , especially
in the more modern levelling language . Or they dissolve them
selves into their constituent parts and join to the noun (substantive
or adjective) the Imperative of the auxiliary verb Jgü , to become,

* susŚ lengthens the short root -vowel in the Imperative.
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namely sú šah, Plur. sa šaī, which is substituted for opo kēž-ah,
which is not in use. (S. 164 ).

E. g.

was badal- ēd -al, to be changed ,

with a (ne) : opdas as

mah badal-ēž -ah , be not changed ; else : tri sós badah
šah, Plur. Sá sus badal šaī ( from Jás s. m. change).
sunsj zaſ-ēd-al , to become old, with so; orgj

mah zar-ēz-ah ,

else:

Plur. oydaj ti mah zar-ēž-aī, do not become old ;

ai ; zor šah masc . , xü oj; zar-ắh šah, fem ., become
old ; Plur. Sa ozlj zāſah šaī,

svesaj zaſē šaī, fem .,

become ye old.
According to $ . 124 the use of the Imperative prefix ', vỏ is
not allowed in these cases ,
It is understood , that the adjective, with which the derivative
verb is compounded, must agree with its subject, as implied by the
auxiliary verb , in gender and number. But also substan
tives , when ending in a consonant , are often treated as ad jectives (especially in poëtry) and may assume a feminine
termination ( åh ), as :

له دی وتی شه معلوم چه شاهزاده دی
.Bahram
, V .389 کهمعلوم تر شه ځبره

د زره حال ثی

From this finger -ring it became known, that he is a prince ;
Make known the state of his heart, become acquainted therewith !
Many derivatives, especially those, which are compounded with
a substantive , only use the termination -ēž- ah in the Imperiative,
i . e. they are quite treated as primitive

verbs ,

as :

ويريدل

vēr -ēd -al, to be afraid (from 3,4, vērăh, fear); Júnäin els xūrişt-ēd-al,
to itch ( from comingbo , the itch ); Jámoga põhēd -al , to be informed ,
to

understand

(from

 ډېوهis also in use.
ra sa
Trumpp , Afgh. Grammar.

ogą,

knowing ,

adj.),

but the Imperative

Usage alone is herein a sure guide.
12
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S. 123 .
3 ) Defective verbs .
There is a number of defective verbs , which substitute a
different root in the Imperative and partly also in the other
tenses ), whereby the conjugation of the verb is rendered somewhat
complicate. These are :
Mis tl-al | to go.

Imp. xś q-ah, which is to be referred to the

jjj tār- all Hindi FTAT, to go. From the (obsolete) theme

 لالcomes the Imperative xü ý lāſ šah , be gone Qý participle
praeterite, gone) .
noun

The Imperative of Jou with the prefixed pro

var is also substituted for any of these roots , as : this

و
var šah, go (to him etc. ) , Plur. Sám رjs
The

compounds

of vis

are

var šai.

treated in the same way , as :

xó i, rā- dah, come aśn
 ورgo ( to him etc. ), or xü 1, *) rā - šah , come,
 وvar- šah , go ; ps ,j dar d - am , I come to thee , or در شم
maisرjj
dar šam .

 څملاستلtamlast-al

متر

to repose , Imp. xloś taml -ah .

taml--gl

 ملاستلmlast--al

- l- al
Miči, rā-y-l

1, to come (to go to me) , Imp. xb s; rā-d -ah or

Más,y vò -rayl -al

x 1; rū - šah.

Járpe, ryar-ēd-al
to wallow , Imp. oes, ryar-ah .
 رغښتلryast-al
-

*) Instead of thesig we find often sind, rá - ešah , with euphonic

inserted e.
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;

- ]
to run, Imp. xlá; zyal-ah.

;
Sághé; zyal-ēd- al
399; zūv -al

1
to be born , Imp . Byty zēž- ah .

Jászty zūž-ēd-a1)

 كښيناستیدلksa-nast-ed-al
-1

to sit down, Imp . aina

كښيناستل

kšē - n -ah.

kse -nast-gl

 لوړیدلlvar--ed --al
to be severed , Imp. oj goJ lvar -ah .

 لوښتلlvuit gl
- نښتلnaat--al
Mhes nšal -al (obsolete)

to stick to , Imp. ahoj nšal -al

 نلیدلnsal-ed
- --al

 نښلييهnal-dz
- -ah

$. 124 .

The Imperative prefix , võ.
The prefix , vỏ , 3g *) voh is usually ( but not necessarily)
put before the Imperative, as in Persiany, which , though short,,

*) It is difficult to say , what the etymology of this prefix is
We believe, that the prefix of the Imperative is not identical with the
prefix of the Imperfect and Aorist, though it outwardly quite coincides
with it (as also in Persian). The prefix of the Imperative seems to
have sprung from the Sanskrit HT4 , Pers. cümaha.

The Pārsī

from is ba, with which the Pašto is closely connected ; xo is a later
pronunciation, which , according to the sequence of the vowels, is often
pronounced bu (gx bu-gū, say, not yoxu bi-gū ),

Cf. g . 133, note.

12*
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attracts the accent, wherever possible * ), as : 053 vỏ kr-ah, do, sguts
vỏ kav -ah , make , but años vỏ táșt-ah, Alee!
mences with long a ,

the prefix

When a verb com

coalesces with it to v - ā, as :

ojedin vəālvaz-ah , fly, from lögJſ āl -vat-al ;

before the other initial

vowels ;
' is preserved , as : susij eš ayếr-ah , plaster, from Jesi
to plaster.
With some verbs however the prefix  رis never used ; these are :
Jumugi os-ēd-al, to remain, exist, Imp . mingi õs-ah.
dias ļaml- al , to lie down, Imp. alias taml- ah .
All verbs, which are compounded with a prefix **) (S. 119 ),
do not take
come in .

the prefix

, as
::

- -ah
- ,,
 کښينهsit ,  ننوزهnana-vaz

The verbs compounded with the prefixes 1, Ji, els and

are alone excepted ,

as

the

language

no longer treats them as

prefixes , but as an integral part of the verbal root.

When the

pronouns íj, jú and j retain strictly their pronominal signification,
they do

not affect the verb in any way and the prefix , may be

have
used as with any other primitive verb ,

but when , and »

given

up their strict pronominal signification ,

dered

as

( separable)

is prohibited , as :

prefixes

and the

ses i, rā -kr -ah ,

they are

consi

use of the prefix ;

give , as i; rā -d -ah , come

(sü 1) .

*) When the verb contains two short syllables , the accent is drawn on
. but when a syllable of the verb is long (by nature or position ),
the accent is laid upon that.

**) When xé, lest , is used with the Imperative, the prefix , is
strictly excluded, as two prefixes cannot be admitted in the Imperative ;
the Imperative of the Passive makes an exception from this rule , see
S. 171.

.
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Derivative verbs , when forming the Imperative by ēž-ah,
 ر, but those, which are already
do generally not take the prefixy,
treated as primitives (especially those compounded with sub
stantives) may take it, as they are no longer considered as deri
vatives in this case,

S. 125 .
B.

The Imperative of Transitive verbs.

We may here distinguish the following classes :
1 ) This class ,
regular trans, verbs,
terminations to the
or a semivowel ,
ted . As :

which comprises the greatest number of the
forms the Imperative by adding the personal
last radical , which is either a consonant
verbs ending in t or d alone being excep

Jis tš- al , to drink, Imp. xviis , vốtš -ah.
,xe thũnd-al, to pinch, Imp.

Ái,kº

võ thắnd-ah.

las; zyam -al, to bear, Imp . maí ;', vỏ zyam - ah.

An exception from this rule makes :
Jigs xvar -al, to eat, Imp. 53, vỏ xūr -ah.
2) This class differs from the preceding by lengthening short
a in the Imperative. They are all monosyllabic verbs , the
number of which is fixed. The most common are :
siis xand -al , to laugh , Imp. sájls , vỏ xând-ah.
jši; zang-al , to swing, Imp. ativi ; vě zāng-ah.
Vi Yap- al , to bark, Imp. xe , vỏ rãi-ah .
s

žar- al, to lament, Imp.

; vě žāſ -ah.

La lamb-al, to wash, Imp. xay
S vay-al, to speak, Imp. xạ ,

và lãmb-ah.
vô vãy -ah.

3 ) This class comprises those verbs , the last ( single) radical
of which is w . This is changed in the Imperative partly to j ,

partly to ¿ , partly to ; and partly to z ; usage alone can guide
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as to the change of the final letter but is not quite fixed , as in
some verbs the orthography is vacillant.
( Asg ») see Ming? $. 127 , to lead, Imp. sje? bõz-ah (s . 128 ) .
Mülse prā- nat-al , to open, Imp. askilst prá- naq-ah.
Jáno mīt -al, to piss, Imp.

vě mīž - ah .

Lögis nyvat-al , to attend to, Imp. siges , vỏ nyvaž-ah.

Exceptions from this rule are :
Jika sāt- al , to preserve, Imp . wöhn's vỏ sāt-ah.
Jäi nat-al, to pillage, Imp. sü , vě -nat-ah .
Both these verbs preserve final t in the Imperative.

Irregular is :
läşij njat-ại,

to stick in , Imp. xişi, vỏ njan-ah , which

changes final t to n.
4) This class comprises those verbs, the final radical of which
is d ; this is altogether dropped in the Imperative. The three
trans. verbs, ending in -ēd - al, drop likewise the whole termination
-ēd in the Imperative.

súd,91 avr -ed - al, to hear, Imp. ojo's

v -āvr - ah.

Janugels blõs -ēd -al, to afflict, Imp. anglys vỏ blõs- ah .

Jurno pušt-ēd- al, to ask , Imp . xã g võ puſt -ah.
Jogi ūd-al, to weave, Imp. ogg's vỏ ī-v-ah*).
Áo pẽand -al , to recognise , Imp . Ai có n võ pẽẽan -ah.
J5 ), raud -al, to reap , Imp. v v

ray -ah.

Józás nyard - al , to swallow , Imp. orë , vỏ nyar-ah.

*) With euphonic inserted v.
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Some verbs however retain final d , as :
vács xand - al, to laugh, Imp. ovls ; vỏ rānd -ah.
shime şand- əl . to give , Imp . ochine , võ šand-ah.
Jógalo blõd-al , to abrade , Imp. siglos vỏ blod-ah.
Irregular is :
judga mūnd - al , to obtain , Imp. Kegis vỏ mūm - ah .
It is a curious phenomenon , that the verbs ending in final d
drop it, as a rule, in the Imperative. But on nearer investigating
the verbs in question we find, that this final d is originally not a
constituent part of the verbal root , but that dạl , ēdal is a verbal
affix similar to the Persian Infinitive termination dan ( tan ) 1-dan *),
which in Paštő has come into use with a small number of verbs.
For instance sa,pſ ūvr- ēd-əl ( properly Jangī ārv-od-al ) to hear,
corresponds to the Sansk . 3 +

a- šru (š being first changed

*) Vullers ( Institutiones Linguae Persicae , . 219) identifies the
Persian termination tan , dan , with the affix of the Sansk, Infinitive
A. But it would be really wonderful, if this Sansk .Infinitive affix,
which has been dropped as well in Pašto as in all the Prākrit tongues

my being now replaced by the
of India (the old Infinitive ending in
verbal noun ending in ana , Sindhi aņu , Marāthī aņē , Hindī nā,
Pašto al) , would have been preserved in Persian . The fact, that the
Pašto , the oldest intermediate language between the Indian and Irānian
family of languages, no longer knows the Infinitive affix 77 ,
speaks very strongly against such a supposition . It would be further
à very curious and inexplicable phenomenon , that the Persian should
form its Preterite from the Infinitive , by dropping of the Infinitive
termination only an (and not the whole affix ). How should in this
wise a Preterite be formed in an A ria n language , the general laws
of which have been laid down by the Sanskrit ? But we believe, that
this difficulty is easily solved. The Persian Infinitive termination dan
(tan) īdan does not correspond to the Sansk. Infinitive affix
but is the affix of the Preterite passive , which in the neuter (tam,

,

(see , Benfey , Sansk. Gr.
forms verbal nouns , like the affix
g. 333. I, 1. a ). This will easily explain , why in the Preterite of
the Persian the termination an is dropped and d (t), id is or must be
retained .
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to hhand then clided(); ) بنوسیتلcommonly  )(بلودلto touch,, abrade,
is

identical with

the

Hindhi famta

(Sindhi

more

original

बिलोडणु, Sansk. विलोडन ); s is a euphonie insertion and
-ēd - al = Persian īdan ( whereas in the form sala d is preserved
in the Imperntive, because d is radical there ); susing puşt- ēd-al,
to ask ( Sindhi
Similarly

yeny , Sansk.Te , Persian ymwså purs-īdan .

jógł,

to

weave ,

Pers . cast,

Sansk. 354 ( Sindhī

Sury , Hindi SAAT); sugg, to reap ( Pašto js,
(1
(p

r) ;

Ssgf

b = vv ))..

laud -al , to utter ,

Sindhī gay, Sansk . 34

Jikad, to recognise, Hindi TETET (pahčān

nā ), Sansk . afasia ; sócéi, to swallow ,
Sansk . G

Sansk.

Hindi FAPTAT,

+
7

5 ) This class comprises those verbs , the last two radicals of
which are www st. But these consonants are dropped and I sub
stituted in their lieu.

himsi āyist -al, to take , Imp. xísí v -āyl-ah.

läng's rā -vust- al , to convey (to me) , Imp . x31, rā-val-ah.
ký skust-al, to shear , Imp. Aix-

vố skul -ah .

längs Ivast- al , to read , Imp. ajet, vỏ Ival - ah.
Irregular are :
Jämst āyust- al, to dress, Imp. otišla v -āyund - ah, which points
to the Persian Guil, whereas the form lämáſ corresponds

to the Persian اغستن.
Lu, lavast- al , to disperse , Imp. xi ,

vô lávan -ah .

The formation of this Imperative is difficult to explain , the
more so, as the etymology of most of the verbs alleged is more or
less obscure.
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But the termination of the Infinitive seems also in this
case to be stal , corresponding to the Persian stan ; s would thus
be a euphonic insertion , as in Persian , with the only difference,
that in the Pašto Imperative t has been retained , whereas it is
dropped in Persian . In Pašto final t is changed to 1 , as shown
in §. 5 , sub 1 .
6 ) This class contains a small number of verbs, which end in
crne št ; in the Imperative both consonants are dropped and ſ
(partly also ) substituted in their place.
däring a - vuşt -al , to change, Imp. ssg v -āvur -ah.
Vizuáw skaột- al , to cut out , Imp. spisów's vỏ skanr-ah.
dáme yaşt-al , to twist , Imp . os ., *) vó- yar-ah.

Irregular is :
längs yoșt -al , to ask , to desire , Imp . subsc , vỏ yvār-ah .
This formation is to be explained in the same way as the
preceding ; the reason , whyu ( cerebral) is here euphonically
inserted, seems to be this, that final t was originally cerebral ** ) ;
(or nr).
thence also the change of t (instead of that to 1) to

$. 126 .

Irregular verbs.
The following transit.
fixed rule :

verbs cannot be brought under any

w bal-əl , to call, Imp . eszt's vở būl -ah ( Hindi TSAT).

#) Besides Männe there is also a theme se , the Imperative of
which is regular oss ; hávuć might therefore be also considered as
a defective verb.
** ) Käsiów is very likely to be referred to the Sindhi Ficy
to cut ( Sansk . Teta ) and düzuć to azy; that v may pass into
& (Y) , is well known from the Persian .
the same root.

Jäningā + vušt-al points to
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Jom biv -al , to lead , Imp . xplan biāy- ah .

his muš-al ,

to rub ,

Imp .

spons

mus-ah is also in use);; Persian

Sansk .

vỏ muž-ah (but kamios vỏ
مسیدن = هشیدن = هشت,

मृण .

so varž- al, to chop , to mince , Imp. either regularly
vo varž-ah, or x

,y, vě varžan-ah .

 راوستلra-vast
- --gl**(
to

convey ,

to

bring

( here

or

there)

 وروستلvar-vast
-al
Impr. xol, rā - val -ah, mudang var-val-ah.
Sống, viặt - al to throw , Imp. x

vs vul -ah .

$ . 127 .
Defective verbs.

There is a number of synonymous defective verbs in Pašto, of
which one or the other is made use of in the Imperative. Some
substitute in the Imperative another root , which is not found in
the Infinitive. The most common of them are :

 رة أخښلal أښلas-al

to knead, Imp. opělý v-āyž- ah .

ة أغولy -gl

* ) The verbal theme dáng is never used by itself , but always
with the prefixes iſ or js.
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ية ايښلal-

 يشلyas-al

Jiwe yēš -al

to put, to place; Imp. ss, dž- ah (from 16 ).

 ايښودلegod-al
-

 يښودلyagod--gl
In the same way the Imperative of the compounds of hemel etc.
is formed , as : Limiga prē-yaş- al , to give up ,Imp. wpłyt prē-id-ah ;
similarly the Imperative of Signingsot pre - šv- al to give up (which is
not found without the prefix), obgadga prē -žd-ah .

 بالbas--gl
to cast out, Imp. sily vě bās-ah.

 يستلyas al
t-- (
: جاريستل
The same method follow the compounds of يستل,, as
as :
jār-yast-al , to turn back , Imp.

xwtó,boj vờ jār-bās-ah ; Jännis

.nana
-yast-el, to bring in, Imp  نباشهnana-bas
- -ah
- ;
; پریستل

prē - yast-al or hüngast prô -vast- al , to throw , Imp. subsidyet.
de to būt-əl (obsolete)
to take along, Imp. 8jxz
 بوزbāz-ah .

 بوتلرbotl-al

 پوولpv-gl

|
to graze, Imp. aulinis vỏ piāy -ah.

پبایل

play-el

 پبلpir- al
to purchase,, Imp. gt ,; vỏ pīr -ah..

 پیرودلpiraad-al
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ښوول

al
Bv - (
to show, Imp. Xe , võ say -ah.

 ښیلgay-el

 غوول76v -al
to copulate, Imp. mus , vỏ yay - ah.

 غيلgay -gl

 کاولka - al

 کښلkg-gl

to draw, to write , Imp. og b '; vỏ kāž-ah.

 كتلkat-al
to see, Imp .

,

võ gõr-ah.

 کورلgor- al
 كتلkan-gl
to dig, Imp. Ai5

vỏ kan-ah.

 كنودلkanaud -al

 لیدلlid --gl
to see, Imp. Xá,

vỏ vĩn -ah.

( La, vĩn -al, obsolete )
- ]
him lēš- a1

to load , to set out, Imp. segung vở lēžd-ah.

 نغاړلnyar--gl

 نغښتلnyast all to fold up, Imp. Lái , vô nyār-ah.
--al
|
 نيولniv--gl
to take, to seize, Imp. koi , vố nis -ah .
( is nis -al , obsolete)

$. 128 .
The Imperative prefix
We have seen already ( . 124 ) , that the prefix , is usually
put before the Imperative , except the verb be compounded with a
verbal prefix. With the following trans. verbs the use of the
prefix , is prohibited :
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Miil bấel - al , to lose (at play ), to forfeit, Imp. xíšiş bắel -ah .
Mizga bõtl -al, to take along, Imp. 8jg? bāz-ah.

394 bīv-al, to lead, Imp. Aphis biay-ah.
Jú, žd -al, to put,

Imp. 35, žd-ah .

Si, vr- al, to carry, Imp. 8, vr- ah.
juga yõs-al, to bear, to carry , Imp. anga yõs-ah .

8. 129
C.

The Imperative of causal verbs.

1 ) The Imperative of those causals ,9 which are derived from
a primitive verb , is formed quite regularly by dropping the
Infinitive affix al and adding the personal terminations of the Im
perative:
Syścią činj-aval,to detest, Imp. ogścią ; vě činj-av-ah.
Jod, rap -av -al, to shake, Imp. 597,

vỏ rap -av -ah.

2 ) The Imperative of the derivative causals is formed by
dissolving the verb into its constituent parts and by adding to the
substantive or adjective the Imperative

of كل,.i
. e
.  کهor of

Jg5, i. e. 25, but without the prefix و
';,, the verb being com
posite ; e. g.

badal kr -ah.
l
kr-ah
ب
دل که.bada
Joju

badal - av-al , to change, Imp.
k -ah
بدل که.badal

les per thiſ land kr-ah.
Soytas laną -av - al, to shorten , Imp.

d
.lan
kah
لند که
The adjective must agree with the object referred to in gender
and number ; substantives ending in a consonant, are also often
( but not necessarily ) treated like adjectives and can take a feminine
termination (cf. §. 122).
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When the prohibitive particle as is used with the Imperative,
the derivative causals

without being

form

their Imperative in

the usual way

م
dissolved into their component parts,, as:: ع بدلوه
as

do not make a change !! sgtis xs do not shorten !!
But also in the absence of the prohibitive particle x the
regular Imperative is often used, especially in the modern language,
but always without the prefix 'و,,, the language still being conscious ,
that the verb

is composite .

Those derivative causals ,

which are

compounded with a substantive , are already frequently treated as
primitives and may then even take the prefix ';.

تاسی مور له علم غیب خبر تانری چه د الس به څه حال شی
Inform us out of the occult science , what the condition of the
Ulus (tribe , clan) will be . Tārix- e murassa: (Gulsh. I , p . 7 ) .

ښځو ته ئي وويل چه سندری آغازی کرتی
They said to their women : commence ye songs !
(ibid ., Gulsh . I , p . 11 ) .

يوه شپه را ځه تیره که بهرام

يا نصیب چه به مو بيا شی ديدنونه
Spend a night with us , o Bahram ! otherwise it will be a
chance , that we shall see you again . Bahram , V. 182 .

فر با بیگاه زاری نوه وڅدای ته
* ( اوښی ويني تويوه د زره له خوش
Every morning and evening sigh to God ! shed tears and blood
from the depth of the heart ! Xavājah Muh'ammad .
( Gulsh. II, p. 112 , 2 ) .

* (  = خوش.arab ش.the
 خو,
hypochondria , the loins
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$ . 130 .
III. The formation of the tenses and moods.
The tenses and moods of the Paštő verb are of three kinds :
1 ) such , as are derived from the root of the verb , as
exhibited in the Imperative.
2) such , as are formed by means of the participle
preterite .
3 ) such , as are formed by means of the participle
perfect and the auxiliary verb to be or to become.

A. Tenses and moods derived from the Imperative.
From the verbal root , as coming forth in the Imperative
two tenses and one mood are derived , the Present , the
Subjunctive Present and the Future.

$ . 131 .
1 ) The Present.
The Present of intrans., trans. and causal verbs is derived
from the root of the verb by adding to it the flexional terminations
of the Present. These are :
Sing .

I pers. am , amah , as : p . q-am , I go (web q -amah )..

II
III
Plur.

>

ē

as :

i (ina)

c q- ē , thou goest.
as : css d-i , he , she goes.

I pers . ū ( ūnah , ūna) ,
II

-ū , we go.

aī
coats q -aī, you go.

III

i (ina)

Los d-ī , they go.

The personal pronouns may be put before the verb , when a
stress is laid upon them , otherwise they are not required , the
person being expressed already by the verbal termination.
The flexional termination of the I pers . Sing. am (amah , ama
is only used in the eastern dialect and in the modern language)
corresponds to the Persian am (Sansk. and Prākrit āmi), Sindhi ă,
Hindī
; the termination of the II pers . Sing. Ē corresponds to
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the Persian ī, Hindi and Sindhī ē (ē nasalised), Sansk. and Prāk.
asi . In Pašto , Persian , Hindi and Sindhi s is elided and a-i
contracted to ē, ī. The termination of the III pers . i corresponds
to the Hindī -Sindhī ē ( Sansk . ati , Prākrit adi or with elision
of d
a-i
ē) , whereas the Persian termination ad is more
original .
The termination of the I pers . Plur. ū (now and then the
termination ūnah, ūna is also found in older writings or in poëtry) ,
corresponds to the Sindhi ů ( Hindī ē ) , Sansk. āmah , Prāk, āma,
Persian im ; the termination of the II pers. Plur. corresponds to
the Sindhi-Hindī ā , Sansk. athah , Prāk. aba , Persian id ; the
termination of the III pers. Plur. i corresponds to the Sindbī īne
(ane) , Sansk.- Prākrit anti , Persian and , Hindī ē . Besides ī the
Pašto has preserved also the termination īna , which approaches
very closely the Sindhī ; but this is now considered antiquated and
only met with in poëtry or older compositions . It is a curious
phenomenon , that this termination īna has been also transferred
to the III pers . Sing. , very likely from no other reason but that
both tcrminations end now in ī.
The primitive verbs ending in ēd-al have in the Present
either the full termination -ēž- am ( ēg -am ) or they may drop -ēž
(ēģ) and affix the flexional terminations to the root of the verb
( see . 122 , a) .
The derivative verbs ending in @d- al have in the Present
always the full termination - ēž --am
am etc. (see the paradigms,
Appendix II . ) . The derivative causals have likewise in the
Present always the termination -av -am etc.

زه ورځم يک تنها قغه دښمن ته

څه حاجت دی چه ور واړه ور ته ځونه
I go alone to that enemy ;
Bahrām V. 205 .

what need we go all to him ?

بھیاس پر بر توهین هی څخ کا گھی ښوری
Sometimes they strike one hand upon the other , sometimes
they wheel about , sometimes they move backwards and forwards.
Mazzan -i pašto (Gulsh. I , p . 137 ).
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g. 132 .
2)

The Subjunctive Present * ).

The Subjunctive is formed , after the analogy of the Persian ,
by putting the prefix : (09) before the Present.

If a verb com

mence with a long a , the prefix , coalesces with it to v - ā, as
v -āc -av -am , that I may throw .
Those verbs, which do not take the prefix , in the Imperative,
refuse it also in the Subjunctive Present .
The derivatives , the intransitive as well as the causal ,
are dissolved in the Subjunctive Present into their component parts **)
and add to the substantive or adjective the Subjunctive Present of
the auxiliary

verb

 شولand

کرل

or Još respectively , i. e.
شم

 کرor psf ( cf. $ . 163 ; 165 ; 166 ) , but without the prefix ,,
and مpass
these verbs being composite. In the case of intrans. verbs the
adjective must agree with the subject implied by the auxiliary,
and in the case of causal derivatives, with the object.

Substantives

ending in a consonant may , after the manner of adjectives, take a
feminine termination ( cf. § . 129 ) .
The III . pers. sing. and Plur, of the Subjunctive Present may
also take the prefix

de *** ), whereby a sort of Jussive or

*) About the use of the Subjunctive see g. 194.
**) Not unfrequently the undissolved form of the Subjunciive (i . e.
ēž -am and -av-am ) is used , when the prefix J precedes it, but always
without the prefix )و,, which is not admissible in such verbs.
***) The prefiy u is apparently the Imperative of an obsolete root
dā , to give (Pers. o , Sindhi I ).

In a similar way the Persian uses

say , with the Subjunctive ( but without the prefix aș ), as
As :: و روند
say , they should go = they should go .
TrumpP , Afgh. Grammar.

13
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Precative

is formed, as :

o
,
 هغه د اوسی, he should be, د نښی

they should flee.
As regards the position of this prefix s , it is to be noticed,
that it may precede or follow the prefix ..

As

rule s

precedes » ( separated from it occassionally by one, two or more
words) , if a demonstrative pronoun is connected with the
verb, as : Sjobs o xig he ( or they ) should hear ; but s follows ,
if the verb is

not accompanied by a demonstrative pronoun , as :

ld y
shoue
 وth
see
 د ويني.

When the use of the prefix , is prohib

ited in the Imperative, u precedes the verb either immediately or
is separated from it by one or more nouns , as :
کښي د

کہ دوه ښخی وی دده يوه تنی بله قبره په هر حق
دی سموین

If he have two wives , one rich and the other poor , he shall
make them equal in every right. Favāid uš- šarīzăh ( Gulsh. I, p . 74 ) .
It is to be noticed , that when

precedes the Subjunctive, the

prefix , is frequently dropped as superfluous , especially in poëtry ;
this is also the case in common prose , when a substantive with a
verb forms a sort of compound
to, etc.

verb , as : ssj vás, to look

بادشاهان د نظر په خپل کار او په خپل بند و بست توی
Kings should look after their own business and their own
administration. Kalīlah 7 Damanah (Gulsh. I, p . 83).

S. 133 .
3 ) The Future.
The Future is derived

from

addition of the prefix As bah * ).

the Subjunctive Present by the
If the Subjunctive is not preceded

*) The etymology of this Future prefix is obscure.

We suppose,

that it is connected with the Persian withs, it is necessary (Sansk. LTCI);
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by the prefix

the prefix x ; is either immediately put before the

verb or may precede it, separated (from the verb) by some inter
vening

words.

But

when

the

Subjunctive

is

preceded

by

the

prefix  ;و, the following is to be noticed with referrence to the
position of the prefix xs.
When a personal pronoun or demonstrative is con
nected
pow,

with the verb ,

xi

usually precedes the prefix ? , as :

4$ ; I shall arrive ; if no personal pronoun or demon

strative be connected with the verb , As usually follows the
>
as :
prefix
 رو به رسمI shall arrive. But the prefix xd very
frequently precedes the verb, separated from it by some intervening
words, be the verb connected with a personal pronoun (demonstrative)
or not *).
Sometimes only as is used with the Future and , dropped
even in such cases , where its use is fully admitted ; this is done
chiefly in poëtry , but also sometimes in prose , the use of the
prefix , not being considered as absolutely essential for the form
ation of the Future.

to this root points also the Pašto adjective dy?, necessary.

This

would sufficiently explain , why the Future prefix » requires the Sub
junctive and not the Present tense.

The Persian Subjunctive prefix aş

is apparently identical with the Pašto x and would be fully explained
by our supposition,

The Imperative prefix , and the Future prefix ký,

though now somewhat differing in form , are no doubt identical.

*) Only in poëtry Ap is now and then put after the verb
(8. 195 d ).
13 *
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داورنک په بادشاهی کښی می نیار نه شی
رزم و بل لور ته

ز;ه خواجه محمد به

Under the reign of Aurang ( zēb) justice is not meted out to me ;
I, Xavājah Muhammad shall go to another quarter.
Xavājah Muhammad ( Gulsh. II, p. 106, 2 ) .

If a verb is compounded with a separable prefix ( cf.
$. 119 ) or commences with a long syllable , the Future prefix «
is very frequently (but not necessarily) inserted between the verbal
prefix or the long initial syllable and the verb ( or the rest of the
verb) ; but when

the verb commences with long a , only ā is cut

off, which with the prefix , coalesces to v-ā , and the prefix uş
is put after it.

Those verbs, which cut off the initial long syllable

and put the prefix «

between it and the rest of the verbal root,

do not take the Subjunctive prefix , * ) , as little as those , which
are compounded with separable prefixes; only those verbs , which
commence with long a and which cut it off from the rest of the
root in the Future, may take the prefix ,, if its use be not other
wise prohibited .

E. g.

cstis

kļē bah n-am , I shall sit down

(but also : pimies x> ) ; ps xp lý pā bah t-am , ( instead of : psh
I

shall rise ;

4 )

ej to go bā bahz-am , I shall convey (instead of :

بوزم: به کم ;)(به

I shall
- ,,(instead of:: ) يربكم
 (بهI
 پریpre bah k-am
)

lop off; sjed mis ig v-ā bah lvaz- ī, he will fly (instead of : Sjest w g ) ;
peso x g v -ā bah čav-am (instead of : pj3T X3 0g) I shall throw **) .
The derivatives , intransitive and causal , are dissolved
in the Future as in the Subjunctive Present >, into their component

*) When the first syllable is not cut off , they may well take the
Subjunctive prefix , as :  جار به وزم,, Ishall return , and و به جاروزم..
**) Like and the negation xs is also inserted , see ş. 121.
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parts and add to the substantive or adjective the Future of the
auxiliary verbs Szü and još
without the

prefix » , « ?

or jy's

respectively ,

usually preceding the

auxiliary,, as
I shall be old ;; کرم
::  زه به;زوړ شمI

but

noun

always

and

the

.I
به,, shall break .
مات

The full (undissolved) form however is often met with in the
Future, but without the Subjunctive prefix », as : prazoló ai, I shall
1
be present , instead of : pigios as; piel's tai, I shall present,
( ډsee Appendix II ; IV).
instead of: es giels هxi

$ . 134 .
B) Tenses and moods formed by means of the participle
preterite .
By means of the participle preterite four tenses and one mood
are formed , viz : 1 ) The Imperfect 2 ) The habitual Im
perfect 3 ) The Conditional or Optative of the Imperfect.
4 ) The Aorist (or Preterite) 5 ) The habitual Aorist.
The Pašto has gone its own way in forming an Imperfect.
All the modern Indian vernaculars of Sanskrit origin bave had
recourse to compositions and the Persian forms the Imperfect from
the Aorist by prefixing the adverb

, or shortened uso which
,
 قمی,

in Pārsī still retains its original signification ' always ' , so that
the Persian Imperfect is originally only a habitual Aorist . The
Pašto has made use of the original participle preterite
in order to form an Imperfect. But thus it was compelled to find
a different form for the proper participle preterite , which it has
made up by adding a different termination to it , which we call,
in contradistinction to the participle preterite ,, the participle
perfect (s . 18 ) , as it is now only used in the Perfect , though,
as regards its origin , identical with the participle preterite , as will
be seen in the formation of the passive voice * ) .
But as in these tenses formed by means of the participle
preterite there is an essential difference between the intra sitive

*) The Persian has done the same, as : us (Las ) and xãs.
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verbs on the one hand and the transitive and causal on the other,
the former being constructed actively and the latter passively ,
we must , for the sake of a more easy survey , treat of the two
classes separately.

a)

Intransitive verbs .

$. 135 .
1 ) The Imperfect.
The Imperfect is formed by adding to the verbal theme , as
exhibited by the Infinitive , the

substantive verb på yam *) ,

I am , etc. for the I. and II. pers . Sing. and Plural, euphonic initial
y of yam however being dropped in these compositions ; e.g. do
tš-al , to flee , I. pers . Sing. pimui tš-al-am **), I fled, ali tş-al-ē,
thou ledst ;
you fled .
So

I. pers. Plur. glää tş-al-î , we fled , saliós tş- al - aī,

also : 1. pers .

Sing . proga pūh- éd-al-am , I understood,

suring põh-čd-al-ē, thou understoodst ;
põh-éd-al-ū ,
erstood .
This

al

we

understood ,

however ,

I. pers. Plur. giro

Shimoga põh -éd -al-aī,

you

und

to which the substantive verb is added,

cannot be the affix of the verbal noun or Infinitive (= A) ,
though it outwardly quite coincides with it, as this would be quite
contrary to the analogy of the Ārian idioms . How should it be
possible, to form an Imperfect or Aorist by affixing the Present
of the substantive verb ' to be to the verbal noun ? We have there
fore every reason to conclude, that this termination al is not iden
tical with the Infinitive affix al , but that it is the Sansk, affix
,
by means of which the participle past is formed in Sanskrit. That
t frequently passes into 1 in Pašto , we have seen already ş . 5,

*) See §. 162, I.
** ) As soon as final a is followed by another syllable , it is
naturally charged to a , to give some support to the following syllable.
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sub l ; a (a) is only a conjunctive vowel . It is well known , that
also in Marāthī t has been changed to 1 in the participle past.
In a number of verbs this affix al has been dissolved to ah,
i , e. the affix 7 =

a-1) has been, after the analogy of the Prākrit,

elided , so that only a (ah) has remained , as in the modern Prākrit
tongues of India ( Hindi : ā , Sindhi : 7) . This affix ạh is, in order
to avoid the hiatus , dropped altogether before the substantive verb *),
though for the I. and II . pers . Sing. and Plur . the full from
-al-am etc. is also in use.

E. g. suhoga põh-éd-ah, participle past

of Junaga , I. pers.Sing .punoga põh -ćd -am (instead of : pohéd- ah-am )
or
pianoga pūh-6d -al-am , II. pers. suwoga põhéd- 7 (instead of :
põh-ēd-ah-ē)

or
یدلی.pol
پوه
-ed-al-e; I. pers. Plur . پوهیدو

põh-éd -ū ( instead of : põh-6d-ah-a) or grúnoga põh- éd-al-ū ; II. pers.
convegna põh - éd -aſ (instead

of :

pohéd -ah -aī) or ?پوهیدلی

põh - éd -al-aī.

Some verbs have gone even so far , that they have also
dropped the affix ah in the participle past ; but in the I. and II .
pers . Sing . and Plur. the full termination -al -am may be optionally
used **).
In

the

III .

pers.

Sing .,

to

which

the

substantive

verb

liss, 85) could not well be added , as little as in Persian, the affix
al is never used for the masculino , but either ah is substituted
for it or the affix ah is dropped altogether . In the Feminine ah
is changed to ăh , and where the affix ah has been dropped already
in the Masculine , either the feminine termination ăh is added or
the original affix al is restored before the feminine termination in

*) For this very reason , that the substantive verb quite coalesces
with the participle past, the Pašto cannot distinguish the gender or
the number in the participle itself ; in Sindhi this is still the case,
the substantive verb acceding to the masculine or feminine of the par
ticiple past (Sing, and Plur.).
**) It may therefore happen , that the Imperfect quite coincides
as regards the form , with the Present (which, for instance, is often the
case with es , which , according to circumstances, may signify : I do
and : I was made).
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both cases ; e.g. okazu darēd - ah ,

part.past of susu, stood, fem .

ocárgu darēd -õh or  دریدلہdared -al-ah ;; اود.tavd
چ
, split,, part .
past

of  چاول,, .fem
. چاوده

civd -ih
-

or  چاودلعtavd--al-ah .

But

when in the participle past, after the rejection of the affix ah for
the Masculine, a vowel - change also taken has place, the
Feminine is not formed from this form but from the verbal
theme itself ; e. g. usnje tiš *) , fled, part . past of his tš- al, fem .
 تښهttš-ih or  تلہtts-al-ah
- ::  ووتvst,, part.. past of  وتل, .fem
. وته
vat -õh or als , vat-al - áh .
In the III . pers. Plur , the participle past either ends in al ** )
or in ạh , the latter especially , when ah is already used in the
Singular , e . g. coming tiš , he fled , Plur . masc. Marine tš- ah or his
tě- al , they fled ; weg võt, he came out, Plur. masc . xi, vat-ah or
dig vat-al , they came out, recourse being had in such like formations
to the verbal theme itself, as shown in the derivation of the
Feminine.

The Feminine Plural is always derived from the

Feminine Singular , as : xsö or shus, Singular, süni tš-ē or
shans tş-al-ē, Plural , they fled.

The Persian differs from

the Pašto in the III . pers. Plural ,

1

adding, as it does , the substantive verb to the participle past and
1
forming thereby a flexional termination (läs, raft- and, they went).
A similar flexional termination we meet also in Pašto in older
compositions, viz : ana or anah (
and) which however is only
affixed to such participles as end in ah ***), and which is used, like

* ) In vsi is a euphonic insertion , as tš (after the rejection of
ah ) could not be pronounced ; but for the Feminine no such euphonic
insertion of a vowel is required . See $ 136, 1 , a.
**) The affix al, like that of the Infinitive , is always considered
and treated as implying a Plural ; cf. g. 42 , f ; § . 46.
***) In the Plur. masc . (which ends in al or ah ) ana may therefore
always be added , as it is originally a Plural termination.
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īpah ,

for the Masculine Singular and Plural;

e.

g.
پوشیدن

põbēd-ana, he or they understood.
The flexional terminations of the Imperfect are therefore :

Sing. I. pers. -al-am, am .
II.

-al-e, ē.
The participle past masc. and fem .

III.

Plur . I. pers . -al-ū , ū .

II.

-al -aī, ai.

III.

The participle past masc . and fem .
( -ana, -anah, masc.).
Infin . Sam sv - al, to burn.

Paradigm .

Sing.

1. pers. pigw sv -al-am or pgw sv -am , I burnt.
II .
sv-alIII .

99

or som sv-ē, thou burntest.

masc. kw.s-ạh (instead of : dow
] he
 میوهsv- ab )
she } burnt.
fem . sgui sv-ăh or xyu sv -al-ah

Plur.

1. pers. y gw sv-al-ū or you sv-a, we burnt.

or

II .

III .

masc. Sým

-

sámu sv -aī, you burnt..

sv-al or sgu sv- ah
they burnt.

fem . s'ow sv-al - ē or  سریSy -e
But as the formation of the participle preterite , as used in
the Masculine Sing. (for the Masculine Plur. always ends in al
or ah) admits of some variations, we must treat of the several
classes of verbs separately .
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$ . 136 .

Formation of the participle preterite .
We have to distinguish three classes :

1 ) Verbs ending in al .
a) Those verbs , the theme of which ends in a consonant,
drop in the Masculine Sing. the participial affix ạh altogether (after
the analogy of the Persian ). If the verbal theme has no inherent
vowel , i . e . if it consists of two conjunct consonants, euphonic i
is inserted between the two , to facilitate the pronounciation, and
if the latter of the conjunct consonants be ļ, a is inserted for the
same purpose.
ل.civd
چاود
-al,, to split ; part.past masc . چاود.cavd
, fem . چاوده
čāvd -ah

or چاودلع
.idvd
--al-ah
- ; Plur.. masc . چاودل

 چاودیcīvd- ē or چاودلی
 چاودčāvd--ah ;
; fem .suglas
ssglas
čāvd--əl or ه

cāvd-al -ē .
8
Jyo mr- al, to die , p . p. cü mar *) ( with euphonic a), fem . همه
mr-ắh

or

xipt mr -al -žh ; Plur. masc . Spo mr-al

or on

- 7 or
mr
--e.
ملی.m
-alr
هی
s
ion
Except
from this rule are :
mr-ah , fem .

Nóg vat- al , to come out, and its compounds , as : ligj to fly,
t
p. ووت, vst (instead of ) وت,
پر
etc., p.o
fall down
دونل.
fem . xi , vat -åh or xha, vat-al-äh ;

 واتهvõtah
Plur. masc. xiis

 وتvat- al ;
Nsg
( o'ng being treated like an adjective ş . 86 ) or ل

-al -e
.fem
 وتیvat- ē or  وتلی.vat
. ,
ل.zat
ځن
-al, to ascend , p. p  خوت20t
xõt (quite like )(ووت.
.
b) A few verbs with radical short a lengthen the same in the
participle past and add at the same time the affix ah , as :

*) Or xi foro mar s -ah .
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den sah -al, to endure, p . p. dis 'n sāh -ah , fem . sizi sah - al- õh
( afu sah -ắh ); Plur. masc. Jeści sah-al (ngu sah -ah ), fem .
show sah -al - E ( cafu sah -E ).
c) The verbs Som sv - al , to burn and Jou šv- al , to become ,
drop the radical semivowel in the part. past and add the affix ah,
as : Mi s - ah

( = squ sv- ah ),

fem . sgw sv- õh or

som

sv -al-ăh ;

sv- ē or
Plur. masc . Sgu sv- al or som sv - ah , fem . وت
sv -al-ē.

In the same manner is formed x

سونی

s- ah (= og šv -ah ),

fem . Bei šv - õh or وه.sv
- ;; Plur .
 ش-al-il
, masc .  شولšv
sv -gl or شوه

 شویsv -e or
.sv
-ah, fem

-al-e .
 شولی.v

Irregular is 100; zūv - al , to be born ; p. p . (only used in
the dorist with the prefix );و
( زور.v6
و
20v-u, (fem . دزووتهvo -20v-al-ah ,,
Plur . masc .
20v-al-e .
 زوول.v6
و
20v-al, fem . و زوولی.v6
2 ) Verbs ending in -ēd - a l.
The primitive as well as the derivative verbs ending
in ēd-al , add in the part. past the affix ah , as :
Juajú dar-ēd-al, to stand ,

darēd - ah

p . p. suajj darēd -ph,

fem . odaju

or
ajándu darēd- al-áh;

Plur. mase. دربدل

darēd-alor shiju darēd-ah, fem. stujú darēd- ē orدريدلی
darēd -al- ē .
Juanj zar-ēd-əl,to become old ; p . p. stanj zar-Ed - ah etc.
About the form of the derivatives in the Aorist , see $ . 139 .
3 ) Defective verbs .
These derive the participle past regularly from the verbal
theme ( the Infinitive) , though they may be irregular or defective
in the Present .
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Mis tl- al, to go , p. p. as təh * ) ( also written
tl -ắh or alíč tl-al-ăn ; Plur. masc. us tl-al

), fem . xís
or ej tl-ah,

E
.fem
- al. ( تلیtl -eē or  تللی.tl
e
In the I. and II , pers. Sing. and Plur. both forms are in use,
plio tl - al - am and pli ti-am . In the Aorist the form xis, as might
be expected , is not used but a new root is substituted ( 35ý, s,» * )
from which is formed the part. pastý
,» lār
lār or
or 3, volār ( besides

 لاړ شهand )(ولاړ شه..
the same rule.

The compounds

 راتلل,  گرتلل,,  ورتللfollow

(See Appendix VI ) .

 څملاستلtamlast--all
to lie down , p. p. wwwsíos tamlāst.

 متلtamlal
- دروملdrim - gl
to go, p . p. syngju drūmēd- ah.
 دروميدلdrained - 1

Miel, rā- yl- al, to come, p . p. así, rā-tah (like xã ) ; 1. pers. Sing.

-tl-al-am
 راتلمra
rā-tl-am or اتللم,ر.ra
From the

compound verb chín, vỏrayl-al ( = võrā -yl- al) to

come , no participial form is used for the Imperfect .
A orist the

In the

1

part. past.si, rā -y -ai is used and from wizy)

likewise stj võray-ai, fem . xiéí, rā- yl -ăh , xliis, rā- yl-al-õh and

1
als , vorayl-ăh, ališj, vỏrayl- al -õh ; Plur. masc . Miés, rā-yl-al or
راغله, ra- l-gh ,,  ورغللvoral-gl,, ورغله.voral
,
-gh ; fem . ;راغلی

* ) Instead of als tl - ah.
**) In 5,5, volār-al vỏ is a ' verbal prefix (not the prefix of the
Aorist), see g. 119.

1

F
1
1
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rā -yl- ē etc.

In the I. and II. pers. both forms are in use راغلم

rā - yl-am
and م
phics
, rā - yl-al-am
etc.
راغل
- -

( See Appendix VII()..

 رغيدلryar-cd-al
to wallow,, p . pp. wnić, ryašt.

 رغښتلryat- al
"

څه وائي وما ته حال د څه وه يه هجران کښی
نور خبردار نه وم په زړه سوم سوم سوم
What doest thou say to me ? what was thy state in separation ?
I did not heed any thing else, I burnt, I burnt, I burnt in my
heart. Xush'āl (Gulsh. II, p. 51 , 2 ) .

د بدانو ته خبت ناخلف شه

د نوح زوی چه له بدانو سره کيناست

The son of Nūh ( Noah ), who sat together with wicked people,
became degenerate by the society of the wicked . Xush al (Gulsh..
I, p. 158 ) .

8. 137 .
2 ) The habitual Imperfect.
From the

simple Imperfect the Pašto

forms a habitual

Imperfect , denoting repeated lasting action * ) , by means
of the particle abah ** ), which may either precede (separated by

*) On the use of the habitual Imperfect in conditional sentences
see 8. 216, 2.
** ) It is difficult to say , what the origin of this particle is ( for
it cannot be properly called a prefix , as it may also follow the verb).
Very likely bah is shortened from 4797 (bhavat) , it happened
that , and the prefix of the Aorist ,,
from 27 (Sindhi , Hindi F

, may be similarly shortened
, Prak , Fant), cf. . 162, 4.

is employed in the formation of tenses is
That the Sansk. root
clearly proved by Bopp , Compar . Gram . S. 526 ; compare the Latin
The Persian Aorist prefix xo sounds
am- a- bam , am-a-vi , am - a -bo.
in Pārsî still ba and is apparently identical with the Pasto , :
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one or more words) the verb or follow it, as : pläs vai or x pläs
I ascended repeatedly or I used to ascend .

ما ته به په غرونو په سیندونو برابره
The staff used to go straight on mountains and rivers . Bābū
Jān (Gulsh . I , p. 126 ).

پس له قه به پیمانه له قه غره راتلل رعايا به ئی تاخت تاراج كول
After that time the Afghāns used to come down from that
mountain and to pillage the peasantry.

S. 138 .
3 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Imperfect.

1
From the Imperfect the Pašto derives a Conditional mood ,

t
which may also stand for an Optative , if preceded by a par
ticle denoting a wish or desire , as : colüks kāškē , would that !
The Conditional is formed by adding to the Imperfect, instead of
the flexional terminations, the termination ai, ē, āē, which remains
the same for all persons and number * ), as :  پوهیدلیpahed--al-ai,,
پوهیدلی-poh
-ed-al ,  پوهیدلایpah -cd-al-aie, or with rejection of

the participial affix al :
the participial afis al:  پوهيدىpah-cd-ai, پوهیدی-pah
-cd

to point out the person and number the personal pronouns must
be always added, if they be not otherwise indicated .

The derivative verbs are usually ( but not necessarily)
dissolved into their component parts and the Conditional of the
!
*) The cognate idioms offers no analogy to this Pašto mood , we
do therefore not venture any conjecture on its formation for the present.
In form it coincides with the participle past conjunctive , as
used in connexion with Jgii, to be able (see S. 169), which also has
the three terminations ai , e and ãe. But in spite of this outward
uniformity both forms can hardly be the same.
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auxiliary
auxiliary  شولi... شوق, شوی
is added tho the noun .

) شوایor شونی163.etc
., see g
,6 (

Sometimes also a Conditional of the Aorist it met with,
i . e . the prefix of the Aorist , is put before it, especially in optative
sentences.

use
also
and
use

( See $ . 198 ).

The Conditional or Optative of the Imperfect is in common
through all persons only with intransitive verbs ; it is
found in transitive verbs (S. 145 ) , but far more rarely
only in the third person Sing. and Plural . On the syntactical
of the Conditional of the Imperfect, see $ . 198 ; 216 , 2 .
که په تیښته خلاصیدی خنی به خلاص شوم

د تا ته لاس کوم لوری ته ځم
If I would be freed by flight, I would have been freed from it ;
From the hand of destiny whither shall I go ?
Xush'al (Gulsh . II , p. 50, 1 )

سترګی دی با ته وځنی چه يو ځل بيا شولی زه له دی کور ووتی
His eyes rose towards the morning ( saying) : that it once would
become morning, that I would get out of this house !

$ . 139 .
4 ) The Aorist .

The Aorist

is

formed

by

putting

the prefix , vð (og vòh)

before the Imperfect, as :
 و تښلمv6 ttị-al-am , I fed,  و تښv6 tis,
he fled.

But all verbs , which in the Imperative do not admit

the prefix , ( cf. g. 124 ), refuse it also in the Aorist.
Some

verbs

optionally

take or drops in the Aorist,

as :

júnsla pāļēd - al , to rise, sau šv- al, to become (sce $ . 163 , 7 ) .

Derivative verbs are always dissolved into their component
parts in the Aorist

and the Aorist of Jgnü is joined to the ad
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jective, which in gender and number must agree with the subject
implied by the auxiliary , as :

-ēd
,
,
 تیریدلter-cd-al, to pass by, Aorist

 شه.ter
تير
8-gh , he passed , fem . ه شوه.ter
تير
-ah syah , she passed .

 ياديدلēd
yad -ad--al
gl,, to be remembered, Aorist  ياد شومyad tv -am ,
av
.I
was remembered , fem  ياده شومyad-ah
ăh šviv -am

(from
(

ياد.s
.m.

memory ) , substantives ending in a consonant, also being option
ally treated like adjectives.
Many derivatives however (especially those compounded with
a substantive) form their Aorist like primitives , without
being dissolved into their component parts .

زه خو داره جنگ ته ورغلم صاحب

|
ما پر هیج کمی وه نه کړه په جنګونه

|||

I came different times to the battle, Sir, (but) I could not at
all defeat him in the battles (Bahrām V. 199 ) .

و

کا

وبریدم چه له خیلی وبری به قصد حما د قدت

I was afraid, that they will make a design to kill me out of
their own fear. Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p . 162) .

د چرک ته څو ياخیده په طبل و زغاسته چرک مخ په تریو ونیوه له
تهلکی د ترورشی خلاص شد
He (the fox ) rose from the ambush of the cock and rushed
on the drum ; the cock took to flight and escaped from the perd
ition of the fox . Kalilaha Damanah (Gulsh . I, p. 105) .

پښتانه فرار شول د کابل د غرونو په درو ننوتل

القض

To be short, when the Afghāns fled , they entered the valleys
of the mountains of Kābul . Tārīx - i-murassaz ( Gulsh . I , p . 7 ).
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8. 140 .

5 ) The habitual A orist *) .

In the same manner as from the Imperfect, so also from the
Aorist a habitual Aorist is derived by means of the particle
which

may

either precede the verb

words) or follow it.

,

( separated by one or more

When the verb does not admit the prefix ;

in the Aorist, the habitual Aorist outwardly coincides with the habitual
Imperfect and only the context can decide, which tense is intended .
The habitual Aorist denotes a repeated action in past time
(8. 200) , as :

 زه به وويريدم, I was (often) afraid ; پریوتم به

I used to fall ( or : I fell repeatedly at a certain time) .

قه أوان په پښتنو کښی دا رسم هم وه چه زشمن به
تقل دی چه به ق
فف

نی په حد د بلاغت و رسیدل د پلار د مور مال به ئی تو تربله
قسمت کرو پدر مور ته به ثی هم بخره برابره ور کره
It is told, that at that time there was also this custom amongst
the Afghāns , that when their sons arrived at the age of puberty,
they used to divide the property of father and mother amongst
each other and that also to father and mother an adequate portion
was given by them . Tārīy -i-murassa: ( Gulsh . I, p . 4 ) .

چه به د يوسفزیو مال مویشی و میری ته ټه چراگاه ورغی تاخت
و تاراج به ثی کم
When the cattle of the Yusufzais used to come to the plain
to pasture , they pillaged it ( every time). Ibid . (Gulsh. I, p . 11 ) .

*) The Sindhi also has a habitual Aorist , formed by the particle
9.

In Persian too we find some remnants of a habitual Aorist, as

occasionally csoms is put before the prefix xs of the Aorist .
Trump p , وAfgh. Grammar.

14
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$ . 141 .
b ) Transitive and causal verbs.

As the participle past of transitive and causal verbs has
necessarily a passive signification , as in Sanskrit and the modern
Prākrit tongues of India , the tenses formed by means of this
participle are constructed passively, the proper subject (or agent)
being put in the Instrumental and the object in the Nominative* ).
These tenses can therefore only then be employed ,
when the agent (in the Instrumental ) is expressed by
a noun or by a pronominal suffix ; if the agent is not
known or expressed , the proper Passive must be resorted
to (s . 170). The flexional terminations are the same as those of
intransitive verbs ( S. 135) .

$ . 142 .
1 ) The Imperfect .
In reference to the formation of the Imperfect the same rules
hold good , which we have already laid down in $ . 135. In the
first and second person Sing. and Plural the flexional terminations
always accede to the participial affix -al , in the third person Sing.
and Plural the participle past alone is used, as mentioned already.
For the elucidation of the rules given the following paradigm
may serve .
Inf. Jei šar-al , to expel ; p. p. o,ki šār-ah, expelled .

Sing
1. pers . pépicie spoj zah 7 šar-al-am, I was expelled by bim (them) .

II .
spürecom as tah ē šar- al - ẽ thou wast expelled by him .
III .

 تنها پهCaj xés hayah ē šār -ah, m. , he

was expelled by him .
ajpäesites hayah ē šar-al -šlh, f., she

*) The Sindhi forms from active verbs the same tense , implying
a passive signification , as the Pašto does ; compare my Sindhi Gram.
§ . 48. 2. b. In Hindi, Marāthī, etc. the formation of this tense is not
known.
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Plur.

 هmūž ē šar-al - ū, we were expelled by him .
1. pers.since com و
agé
II .
Gaálpoop cooliš tāse ē šar-al -aī you were expelled by him .

III.
و
هئی شرل.hay
e sarah
-gl, m
they were expelled by him.

codece góxiz hayah 7 šar-al-ē, f .
But as the formation of the participle past of transitive verbs
(the causals are regular) offers many varieties and partly irregula
rities, we must enter into particulars.

$ . 143 .
The formation of the participle past.
We have to consider here the following classes :

1 ) Those verbs , which end in a consonant or semi-vowel
( single t and to a certain degree d excepted ) , add to the verbal
theme the affix ah (= t-ah , see $. 135 ) , lengthening at the same
time short radical a (but only in the Singular masc. ) . E. g.
Má bal-al , to call, p. p . xda būl-ah , fem . xiło bal- al-əh ;

Plur.

masc. Ms bal - al , fem. stkę bal-al-c.
Jogs; zzūr- al, to preserve, p. p. 5;q =; zrõr -ah.
Jsme nīv -al , to take, p. p. agus nīv-ah * ).
səāč-av- al (causal ), to throw , p. p. shot ūč -āv - ah , āč-āv -õh.

māt - av -al ( causal) to break ,

p. p. ssuló māt-āv -ah,

* ) Verbs, which end in v, as well as all causals , change the
termination ah commonly to v -uh , v-oh , võ or vũ in the eastern part
of Afghanistān, as : 8
dolat aċ-āv-uh or āč-āv-õh,or lengthened
āč - āv-ū and 9 km

los

āč- āv - ā ; in the west the termination gh is prevalent.
14 *
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māt-āv-õh , fem . alusto māt-av-al-ă) ; Plur. masc . Jožilo

māt-av - al , fem .

od bilo māt- av -al-ē.

Those verbs, the radical short a of which is long by position,
may or may not lengthen it, according to usage, as :
sáią šand-al, to bestow, p. p . síslą šānd- ah .

Sjg varž- al , to mince, p . p . 63,9 varž -ah .
Those verbs , the theme of which consists only of one single
consonant or of two conjunct consonants, simply add the termination
ah , as :
u

l -al , to utter, p . p . xj l- ah *) ( fem . aš l - ħh or xí l-al-ặh ).

Jos kr- al, to do , p. p . oss kr- ah .
Míg vl-al , to wash, p . p . 4 , vl- ah *) .
But a number of verbs of this kind drops already the term
ination ah , especially if the verbal theme consists of two conjunct
consonants. In this case a euphonic i is inserted between the two
consonants , and a , if the latter consonant be ? ( cf. § . 136 , 1 , a) .
chers kş- al , to write, p . p.wis kiš (besides dates kš- ah ).

jos

kr-al, to do, p . p . Škar (

).

clients lēg -al , to load, p . p. cind lēş .

خوړل.var
-gl, to eat , p . p  خور20 , original  خور1var being

contracted to zāļ, fem .

, gs yvar-al-ăh.

It is to be noticed , that those verbs, which lengthen short
a in the Imperative ( cf. § . 125 , 2 ) , commonly have the participle
past in the Plural , as they imply a plurality of action , as :

* ) u l - əl is shortened from Iv- al , Sindhi gay, Sansk. ogų .
** ) Ns, is derived from the Sansk . Ta caus. ), root
by transition of p to v.

,
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jue yap-al , to bark, ( Imper . agley), p. p . le yap- al .
suis xand - al , to laugh , p . p . siis yand- al .
jos nar- al , to cry out , p. p . Jó nar-al.
dag vay-al, to speak, diy vay-al*).
Besides these verbs, which lengthen short a in the Imperative,
many other verbs , when not referred to a special object, take the
Plural of the participle past (masc.), as a plurality of action
is implied in them ; such are :
diet āšal, to knead, p. p. Just āš-al.
us y's tūk-al, to spit, p. p. Máyš tūk-al.
hins ýš- al, to drink, p . p. his tš-al.
du logó farmāy- al, to command, p . p. Jubegs farmāy-al.
jäs kat- al, to see, p . p . jäs kat- al.
Mamis lamb - al , to wash, p. p . uis lamb-al.
chão man-al, to mind , p . p. jis man-al.
Máme mīt - al, to piss , p. p . Jáno mīt - al.
use vl-al, to wash, p. p. Mig vl -al.

selig viār- al, to boast , p. p . selig viār-al .

The following three verbs form their participle past irreg
ularly :
Misu bāel - al ,

to lose at play ,

p. p.gltle báelő ,

bāel- al- ah .

*) The p. p. ? ve or mais vāy - ah is also in use.

fem . xlistý
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Mingi trapl-al, to jump,

v, p.

gadam is trapl-ő

( but also alicia

trapl-ah ).
los vay - al , to speak , p.P. 59 (9 ) ve (besides site).

2 ) Those verbs, which end in w and » , drop the termination
ah , as :
5 , prã- nat.

a) Đxi , pra - mat-al, to open , P. P.
 بوتلbot-gl |

to take along, p. p. w god būt.

 بوتللbatl-al
Vágás nyvat - al , to attend to , p . p. wgáj nyvat.
Excepted from this rule are :
jö nat- al , to carry off, p. p. ajti nāt-ah.
jika sāt- al , to preserve , p . p . xló sāt-ah.

Jäs kat-al , to see , p. p. w gs , fem . ałäs kat-al-ăh.
b ) son, raud - al , to reap , p . p. » , raud .
Jogi ūd - al, to weave , p . p. w

ūd.

saisi mūnd - al, to obtain , p . p . Aign mūnd or sijęs mūnd -al.
The termination ah is however often added to verbs ending
in d , so that it is more or less optional to add or to drop it.
Those verbs ending in d , which have radical short ' a , usually
lengthen it , as :
Júis yand -al, to dislike , p . p . shilé pānd -alı.

w
3 ) Those verbs , which end in
the termination ah altogether in the participle past, as :

dängd Ivast- al, to read , p. p . wings lvast .

Máma, višt-al, to throw , p . p . city víšt .
länge yūṣt -al, to wish for , p . p. consigé pošt .

drop
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The participle past of defective verbs.
The participle past is sometimes derived from several defective
themes at the same time, sometimes only from one. We let here
follow a survey of the most common defective synonymous verbs ,
to show thereby , from which verbal theme a participle past may
be formed and from which not.

 ايښلēs
 يتal-

Both are only used in
the Imperfect; in the
Aorist the compounds

Juriga yēš-alto put ; p . p. wind yes

are emp
)with ( کښی

una vaš
 پښلyas-al

loyed .

-

 ذت ابښودod

to put ; p. p.

Ugrind yašod

Søgning yaşõd- al

Only used in the
Imperfect; in the
Aorist the comp
ound verb ) ( کښی

is employed.

ة ايښول: av--al

 يښولyasav --al

to put; p . p. Serin yašav-7. Only used in the
Imperfect; in the Aroist the

compound verb )  ( کښیis
employed .

Jos žil - al *)

Compound verbs (with the prefixes

and
دری

)( کی ) کښی.

Sydse pro-žd-a1

to give up ;

Jugando prē- çõd- a1

to give up; p. p . agmindst prē - šād.

 پریښولpre- švv -al

to discontinue ; p. p. grindys prē- șā.
! ووديلprik-ya:
-a1 |
Sorties ksē -žd-al

 کښیښولke--švby - al

to put down ; p . p . Grieties kļē - šā , fem .

signing is kņē- ěv -al-áh.

*) Those verbs, which have no participle past , usually also want
the participle perfect .
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 باشلbas-al

to expel, p . p . wing yost
ämna yast-al

( from an obsolete

theme Jängu yõst- al).

But the compounds of háma may form the p . p. regularly, as :

 پردوستpre --vast
1

längdsa prē -vast-al * )

to throw , p. p.
 برييستلpre-yast
-al
-

 پریيستpre -yast

hümanis kšē-yast- al , to insert, P. p . enginius kšē-yost .
 بوتلbot-al
to convey ; for the Imperfect

by

biv - ah or

 بوتللbotl-al
w go bõt (fem. ałögo) is in use, for the Aorist

 بيولbiv-g[
only بوت.

پوول
to pasture ; p. p . 298 povũ (fem . x ,ga ).
 بيايلpiay -gl

 ښوولs0v -gl
to show ; p. p. yogni šāvū .

 ښيلsay-gl

jse yar -al
to twist , p. p. wms rašt.

 غښتل2a3t- al
 غوول20v - l

يل

yay-al

coitum facere, p . p . ss yovo ( in the west xhe
yāy -ah ).

 كتلkat -al
to see , p . p. wg's kot.

 کورلgOr -al

1
*) In hängast ز, stands cuphonically for s , both verbal themes
being the same.
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 کښلks-al

 ښکلsk - gl

.to
draw , to write ; p. p  كښهks-gh or

 كارلka -g[

) also written

 کښkia

 کيښkes( .

 کندلkand - al
 کند.kand
; p. po
digt
.

 كتلkan - gl

 ورلvr -gl

to carry , p . p. ( for the Imperfect(  وړvar, in the

Aorist  يووړy5var

or  يووړy5v8r ( from

an

 يوسلyas-gl
obsolete theme ( يوورل.

 وژلvaz-al
 واژهvaz -gh or
kill , p. po
.t

- ai
 وژی.vaz

 وژلvail- al

را به خوښه ګرزیدلم

لیونی که چا بتلم

Though I was called by some one mad , ( yet) I wandered
about happy. Yusuf and Zulaiza (Dorn, Chr. p . 214) .
راز د مینی پټ ساتنه

زلیخا د زړه دننه

Zulainā kept the secret of her love concealed in her heart.
Yusuf and Zulaiya (Dorn, Chr. p. 181 ) .
سراسیمه او پریشان په ټال د فکر ئی د شتربه د کار زنگل
Amazed and perplexed he swang in the swing of reflection on
the action of Shuturbah. Kalīlah 7 Damanah (Gulsh I , 110 ) .

تا دوستان شبتول د ده دواره
Thou didst aggrieve thy friends for his sake.
Bābū Jān (Gulsh. I , p. 131 ) .
( قه باقی له |ئی په بل ځای کښیښود

He put that remaining corn in another place.
Kalīlah Ō Damanah (Gulsh. I , p . 90).

*) againstantie is here the Aorist (in form identical with the
Imperfect).
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8. 144 .
2 ) The habitual Imperfect.
The

habitual

Imperfect

is

formed ,

as

shown

already ,

by

putting before or after the verb the particle aš.

د کابل عالم به ئی ډير ډير آزاراده مالوته به ثی رانیول نا مناسب
کارونه به ئی کول
The people of Kābul were very much oppressed by them ; they
used to seize their cattle and to do unbecoming things.
Tārix -i murassa ? (Gulsh . I, p. 7 ).

وه پټول خوړل به ئی

مالوده به ئی

They concealed their cattle before each other and ate them .
ibid. (Gulsh . I, p . 17 ) .

5. 145 .
3 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Imperfect.
As noticed already in § . 138 و, the Conditional (and Optative )
of the Imperfect is in regular use only with intrans. verbs, from
trans . verbs it is seldom formed and only in the III . pers . Sing.
and Plural , the habitual Imperfect being commonly substituted in
its place ( cf. § . 46 , 2) و, as the terminations of the Conditional of
trans . verbs are liable to be mistaken . It is understood, that the
Conditional (and Optative) of the Imperfect of trans. verbs must
be constructed passively and that the agent must accompany the
verb in the Instrumental. The terminations are the same as
those of intrans. verbs ( cf. S. 138 ) and do not undergo any change
for gender and number.
In Optative sentences the Aorist prefix ), also may be put
before the Optative of the Imperfect, if the action is to be repres
ented either as past already or as passing quickly .

که ما قوس د مريدانو د نیو نه کولی په خوږو خبرو د غله نه

لیدی چه په وقت د فرصت ئی ځما جامه پټولی او ترونی
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حوس ته کړی څوته نی په ځوناری نه کرولی چا به د دی
كيته ته خيوله
If I had not been ambitious to get disciples, I would not have
been deceived by the sweet words of the thief , who concealed my
clothes when he found an opportunity ; and if the fox had not
been greedy and had not polluted his mouth by blood - eating,
nobody would have torn up his belly .
Kalīlah Ō Damanah (Gulsh. I , p. 114) .

ده ووه لیدای په سترګو گل اندامه

ما په دی ټسی جامی کرلی رنگینی
He said : Would that ( once) the rosy-bodied would be seen
( by me) with the eyes !
I have coloured my clothes for her sake .
Bahrām , V. 350 .

$ . 146 .

4 ) The Aorist .
The Aorist is formed by putting the prefix ; võ before the
Imperfect.

When in the Aorist the agent is expressed by

the

pronominal suffix song by him (her ), them, it is frequently inserted
between the prefix , and the verb, as :

yo ē ve , he said .
او ئی

Further it is to be noticed , that when a verb commencing with a
long syllable has the agent expressed by the pronominal suffix

s

the first syllable may be separated from the verbal theme and the
pronominal suffix (si1 inserted between it and the remainder of the
verb, but only when preceded by the prefix , and followed by the
negation as, as : sudo as con los v - ā o nah vrēdab, he did not hear
( from Sági avrēd-al), cf. $ . 171 .
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Those verbs, which do not take the prefix و, in the Imperative,
,
forego it also in the Aorist..

In the Aorist of , (pp.. p . of ل
Jing
)وي

and (
) ممرp.. pp. of  (ملthe prefix
.may
;و
be optionally dropped .
The causal deriva tives are usually dissolved in the Aorist
into their component parts and join with the noun in question

the Aorist of ) كلcf. 3.. 165,, 6),, as :  ;زه ئی جوړ کمzah eē jor
5
kr-am , I was made whole by him . The prefix  وis never used
with them, the verb being considered composite.

The adjective

must agree with its subject in gender and number, but also
substantives, ending in a consonant, usually take the fem . termination.
Some defective verbs have a separate form for the Aorist, as
shown in S. 143 .,

. وثی راشه ننداره که
قرغه ځای ودروله

نور کی زر خبيمه پاره كه
لیائی وبلله

Then she made a slit in the tent and said : come , look !
She called Zulaiyā and placed her there.
Yusuf and Zulaiyā ( Dorn , Chr. p . 209 ) .

تاسو نه دی واقعی چه تيره شود ولی مور خبر نه کړو
Why were we not informed by you of this accident, that happened ?
Tārix -i murassa : ( Gulsh . I, p . 7 ) .

کشر ورور بی فکر وکړ چه دولت خو مخ په زوال کر آسمان پیشه ک
بی وفائی آغازه كمه
His younger brother thought: wealth has directed its face
towards the end ( i. e. will cease) and heaven has commenced the
practice of unfaithfulness. Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Gulsh. I, p. 86 ) .

در باردکه شپه تاريكه مقل تابومه لارئی غلطه که به علامت سیدل
The road ( was) narrow , the night dark and the Mughals
without guide ; they missed the road and ran into perdition .

|
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$. 147 .
5) The habitual Aorist.
This tense is formed by adding to the Aorist the particle
which may precede
verbs ,

which

coincides

or follow it.

,

The habitual Aorist of those

do not take the prefix , in the Aorist , outwardly

with

the habitual Imperfect ,

so that the proper tense

must be gathered from the context.

او په ناهنجاری مشهوره أو معروفه د

هغی ښځی چه په بدکاری

عالم وه وبنخی به ئی د بدکاریی داره واخستی
That woman, who was well known amongst the people by her
wickedness and villany , used to take slave-girls for the sake of
prostitution..
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Gulsb . I, p . 111 ) .

شیخ به تله عاشقی له سره پريښوه

لاس و تست ئی ته رسیږی پارسائی ده
When did ever the Sheikh discontinue love from his head ?
His hand does not reach it and ( so) there is abstinence.
Xushľāl (Gulsh. II, p . 56 , 2 ) .

C.

Tenses and moods , which are formed by means of
the participle perfect and the auxiliary „to bo “ .

By means of the participle perfect and the auxiliary „ to
three tenses and three moods are formed , viz : 1 )
Perfect 2 ) The Subjunctive of the Perfect 3 )
Pluperfect 4 ) The Subjunctive of the Pluperfect 5)
Conditional (Optative of the Pluperfect 6 )
Future past .

be “
The
The
The
The

But as the intrans. and trans. verbs follow a different con
struction in these
classes separately .

tenses

(and moods) ,

we must treat of both
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$ . 148 .
I. Intransitive verbs,.

1 ) The Perfect.
The Perfect is formed by the participle perfect

(see § . 18 )

and the auxiliary verb på yam *) , I am etc. (cf. $. 162 , 1 ) , the
participle agreeing with its subject in gender and number, as : på stmis
ts- al -ai yam , masc . , pt shine tš - al- e yam , fem , I have fled; Plur .
و
com .gi cahing tş-al-7 yū , we have fled (cf. §. 87, d ).
Some verbs connect a synonymous adjective with the auxiliary
 يمetc. instead
)instead of:

دی

of the participle perfect , as
 مرلی, which

is not in

دی

 م, he has died

use (, ناست يم, I am

seated (instead of the heavy کښیناستلی یم, which is not used (,
) ب.
 پروت دیhe has fallen (instead of: (پريوتلی دی.
The intrans , derivatives are dissolved into their component
parts in the Perfect and add to the noun the auxiliary شوی بم
etc. (cf. S. 163, 9 ) .
gender and

number ,و

The adjective
but the

must agree with its subject in

substantive also ,

consonant, may be treated like an adjective.

if it end in a

Many derivatives are

already treated like primitives,
their component parts ;
.زه پوشیدنی م

without being dissolved into
with some both forms are in use , as

or وهه شوی يم.
or
understood .
 زه پ,و, haveI

دا وا ده لګیدلی په هر کور په هر درک
This pestilence has stuck to every house , to every abode .
Hamid (Gulsh . II, p. 94 ) .

 عيبت ډير شه د مالمو پوزی ډک شوی دی، موږ په زمانه کښی
که بوی پر غم بوی نه پوندی
*, The auxiliary may follow or precede the participle.
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In our time calumny has become much , the noses of the
people have been filled of smell , they do not understand that
Favāid uš- šarīzăh (Gulsh . I, p. 59 ) .
smell .
دوستی په دښمني په ويل د بد کویانو بدله شوی ده
Friendship has been changed to enmity by the words of evil
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Gulsh. I , p. 84 ).
speaking people .

$. 149 .
2 ) The Subjunctive of the Perfect.
This mood is only used in the III. pers. Sing. and Plur. and
is formed in the same way as the Indicative of the Perfect, only وی

or
$.

 شوی وی,, the Subjunctive of the auxiliary (see
$.. 162,, 22 ;
(
10 ) , being substituted .
About the use of this mood

163 ,

see $5 . 202 .

خوب شورت شاعرانه بهرام بی نوم دی
شد وی دلته راغلی تا لیدلی
He is a beautiful prince , Bahrām is his name,
Perhaps he has come here and was seen by thee.
Bahram, V. 535 .

8. 150 .
3 ) The Pluperfect.
The Pluperfect is
only the auxiliary

formed in the same way as the Perfect,

 ومetc. ($. 162 , 4) or

وم

) شوی.s 163, 11(

being substituted ,as:  ختلی ومI had ascended ; وه
become level.

شم شوی, it had

هغه ورخ چه وه بهرام ته ښكار وتلی
نور هوسی ئی وه په مخ کښي پاڅیدنی
On that day , when Bahram was gone out for hunting,
Another deer had risen before his face . Bahrām, V. 514 .
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8. 151 .
4) The Subjunctive of the pluperfect.

|

The Pašto forms also a Subjunctive of the pluperfect by means

|
of the prefix do , which is either inserted between the participle
perfect and the auxiliary ,, as : نښتلی به رم,, I would have been
entangled , or which may precede the participle (separated by one
or more words)), the auxiliary

following it,, as:: به نښتلی وم

On the use of this mood see $ . 216 , 3 ; 204 .

د تن کور می به توغون وه مینی شوی
که می ته راتلی ژړا په حمایت
Ere now the house of my body would have been burnt by love,
If wailing had not come to my assistance. Abd-ul-H'amīd .

8. 152 .
5 ) The Conditional ( Optative) of the pluperfect.
The Conditional of the Pluperfect is formed by the participle
perfect and the auxiliary 5 , vai , ( s, or sly), which remains
uninflected ( s . 162, 6 ) .
Ś

The derivatives add to the noun secü

etc. ( S. 163, 13) ; the

adjective

( and

the

participle

must agree with its subject in gender and number ;

Syü)

substantives

also , ending in a consonant , may take the fem . termination , as
noticed already ( S. 149 ).

This mood is also used in optative sentences , وwith or
without an optative particle. On the use of the Conditional of the
Paperfect see $ . 205 ; 216 , 3.
په جهان راغلی نه وی

تشکی زه زددلی ته ری

Would , that I had not been born , that I had not come into
the world !
Yusuf and Zulaiyā ( Dorn , Chrest. p. 198 ) .
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S. 154 .
6)
This
auxiliary

tense

is

The past Future.

formed

** (S. 162 , 3 ) .

para a ser etc. (S. 163, 14) .

by

the

participle

perfect

and

the

The derivatives add to the noun
The prefix aş generally precedes the

verb , separated by one or more words.
On the use of this tense see g . 206 ,

بی له خدای نور در هیڅوک خبر نه دی په دنيا کښی به د هیچا په
خاطر تیر شوی نه وی
Besides God not one knows them ; on earth they will not have
come into the heart of anybody.
Favāid uš- šarīzăh (Gulsh. I , p. 75 ) .

$ . 155 .

II.

Transitive ( and causal) verbs.

Transitive and causal verbs have in all the past tenses
a passive signification and must therefore be constructed accord
ingly , the agent being put in the Instrumental . Where the
agent is not expressed the (proper) passive voice must be resorted
to. But in the Perfect , Pluperfect and past Future (i . e.
in the tenses made

up by means of the participle perfect) the

agent is often not mentioned, as : so sol , it has been said (Pers.
Wijos,j], so that the construction of these tenses approaches to
some extent that of the Passive.
The

causal

derivatives

are

usually dissolved in the

Perfect etc. into their component parts ( cf. § . 18, c) and connect
with the adjective or substantive the participle perfect of ses,
to which the auxiliary verb is added in the same way as to the
intrans. verbs , as : ģu sj
Trumpp , Afgh. Grammar.

clá , it has been broken by him .
15
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In the modern language however they are frequently treated like
primitive causals .
It is understood , that the participle perfect
must agree with its subject in gender and number. In the case
of the derivative causals the adjective also (and partly the substantive)
must conform to the gender and number of the subject.

S. 156 .
1 ) The Perfect.
This tense is formed by the participle perfect and the auxiliary
på etc. and put se ( s . 165 , 9 ) respectively .

Those verbs , which

take the Plural in the Imperfect ( cf. $. 143 , 1 ) , are also constructed
with the Plural in the Perfect ( Pluperfect etc.), as : so si candis
he has laughed , so

tako je sí , he has commanded. The auxiliary

may follow or precede the participle.

در ته وایه تل آندامی يم لبلی

४
ته خبل حال راته معلوم کره قلندره
Say to him : I have been sent by Gul-andāmah ; disclose to
Bahrām , v . 890 .
my thy circumstances, o Qalandar !

هي خردمند نقد که;راحت تسيه بدل کړی نه دی
No sensible man has changed ready money for the repose of
credit .
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Gulsh. I, p. 96 ) .

S. 157 .
2 ) The Subjunctive of the Perfect .

This mood , which is only used in the III. pers. Sing, and
Plural, is formed in the same way as the Perfect Indicative , only
5) Liss etc. being substituted as auxiliary.
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کی جا كلی وی

شاید تا خط پہ مشت

Perhaps this letter is written by some one as a joke.
Kalīlah Ō Damanah (Gulsh . I, p. 97 ) .

8. 158 .
3 ) The Pluperfect.
This tense is formed by substituting ej and ps oss respectively
as auxiliary.

لا جننونه ئی لیدلی نه در ببره ئی په مخ ته وه
He had not yet seen battles , no beard was on his face.
Tārīz- i murassa : ( ( Gulsh . I, p. 46 ) .

بازنده وه و آرويدلی می ود چه په سفر کښی تجربه حاصله شی
Bāzindah said : I had heard , that in travelling experience is
Kalīlah 7 Damanah ( Dorn, Chrest. p . 13 ).
gained ..

بادشاه يو تدبیر چه ئی په زړه کښی جوړ کی وہ بیان کر
The king explained a scheme , which he had prepared in his
Gulistān (Gulsh . I, p. 182).
heart..

5. 159 .
4 ) The Subjunctive of the Pluperfect.

This mood is formed by substituting the auxiliary po

etc.

The prefix a usually precedes the participle, the auxiliary following
,, :
it
as : به ما لیدلی وه,, he would have been seen by me,, but the
auxiliary may also precede the participle , as : به می وه لیدلی.
When the auxiliary follows the participle , the prefix xə

follow it,, as: می ليدلی به وه.

15*

may also

-
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کہ د وسپنو غرنی په مخ کښی وی هم به نی لو روئی وہ
If a mountain of iron had been before him , he would also
Gulistān (Gulsh . I, p. 180 ) .
have severed it.

که مهار ځما په دشت وی خپله تا می به ته باره ستا په می
تہ رفتاره خلاص کړی وه
If the rein would be in my hand , I would have freed my
back from the burden and thy foot from going.
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Dorn, Chrest. p. 12 ).

S. 160.
5 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Pluperfect.

This mood is formed by substituting the auxiliary S3 (S. , işlý)
.
On its use see $. 205 ; 216 , 3 .

که تنها هم دا کسی لیدلی وی تکه ما لیدلی دی شاید چه اكراد
هم د دیو له غم پريښی دی
If thou also hadst seen such (things) , as I have seen ,
perhaps you also would have left the desert out of grief about them .
Kalīlah 7 Damanah (Dorn , Chrest. p. 16 ) .

8. 161 .
The past Future.
This tense is formed by substituting the auxiliary pi $ etc.
The prefix a usually precedes the participle, the auxiliary following
it ,
, as ::  ;زه بهئی لیدلی یمII shall have been seen by him , but the
auxiliary may also precede the participle ,
On the use of this tense see $ . 206 .

as : زه به ئی یم نیدلی.
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وہ جماعت وويل چه ه فلشم به وی د پاره د محافظت کنج به

ثی گه کښلی وی
Some assembly of men said : it will be some talisman ; for
the sake of the preservation of the treasure something will (= may)
have been written by him .
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Dorn , Chrest. p. 4:

چه په جدائی زرگی قرار دی
This
is quiet.

nobody

دا به چا ويلی نه وی

will have said , that in separation the heart
Abʻmad Shāh (Gulsh. II , p . 212) .

8. 162.

The auxiliary verbs,,

IV .

In order to complete the conjugational process , the Pašto
requires different auxiliary verbs , which have been partly
pointed out already. As they offer many irregularities in their
conjugation , they must here be treated separately.

I.

The auxiliary verb , to be «.

This verb has no infinitive ;

in its lieu is substituted , when

ever necessary , the verbal theme songs 7s- ēd - al , to exist , to
remain (Sansk . IR ).

Thence also is taken :

The Imperative.
.Sing
.s
 [ اوسه-ah (cf. 3. 122 , a), be thon

.Plur اوسئی.5s
-al ,, be ye .
The Imperative does not admit the prefix ;; see $. 124 .
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1 ) The Present.

Sing .
zah yam , I am .

pred 8 ;

x3 tah yē , ē , thou art .

* ( وئی
, ہی
táž , su dės masc . hayah dai , stah , he
is .
xác, sú kéo fem . hayah dah , štah , she

Plur.

 مور يوmug yū , we are .

ئی ریاستی ریاست

 تاسی ئیtase yai,ai,yastar, silst ,

you are.
xác , (xázy) Go xéo hayah dī,( dī-nah) štah, they are.
The

forms

yam ,

yē

or

ē

quite

agree with the

Persian

substantive verb ; in Pašto euphonic y is added , which however
disappears again , when it is enclitically joined to another verb
( cf. § . 135) .
The

Sindhī

The III. pers. Sing. Sú (fem . 8j) is rather curious .
uses

y7 (Prāk. afry and

enclitically fru ),

which in Pašto has been changed to sú (fem . oj) and in the
Plural

 دیdi, as if

the termination

 دیwas an adjective.

-nah **)

is

To the Plural

دی

also added , but only in the older

language and in poëtry .

* ) In some Mss . this is is only expressed by Kasr , which must

as :
well be noticed,, as: شکر که چه داخل د محمد نبی پر دبي
be thankful, that thou belongest to the religion of the prophet Muhammad .
Gulsh. II , p . 116, 2.
**) Raverty in his Grammar , S. 283 , quotes an example from the
Tavallud nämah , in which the termination nah is also added to the
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Besides

só ( ou) and cow the Pašto also uses the form xác

for the Sing. and the Plural (com .) , which is identical with the
Persian womeo (Sansk. root H, to be), initial h being only a
euphonic addition , which is already found in the Pārsī (Pārsī
مpo = آم,, = قند

( آند.

But though

دی,  دیis identical with شته

as regards its etymology , there is now this difference in signifi
cation , that she cow only

expresses

the copula ,

whereas xúc

always refers to something existing. . Occasionally both are used
together, as : Šü xác etc.
یsám yar,, the form
in

which

initial

In the II . pers. Plur. we find also, besides

 ياستیyastal ((or only  ياستyast in the west(
),
ya has

been lengthened ,

The

negative

xavs *) ništah , ( it) is not, coincides with the Persian www

form
.

2 ) The Subjunctive.
The Pašto forms the Subjunctive from the root ,

like the

Persian ( 3? ) , but it is only employed in the III . pers. Sing. and
Plural, as :

Sing. and Plural .

 ویvī (king vī-nab ), he, she, they may be .
su de vī, he, she, they should be.

II . pers. Sing. , the only instance I have ever met with ; the words are :

 حضرت نهjus 19 x5, if thou art in the love of the Highness
( = prophet) . For the present this point must be left in abeyance , as
I have no means of comparing the quotation from the Tavallud-Nāmah
with a Mss .
*) But the pronunciation nahštah is also in use.

i
ن
s
شته دی.
met with
.

In poëtry also
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If a Subjunctive should be absolutely necessary for the other
persons, the Subjunctive of  اوسیدلmust be ,
used,, as ::
).
)(without the prefix و,, .cf .3. 124
(.

څو خبره مد تر خولی یستلی نه وی
په کښی ډټ وی د ده قر عيب و هنر

As long as a man may not have let out a word from his
Gulistān
mouth , every vice and virtue is *) hidden in him .
( Gulsh . I, p. 155 ) .
مداد أو مدد قم دا رند در ته وو اما د پياده رو دارد که موته

یو وی
Madad and Madad also spoke thus to them : but the chief of
the foot- soldiers should be one from us. Tārīx -i murassa ? (Gulsh.
I , p. 8 ) .

3 ) The Future.
As the Subjunctive is not used in the I. and II. pers. Sing.
and Plural, the corresponding persons of the Present are employed ,
but in the III. pers . Sing. and Plural the Subjunctive is replaced.

Sing .
 زه به يمzah bah yam, I shall be.

wilt be
ته ب
 ثی, ه بی.
t
6, thou h
bah y8,a
ah
ته ب
ay
)ه وی ( ويه.h
, she will be
vi (vinah ), he
ba

Plur.

ر به يو
uz
مو
.m
, we shall be
bah yi

* ) Literally ; may be hidden , the whole tenor of the sentence
being kept hypothetical.
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bah yāst
 به یاست,  شی, سی بهیی1  تاtase bah sal, al ,baha rast
(west.), you will be.
 وx xáš hayah bah vī ( vīnah), they will be.
(xiao) ی
S9

4 ) The Aorist .
The

Pašto

possesses

no

Imperfect

of

the

auxiliary

verb

„ to be “ , but only an Aorist , like the Persian, which is derived
from the Sansk , root on .

In Prākrit I is changed to hū (hava ,

Varar. VIII , 1 ) , and this form is made use of in the modern
Prākrit idioms of India ,
preserved initial

but the Pašto ( like the Persian ) has

(but unaspirated)

b = v

( vu-m ,

Pers.

pga

bū-dam *).

Sing.
py oj zah vum , I was.

cs aš tah vẽ, thou wast.
( s) og nes masc. bayah vuh , he
was ,

og sáló fem . hayah văh, she

Plur.

' mūž vũ , we were.

cos csomló tāse; vaī, you were.

*) The Pašt7 vu-m corresponds to the Sindhi EtfA, I was, see
my Sindhi Gram. p. 304, Annot.
to the Sansk . past part. I.

The Persian pag? is to be referred
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) قوغه وو ( ونهmasc. hayah

vi (vi -nah (

they were.
)(و

 هغه ویfem . hayah va (ve(

مه ښایسته ونه

چه

هم می شونبره ډیر مريوته

پر مخ کښیی تر قمر در

قمی زرین کمر د

He had also so many slaves , who were all beautiful;
All had golden girdles , in their face they were fairer than
the moon.. Yusuf and Zulaijā ( Dorn, Chrest . p. 205 ).

5 ) The habitual Aorist.
This tense is formed by means of the particle xs , which is
۱
added to the Aorist ,, as : به وم:  زه, II was or II used to be.
tense is also used to express
perfect in the main part of
has been shown already , that ,
perfect, it serves to express the
It is

This

the Subjunctive of the Im
a conditional sentence. It
joined as auxiliary to a participle
Subjunctive of the Pluperfect.

to be noticed ,, that  به ومetc.,, when used in the main

part of a conditional sentence, the dependent part of which contains
the Conditional

or the Subjunctive of the Pluperfect (with the

conjunction xs ), is to be likewise translated as a Subjunctive of
the Pluperfect..

چه له تربوغی راغی و سونیالی وته يوه جماهت به ور سره وه همیشه
به ئی تاخت باخت کاوه

**) The form مpo
 وvum is properly a contraction from vu-am
, the
; in وی روی روه
initial a of the flexional termination(aun
( )being
dropped ;
)
on the other hand the radical u has been ejected , as before all the
person had to be fixed ; the Plural ,
( ووinstead of vu-- al)) is a
a curious

euphonic change, which is only found in  وand = ) شوو

(شول.
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When he came from Karbūyah to Sūniālah , a company used
to be with him, he always made predatory inroads. Tārīz -i murassa3
( Gulsh. I , p. 42).

ستا په درد کښی طبیب وائی و رحمان ته
لا به يه وه كه د حال تردا ر وی
Respecting the pain about thee the physician says to Rahmān :
It would be still better, if thy state were worse than it is .
Rahman (Gulsh . II, p. 27 , 2 ) .
که ته قم أوده شوی وی ته د ته ډير ښه به و چه د وکړی په عيب

جوئی کښی ډریوتی
If thou also hadst been asleep, it would have been much better
than that thou didst fall into the criticism of others . Gulistān.

6 ) The Conditional ( Optative) of the Aorist.
As this auxiliary is not possessed of an Imperfect, the Cond
itional is derived from the Aorist, which is not the case with any
other verb. This mood is used in the dependent part of a conditional
sentence *) (with the conjunction xs), in optative sentences and not
unfrequently also in final sentences, governed by the final conjunc
tion () چهin order tha t)),
, see .5 198,, .3.

Sing.

 وای,  وی,  هغه وی, ه,) (که) زهkah )zah , tab,hayah vai,v , vine,
( If) I , thou , he, she were, or < would that I etc. were !

Plur.

 وای,  وی,  هغه وی, تاسی,)( کہ)مورkah )mi3,tase,liayah vai,ve,vale ,
( If) we, you, they, were, or : would that we etc. were !

*) If in the main part of a conditional sentence the Pluperfect
( Conditional or Subjunctive) be employed, the Conditional sy
must likewise be translated as a pluperfect: would have been,

etc.
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بیا کنجور و بهرام نشته په د ځای کمی
که بهرام وای خو به هر چا ته تشهير وه
Then said Kanjur : Bahrām is not here ;
If he were, every body would surely know it.
Bahram , V. 564 ..

که چړی په زمانه ک برونو خپلو کښی وو چی په وينو د تبيانو ته
دويو سره شرکت به مو نه وه کری
If we had been in the time of our fathers , we would not
have taken part with them in the blood of the prophets.
Matth . 23, 30 .

کشکی زه ځاوری ایری دتا د کر ہی

چه قدم د همیشه ځما فيه شر وی
Would that I were the dust and ashes of thy door,
that thy foot might be always on my head !
Rah "mān (Gulsh. II, p. 27, 2.)

It is remarable , that the Pašto , like the Sindbī ,

has not

formed a Perfect and Pluperfect from this root (77 );
in most cases the Aorist is substituted in their stead or some
other circumscription of these tenses is resorted to, when necessary .

8. 163 .

II.

The auxiliary verb Jai šv - al , to become*).

Sigui is not only used as auxiliary with derivative verbs,
but is

also

employed

in

the formation of the Passive $ . 170 ..

*( The original signification of شول
.to
،' go (Sansk . % (,,
is still found in Pašto ; also the Persian auxiliary signifies originally
' to go'. It is very interesting و, that in Hindi, Panjābi etc. the
passive voice is likewise made up by means of an auxiliary, which

signifies to go' ) ( جانا.
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Many

adjectives

and

substantives , when

connected with

jomü ,

express the idea of a verb , without being moulded into a regular
derivative verb,

as :

Sõü olo ravãn šv- al , to depart , Joü ylos

firār šv-al , to flee etc.

The Imperative.

Sing
si s -ah or sig vó -s-ah, become.

Plur.

š - aī or
ai
شتی.v8
و
8-al, become ye
 شئیor-

1 ) The Present.

Sing
pa oj zah s -am I become.
mi aš tah šsē thou becomest.
1
Loni teso hayah š-ī, he, she becomes .

Plur,
mūž s- ū , we become.
ش
وgenieeg'
.
se
 تاtāse -al you
سی شئی.ta
become.

Lai xéð hayah s-ĩ they become.

2 ) The Subjunctive of the Present.

This
but

when

mood

may

be

و,
formed with or without the prefix ;

prii etc. forms the Subjunctive

of a derivative verb
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)(s.
$. 132 (), the prefix و, is prohibited ;; the same is generally the
case, when a noun with Jõü expresses the idea of a verb .

Sing,.
وشم
, زه شم
.zah
sam , v6 sam , I may become, that I become

شی

,  ته شیtah تاة, v6 .th
تا,
maystou
became

شی

, ی.hayah
ممه ش
si, v6 si, he, shemay become

,

ته د شی ودوشی

,

Plur.

شو

become..
Sli, we may become
, شو.max
مور
sli, v8 fli

شئی

,  شئی.tase
تاسی
Rai, v6 sai, you may become

 شی, شی

,

become
shouldey
آة,
 د و شی,  هغهد شیhayah de si, de v6 .th
مناسب دی چه ئی د وژنم دلبری

چه دا لار په امن شی له دی جنجاله
It is becoming, that I should kill them , o beloved !
That this way may become safe from this trouble.
Bahram, V. 171 .

من خلیل په يوه م سه بد بوی شی
بد د نه شی يو زمان همراه د چا
A maund of scented oil becomes fetid by one fly :
The bad should not become for one time the companion of any one.
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Gulsh . I, p. 84 ).
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3 ) The Future.
This tense is formed from the Subjunctive by means of the

prefix به

Sing.
زه به و شم, م
shall become
زه به ش
a
va sam , I h
z
.
bah
sam , zah bah

u
will become
تا,
 ته به وشی,  ته به شیtah bah it, tah bah vs ة.tho
وشی

d ,

شه به شی

,

she will become .

Plur.

 موmūž bah šā, mūž bah vě šū, we shall become.
 بn gi
و
guide
ہو شsi
ہ بno
 وse
, que
ه شو
as
 تاسی به شی و تاسی به و شئیtase bah sai , talse bah va sani,
you will become..
ققه به وشی,  هغه به شیhayah bah si, hayah bah va آ, they
will become..

ستاسو به له میرزا سره عظيم جن و شي ما فتح به ستاسو وی
A great war of yours will take place with Mirzā ,
victory will be yours. Tārīz -i murassa3 (Gulsh . I, p. 8 ) .

but the

پس له مرگ به قمه سره يکان شنی

که گدای که مهاجن وی که مهراج
After death all will be alike together , if it be a beggar, a
banker or a king. Xavājah Muhammad (Gulsh. II , p . 107 , 3 ) .

4 ) The Imperfect .

Sing.
زه ش
sv-al-am ,ah
sv-am , I became
وم و شوم.z
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becamest
ته شو
لی وشوی.
a
t
-s, thou h
iv-al-e, av
 ترفع شعhayah

-gh , he
became.

 شوه,  هغه شولهhayah

Sv -al-ah , 5v -ah , she

Plur.

) شوز (شو, ولو.mi
موړ ش
iv-al-li, sv-l (5vu ), we became

e
as
تاسی
iv -al-al
, iv -al, you became
 شوئی,  شولئی.t
) شور (شوونه,  فقه شول رشوهhayah

sv-gl , sv-gh,

švū ( švūnah ), m.

they became.

) شولی وشوی ( شو.ha
هغه
yah
,sv -e (ive), f
sv-al-e

شپه و درخ د دی فانی په طلب شوی

و باقی وته د شا که بی تمیز
Day and night thou wentst in search of this transitory ( world ),
thou turnedst thy back on eternity , o indiscreet one! Xavājah
Muhammad (Gulsh. II , 111 , 1 ) .

5 ) The habitual Imperfect .
This

tense

is derived

from

the

Imperfect ,

by

means

of

the particle
.which
>به,
,
may precede or follow the verb .

Sing .
, II used to
- ,
šv-am
- ,, bah iv
 به شوم,  ;زه به شونمzah bah v-al-am
become etc. etc. (quite like the Imperfect)..

عملونه خمور دا و چه به مسجد بہ مور په قسی وقت حاضر شود
چه اذانونه به قله واوریده شو
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Our works were these , that we used to be present in the
mosque at such a time, when the summons to prayer were heard there .
Favāid uš- šarīzăh (Gulsh. I, 70 ).

6 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Imperfect.

Sing ..
 زهzah

 شوای, شوی وشوی

švai, švē, švāē.

or

xi tah

or

švalai , švalē, švalāe.

hayah
 شولای, شولی

شولی

I , thou , he , she should become , or : would , I , thou, he, she
would become !

Plur.

mūž
 شوای, و شوی
etc.

شوی

švai, švē, švaē.

مو

 تاسیtase.

etc.

 هغهhayah
We, you, they should become, or : would, we, you, they would
become !

پس له مرگ می یہ قسی مکان کور شوی

چه پر تل د کلیو لاروی څه به بنده و
Would that after death my grave would be in such a place,
that there would be on it always the way of the fair ones , how
beautiful would it be ! Xush'al ( Gulsh. II, p. 54, 3 ).

7 ) The Aorist.

The Aorist may or may not take the prefix , võ ;

derivative verb the prefix  وis prohibited )(s
$. 139 (.
Trumpp , Afgh. Grammar.

16

with a
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Sing .

 شوم,  زه و شومzah v6 sv-al-am , v6

v-am
I became.

or :
 زه شوم و شومzah sv
- , v -am
šv-al-am
etc.

etc. (like the Imperfect) .

8 ) The habitual Aorist.
The habitual Aorist
means

of the particle xs.

is formed from the

simple Aorist by

When the Aorist is not preceded by

the prefix و,, the habitual Aorist and the habitual Im perfect

outwardly

coincide and

only

the context

can

decide

the tense.

Sing .

و و شوم
 به,  زه به و شولمzah bah va svalam , bah v6 svan

or :
 زه به شوم وبه شومzah bah avalam , bah avam
I used to become; etc. etc.

تر که به مسلمان شده امان می به در تم

ارشاد می به د تلمی در نه

له مرمی به کم
I used to teach him the kalimah ; if he became a Musalmān,
I used to give him quarter, if not, I killed him.
Tārīx -i murassa (Gulsh. I, p . 42 ) .
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9 ) The Perfect.

تی

ا
،
و

۴۰

Sing.

بی

شوی.sava
, masc i
*(

yam , I have become.

fem
)شوی (شیر.sa
, ve

yē, ē , thou hast become .
dai, he has become.
dah , she has become.

Plur.

yū, we have become.

 شویsavi

yaī, aī, yāst, you have become.
dī, they have become.

بی من است

ستا له لوريه يه ما شو وه ندا

زه په خپله په تا نه يم مین شوی

I have not become enamoured with thee from my own account,
from thy side the call had been made on me. Rah’mān . (Gulsh..
II, p. 5, 3 ) .

10) The Subjunctive Perfect.
Sing..
he

 شویmasc. tavai

|
may have become,.

vi,

 شویfem . save
ری

she

Plur.

may have become
 وی.c
) شوی
om
.) savi Vi, they

*( The other form
in use ..

شولی
.avalai
(fem
 شولیivale) is not much

16 *
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11 ) Pluperfect.

Sing .
مو

vum , I had become .

شوی
.sa,vai
masc

vē, thou hadst become.

وف
شوی.save
, fem

وه

vuh , he 1 had become..
vah, she

ره

Plur.

vū, we had become.
وتی

vaī, you had become .

 شویsavi
vū, masc .
they had become.

vē, fem .

وی

12 ) The Subjunctive of the Plu perfect.

Sing.

bah vum , I should have become.

* ( به رم
 شویmasc. Savai

به ری
وی

bah vē, thou wouldst have become.

 شویfem . save

bah vuh, he

به وه

would have become.
bah val, she

ܕܬ ܕ

*( Or :

 به وم شوی, or :  ;به شوی ومthe particle  بهvery rarely

follows the auxiliary , as : وم به

 شوی.
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Plur.
به ور

bah vū, we should have become.

šavī
 شویavi
bah vaī, you would have become.

 ولیx

به ور

.

bah vũ,

m.
they would have become

bah vě, f. ]

به وی.(

13 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the pluperfect.

Sing.
 زهZah
وی

m.

šavai m .
 تهtah

 شوی.f
نام

به

وی

vai , vē, vāe.
šave f.

xáš hayah

( If) I, thou, he, she bad become ; or : would , that I etc. had
become !
Plur.

موز

وای

 وی, وی

mūž

 تاسی شویtase

šavī vai , vē, vāe.

 وغہhayah
( If) we , you , they had become ; or : would that we etc. had
become !
14 ) The past Future.

Sing.
bah yam , I shall have become.
, m
(  شوی زه یم.avai
به ٹی
f
 شوی.sav,ai

bah ē, thou wilt have become.
bah vī, he, she will have become .

به وی

or ::  به توی يم.
* ( Or  به يم شوی, or
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Plur.

bah yū, we shall have become.

به دو

savi

وی

به دي

bab aī, you will have become .
bah vī, they will have become.

ای

S. 164 .

III.

The auxiliary viss1 kēd - al , to be made.

This auxiliary is chiefly used in the formation of the Passive
voice. It is regular but defective , being only used in the
Present , Future and Imperfect ; for the other tenses and
moods Jü is substituted.

This

auxiliary is important also for

this reason, that it furnishes the terminations for the intrans. verbs
ending in ēd -al, initial k only being dropped (cf. § . 116 , c ).

1 ) The Present.

Sing .

con
کبھی

oj

zah kēž-am , I am made.
,

x53 tah kēž --ē,, thou art made.

xin hayah kēž-ī, he, she is made.
کبھی

Plur.
>

>

 کېږ2 gw mūž kēž- ū , we are made.
و344"

comment comes tāse kēx-aī,you are made.
Gras más hayah kēž-ī, they are made.
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2) The Euture.

Sing
per x? ; zah bah kēž-am, I shall be made *).
etc. etc. (like the Present) .

3 ) The Imperfect.

Sing .

putas, pin oj zah kēd- al-am , kēd -am, I was made.
CSAT, LÁ S xí tah kēd- al - ē, kēd - ē , thou wast made.
os xés masc. , hayah kēd-ah, he was made.
ows
, adów sáb fem ., hayah kēd - al-žb , kēd -åh , she was made .

Plur.

gums, glans e gos mūš kēd -al-ū,kēd -a, we were made .
, comuns comló tāse kēd -al-ai, kēd -aī, you were made.
cos
ruus, jaws såg masc., hayah kēd -al, kēd -ah

they were made .
Cound, cur xew fem ., hayah kēd -al-ē, kēd-ē

4 ) The habitual Imperfect.

Sing.
**) puis xs, pero as v; zah bah kēd-al-am , bah kēd- am , I used
to be made, etc. etc. (like the Imperfect).

**) The prefix , is never used with the Future , there being no
Subjunctive of the Present in use.
**) The particle xp bah may also follow the verb, as : x pans etc.
بیدم
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S. 165 .

IV .

The auxiliary J3 kr -al , to make, to do .

This auxiliary is regular and complete.

Sing. 8

Imperative.
>
, vỏ kr-ah, do.

Plur. sp , vỏ ky-a7, do ye .
When ss is used as an auxiliary (with causal derivatives ),
the prefix , is not used in the Imperative (s . 129).

1 ) The Present.

Sing
est o; zah kr -am , I do .
& tah kr- ē, thou doest.
số
sgp aši hayah kr- 7, he, she does.

Plur.

مور کرو

اسی کرئی
ت
.tise
kr-al, you do

ی
s کteó hayah kr -ī,ī, they do .
oر

2 ) The Subjunctive of the Present.

Sing .

• 9, zah vỏ ky-am, I may do .
Gps xö tah vě kr- ē, thou mayst do.
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sự sáo hayah vỏ ky- 1, he, she may do .
*) opisu nás hayah de vě kr- î, he, she should do.

Plur .

,,,, muả, vỏ ky - ũ , we may do .
e
do.
تاس
ی و کرٹی
kr-ai
wo is
- , you may
.t
vo
sy : xác hayah võ kỊ-1, they may do.

spaso más hayah de vò kr - ī, they should do.

3 ) The Future.

Sing.
Kệ si zah ban vo ky-am, I shall do .

** )

gps's

sü tah bah vě kr-ē, thou wilt do .

sự ه وxạ بsóc hayah bah và kr-1, he, she will do.

Plur.

1

هود
هxí ب,

mu

bao võ kr-ũ, we shall do.

e
s
do
تاسی
 به و کړئی.
t
, you will
bah a
va kr-al
sở

xã xáó hayah bah võ ky-1, they will do .

*) Or , in the absence of the demonst. pronoun , کری

>
- vỏ de kr- i.

**) Without the personal pronoun oj etc.: eos xsy.

In the Future

the Subjunctive prefix is frequently dropped , especially in poëtry, as :
os

;, etc.
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4)

The Imperfect.

( Passive construction ).

Sing.
*) pat com aj zah ē kr-am, I was made by him ..
sp sp xś tahē kr - ë, thou wast made by him .

oghan som með m ., hayah ē kar, kr-ah ,he was made by him .
o sem videos su xáə f.,bayah ē kr-al - žh , kr-õh, she was made by him .

Plur.

en

Sevi mūž ē kr-ū, we were made by him .

sa

ogs, JS

combá tāse ē kr - aī, you were made by him.
xáğ m ., hayah @ kr-al, kr-ah
they were made by him .

$$1,3

COM REŠ f.,hayah ē kr-al -ē, kr-e

5 ) The habitual Imperfect .

Sing .

por cap as aj zah bah ē kr-am , I used to be made by him, etc.etc.
( like the Imperfect).

*) The fuller form pašies kr-al- am , is not so much in use as کم.
It is understood , that the pronoun is

does not belong to the con

jugation itself , but is only added , to show the construction of these
tenses. Any other agent ( be it a noun , a personal pronoun , demon
strative etc. ) in the Instrumental may take its place .
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6) The Conditional (Optative) of the Imperfect *) .

Lomā
 تاta
کلای

کلی

کلی

 قهhayah

or :
u
 مودm

کرای

وکړی

kr-al-ai , kr -al- e, kr -al-ae
or :
kr -ai , kr - e , kr - ae

کتری
 تاشوtasl

 وغوhay
(If ) by me , thee , him , her , us , you , them (he , she , they)
would be made ; or : would, that by me etc. would be made !!

7 ) The Aorist.

Sing.
زهو
ی کرم
him , etc. etc
was made by h
z
va
kr-am , Ia
.
(like the Imperfect).

8 ) The habitual Aorist.

Sing .
 زه به ئی و کمzah bahē vě kr-am ,

I used to be made by

him , etc. etc. ( like the Imperfect).

د هرملک روايتونه

قم نی که حكاينوه

دی به ياد مصر دوم ( ** کر

که به دوی مذکور د روم کر

They also told stories (and) narratives of every country.
If those used to mention Rūm , she called to mind the name
of Egypt. Yusuf and Zulaikā ( Dorn, Chrest. p . 190 ) .

*() This mood however is seldom used ;;  کلیetc. may be
referred to the Sing. and Plur. masc . and fem . و, as it remains un
changed ..

** (  مصر دومis, properly

speaking, a grammatical mistake; we

should expect either  د مصر دومor:نوم مصر
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ده

له ما تی یو هنر پټ کړی وه زه ئی تین درخ پہ قغه تر لاند كرم
One artifice he had concealed from me ; by that artifice I was
put down to - day by him . Gulistān (Gulsh. I , p . 180 ) .
کره چه ته می بی ناه ازرده کړی

ما خطا

I have done wrong , that thou wast oppressed by me without
a fault (innocently). Gulistān (Gulsh. I , p . 178 ) .

9) The Perfect.
Sing.
I bave been
.
zah ē
 زه ثی کی (کری *) يمzal e karai (kare f)yam , I have been

made by him.
só xí tah ē karai (kare f.) ē , thou hast been

ٹی

made by him .

been

made

 قعہ ثی کړی دهhayaha kare dah , she has been

made

تہ ئی

کړی دی

hayah : karai dai, he has

by him ..

by him .
Plur.

u
made by him
m
موو ثی
 کړی.
yil , we have been
akari

يو
تی

کړی

e
by him
ئی.t
اسی
ai, you have been made
a kari as

 دیse
sve ه
mi
ئی کړی
 قhayah ē karī dī,, they have been made by him .

10 ) The Subjunctive of the Perfect.
Sing.

( ری ) وی

گری

ئی

و

hazal

e karai (kare) Vi, he (she(

may have been made by him .
*) The other participial forms
'ss kr- al-ai is not much in use.
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Plur.

وی

کړی

 تغة ثیhayah akari Vi, they may have been made

by him .

11 ) The Pluperfect.

Sing..

(نړی ) دم

تھی

 زه ئیzah e karai (kare ft.) vum , I had been
made by him ..

så xj tah ē kaſai ( kaſo f. )

وی

vē , thou hadst been

made by him ..

و

قع پی

تری

hayaha karai

vuh , he had

been made

by him .
وو

کړی

 هغه ئیhajaha kare

waih , she had been

made

by him .

Plar .

وو

وثی

در

وی

 کړی.mi
وو ثی
@kari vil , we had been made by him

تری

تری

کړی

e
تی.t
by him
تاسی
is
i kar vai
, you had been made

ē kali vil ,
 قه تیm. hayali e

they had been made
by him.

فه تیf. hayah e kari ve

12) The Subjunctive of the Pluperfect.

Sing.

 زه به ئی تری (تری ) ومzah baha karai (kare ft.) vum ,
I would have been made by him , etc. etc. (like the Pluperfect).
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13 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the pluperfect.

Sing .

وای

وی,

دی

al
زه ئی
) vai,ve,vale
 کی (کړی.z
ekarai(karef
و؟

2)

 ترtah

ور

,,  تغہhayah , و

و

رو

ور

( If ) I , thou , he , she would have been made by him , or :
would that I , thou , he , she would have been made by him !

Plur.

 وای,  وی, تری دی

mūž ē karī vai , vē , vae.
aa
م
ورثی
vai, va, vile
kari
.m

ور

 تاسیtise

و

 غمhayah ,

ار

و

ولا

( If ) we , you, they would have been made by him, or : would
that we , you , they would have been made by him !

14) The past Future.

Sing..

ah
ز
ه به بی کی (گی) یم
bah e karai
.z
(kare) yam

نه به

*را

ور

 هغه بهhayah bah

رو

«

8.

tah bah

دی
I , thou و, he , she will have been made by him .

vl.
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Plur.

mūž bahē kari yū..
موو به ئی کړی.mae
bah akari yt

و

دبی

ai..

و

 تاسی بهtaste bah

vi .

 هغه بهhayah bah ,
وی

We , you , they will have been made by him .

8. 166 .
V. The auxiliary J5 kav - al , to do , to make.
This auxiliary is partly irregular and defective.
Imperative.

.Sing و کوهvd kav-ah

do.
 وتهv6 k -ah
Plur..
.Plur
 و کونیvd kay -ai

 و کئیv

k -al

do ye .

k -anral
(  و کانییvd k-anra7
The prefix , is prohibited, when sos, in connexion with an
adjective or substantive forms a causal derivative (S. 129) , other
wise it may be optionally used or dropped .
1 ) The Present.

Sing.
 کوم.zah
زه
kav -am , I do
ته توی

,

کاند, کی,  کا, وی.hayah
قه ت
kav-i, ka, ka,kande, he, she does

*)
* ( انونی.is
و ک
more a Preeative; see s .120
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Plur.

.m
وو کور
م
we do
kav -l ,i

کوئی

- ,

تاسی

* (  اند,  کی, کا,

وی.hayah
هغه ک
kav-i, ka , ka , kande, they do

2 ) The Subjunctive of the Present .

Sing.

 کم, زه د کوم

zah võ kav - am , vỏ k -am , ( that) I do, I may do .
I

وی وو کی.tah
تہ و ک
va kav-6, vi ka (that) thou do

 تاند, کی

,  کی, کا

, غه و دوی

võ ka, vě k-i, võ kānde,

hayah vs kay-3, vi ki,

( that) he , she do.

soos jy kéš **) hayah de vě kavī, etc., ho, she, should do.

Plur.

و

,  توو.mi
موو و
va kav-li, v6 kali, (that) we do

کئی

you do
, و کونی.t
تاسی
v kavas
-al, vak-ai , thate

کاند

,  کی, وک, کا

, غه و توی

hayah vs kay -3 , v6 ki,

v0 ka, v6 k-i, vo kande, that they do .

**) In the form kände the old Sansk . flexional termination of the
Plural anti ( Pers. anu ) seems to be contained ; the forms kā , ka are
quite anomalous.

د

**) Or without the demonst. pronoun : sendo

v6 de kavi,

 و د کا, etc.
et
But when J is used, the prefis , is frequently omitted , as :
 د کا, etc.
.etc
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و کوی
.hayah
قهد
de vs kay-l, etc., they should do
دوست تره هونبره فوت مه ورکوه چه که أحيانا ليم شي برابری

کر سره و کا
Don't give so much power to a friend , وthat , if by chance he
become an enemy , he may compete with thee.
Gulistān (Gulsh. I , p. 181 ) .
و خوک و کا ته د
دیی سی کمائی بل واره افغانان د

پرهیزد

قم ياد کا
Everyone should refrain from such an aberration , all the
other Afghāns too should remember ( this ) . Mayzan -i Pašto.
(Gulsh . I , 136 and 137 ).
3 ) The Future.

Sing..
*( زه به و کم,  زه به و كومzah bah vs kav-am , zah bah v8 k -am ,
I shall do , etc. etc. ( like the Subjunctive)
4) The Imperfect **).
(Passive construction ).

Sing.
ką , he (it(
kāv-sh , ka , hgl
kah , hg
ē kiv
 قهئیhayah a
 کی,  که,  کا,  کاوهLad
was done by him..
کا, که, کوله

هغه
ههه ئی

hayah ē
kk
ka she
hayal @ kav-al-ah , kill, kia , sle was
done by him .

Plur.

غه شی کول
.hayah
ه
: kav-al, m

they were done by him.
 ققہ ئی کولیhayah e hav-al-6 , .1

**) The prefix , وis often dropped.
**.the
( Of كول
personal passive form is not used in the I. and II .
person Sing. and Plural, instead of them the Imperfect of još is
substituted ..
17
Trump p , Afgh . Grammar,.

28
5 ) The habitual Imperfect.
-ah k -a
xe
 کی,8 ,  تا,ه بی تازه-hayah
غم ب
bal
ki - hi, ka, k-gh ,k ,
he ( it ) used to be done by him ctc .
( like the Imperfect).
اعاده دی دار تیر په ښه تر کر
منی حکمت کاوه په څو قسمونه
The prince warded off his stroke with fine art , in different
manners he practised manly skill. Babrām , وV. 240 .
وہ الم ته خيلو يارانو سره خبری تولی چه ته ډوعبرم دا اور خما ہ
دورته كمه نوربه و تکیده
That oppressor was talking with his friends ( saying ): I do
not comprehend, from whence this fire came upon my house.
Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p. 179 ).

هغو په حاصل بہ ئی اوقات گذاری تونه
By the pain of those she used to get her subsistence.
Kalīlah 7 Damanah (Gulsh. I , p . 111 ).

6 ) The Conditional (Optative ) of the Imperfect * ) .

 ماmal
6 tā

 دولای,  کولی, تولی

xes hayah
و
mūž
موہ

kavalai , kavalē , kavalāc .

 تاسیtase
2_9 hayo
غ
( If ) by me, thee, him , her, us, you, them , he, she, they would
be done, or : would that by me etc. would be done !

* ) This mood is seldom used ; shes etc. undergoes no change
for gender or number.
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7 ) The Aorist.

Sing.

( وکی, تا

, وک,  قهتی و کهhayah

võ
vb k-gh , v6
kg , v6

kā , vỏ kaī, he ( it ) was done by him .

 تا,

,

و

 هغه نیhayaheyd k -ah , vo kk -il , vo ka , she
was done by him .

Plur.

و تا,

و, غه نی و ته

m .hayal e v6 k -al ,
v

kai,

k- g , v

e
¿
ی و کوئی (وکړی
-f
 فهئ.hayah av kav-al
(v kr- e)

they were done
by him .

روايت دی قسی شوی چه خدای جی و موسی نبی تہ و کہ
It has been narrated , that God made a revelation to the
prophet Musal . Favaid us - sari3ah (Gulsh . I, 58 ).

کمی وہ تہ کا پرجنگونه

ما پر شب

I did not inflict upon him any defeat in the battles.
Bahrām , V. 190 .

په وار وار يارانو تبر تا خيل وارونه
The friends passed their turns in succession .
3Abd -ul- Qadir (Gulsh . II , p . 197, 3 ).

re also used,
* ) In the Aorist the forms ogs's, xiys ), Jos و, aare

but not so much as the short ones.

In the fem . Plural

 وکړیis
frequently substituted for

stos

17 *
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8 ) The habitual A orist .

و کی,کا

, کی

,  قرغه به ئی دیہhayah bahe v kk-gh, v6 kg,

vo kā , vỏ kai, he ( it ) used to be done by him .
etc. etc. (like the Aorist) .
; a participle perfect is , as a rule, not formed , instead
of it the participle perfect of js is substituted, but a conjunctive
participle past (in connexion with Jü , to be able)
from it sys ).
with , ás :

is derived

In poëtry a participle perfect is occasionally met

که خبر د د بهرام رال
;ه را نه وور
ای شبنک سر به ستا شی خو کولی
If no information about Bahrām is (was) brought by thee to me,
O Shabrang , thy head will be cut off ! Bahrām , v . 530.
But in a personal passive construction (I. II. pers. Sing, and
Plur.) only so is used .

$ . 169 .
V.

The compound verb .

The Pašto has not quite lost the power to form two verbs
into one by putting the first in the conjunctive participle past , as
it is so frequently done in the modern Indian Prākrit idioms. But
this junction of two verbs is no longer in general use in Pašto,
but restricted to compositions with the verb Jgii * ) , to be able ,
whereas

even the Persian has retained the

participle past of aa verb with

power

to join

the

 شايستن و بايستن,,  توانستنand

spámise to one ( grammatical) whole **) .

*) X.g. böyah , it is necessary, may also take to itself a participle
past conjunctive.
** ) In Persian the rule is generally put down thus, that with the
verbs quoted the final use of the Infinitive is rejected. But this is
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The signification of Soni in such connexions is rather curious.
We have seen already, that Jğü signifies “ to go' , ' to become' ,
like the Persian wit , but in a compound verb , which denotes
' to be able ' , this meaning is inadmissible.

As this whole form

ation points to the Sindhī, so also very likely the etymology of
Sõi must be sought in Sindhi.

The Sindhī uses for this purpose

Hry sagh -aņu, to be able, Hindi HOTFIT sak -nā (Sansk . Tofi );
from this root sagh first sag has sprung , thence , owing to the
predilection of the Pašto for conjunct consonants , sg , and with
transition of g to
sv-al

(which is not uncommon even in Persian)

(or šv-al , initial s passing at the same time into š ).

For

this etymology speaks also this peculiar circumstance , that
when signifying to be able ' , is constructed as a transitive
verb in the past tense , when compounded with a transitive
verb , just like Hay in

Sindhī. Both verbs , Sow to go , to

become and Jörü to be able , though identical in outward form ,
must therefore be well distinguished from each other.
As in Sindhſ so also in Pašto another verb is joined with
Jgii, to be able , by being put in the past conjunctive
participle.
in Sindhī yo

The
(Sansk.

termination

of the past conj.

participle is

I and Prākrit 559) and analogously in

Pašto ai or lengthened āē ,

or al-ai , al-āē *) .

As regards the

formation of the past conjunctive participle it concides with that

strictly speaking , not the case. The verbal root forms, after the
rejection of final an , the participle past ( cf. S. 125, 4, note ) and
this is compounded with the finite verb , as proved by the Indian
Prākrit idioms and the Pašto. That also the Infinitive may be joined
with those verbs , does not speak against it.
*) The termination al-ai, al -āē has
Sanskrit, as : निर्गत्य (निर्गम् ) etc.

its precedent already in
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of the participle

perfect ,

with

the

only but natural difference,

that the past conjunctive participle does not und
ergo any change for gender or number, as little as in

Sindhī.
Any verb may thus be joined in the past conj . participle with
Jgü ,

except

the

participle perfect.

derivatives ,

which

cannot

form a

simple

In the case of the intrans . derivatives a

circumscription must be resorted to ,

where

necessary ,

like expressions as :  طاقت لرلto have power ,

,
power or توانیدل,.t
able
be o

by such

 توان تزلto have

But verbs compounded with Jos

may form a past conj. participle or the causal derivatives may
form
who

a regular participle
can

create ?

perfect.

.

(Gulsh. II , p. 29 , 2 ) .

,
(sä synge ,j, he can

make green .
The Pašto uses this compound verb only in the Present ,
the Future , the Imperfect and Aorist ; the other tenses and
moods , if absolutely required , must be circumscribed , as pointed
out .

In the Present and Future there is no difference between

intrans. and transitive (causal ) verbs, both being formed in
the same way .

1 ) The Present.

Sing.

zah
 رسیدلای | شم, سیدنی,  زهzah
i
or
as tah
Gra 1

rasēd - alai , rasēd - alāel sam

sü
رسیدای ابی, رسیدی

rasēd -ai, rasēd -ac

més hayah

I , thou, be (she) can arrive.

Or

S-7
ši
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Plur.

شو

 رسيدلاو, سیدلی
or

نئی

u
 موزIn

rasēd -alai, rasēd -alāēl šū

or

šai

 تاسیtase
sī

 فقه | سیدی ورسیدای اشیhayah, rasad-ai, rassd-06

We, you, they can arrive.

2 ) The Future .

Sing.

*(م

).etc
(  زه به رسیدلیzah bah rased-alai

etc.) sam , I shall

be able to arrive etc. ( like the Present) .

څوک ته زمکی و آسمان وته ختی شی
ده غيسنی زه ورتری در ممقان دی

څوک له خدای سره خبری شی کوئی
ته موسی مشرف کړی په دا شان دی
Who can ascend from earth to heaven ? this place he has
given to Jesus .

Who can speak with God ? with this dignity he has honoured
Moses. Rah'mān (Gulsh. II , p . 29 , 2 ) .

کہ څه وځوری تکه زهر په وردی
ته خورای شی ته څه څښای شي په ډيری کښی
If thou eatest anything , thou art pained as by poison ; thou
canst not eat, thou canst not drink anything in old age . Rah’mān .
( Gulsh . II , p . 20 , 2. )

*) In the Future the Subjunctive prefix , is not used , the verb
being composite.
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خان ایمان سپارلاي بويه و قه ته

چه بی حکم جاری شوی پر فرجا دی
Soul and faith must be entrusted to him , whose order has
become binding on every one.
Rah’mān (Gulsh . II, p. 20 , 2 ).

د مردانو په معراج به ورتلی نه شی

که د شعبی کوتاهی تری په زړه کښی
At the ascension of the dead he will not be able to go , if
he have littleness of effort in his heart .

Xush‘āl ( Gulsh . II, p. 69 , 3 ) .

3 ) The Imperfect.

4) The Aorist.

Both tenses coincide , the prefix ; not being used with the
Aorist..
Intransitive verbs are constructed personally ,
but transitive (causal ), as noticed already , passively , the agent
being put in the Instrumental ; we must therefore consider both
separately.

a )

Intransitive verbs .

Sing.
zah
rasēdalai, rasēdalāe švam
 رسیدلای ( شوم,  زه ( سیدنیzal
or
Xj tah
or
švē
شوی
شه
šah
رسیدای, ه ) رسیدی
m.hayal ) rasclai, rastdiale
xés f. hayah
švăh
ܚܵܟܐ

I, thou, he, she could arrive.
Plur.

gyü ( etc.) juan, syai

mūž

rasēdalai ( etc.) švū
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شوئی

رسیدگی

شول

29

شولی

19

švai

 اسیtase

xés m . hayah

9

sé f. hayah

šval
šval-ē

We, you, they could arrive.

تر بتر پوری در پسی لرلر راتلل نبودی ورتلی نه شول
Up to Bala; they came after him at some distance, near him
they could not come. Tārīx-i murassa3 (Gulsh . I, p. 49 ) .

b)

Transitive and

causal verbs .

It is to be noticed , that in this tense ( Imperfect and Aorist)
only the third person Sing. and Plural can be employed,
according to the following paradigm :

Sing.

* ( غہ الیدی ولیدلای می شه
وغ
 شmm.. hayah | lidalai, lidalae
or
or

me sah

me Svab .
 قعه الب. hayat | lidai, lidae
ولبد
اری امی شوه
دی پی
دا
He, she could be seen by me etc.

Plar .
) می شول.etc(  هوغغههلیدلیm . hayah lidalai (etc.) me ival

xés f. hayah

švalē

 شولی,,
They could be seen by me etc.

*) Instead of

هی

or to all the pronouns (hy thee , him etc. ) or

any agent may of course be used.
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په مینځ د مورنو کښی اوسیده او هيچا هغه په زنځیر قم ذه
شه توئی
He remained within the tombs and by nobody he could be
bound even with chains. Mark . 5 , 3 .

* ( ښی ده هي معاجه کی نه شوه
1 او په هغه ځای ک
And

in

that place

a

miracle

could

not be done by him .
Mark 6 , 5 .

چہ سی تی ده ور ته واچاوه شاکرد ئی دع دوئی

هم شمرئی
نه شوه

That artifice , which he had concealed , he brought upon him ,
by ( his ) disciple it could not be warded off** ). Gulistān ( Gulsh.
I , p . 180 ).

VI.

The Passive Voice.

S. 170 .
The Pašto is not possessed of a proper Passive voice as
the Sindhi and partly the Panjābī , but it must resort to a com
position in order to form a Passive. For this purpose the
participle preterite and the participle perfect is employed , which
are

connected

sans,

the

with

participle

the

auxiliary

jg

agreeing with

and ( more rarely ) with
its

subject in gender and

number. The participle preterite ( cf. § . 143 ) is only used in the
simple tenses , i. e. in the Present, the Subjunctive
Present, the Future , the Imperfect and Aorist , in the
compound tenses only the participle perfect is used ,
which however may be equally used in the simple tenses also .

*) The difference between this and a regular passive construction
is easily seen .

** ) Literally: its repulsion (es) s. f.) could not be made by
the disciple.
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The Passive is distinguished from the passive construction of active
and causal verbs ( in the past tenses) by the absence of an
age'nt ; as soon as the agent is added , the ( proper) Passive can
no longer be used *). It is understood , that a Passive can only
be formed from active and causal verbs .

The Imperative.
The Imperative is formed with the participle perfect or pret

erite and the Imperative of شول,, as the Imperative of
is not in use .
in

The prefix , is put before the participle (as also

the Subjunctive

omitted .

Sias

present and

in

the Aorist)

or

it

may

be

In the Imperative of causal derivatives the prefix

is not admitted , if the participle perfect ( compound ) be used,
but also when the participle preterite is
rarely added.

used , the prefix , is

See the paradigm of the Passive , II . Appendix, V.

دا بي شرم ہی وا د حيا خلف

( * م شه به دوستی د دنيا ځلق
)نيو

Be not caught in the friendship of the world , of the people,
these shameless , faithless , impudent people. H'amid (Gulsh. II,
p. 91 , 1 ) .
>
ی
سودمن په آشنائی د انشا نه ش
(
 يوج،کره مه شه ( *** دا بي شوده شود

*) The instrumentality may be expressed in the Passive by the
preposition as ( see ş . 174 , 6 ), which is also referred to animate beings,
but it must not be lost sight of, that in this case the stress is laid on
the instrument, by means of which any thing is done, not on the
agent proper.
in the Present,

The preposition as , when used with a passive verb
Subjunctive present and Future , denotes properly

the agent, else it implies: from the part , from the side of;
cf. S. 174 , 17 .
**) About the prefix  وin connexion with sé, see § . 171 .

*** ) On the use of the Imperative, see g. 192.
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When thou art not profited by the acquaintance of a friend,
this useless, foolish bargain should not be made . H'amid ( Gulsh . II,
p. 81 , 1 ).

1 ) The Present.
This tense is formed by the participle perfect or preterite

ک,
and the Present of the auxiliary  شولor یدل-bu
t
with the parti
ciple perfect of causal derivatives only Sąc is connected ,,
as :  کتری شم.I
am collected
 ټول,

چه څوک زنا کا مساجد ټه چراغونه در بخښل شی قمیشه ګناهونه
داوا زره تلوئه
If one illuminate mosques with lamps , to him are always
forgiven the sins of seventy thousand years. Favāid uš-šarījáh
( Gulsh. I , p. 71 ) .

قرری چه په حتاب کښی تیر و بیر شی
لور په لور

ملامت پر وايه كيږي

Every man , who in the account is unscrupulous, on him blame
is pronounced in every direction . Rah'mān (Gulsh. II , p. 17 , 3 ) .

د دنيا ساعت به هر حال تيراوه شی

زیرمه د قيامت کره بابو جان

Make provision for the resurrection , وo Bābū Jān ! the hour
(time) of the world is passed in every state (a man may be in) .
Bābū Jān, ( Gulsh. I, p . 121 ) .

2 ) The Subjunctive of the Present.

In this mood only the auxiliary Sąc is employed , as there
is no Subjunctive of  () کيدل. 164 (.

The prefix ', وis put before

the participle , but when the participle perfect of causal deri
vatives is used , the prefix , is prohibited.
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به خوا تردا هم تاعى دا قسی معاملہ شوی ده چه ند حتی

واخست شی
Also before this now and then such an event took place , in
order that advice should be taken from it. Kalīlah Ō Damanah
( Gulsh . I , p. 84 ) .
3 ) The Future.

In this tense  شولand  کیدلmay be used with the participle
perfect

and

preterite ,

but

with the participle perfect of causal

derivatives only Syü is connected .
used

or

The prefix , may be optionally

omitted ((cf. 163,, 33) in the Future.. (About
(

کیدل

see $9. 164).

چه در دلار ستا د تلو په سر د رسی تل د مراد به ستا په شر

کښیښو شی
When this way may arrive at the end of thy travelling , the
flower of ( thy ) desire will be put on thy head . Kalīlah 7 Damanah
( Gulsh . I, p. 96 ).

له څه به ئی نہ انتخاب په دی تحت کښی د کښل شی
Some little ( Pl.) will be written in this place on their genealogy.
Tārīz -i murassa3 (Gulsh. I, p. 36 ).
وابستگی کا

هس

هر څوک چہ نہ دی سانی

ته به شی لی به زنځير سوه قوا
Every one , who puts dependance on this transitory breath,
Rah'mān .
(he shall know ): not is the wind bound with a chain .

( Gulsh. II, p. 5 , 2).

4 ) The Imperfect.

This tense is formed with the participle perfect or preterite
and with the auxiliaries  شولor  ;; کیدلwith the
participle perfect
of causal derivatives only Sąc is connected.
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د تبتی په عشف کښی قسی مبتلا شه
چه په ژبہ ئی نوم کښى د نيلى شه

In the love of Lailā he was so much captivated, that on his
tongue the name of Lailā was written.
Bahrām V. 471 .

5 ) The habitual Imperfect.

This tense is formed in the same way as the Imperfect, only
the particle abah being added, which usually precedes the parti
ciple, but may also follow it (or even the auxiliary).

که دا د دلبردی څوک خبر وی

ملامت به په ما څه ته وايه شده

Why would a blame be pronounced on me, if any one would
know thy heart-ra visling ? Rah’mān (Gulsh. II, p . 27 , 2) .

6 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Imperfect.

In this mood only

 شولis used, as from

 وه ترلی شویor : ارهنوي
.is
formed ; e.g

 کیدلno Conditional
 زه, )if) I would be

repulsed .
7 ) The Aorist.
In this tense the pretix , is put before the participle perfect
or preterite .

As from  آكيدلked
-al no Aorist is formed ,
, only شول

can be used as auxiliary.

The causal derivatives generally

use in the Aorist the participle perfect, with which the prefix ;
cannot be connected, the verb being composite * ), but the primitive
causals may optionally employ the participle perfect or preterite,

with the prefix و.

(

*) The Aorist may therefore outwardly coincide with the Im
perfect..
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أحداد به اهتمام د مورچہ بندیی له یوی مؤرچی بلى وه ده په پوټک

وبشن شه
و
شده و من
Ah'dād went at the inspection of the erection of batteries
from one battery to another ; he was hit by a musket ( ball ) and died .
Tariz -i mutassa3 ( Gulsh . I, p . 33 ) .

لام راوړی او وسواس د دنیا

وفہ چہ یہ آغزو وكرل شوه دا دی چه

أو فريب د دولت کی لاندی کړی
Those who were sown amongst the thorns, are these, who
hear the word and the temptation of the world and the deceit of
wealth puts them down.. Matth . 13 , 22 .

فضضیی چہ بيان شوی په دا کتاب کښی هم و کښی شوی
دا خو ق
These few stories , which were related , were also written in
this book . Kalīlah 7 Damanah ( Gulsh . I , p . 91 ).

8 ) The habitual Aorist.

8,
This tense is formed by adding to the Aorist the particle xs
which
one

may

either be put before the prefix » (separated also by

or more words from it) , or after the participle , preceding

( and occasionally following ) the auxiliary.

9 ) The Perfect.
In the Perfect and the following tenses and moods only the
participle

perfect is

jgii (ez soi etc. ) .

employed

in

connexion with the auxiliary

In the Perfect (and also in the Pluperfect)

however sgu is often omitted, so that it outwardly coincides with
the Perfect of trans . verbs (S. 155 ) ; this is the case, when the
Perfect is to be represented as continuing in its action to

the Present.
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ويلی شوی دی چه سرد حيوانانو موری دی آو تمرین د جانورانو ځر
It has been said , that the head of the animals is the lion
and that the lowest of the beasts is the ass . Gulistān (Gulsh. I,
p. 174 ) .

در خیریی د عمون ځما نه ده چه په کښي کښلي عملونه كما نه دی
This is not the scrip of our actions, as our actions are not
written on it . Favāid uš- šarīsăh ( Gulsh . I, p. 58 ).

10 ) The Subjunctive of the Perfect.

This mood is only used in the third person sing. and Plur. ,

as in the Active .

11 ) The Plu perfect .

This tense is formed by the participle perfect and the Plu

. e . وم
perfect of  شول,.i

 شوی.etc
كع

چه ډیر ځله په زولنو او په زنځير تړلی شوی وه او زنځير به

ثی شدوه أو زوتنی به شی مالی کېږی
For he had often been bound with fetters and with a chain ,
and the chain used be torn asunder by him and the fetters used
to be broken by him. Mark 5 , 4 .

12 ) The Subjunctive of the Pluperfect.

This mood is formed by adding the prefix «

to the Pluperfect,

which either precedes the participle or follows the same, preceding
}
immediately the auxiliary  وم, as :
 زه به شئی شویor : تی
زه

 وم.
 شوی به,
would I
have been repulsed
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13 ) The Conditional ( Optative) of the Pluperfect.
This mood is formed by the participle perfect and the Cond

as :
itional of the Pluperfect of  وشولas : وي

 زه شرلی شوی, )if) I had

been repulsed, or : would that I had been repulsed !

14 ) The past Future .
This tense is formed by the participle perfect and the past
future of شول,.i
..
e  به شوی يمetc.; the prefix  بهgenerally precedes
the participle but may also follow it , preceding immediately the

as :
or :
auxiliary يم, as :  زه به شرلی شوی يمor : زه شرلی شوی به يم,
I will ( = may ) have been repulsed.

مخ شوی دی او غريبانو ته

دا عطر به زيات له دری سوه دینارو به
به ور کړی شوی دو

This perfume will (may) have been sold for more than three
hundred Dīnārs and they ( the Dīnārs) would (then ) have been
given to the poor. Mark, 14, 5 .

S. 171 .

The position of the negative adverbs as and

xó with the verb .
As the position of these two negative adverbs is very important
for the conjugation of the verb , we must attend to it more closely .
With the Imperative

only the prohibitive

negative as

is

used, which must always precede the verb ; the prefix , is in this
case usually omitted , but to may also ( though rarely ) follow it.
With

the

Imperative of the Passive xs always precedes
18

Trumpe , Afgh . Grammar.

the
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)
auxiliary *) and the prefix ,, which always precedes the participle,
may

therefore be

retained .

Else

xs is only employed before

the Subjunctive of the Present, and before the Optative (Conditional)
of the Imperfect and Pluperfect,

mostly in connexion with the

interjection Küls, would that !

ناروا آواز مه آوره في فوده په ځله مه وايه بابو جان قہ قدیم آشنا
و مع باسه له رايه
Do not hear an improper voice , do not talk with the mouth
useless (things ) ; o Bābū Jān , do not eject that old friend from
(thy) thought ! Bābū Jān ( Gulsh . I , p. 122).
When the

negative

adverb

i inot ' is connected with the

Present, it always follows the personal pronoun or demonstrative, as :
på xj vj, I do not ; bat when xs-- ai, neither – nor , is used
in coordinate sentences, it is put at the beginning of the sentence, as :

د ناخلف لناه معاف کرم
j ته به زه
نه به خدای د عزازيل ګناه معاف کا
Neither shall I forgive the sin of the degenerate , nor will
God forgive the sin of Azāzīl (the devil ) .
When the verb is compounded with a separable prefix ( s . 119 ),
the negation xj is placed between the prefix and the verbal root, as :
pś mily , I do not come ; but this is not a strict rule, for it may
be said :  ته کښینم, II do not sit, and : مpá کښی نه. In the Passive
the negation as must always

be put before the auxiliary ( finite

verb), as : si aj oi , he is not seen .

*) This is throughout the case with every compound verb, as :
 ) مات مه کرهfrom )(ماتول, () غلط مع شدهfrom )( لطیدل..
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In the Subjunctive of the Present the negation xj (86) always
follows the prefixy, as : cooling هas نy , he may not speak.

But if the

verb be compounded with a prefix ( or noun ), xs is placed between
the prefix

(or noun ) and

the

verbal

root ,

as

in the

Present

( Indicative ), because in these cases the pretix , is not admitted in
the Subjunctive , as :

s,
 را نه شی, he may not

,
,
come,  مات نه شی,

it may not be broken.
When as - xs signifies neither -- nor , it is put before
the prefix , (or the compound verb ) , because not a single nember
of the sentence , but the whole sentence is negatived .

When in

the III . pers . Sing. or Plural the prefix u be used ( with or without
the prefix

) , the negation as always follows it (or both, J and ; ) ,

as : د نه کا, he should not do,

اد و نه شی,
د, this should not be

( or be done) .

xi
وخوړی ته ئی ورکړی مه تی وی, چه ته
که په نج باند په څیر د مار کښینی
Who does not eat it nor give it, do not look at him , though
he sit like a snake upon a treasure . Hʻamīd (Gulsh. II , p . 102 , 3 ) .
In the Future the negation xi precedes likewise the verb
and the prefixes  بهor  () و به3  ( بهare placed before it .

When the

verb is compounded with a separable prefix (or noun ), the negation
as is placed between the prefix ( or the long syllable cut off from
the

root ,

§. 133 )

or the noun and the verbal root ,

as in the

Present, as :  به وا نه خلم, II shall not take ((from (آختر,, به کښی
 به م,, shall not break .
ته نم,, I shall not sit,, ات نه كرم.I

وده شی نور مالو بہ پروا نه چوی جولاه

وقت چہ تنښته د ساه,قفہ
18 *
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At that time, when the web ( of the loom) of the breath turns
rotten , the weaver will not throw upon it his shuttle. Bābū Jān
( Gulsh . I , p. 124 ) .
In the Imperfect , the habitual Imperfect , the Aorist
and the habitual Aorist the negation xj is placed immediately
before

the

prefix

or

verb

or between the verbal root and the separable

the particle w
A

and the prefix و
,, وas :

 استas
کښی نه,,
womes

 وثی ن,,
he did not sit down,  رائی نہ دور, he did not bring it ;; ه کرas
he did not do it ; i ri [, xz , he did not use to come.
In the tenses compounded with an auxiliary (Perfect etc. ) the
negation as is always immediately put before the auxiliary , may
the participle precede or follow it, as : på as acis, I am not come
or : whit, pi xs.

The same is to be remnarked of the Passive, where

the negation aj must always precede the finite verb , as :
,I
 شوی نه يم, I

لیدلی

not been

seen ,

ب, he will
ه لیدلی شوی نه وی
,

(may) not have been seen.

VII.

Section.

Adverbs, Prepositions , Postpositions, Conjunctions ,
Interjections.

$ . 172 .
1 ) The Adverb.
The Pašto forms no proper adverb , but the adjective is at
the same time used in an adverbial sense ; it remains either in
the Sing. masc. , if not referred to a particular subject or object,
or , if the subject or object be mentioned , it agrees with them in
gender and number.
When an adjective nearer definer another
adjective in an adverbial sense , it must agree with it in gender,
number and case,
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زه خواجہ محمد څرگند ژړلی نه شم

میشه که لاله وینی د زړه ځورم

I always eat the blood of the heart, like the tulip ; I Xavājah
Muhammad cannot openly wail . Xavajah Muhammad (Gulsh . II,
p . 115 , 1 ).

نیوه

په لاس ٹی بیرئی کلکه ونیوه په ګوښه کيناست آرام تی

He seized the boat firmly with his hand , وsat in a corner
and was quiet . Gulistān ( Gulsh . I , p. 162) .

زره می ځکه ځله كاني في ترتيب

دا يه لحسن ډيره ډيره ښايسته ده

By her beauty she is very, very graceful; therefore she distracts
my heart and confuses it. Ah‘mad Shāh (Gulsh. II , p. 203, 2) .

و |لی نه غواړی له ځایه آموزن

څه بله بله وثبوی سر مغین

What talkest thou without restraint , o babbler ! why doest
thou not ask forgiveness from God ? Hamid (Gulsh. II, p . 97 , 3 ).
The sense of an adverb is now and then expressed by the
Feminine Sing. of the adjective with the preposition as, in , by ,
:: په پټه,, secretly (in secret));
as
; in the same sense the Masculine
Sing . of the adjective is also used ,, as ::  پہ خبر,, alike to )(ستا په خبر,
like thou (), womés xs ,, quickly ;; a

similar

adverbial formation is

 سرهpw
 ستمor ه سم.equally
سر,,
, in the same manner .
ښ سره ونه دري په کلدہ

خو له

په نومی به تله خلاص شی له أوزیک
How long wilt thou not stand hardly *) with thy belly ? with
mildness wilt thou ever get away from the Uzbak ? H‘amīd (Gulsh .
II , p . 95 , 2 ) .

درست عمل په دا تدبیر کر

په بیوه می درته رو

I have told thee plainly : do the whole work after this scheme.
Mirza Xan Ansari (Gulsh . II, p . 123, 2 ).

*) The sense is : how long doest thou not stand on severe terms
with thy belly ?

1
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Substantives
adverbially ,

as :

also with postpositions or prepositions are used
cons BJ

(from

xas ),

altogether , throughout,

x 15 xd, throughout, sjö XJ or yw y's throughout, wholly ;

ssxa,

before, especially in such compositions, as : yg adj's , continually,
in succession, Lãoaos Lí , back on back ; žohë ( Pers.), face to face.
But also without prepositions or postpositions many substantives,
especially those denoting place , time , manner , when accomp
anied by

a demonstrative

adverbial

signification ,

or adjective, are

as :

employed with an

)

thus , is this manner , wiig más , then ( at that time), ėjg oo, daily
(every day) .

§ . 173 .
The Pašto possesses only a small number of proper adverbs,
as : guma1 bēdī , exactly, says taraī, secretly, tj tal, always, ever
» j zar ( or
 زرzir) , quickly, gyw sarah, together , wis gunde, perhaps,
axj lakah , like , xlśls nāțāpah, suddenly, unawares, do valē , why ?
0
Gjy vrõ , slowly, guló haço , at all , cams thus, in this manner.
The adverbs may also take to themselves prepositions and
postpositions ,

like

other

nouns ,

e.

g.

Sve os , slowly .

This is

especially the case, when the adverb is repeated with a preposition ,

as :
as ::  زر تر;زره, quicker

ever to ever

than quick

continually ;

the Plural, as : glös jó

= all at once ;  تل تر تله,

some adverbs may even be put in

, continually.

We let here follow a survey of the most common adverbs
of place and time :
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a) Adverbs of place.

uits bānde, on, upon.

of? bahar, outside .

Ai, las biārtah, back, backwards , again.

ja põre, up to, till , over.

I ja põre ore, right through .

83,98 portah, above, on, upon.

sjaals čāpērah, round about

care
where ?

svije čartah
ܫܲܕܵܢܵܐ
moje do bal čartah, somewhere else.

x3,5,6 har čartah, every where .
* 3;

bīčartah, no where .

Sš dale ,
here.

 دتهdaltah

täis - xãs daltab — baltah , bere and there.

siis dananah , within .
xx , skatah, below .

u

lānde , below.

1

uils ujý lande bānde, topsy turvy.
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od lire, far.

r
de
نژدی.niz
, nea
xás nanah, within.

1s, varā
far.

 درایهvarayah
gäng vrustā , behind, after.

 وراندvrande ,,
before, ahead , in front.
 دوراندdavrande

xáló haltah, there.

>
būre
هرر

there.
 عورتهhartah

Känns hīstah, here .

b ) Adverbs of time .
wsi āyir, at last, finally. ( Arab .)

wings īs , now .

som jag l ju tār ūsa põre, until now .

all būrāyah, last night.
barbar, often, repeatedly.

La biā, again .

us parūn, yesterday .
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uma pas, after.
 تلtal

 تر تلهtar talah
always ; continually.
 تل تر تلهtal tar talah

 تل ته تلعtal tah talah
čare, at any time ; ever.

,

care care, now and then .

mehīčare, never.
lais sabā, to-morow.
Luvia ja bạl sabā, after to-morrow.
xis kalah, when ? ever, any time.
xls xis kalah kalah, now and then.

ist mis jätar kalah põre , till how long ?
als us har kalah , at any time ; ever.

xis

hīč kalah, never.

cos nan, to- day .
قائح.halah
, then .
Kuidas hamēšah always (Pers . ).

S. 174 .
2 ) Prepositions and Postpositions.
The Pašto has only a few proper prepositions and post
positions ; the mort important of them , which are employed in
making up the cases , have already been mentioned in §. 65 , so
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that we may pass them here. But besides those the Pašto uses
also a number of adverbs , which take the place of prepositions
and postpositions and participate in their construction .
Other
adverbs again may take to themselves a preposition or postposition,

,
 پ, behind the house,
according to their signification, as : رg5
gün
و د کو
ورست, هag
 په نودی د کور,, near the house or:  کور ته نودی, له کور

لری,,far

from the house,  چاپيره تر مد, round the loins, دوراند تر هغو ورځو,
before those days .
Substantives (and partly also adjectives) , which , in connexion
with

a

preposition

or

postposition ,

are

used

adverbially ,

are

generally constructed with the prefix of the Genitive, as: jogo xis,
Susas,

“ after the manner of ' ,

' like ' ,

though, when the

sense requires it, other prefixes or postfixes may also be used , as :
ه خوا تر ملامت.before
 ي,,
the blame.
We let here follow a survey of the most common prepositions
and postpositions, most of which are originally adverbs .

1 ) šo bē , without ( Pers. & , Sansk . fa ).
1
When a noun ends in a consonant , a (or ah) is added to it
( cf. § . 65, 6 ) a) as : pgi s be šarma, without shame .

Other nouns

in the Sing, or Plural are put in the Formative *).
لکه ونه بي ميوه يه يانيو گور

خوبروئی بی دلبری به کار نه ده

Beauty without the beloved is of no use, like a tree not having
fruits, ( but) thick with leaves. Rah'mān (Gulsh. II , p . 16 , 2 ) .

* ; When

with a substantive forms a so -called Bahuvrīhi or

possessive adjective (cf. g. 38, 4 d ) , it does not influence the termin
ation of the noun , because it is no longer a preposition, e. g. på s
be yama , without care, but pé & be yam , adjective, not having care,
free from care .
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}  بيbelah ه ت- له
(or only x - nah, except ,, without (
-- 2)(.

زه رحمان بي له خبله یار نور څه نه غواړم

که قبوله شی د خدای په در دا ځما
I Rah‘mān desire nothing else except my friend,
If my prayer be accepted at the gate of God .
Rah‘mān (Gulsh . II , p . 4 , 1 ).

Instead of xs - s now and then also xj —

is met with ( xi

the postfix of the Ablative) , as :
في وطی ته ققس فیت نه دی باور کره
روح په مثل د طوطی دی تن قفس
Without the parrot the cage is nothing, be sure of it,
The spirit is like the parrot, the body the cage.
( or
Instead of xj -  فيthe Xațaks use frequently also J ) ا
-- ) , s
 دor ss being used and constructed in the same way as
5–3

 له, .e.g
بي د يار د رنا خه مان مه كه

چه خوشحال به يه بل مخ شی شکيبا
Do not fancy, that Xush‘āl will be patient with another face,
except the bright face of the friend . Xušhāl (Gulsh . II, 33 , 1 ).

2 (  باندbande , on , upon ( adv.(.
By itself wil is only used with the pronominal Formatives
-  را,  در, ,
 ور, otherwise it usually takes to itself the preposition په
) see  باند-  ( يه.
چه

آشنا در باند پیښ شی لوې همت که

چه د جوړ دی دا پنځه ورخ مزاج
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When a friend calls on thee , show great magnanimity, as
thy constitution is vigorous these five days. Xavājah Muhammad
(Gulsh . II, p. 108 , 1 ) .

3 ) să par, on , upon (Pers. sé, Sansk . guft)
As regards its signification and construction it quite agrees
with us, but is not so much in use as this latter preposition .

ته درياب ئی پر موجونو بهیدنی
هيچا و ته څکه يوه کوټه له درياب

Thou art an ocean flowing upon waves , ( but ) nobody has
drunk a mouthful from the ocean .
II , p. 105 , 2).

Xavājah Muh‘ammad ( Gulsh .

4 ) uma pas, como pase, after (adv . )..
The form

cms by itself is only used in the phrase: umo meso

or waxaca, after that (this), otherwise my takes to itself the Ab
lative prefix xs , xs - uma or uma — aš, as : uma ass að or xj umo
xés , after that.

 وalways the form
With the pronominal Formatives is, jó , رjg
cma pase is used , as :
itself the

noticed
is

is

Genitive

the

umat, after me* ). mo may also take to

prefix

expression

frequently connected

5 , as
as ::

Li csoms

with

cms.cous, after this.
behind

the prefix

(one's)

To be

back . پسی

de coco - xas

see

under as.

*) su may also be compounded with the pronominal suffix

 دی, So that come may signify : after him, her, them .
 بی,

1

-
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پس ته دوه دری ورځو ښار ته روان شه
After two ( or) three days he went out to hunt.
Tarix -i murassa ( Gulsh , I, p . 48 ) .

põre, up to ; on ; over , beyond , across. (adv .).

»

jgą by

itself is

 در ورا, ور.

only used with the pronominal Formatives

When
 ;ر'ا پورis used as an adverb
When ?

( on this side),

it is usually followed by the preposition  يه,) را پور پهliterally :: on
this

side on ) .

With the Genitive prefix رjou
 پوsignifies:

beyond ,

 يورد,, beyond ((on the other side) of the Kābul river.
as : stis jjgz
۱

بور

is frequently connected

with

the preposition ه.
 ټ,پہ – پور,,

see under  په.

د هوسئی په نښتر برات د وتل وه شه
چه را پور په ندی د نبدا شوم
The
antilope ,

assignment of meeting was put on the horn *) of an
when I had gone on this side of the river Narbadā.

Ašraf yān (Gulsh . II , p . 159 ) .

تم چه را پور به ندر کا

بيا ته پيغوره د دښمنانو انديښنه

Further I would dread the taunting of my enemies , that they
will laugh at (on ) me. Gulistān (Gulsh . I , p . 168 ) .

66 ()  پهpah ,, in , on ,, upon ; by ,, with ,, on account of ( Pers.

به., Parsi pa (.
This preposition has a variety of meanings ; on its construction
see $ . 65, 7.

The usual signification of ma is : in , at , on , as :

*) I. e ad calendas graecas.
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د ريښمو به نرخ مه بلوره وریی

بهترو په ځای مه کښينه کهتره

O inferior one, do not sit in the place of the better ones ! do
not sell wool at the rate of silk ! H‘amīd ( Gulsh . II, p. 102, 2 ).
x further signifies: by , with (denoting the thing or instrument,
with or by which any thing is done) , as :

جنګيالی په خټلو وينو بازی گاند

یا می فتح یا په تورو به ورژه شم

I

The hero plays with his own blood ; either I am victorious or
Gulistain ( Gulsll . I,
shall be cut to pieces by the swords.

p. 155 ) .
روند بهتر دی چه څه ته ويني په سترګو

نه

چه سترګی په پردی حوم کا وا
A blind one is better , who sees nothing with his eyes , not
than he , who) opens his eyes on another harem .
he who (
Rah' mān ( Gulsh . II, p. 6 ) .

چه ئی لی زرغونی شی هه لويه
یہ خو کس به وښکی شی را ته وا یہ
When its roots grow strong , its trunk great , وby how many
men will it ( the tree) be pulled out ? tell me ! Gulistān (Gulsh .
I, p . 157 ) .
 پهInay denote the direction ,, as :: په غره ختل,, to ascend on
aa mountain,,  په کور ننوتل,,to enter a house ,  په كلي راتلل, to come
to a village.
With the verbs : to consider , to take for , وto exchange
for ,

and

must be variously

translated

by :: as ,

for

etc. ,,

as :

 خواړی په خواری کنترل, to consider wretchedness as wretchedness;;
یہ گل نبول, to take for a rose; په مشت درکول, to give as a favour
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د حمید د نیستی وار مه کره زرداره
در به ته کرم دا رئی په دغه شال

O money -man, do not pride thyself on the nullity of Hʻamīd !
I shall not give thee this blanket for that shawl . Hamid (Gulsh.
II, p. 97 , 2 ) .
In a similar way to must be translated in the following verse :

کہ سری یہ اصل يودی فرق پی ډیر دی
يو په يوه دی يو په سله يو په زر
Though men are by origin one, their difference is great : one
goes for one, one for hundreds , one for thousands. 3Abd -ul -qādir
al ( Gulsh . II , p . 191 , 2 ) .
x

must also be translated by : for و, on account of , as :

په بد بدان ياديږی
The wicked are remembered on account of the wicked (thing,
they have done ). ( Gulsh . II, 53 , 3 ) .
په حيا شجاعت و كره شاباش
On account of their modesty and bravery applaud (them) !
( Gulsh . II , p . 46 و, 3 ) .

 پهsignifies also:: about, round,, as :

 خلف پهده ټول شول,

the people assembled round him (Gulsh. I, p. 161 ), or with (on),

شول

meet with o
a friend .
 په,,
 اشنا پیښ.t

It is a poëtical license, if it is now and then used absolutely
(without a following noun), as :

چه د مخ ځال ئی په ورانیږی
پر مخ د نه شی د اوښيو تل باران دي
As the mole of his face is spoiled thereby , may not always
on his face a rain of tears be collected ! Ah‘mad Shāh ( Gulsh. II ,
p . 205, 1 ) .
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T]
The verbs

 ويوميدلto understand, فهم کرل, to comprehend,

as :

are usually constructed with

په دا نه پوهیږی,he does not

understand this .
Very

frequently

::
adverb , as

to

takes

to itself another postposition or

 باند-- په,, on ,, apon ,, among , used in the same

sense as simple ه,
 ب, .e.g
I am in love with thee
. په تا باند مين يم,, I
.Gulsh
)
. II, p
, 3 (,  چه په کلی باند راغلم, when I came to the
village ;

یه مرغو باند ئی بياموند شوف, he acquired eminence among

the birds (Gulsh. I , p . 167 ) .

as :
 پاس---  پہ, on , upon , as :

 په سوزانو لنبو ياس, on burning

flames (Gulsh. II , p. 52, 2 ).
 پسی-  يہafter,, to (including the direction to aa place ), as ::
را ځما

یه بار پسی
.my
 شوه,
wailing was made after my friend

 ټه کوم نوری پسی ځم, to which direction shall I go? ( Gulsh . II,
.p 51, 3( ; م پسی ښادی ده

 يه, after grief comes joy (Gulsh . II,

p. 208, 2) .
 پور-  په, on, upon , over, as : میوه چه په خپل ښاخ
پوری پخه شوه, this fruit, which was ripened upon its own bough ;
 خبل عالم په نيلاب ئی بور کر, he brought his own people over
the Indus..

 دپاش- ريه

on, upon, as : خوب کرل به سنجاب دیا

to sleep on ermine .
 شوه-- په,, with ,, as :: وه

 ټه ژرا.with
,
wailing

da
::
 پهin , on , upon , during ,, on account of ,, as
د
و به نه کرم نور نظر په جام
 په جهان کښی, in the world ; جم کښی

کښی

I shall not cast another glance on the cup of Jamšīd (Gulsh. II ,
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.p 20, 1(;

ل تازه وی

 ټه پنځه ورځی, during five days the rose

.
bloomingi
(Gulsh . II, p
s
53, 2(; په ما باند پيغور کا ستا په عشق
کښی, they abuse me on account of thy love ( = my love to thee(

Gulsh. II , 54 , 3 .

7(  ترtar , from , out, up to, on , about , as :
(= by) the gate; هرچه په زړه ورځی تر خوله

ننوتل, to enter from

 ئی وباسی, whatever comes into his mind, he ejects from the mouth

as Ablative prefix is frequently used not only in compar
ative sentences, to denote the distance of one object from another ,
but also, where only a relative comparison is alluded to ( = against,
in comparison to), as :

نرئی کر ويمينه ده هغه مد
That waist is more slender than a hair.

په هغه قد و بالا ہو

چه تر سرو وفي هی دی

Against which (lit. before, وfrom which) cypress trees are
nothing, by that stature and tallness I swear . Xush'āl (Gulsh. II,
p . 56 , 1 ) .

هسی یار تم ښايست ئی تردا باس کره
چه د مشک بوی ٹی وی کی تار تاكل
I have such a friend , guess his beauty from this, that scent
of musk is nothing in comparison with his side-lock. Xush'āl
(Gulsh. II, 49, 1 ) .
 توup to, till , as:

 تر اوس, till now , تر نیمی درځی, till

mid -day.

as :
 ترon
,, about , at,, :
Trump p , Afgh. Grammar.
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ماته ملا په مشقت په مقنن ښه ده

نه حرامه همبانی د چا تر ملا
A waist , broken by toil and labour is good , not *) a stolen
purse about one's waist. Rah’mān ( Gulsh. II, p. 6 ) .

تر خپل څنگ دی کښینوله

در حضور ته و بتله

The father called her to his presence, he seated her at his side.
Yusuf and Zulaikā ( Dorn, Chrest . p. 197 ).
A similar signification has  ترin the expressions :: تر غاړه نیول,
seize by the hairs
.to
to seize by (on ) the throat ,, ر وبښتو نیول
و
,
jj is also used in such expressions : to become a sacrifice
for و, to, ( on ) any one, to devote oneself to (on) any
one etc. (just like the Sindhi qi), وas :

ځار شه د قوا د حرد خيال تر قناعت
چرته ملک د مصر چرته ده غلامان
The thought of lust and covetousness be sacrificed to contentment !
where is the kingdom of Egypt, where the village of the slaves ?
Rah'mān ( Gulsh . II , 24 , 1 ) .

دا قمه واړه تر سپین رونی جار دی
All these together are a sacrifice to the wbite mantle .
Xushľāl (Gulsh. II, p. 64, 3 ).
Similar expressions are :
with the head , ii.
. e. to

 وتر سر جاريدلto become aa sacrifice

sacrifice one's head;; تر شا کرل, to throw

on the back ,ii.. e. to throw behind ;; وتر پښو پريوتل,to fall on (at
( ()
the feet.
sá is very frequently connected with other postpositions and
adverbs , as:

 پوری- ترtar -–pre , up to,, until, against (in

comparions), before , as :

*) The words :
than .

' is good , not , imply a comparison : better
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لال و در ستا په خندا و

تر ځنده پوری د هی دی

Against (in comparison with ) thy laughing are nothing the
ruby and the pearl ; by thy laughing I swear.
Xush'al ( Gulsh . II, p. 53, 2) .

هغه ښه أس ثی حلال تر چه زه نه شم تر میلمه پوړی بی پت
He slaughtered that beautiful horse ,, that I may not become
without honour before the guest“. Bābū Jān (Gulsh. I, p. 131 ) .

round r
about
تر
 چاپیر-.
t
er, a
-cap
لاند

 ترor
or  دلاند- تر, below , beneath , as :

چه د مزکی مخ ئی لاند و تر ځم
راشه کوره هغه تر متکی لاند
Under whose order the surface of the earth was , come,
behold , they are under the earth . Rah’mān ( Gulsh . II, 38 , 3 ) .

پریکوی تر خپلو پښو لاند ښاخونه
He cuts off the branches beneath his own feet.
Hamid ( Gulsl . II , p . 94 , 3 ) .
 وراند- ترtar -— vinde ,, before,, beyond ,, as :

تر اولش وراند پسی درغی
He came behind them , before the Ulus ( clan ).
Tārix -i murassa: (Gulsh. I, p . 5 ) .

وراند

زوی

چه ترخيده ده پښه

Who puts his foot beyond his own boundary.
H'amīd (Gulsh . II , p . 95 , 1 ).

8 ) xśiś tayah , near to , with , from (postposition governing
the Formative).

وطن ٹی پانی پت څخه ورکر, he gave them a residence near
.Panipat
(Gulsh. I, p 35(;  به تا ځاځه وی, it will bewith thee ;
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سه درومی

خان در

شيرين, sweet

life

departs from

him

( Gulsh. II, 24, 2 ).

nosis is also connected with the Genitive prefix j , as :

چه د ما له رزق زيات د ما څخه

ائم

امانت غند ئی بل تره

What may be with me more than my daily bread , I keep
like a deposit for another. Xushāl (Gulsh. II, p. 49 , 3).

Xosis may also be connected with the Ablative prefix xs and
may then signify 'with or from' , وaccording to the context.

د مسند لیاقت نه لرم کمین تیم

له کمینو څخه است به زمین یم
I am not worthy to sit on the cushion , I am low ; with the
low ones I sit on the ground . Gulistān ( Gulsh . I, 172 ) .

توه

په ضعيف رعیت باند رحمت

چه له غليم قوی څځه زحمت و نه وينی
Be merciful to the weak subjects , that thou mayst not see
affliction from a powerful enemy. Gulistān ( Gulsh. I, p. 163) .

ne
9 (  كي.i
ي
, from

ځن

is only used with the pronominal Formatives ا,
در ودر ر

or with the pronominal suffix só , which coalesces with it. Its
usual signification is ‘ from ' , ' out ' , as :

ستا په تللو می ارواح دومی نه تن
و زمان را خنی مه ځه د يار خیال
By thy going my spirit goes from my body ; do not go one
moment from me , o thought of my friend !
3Abd- ul - qādir (Gulsh . II, p . 195, 2 ) .
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ځن

is also used, like  تر, with such like expressions, as : to

sacrifice oneself to or for any , to devote oneself to
or for , as :

سرو مال به قمکی ځي قربان کرم

زه خواجه محمد مريد د ښایستهوو
Head and property , all I shall sacrifice for him , I , Xavājah
Muh'ammad , disciple of the beautiful ones.
Xavājah Muh'ammad (Gulsh. II, p. 117, 1 ).

( دپاره
10
sake of
ah
ar
of, for the
ap
.d
, on account
 دارهis always constructed with the Genitive prefix

as :
 د, as :

زر را ځه طبیب که ته هم د خدای تهاره
Come quick , o physician , for God's sake, otherwise I die.
Xušhāl (Gulsh . II, p. 40, 2).

11 ( سة.da
above
ديا
on , upon ,ah
,pas
 داسهis usually

connected with

 داسة-  ;دalso with  تر, باشه

 پهor

,  تاسع- په

or

تر

که بی ياره يه بشتر واسه پروت يم
تارز خار و دا بستر دری وار ټودی
If I lie on the bed without my friend,
fire and thorn and this bed , all three are one.
Rah’mān (Gulsh. II, 27 , 3 ) .

12) xiss dananah ,, within ((adv.)(
xiis always requires the prefix s
,, as ::
په قوس کښی شوه غمجنه
غم بی وه د زره دننه
By desire she became afflicted, (but) her affliction was within
her heart. Xusuf and Zulaiyā (Dorn , Chrest. p. 179 ) .
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13 (  شوهsarah , with , together (adv.(.

Bgm by itself is seldom used ,

except

with

the

pronominal

as :
Formatives ,
 در وراand دور

ه

چه مخ کا و سری

دنیا دولت

خلقی در سوه كاند یاریی ډيری
When the wealth of the world turns its face to a man , the
people make many friendships with him .
Gulistān ( Gulsh . I , p. 171 ) .
 سرهis usually connected with other prepositions, as :
وه

-.pah
به
- sarah , with, by

or وه
 شوه-  تor

 لهwith

د شمشتئی د يوه لرم سره دوستی وه يو د بلہ ثی سره دم د
کانگئی واقه
A tortoise had a friendship with a scorpion , both breathed
together the breath of unanimity.
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Dorn, Chrest . p . 13 ) .

له أوبانو سره ثی موافقت و کره وقت د فرصت ئی وزیر سره له دوو
زمنو ووژی
He entered into friendship with debauchees and at a given
opportunity he killed the Vazīr with his two sons.
Gulīstān (Gulsh. I , p. 158 ).

14 ( ( وند ) غند

unde, like, as ( Adv.(.

was either requires the Formative of a noun or the Genitive
prefix , as :
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دا ذلك كدل دی شازول أو مائول کا
دیر تی ما و تا ند پيدا كرل قم فنا
This destiny is a potter , it practises forming and breaking;
many, like me and thee, it has made and destroyed.
Rah'mān ( Gulsh . II, p . 5, 2 ) .
ده ته

زه د درويزه غند ايمان يم
د
پير روښان غند د کفر کا تلقين

دی

Like Darvēzah I show to it (the belly) the faith , this one,
like Pir -i Rausan, teaches infidelity. Xush' al (Gulsh. II, p . 52, 3 ) .

15(  کرهkarah ,, with (in the house of)),
, along with .
oss either requires the Formative or the Genitive prefix 5, as :

هغه وقت بزرگان ک کهنهو أو سپين ويږی د قوم بزرك كاهن كره چه
كياا نومیده پول شو
At that time the chiefs of the priests and the elders of the
people assembled in the house of the High - priest, who was called
Kayafa. Matth , 26 , 3 .
په مهمندو کښی د ملک سلطان أحمد كره ئی مسکن و نیو

He took up his abode among the Mohmands , with in the
Tārīx -i murassa3 (Gulsh . I, p . 13 ) .

house of) Malik Sultān Abſmad.

16

 لاندlande , below , beneath (adv .) , or

د لاند.da
lande

ch
requires the Form
 لاند,
-w
by itselfhi
is not much in use,

ative, as :  را لاند,.below
me
آخر د ځای دی تورو خاورو لاند
د دنیا په چار مه که ابتهاج
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As at last thy place will be under the black earth , do not
show alacrity in the business of the world !
Xavājah Muhammad ( Gulsh . II, p. 108, 1 ) .

 لاندis frequently connected with the preposition تر,  لاند- تر,
see under js.

17 ) x) , lah , from , out.
This preposition , which is chiefly used
Ablative -case , has a variety of significations.

to make up

the

Its most common signification is ' from ' , ' out ' , as : له کور,
from the house , jam cu

, to look out of the window .

 لهxş هxs
 ګناهونو ځلاص شیxs
که ته ومړی ت
If thou diest , thou wilt become free from sins.
Gulistān (Gulsh . I, p . 164 ).

Similar are

the

expressions:: له حق ولو چپ شول

(Gulsh . I , 171 ) , to be silent from telling the truth = to abstain
from telling the truth ;; أميد له ژوندون پريكول,, to cut of hope
from life

په ویره دی

,, hide from .
له کانډی, he is afraid of aa stone;; پھول که.to

xj signifies ' of ' ' a bout', in such like expressions as :

ته د درد بی درمان وأيم څه

که څه وايم که هجران وایم څه

If I say any thing , what shall I say of separation ? what
shall I say about that incurable pain ?
Rah’mān ( Gulsh. II , p. 19 , 4 ) .

له يوه مردم ازاره حمایت شوی دی

A story has been told of one oppressor.
Gulistān (Gulsh . I, p . 175 ).
XI denotes also the ground or reason of an action
con account of , out of ) , as :

2097

پشو هم د ځان له ويری په پرانک زغلی
Also the cat , out of fear for her life, dashes upon the tiger.
Gulistān (Gulsh. I , 162 ) .

بیا له ناڅارئی ستم کر لوه در دروم

Out of helplessness I run again to the oppressor.
Xush' al (Gulsh. II, p . 51 ) .
xt when used with a neuter or passive verb و, signifies:
from the part of , from the side of , from , by , as :
لکه ته شی ته لیوانو شبانی

هسی نه شی له ظالم سلطانی

As from the part of wolves sheep-pasturing cannot be made,
so from the side of a tyrant government cannot be administered * ).
Gulistān ( Gulsh. I, 161 ).

كه رياكاران کوی چه له خلقونه ستایلی شی
As the hypocrites do ,
by men.. Matth. 6, 2.

in order that they may be praised

xj **) is also used in the sense of ' with ’ (without following

( ره, as
as ::
په باطن ته ياره ناسته

به ظاهر له خلقه ناسته

Publicly she sat together with the people , (but) inwardly she
was reclining with her friend .
Yusuf and Zulaiyā ( Dorn, Chrest. p . 179 ) .
From

this

signification

of

x

are

to

expressions,as :: ډک تهfull of (literally :: with (,, لع

be

explained

such

موافق,,conformable

to or with , etc. ( cf. $, 184 , 5 ) .

*) The Hindi and Hindūstānī constructs lige in the same

way as the Pasto
Pašto شول,, .eg هی تهین هوتا

pass, I cannot do it,

literally : from my part it is not done.
** ) Á , which is often used instead of al, may be used also in
the sense of ' with ’ , without following you, but only in poëtry.
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f . 175 .

III. Conjunctions.

The conjunctions are either coordinating or subordin
ating ; amongst them there are few proper conjunctions , the rest
are adverbs supplying the place of conjunctions.

A. Coordinating conjunctions.
These are of four kinds :

1 ) Copulative.

 أوau ,
 وva

and .

ś
There is this difference between ; , ; and , 7 , that ſí and ;
connect words and sentences , , only single nouns .
past ham , also.

Post - pá ham — ham , as well — as.

xis - xíš kalah -kalah
sometimes - sometimes.

 کاشی-  گاهیgahe - gahe
xi - aj nah — nah , neither — nor.

د دنيا ته شود و زیان خبر نه وم

دیدن سره د مشت کرم بی شراب
I was not aware of the profit and loss of the world ; by
looking on I was made drunk by thee without wine.
Xavājah Muh’ammad ( Gulsh . II , p . 105 , 2 ).
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2 ) Disjunctive.

 کهkah
or .
 یاya
ه که
-  کkah -– kah ,, whether ده

or ; either -- or ; the first

* is frequently dropped .
يا.ya
- يا
- ya , whether - or ; either – or,
or .
مکی پيغنبران که اوليا وو
دوي په مرکه شول نهان د مرګ ته لاش
All , whether they were prophets or saints , were hidden in
the earth from the hand of death . Xushľāl ( Gulsh. II, p. 45, 2) .

3)

Adversative.

 ولیvale
x  بلكbalkeh
but..

 ليکنlekin
 أماamma
jućó magar, but (when preceded by a negation) , perhaps
( interrogatively ); except (that) .

باد تند وړو بوټيو ته زيان نه وی

متر لویی ونی که بيځ لوړوی
A sharp wind causes no damage to small shrubs, but it breaks
away great trees with the root. Kalīlah 7 Damanah (Gulsh. I, p . 107 ) .

4) Conclusive .
o.
ت
رو.tr
, therefore

as tkah
w skah
aing vaskah

therefore ; then.
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چه قرار گرام ثی داره له ما يورر

ځکه می تر مخ اوښي بهيږي لار لار
As he has taken from me all quiet and rest , therefore flow
on my face tears in many paths .
Xavājah Muh'ammad ( Gulsh . II, p . 109 , 2 ).

S. 176 .
B.

Subordinating conjunctions..

These are :

1 ) Temporal.

eh
چه
, as
.t
, when
.as
 خو46 ,
long as

until.
 څو پوړ چه46 pore deh , until

له فراق چه تريان ور ته را درومی
مار چيچلی به د مرک پياله و شومی
When the taryāq from } Irāq comes to him , the snake bitten
will drink the cup of death . Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p. 170).

څونیت د ښه عمل سره جوړ نه شی

عبادت طاعت نی داره دی خلاف
As long as the will does not fall together with good actions ,
all his worship and obedience is falsehood .
Xushal (Gulsh. II, p. 47 , 3 ).

چه ووائی مبارک دی راتلونکی

پس له دی به می ئه وينی څو پوړی
په نوم د خداوند

After this ye will not see me, until ye say : blessed is he that
is coming in the name of the Lord ! Matth. 23 , و39 .
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2) Comparative.
ه46),
 ك, así lakah ,

lakah

čeh ,

like ,, like as ((corresponding

to  قسی, so ( .
 کنهganrah , as if (properly Imper.(.

جدائی دما په زړه کا هسی چار

کا
که باز ٹی پہ تارو يا په دراج
Separation treats my heart so , as the falcon treats the black
partridge or wood-cock. Xush'al ( Gulsh . II, p. 34 , 2).

نشته قلندر يم

څه کرم لاس و کشت

کنه ما به دنیا و بازله كل
What shall I do ? I have no hands, I am a Qalandar, as if
I had lost the whole world at play. Xush'āl (Gulsh. II, p . 49, 1 ).

3 ) Conditional .
 که.kah
, if
 مگرmagar, if not , except

که د ښکليو د دیدن مينه كناه ده
سکه خوشحال خټک درست غمر جنایت کا
If love of meeting with the fair ones is sin , then Xušh'āl,
the Xatak , commits sin all his life-long.
Xush'al (Gulsh . II , p . 35, 2).

زه خواجه محمد تمام په ګناه څرب يم
مگر می کاری ځای له دی دریاب
I Xavājah Muh‘ammad am quite drowned in sin , if God do
not draw me out from this ocean.
Xavājah Muh‘ammad (Gulsh. II, p. 106, 1 ) .
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4 ) Concessive.
h
ه.ka
ک
, although
 کہ قوخوkala harti

as much as ; though .
 قوخوhari

 اگرچہagardeh , )۸  أكركagarkeh ) though (Pers.(.

د خټکو سپی بهتر تر يوسف زيو

که ځمکن دی هم به خوی تر سپی ہی تار
The dogs of the Xataks are better than the Yusufzīs, though
the Xataks also are in temper more lazy than dogs .
Xush‘āl (Gulsh . II, 71 ).

قم له شوم موسیده

که قرخو به خندیدہ

کہ داتا همی پر ځير شي

په خندا کښی عاج وبر ښی

Though she used to laugh and also to smile out of modesty ,
In her laughter a wonderful grief is expressed , if a wise man
looks upon her. Yusuf and Zulaijā ( Dorn, Chrest. p . 217 ) .

5)

Final and Consecutive.

čeh *) , that , so that و, in order that.
lest .
čeh
نه.teh
چه
nah, so that not, lest

ور شدہ مالگه يه بها راوړه چه بدسمی و نه شی
Go , bring salt for money , lest it become a bad custom .
Gulistān (Gulsh . I, p . 174 ) .

*) Instead of

the Persian as ( which is etymologically ident

ical with 4) is also sometimes used , especially in poëtry.
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6 ) Can sal .

ه
diş
 چčeh, ( because), as (Lat. quum , quoniam ().

چه ملکی ٹی ونیو شاقانو نورو

تر اوس کوری په سترګو تور

Until now he looks with his black eyes , because (as) his
kingdom was taken by other kings . Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p. 154 ) .

IV .

Interjections.
8. 177 .

Besides the proper interjections the Pašto uses also some
adverbs and substantives as interjections. The most common of
them are :

ة أخ أخ

ة
well !

well done !

 ة أخښgو
ārē, yes .
آری.are
,yes
 أفرينafarin , well done! bravo !
 الغياثalyia3 , alas !

ة أو
oh !

 أيai

hollo !

Lví ayā

 توبهtobah , for shame! fy !  توبه ته, fy upon !

جکی

 جکیJigi jigi, o dear !

 چاخtig

aśką čiyah

 ن چخیize

begone! away !
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 خو7 , .certainly

ه:
خير
-zair
, well (but always with a certain restriction and there
fore often in the sense of a polite negation ).

 دريغdareya (or dreya), alas! lack -a-day !
!

!

خ

(

 شاباسsabals , well done! bravo !
ہو

 خدای بو, by God; یہ تاہو, by thee (I
swear by thee) , or : ه تا در.I
swear by thee
 زه ب,

 کاشکیkaske ( or

( شکی, would to God that !

no
تح.n,ah

 واه واهvah vah , very well ! excellent !

 وایvae, alas !
 قایhae
alas ! woe !

فوی

 هایhile hue
سادس

هو.hs
, yes
 ههhal , indeed , really !

 هی هیhai hai, alas! dear !
زه خواجہ محمد مرم غلاج می کانرژی

جلی جکی بيبان الغياث
I Xavājah Muhammad die , give me a medicine , o ye dear
physicians ! alas ! Xavājah Muh‘ammad (Gulsh . II, p . 107, 2 ).

سخ دعابران چه د يار په ياد مغول دی
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Happy are the knowing ones ( = Sūfīs ) , who are occupied
with the remembrance of their friend. Idem. (Gulsh. II, p. 118, 2).

زه خوشال خټک دو

چه تر ځان په تا مين يم

That I love thee more than myself , I Xushal , the Xatak ,
swear it.

The

Syntax.

We divide the Syntax into two parts , the analytical and
synthetical. The analytical part describes the use and con
struction of the several members of a sentence , the synthetical
their conjunction to a sentence or sentences.

I.

The Analytical part.

I.

The noun .

8. 178 .
1 ) On the noun generally.

The Pašto is possessed neither of a definite nor inde
finite article and the noun may therefore be , according to its
position in the sentence , definite or indefinite; only proper names
or such specific nouns , as sun , moon etc. are definite by them
selves . If a generic noun is to be rendered indefinite, the numeral
adjective gå
' وone' is put before it, as :

 يو تری, aa man (who is

not nearer described or mentioned before).

بر بادشاه په کښی کښی ناست وه يو مرئی عجمی هم در سره په

خدمت حاضر وہ
One king sat in a boat ,
with him in his service.
TrumpP , Afgh. Grammar,

a Persian slave also was present

20
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S. 179 .
2 ) On the use of the gender.
The Pašto uses only two genders , the masculine and
feminine. With reference to the use of these genders it is
to be noticed :
1 ) Substantives, which denote inanimate objects , often use
both genders ; in this case the masculine implies the idea of
greatness , the feminine that of smallness of the object,
as : Mis dand m . , a ( large) pond , sylis dandáh , f., a (somewhat
smaller) pond .

2 ) With reference to the lower species of animals the fem
s . f.,
inine is often used to express the generic idea , as :
پشو
А
cat (generally ), sis kautarăh , s . f., pigeon , gjino bīzē , s . f .,

monkey.
3 ) The masculine of adjectives and participles is
often used in the sense of a neuter (or impersonally) .

د ځواني ده چه څه آروی یا ئی دینی
نه ليده نه آرويده شی په ډیری کښی
It is youth , where thou hearest and seeest something, it is
one cannot hear etc.) in old age.
not heard nor seen
Rabʻmān (Gulsh. II, p. 20, 2 ).
The adjective in the masculine ( = neuter) may therefore, like
a substantive, subordinate another noun, as :

آمد شد ئی تو صبا قم کرندی دی

تجربه می کرد و دور گرم و سرد
Their coming and going is swifter than the morning breeze ;
I have experienced the warm and cold of the time. Ašraf xān
(Gulsh . II, p. 155, 2 ).
Also the Plural of masc. adjectives is now and then used
in the sense of a neuter , especially when a plurality is
implied, as :
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چه د ده د د بل نه وو

مهیا ور ته هرڅه وو

All was prepared for him , what he had, another had not .
Yusuf and Zulaijā ( Dorn , p . 174) .

در صورت نیک سیرت وبی افضل ده
دی
تر اور ئی د باطن خواه بسیار د

The beauty of her conduct is more excellent than that of her
body , the sweet ( things) of (her) heart are more than those of
(her) appearance ( = body). Xushāl (Gulsh. II , p . 84, 3 ) .
4 ) Also the feminine of adjectives and participles , as well in
the Singular as in the Plural, is used in the sense of a neuter ,
in which case
 چار.or
)
Plur ر.thing
( چا,,
, afair is to be supplied

وتی ويل په ما لازمه ده چه له تا نه بسما مومم أو ته ما ته راځی
He said , it is necessary for me , that I obtain baptism from
thee, and thou comest to me.. Matth. 3 , 14.

نادانا بی غمه خوب په راغت کا
ن
په غوښیارو باني راشی صل دشوار
The ignorant sleep without grief in rest , on the intelligent
come hundred difficult ( affairs ).

* ( د بهرام سره ئی قوم کو

Xush‘āl (Gulsh. II, p. 43 , 1 ) .

د ځان سره ئی قوم کي

He had connexion with the Xān and also with Bahrām .
Tariy- i murassa3 (Gulsh . I, p . 50 ) .

8. 180 .
3 ) On the use of number.
1 ) Nouns ,

which are borrowed from the Arabic and which

are in the so- called broken Plural , may in Pašto be constructed

with had dealingse
*( Supply : ار.h
چ,

20 *
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as Singulars or Plurals .

The broken Plural wish , angels,

(Sing , asis) retains the fem . gender , though the fem . termination
be dropped.

څو کال شی په فراغت په كابل تیر کړه دولتمند شول مال ئی ډیر
شه أولاد ئی ډیر شه
The Xašīs passed some years in rest in Kabul , they grew
wealthy , their property increased much and their children became
numerous. Tārīz -i murassa (Gulsh. I, p . 6 ) .
When the broken Plurals are put in the Formative , they
usually take the Plural Formative affix ĝ , as :

د أخوانو شیاطینوs نه طعمه

بیت المال تقمع دماکینو د

The treasury is the morsel of the poor and not the food of
the devil's brothers. Gulistān (Gulsh . I, p. 166 ).
2) The Plural whils has , as in Persian, a Singular signific
ation, friend , from which even a feminine xilils , female friend ,
sweetheart, is again derived , as if it were a Singular.

3 ) A number of nouns imply a plurality and are therefore
constructed as Plurals , without taking a Plural termination in the
Nominative, but in the Formative they always take the Formative
affix ġ , as : ; poison , jeo; s . Some proper names of nations,
tribes etc. are also treated as Singulars and Plurals , as :

خټک

Xațak, a Xațak and Xațaks, dés, a Muyal and Muyals, etc.

$ . 181 .
4 ) On the use of the cases .

a) The Nominative.
1 ) The

Nominative is

used , instead

of the Genitive ,

as

و ځای
apposition, if a part of a whole is to be designated, as :
S ي
dogl ,

a drop

(of)

water .

Similarly

to

nouns , which denote a
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number , measure , weight , kind , species etc., the nearer
definition is coordinated in the same case as apposition ; e. g.

چه يوه كاسه اوبه چمچه شونبلی وی
د فقیر کوه قله أكره شی سپينه
When there is a cup of water and a spoonful of buttermilk ,
Gulistān
it becomes in the house of the poor a white pap.
( Gulsh . I, p. 183 ) .
ټول د ځان ضرور دی تری بویه
که دوه در کره شئی وی با کرباس
Thou must needs cover thyself , though it be (only) two or
three yards of a blanket or of linen . Xavājah Muhammad (Gulsh .
II, p. 111 , 2 ).
په شکنجه کښی نی را ښکه په أنواعو عذابونو ثی مد کم
He stretched him on the rack and killed him by different
kinds of tortures. Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p. 174).
2) The Nominative
express duration of time
of time (when ?) .

(or absolute

case)

is also used to

(how long ?) as well as the point

In a similar sense ی
sks
 ځاplace, with a demon

strative pronoun is used

(without a preposition),, as :: skbuso,
دی

in this place, here (Persian likewise  ;(اينجاso also: دواړهلوريه
on both sides.

سير أوه پيرثی کسی بادشاهی و
چه په دري پوری درست ځلق وہ حیران
Six (or) seven generations endured their kingly rule , that all
the people were amazed at them . Xush'āl ( Gulsh. II, p . 51 , 3 ) .

قضا هغه كال باران د پشکال و شه
By chance that year rain fell in July -- August * ).
Tārīy -i murassa : ( Gulsh . I, p. 5) .

*( On

پشکال
.see
App . I
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وقت د څاښت آنمه ورخ ښار ته روان شه
At the time of the forenoon, on the eighth day , he went out
for hunting. Bahrām , V. 55 .
3 ) The Pašto uses the Nominative absolute in the same
sense as the Latin uses the Ablative absolute .
a ) With the Nominative a participle perfect *) is
connected and the sentence thus formed loosely subordinated to
the main sentence. E. g.
یہ محنت می يو رياض جوړ کا په دقر
ت
ر می شل بوی کړی نه ځینی سوا شوم
With labour I had laid out a garden in the world ; the rose
not yet having been smelled by me, I was separated from it.
Xush'al ( Gulsh . II, p . 159, 3 ).

وب کم یه پاستنه بالین شربښی

زه بیم

پروانه په کور کښی چه خما وو قم بالين
Shall I sleep without grief , the head being placed on a soft
cushion, after my bed-fellows have fallen into the grave ?
Xush'al (Gulsh. II, p. 52, 3 ).

کی

تله مور تر حلقہ

ك
لبهه وہی فتلمیی ذښتی

Sometimes he is hungry , the entrails being fastened together,
sometimes he is satiated full up to the throat. Hamid (Gulsh . II ,
p. 93 , 3 ).
b ) An adjective also may be joined with the Nominative
absolute and the subordinate sentence thus formed may be trans
lated by : ۱,, وwith “, E. g.

د تهمت ته غم پروت يم سترګی پټی
زه له شوم چا ته غن تلی نه شم
Out of grief at the calumny I am prostrate , the eyes shut
with closed eyes ) ; out of shame I cannot openly look at any
one. Xavājah Muhammad (Gulsh . II, p . 114 , 4 ) .

* ) The participle preterite (in the Aorist , with the prefix
») is also now and then used.
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قمه پر تورو خاورو کښې پراته دي

وس

چه کږی پکئی سواره در پر آسونه
Now all are prostrate on the black dust , who (with) crooked
turbans were riding upon horses. Idem ( Gulsh. II, p . 115, 3) .
c) A substantive ( without an accompanying participle or ad
jective) may be put in the Nominative absolute , but this
is rather to be considered as an elliptical sentence.

رستم چه په ما کا قمه روا دی

خو يو ځل د مسته وه کړی مخ رات
Everyopression , which she inflicts upon me , is proper,
certainly , once the drunken one should stand , the face (turned)
towards me.. Ašraf yān ( Gulsh . II , p. 154 , 2).

ښځه د جام پوزه په لاس مخ و کور ته روانه شوه
The wife of the barber, the nose in her hand , the face towards
her house, went away. Kalīlah 7 Damanah (Gulsh . I, p. 113 ) .

$ . 182.
b) The Accusative.
The Accusative is outwardly not differing from the Nominative
and can only be known from the signification of the verb. Verbs
signifying : to make , to choose etc. may govern a double
Accusative , one referring to the object and the other to
the predicate , as :

زور د ځوانه ښځه ته کا که ئی کاند

فکر بويه چه ته نه ځایه وی بار
An old man should not make a young woman his wife , and
if he make her ( his wife), he must take care, that she be from a
good house at least. Xush'al (Gulsh . II, p . 41 , 2 ).
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$ . 183 .
c) The Instramental.

1 ) The Instrumental is referred to persons and things , by
which an action is done. It is usually connected with the past
tenses of transitive and causal verbs, but also with intrans
itive verbs (of a passive signification ) through all tenses.
فراق قرچرته لنبی دی لیدلی
ته لوند نوکی په اور يښی څو ژاړ
By separation everywhere flames are applied ; how long wilt
thou wail like damp wood thrown into the fire ? Xušh‘āl ( Gulsh . II,
p . 43 , 2) .

که د باز غند می کښت په غرونو کبری
ی ښایسته زر کی ثمین
وی
شو
مش
هم
شمار می ق
Now and then I wander about in the hills like a hawk, beautiful
and precious partridges were also made my prey . Xušhāl (Gulsh .
II, p . 54 , 2) .
2) The Instrumental is also now and then used to express
time generally,, as: ورځو شپو.by
days and nights
%,,
تر دا هسي همر نه عمر بهتر دی
چه تیریږی ورځو شبو په جگرخون
Better is death than such a life , which is passed , days and
nights blood (being) in the liver. Xush'al ( Gulsh . II, p . 52, 2) .

$ . 184 .
d) The Genitive.
1 ) As regards the position of the Genitive , it is usually
placed before the governing noun , though it may also follow it.
داغذ په کښنی سرد دریا کا

چه امید به عمارت د د دنیا کا

He who puts his hope on the fabric of this world , makes a
journey of the sea in a boat of paper. Rahómān (Gulsh . II,
p , 20 , 4 ).
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2 ) The Genitive expresses possession , ownership.

بی توم را ته وا نه خشت چه د چا دی
مناری می ډیری و لیدی ولاړ
Many towers I have seen standing , nobody has mentioned
their name to me, whose they are. Xushal ( Gulsh . II, p , 43 , 2 ) .

تا و چه غم مه كه نور زه ستا یم ته د ما
Thou saidst : do not grieve any more , I am thine and thou
art mine. Xushal (Gulsh. II, p. 34, 4 ) .

3 ) The substantive verb joined with the Genitive expresses
different relations :
aa) aa quality may thereby be expressed ,,

 سریa man , being

supplied as governing noun to the Genitive ; e . g.
توان خود جنجال دی د پرخاش

دروغتون سوکند خواره بهتان تراش
The Turānīs are indeed ( men) of strife and
swearers, slanderers. Xush‘āl (Gulsh . II, p . 46 , 3 ).

war , lying,

ناده کار خواجہ محمد ته خبله مينه ورکه

ستا د ذکر د ثنا حافظ

چه همیش وی

Give to the sinful Xavājah Muh‘ammad thy own love , that
he may always be (a man) of thy remembrance and praise * ) , o
preserver ! Xavājah Muh‘ammad ( Gulsh . II, p . 113 , 2 ).
)) According to the context  کار, work , business or  خير, thing ,
b
may also be supplied as governing noun , if the Genitive refer to
inanimate objects.
که د کک وه که د تک

شدنی در باند و شو

What was to happen has happened to thee , whether it was
(a matter) of a straw or of a hundred thousand . H‘amīd (Gulsh.
II, p. 93, 3 ).

*) I. e.: that he may always be occupied with.
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کا
قره څار له خپله وقت وه زيبو و

سپین ویښته نه دی د نړی د ځئی
Everything agrees well with its own time و, white hair is
does not agree with) a side-lock and a
not ( the thing of
top -knot. H‘amid ( Gulsh . II, p. 142, 2 ) .
4) The Genitive expresses the material , of which any thing
consists or is made ; e . g.

دی د زغرو کرزوی د زرو طاس
She passes round a golden cup full of poison.
Xavājah Muh'ammad (Gulsh . II, p. 111 , 2 ) .
5 ) The Genitive may be either a subjective or objective
Genitive , that is , it may either express the object, that is acting
or to which anything belongs , or it may express the passive
object, to which the action is referring.

ولاړ دود نیل په غاړه

توی قلک د مصر داره

All, the great and little of Egypt stood on the bank of the Nile.
Yusuf and Zulaikā ( Dorn , Chrest. p. 214 ) .

نه ته ما د مبنی خوی ځی د بانو

نه د جور د جفا رسم له دوی لار
Neither passes from me the disposition of love to the idols
fair ones ) , nor has the habit of tyranny and oppression gone
from them ( left them ) . Xush'āl (Gulsh . II, p. 84, 3 ) .

6 ) A number of adjectives is constructed with the Genitive
کد
,
(or, according to g . 174, 17 , with the Ablative), such as :
full ,
of,

مخی د,, equal ,
to, دj  مناسب,, becoming ,, conformable to ,

to, etc
موافق, according to, پسند د, agreeable to, برابر د.equal
,
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$ . 185 .
e) The Dative.
1 ) The idea of the Dative is expressed by different prefixes
and postfixes, as shown already in § . 65 , 5 *) .
following xá
found in poëtry..

without

or xág, is

The pretix ,

now - a- day antiquated and only

چه سری و بل څه ورده بيا ئي أخلی
ته خودای ٹی بیرته نه أخلي دانه
If a man gives any thing to another, he takes it again; thou
indeed art God and doest not take back ( thy ) gift. Xavājah
Muh‘ammad ( Gulsh. II , p . 118 , 1 ) .
Besides the usual signification of the Dative the following
special applications of it are to be noticed :
2 ) The Dative expresses a relation to the
which may be translated by : to , for , at ; e. g.

remote

object,

حاجت نه تری د نور چا و يارئي ته

له هغو سره چه یار دی رب خما
Those , with whom my Lord is friend, do not stand in need
of ( have no necessity for ) the friendship of others. Rah‘mān
( Gulsh . II, p . 3 , 1 ) .

زه و زاغدانو حيوان يم ځوی و ما ته
I am amazed at the hermits and they at me .

Rahman .

د ويشلی و صحت وته أمبد شی

د پرقار چه څه تمی شی له ريم

* ) When the Dative is immediately followed by a Genitive , the
Dative postfixes may be placed after the Genitive , as :: د هواg موادو
ه جx1,
,
الى شته.the
birds of the air have nests (Matth . 8,, 20)
(.
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There is hope for the recovery of a wounded, if the matter
flows a little less from the wound * ) . Xush'al (Gulsh . II, p. 50, 2 ) .
The Dative expresses therefore the direction to a place , as :
آدم خيلو سره زه په تيره راغلم

نور رخصت ور کړی وخوړ په زړه خوري
With the Adam -zēlīs I came to the Tīrāh ;

then they (the

Adam zēli maids) were dismissed (by me) **) to Xvarăh , hurt in
the heart. Xushal (Gulsh . II, p. 54, 2).
3) The Dative is often to be taken as Dativus commodi :
for , for the sake of , on account of.

وزیر ته ئی معاف کر

بادشاه د فه ته خون تنیر شد

The king spared his blood and pardoned him for the sake of
the Vazīr. Gulistān (Gulsh . I, p . 158 ) .

توره چا ته ترم چه زه ملنكت شوم
For whose sake should I gird on the sword, as I have become
a faqīr ? Xush'al ( Gulsh . II, p . 68 , 2 ) .

4 ) The Dative is now and then used to express a point of
time,, as::  شبی ته, towards night, at nightfall (Hindustani
likewise
(

 (رات کو.
بی ته يوه ښهر ته ورسیده

زاهد وران روان شه

The hermit went on ; towards night he came to a town .
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Gulsh . I, p. 111 ) .
Note.

On the use of the Ablative , which is expressed by the

prefixes  ترولهand  د,, see 8..174,,17. 7. On theLocative,, which is
circumscribed by the prefix هasي,, cortis
— کښی
- as
 پهetc. , see g . 174,, 6.

* ) Literally : if a diminution is made from the matter of the
wound.
**) The text is no doubt defective ; it should be read : etc.
نور می.
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$ . 186 .
f) The Vocative.
When a noun is compounded with another (either by means

.
o
the
Persf
.  بای اضافتor by the copula o

final a or ah

(the

sign of the Vocative) is only added to the latter noun, as :

ای جان من د خود کرده څه تدبیر دی
O my soul, what advice is there for what one has done himself ?
Kalīlah ō Damanah (Gulsh . I, p. 110) .

$ . 187 .

II.

Comparison of (adjectives and of) whole sentences.

The way , in which the comparison of adjectives is circums
cribed , has been already shown in . 93. Here we have to add ,
how the comparison is expressed , which does not refer to a single
object in the sentence , but to the whole sentence. This is done
in a twofold way : the sentence , which is to be compared with
another , is either subordinated to the main sentence by means of
the conjunction to

that ,

the comparison

itself being already

expressed in the main sentence by xáo gi , before that , that —
or the comparison is expressed by coordinating the sentence to be
compared to the other sentence , the difference between both sent
ences being pointed out by rendering the second (coordinate) sentence
negative. E. g.

ترقه چه خشک طینت د ساحل ويتم
لكه موج آواره په دريا خوښ يم
I like it better wandering about the ocean like a wave than
that I see the dry ground of the shore *) .
Kāzim zān šaidā
( Gulsh. II, p. 141, 3).

*) Literally : Wandering on the ocean , like a wave, I am happy
before that (xes ), that I see etc.
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يو نفس د خدای په ياد کښی أولی تر دی
ته د درست جهان دولت په دا دنیا
One breath in remembrance of God is better
not the wealth
of the whole world in this world ( i . e. is better than —) . Rah’mān
( Gulsh , II , p . 7 , 2 ) .

زهر ښه دی چه په صلح په صلاح وی

نه شکری به فتنه و په غوغا
Good is poison , which may be joined ) with peace and
concord
not sugar with sedition and uproar. (i . e. Better is
poison — than ).

Rah‘mān ( Gulsh . II, p . 6 ) .

$ . 188 .

III.

Construction of the Numerals,

1 ) When a numeral (above one) is joined with a masc. noun
denoting an animate object, the noun is usually put in the
Plural , but it may also remain in the Singular.

په خپل کور کښی به دوه وره وه ته وی

* ( هزار

چه په زړو کښی ختنی نہ کری

In their own house there will not be two brothers together,
who have not in their hearts a thousand quarrels. Xušhāl (Gulsh.
II, p . 43 , 1 ) .

د عيسي يوولس زوی وو
gĪsā had eleven sons . Tārīx-i murassa3 ( Gulsh . I, p . 5 ) .

Such nouns , as are collective , remain unchanged in the
Nom . Plural ..

(  قار,for the sake of therhyme, instead of  وزار.
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څلویښت زره مغل شول تار په تار

Forty thousand Muyals were scattered to the wind.
Xush'al ( Gulsh . II, p. 71 ) .
Other masc . nouns , which denote inanimate objects , are
either put in the Plural or they take the Plural termination ah (a),
when ending in a consonant , or they remain in the Singular, as :
کالونية

:
 لسor
or : کالی

من.a
لس, ten years , هkio
 قرار, thousand maands .

په عين ونک به خلاص نه شی له م کی

که چاپير تر ځان أويا زره حجاب کر
In no wise wilt thou escape from death , though thou make
round about thee seventy thousand screens.
Xavājah Muhammad (Gulsh. II, p. 110 ) .
2 ) Fem . nouns, denote they animate or inanimate objects,
are , as a rule , put in the Plural ; they may remain in the
Nominative , even when preceded by a preposition , though it is
more according to rule , that after a preposition the Formative

8 ډor
.Plural
)
) follow , e
.  پنځه ورځی, five days , په پنځه ورځی
 په پنځو ورځو,, in five .
days.

cliefly
It is seldom the case (and
(
chiefly in

poëtry) , that the Singular of a fem . noun is used with a numeral.

په فقه آوان کښی ذر روئی واجبی د یوسف زيو وي پنځه توری شیر

توری به د کاله په سر يا د قلبی په سر په موافق در قسمت به
په دري ور تلی
In that time a thousand Rupees were incumbent (as taxes)
on the Yusufzais , five Torah (or) six Tõrah *) on the head of a
family or on the head of a plough used to come on them , according
to the share. Tārīy -i murassa: (Gulsh . I, p. 18 ) .

د هر ثل ثنا صفت کا به زر ژبه
په دا باغ کښی چه غوغا که د بلبلو

*) The gjgj is a copper coin worth about one penny .
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With a thousand tongues they praise every rose in this
garden , when the noise of the nightingales is (raised) .
Xushal ( Gulsh. II, p. 35, 3 ).

3 ) As regards the use of the ordinals it is to be observed,
that in mentioning the years of an aera the cardinals are
employed , as in English , but in fixing the month or day the
ordinals are made use of.

شن د هجرت او پنځه ويشت وه څورلسم کال د بابر د کابل د

فتح وه يه تسخیر د باجوړ راغی
It was the year of the Hijrah eight hundred and twenty five,
the fourteenth year since the conquest of Kābul by Bābar , that
he came to the subjugation of Bājaur.
Tārix -i murassa : (Gulsh . I, p. 19 ).

8. 189 .
IV . Use of the Pronouns.

1 ) The personal pronouns.
In connexion with a verb the personal pronouns are only
used , when a person is to be rendered pronominent or when a
contrast to another person is to be pointed out. But also in the
absence of either of these two cases the personal pronoun is put
at the beginning of the sentence, when the verb is not immediately
following , in order to point out the subject.

ته ځما په ژړا نرم گرم ته ئی

زه شوم ستا يه م کښی وړيت لکه نينه
Thou art not soft nor warm by my wailing, I became roasted
Hamid ( Gulsh . II, p. 101 , 2 ) .
by thy grief like roasted grain .

که له م په امان نه يم کر

زه د عشق په کار پښيمان نه يم فركو
Though I am never safe from grief, yet I never repent of a
Hamid (Gulsh . II, p. 86, 2 ) .
love -affair .
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2 ) Demonstrative pronoun s.
Their signification and use has already been generally treated
in § . 103 ; here it is to be added, that the demonstrative pronouns
may also be used in a local sense , e. g.
پاتو سری نه شول چه دا ګرزی دام و دد د
Men were not left, those who walk here about , are wild
beasts. Xush'al ( Gulsh . II , p. 40 , 2 ) .
 ملکی قعہ عالم دی،

چه زه کرم شه
هغه نه شی

What I do , that does not come to pass, (and yet) there is
the country , there is the people (i . e. country and people are the
same ). Idem ( Gulsh . II, p. 68 , 4 ) .

3 ) Interrogative pronoun s.
These are employed not only in direct but also in indirect
questions , as :
کو قوت د د عذاب دی راته وايه
Tell me , how much strength thou hast to endure torment ?
Xavājah Muhammad (Gulsh . II, p . 111 ) .

When xś what ? is repeated in an interrogatory sentence, it
is implied thereby , that there
two questions , as :

دنیا ته

is no real difference between the

گه و بت وته سجده گه

بت پرست دی پرستار د د دنيا
What is bowing down to an idol , what to the world ? the
worshipper of this world is an idol- worshipper.
Rahómān (Gulsh . II, p . 9 , 2 ) .

4 ) The relative pronoun.
The relative pronoun only indicates the relation and the number
and case , in which the relative should logically stand و, must be
taken up by a following personal pronoun ( usually the pronominal
suffix
.except
)( ئی,,
when the relative is in the Nominative.
Trump p , Afgh . Grammar,,

21
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چه وا ور څه ته وری سری نشته
تر ده ته په وفا کښی بهتر نی دی
With whom there is not fidelity *), he is no man, better than
he is a dog by his fidelity. Xush'al (Gulsh. II , p. 66 , 2 ) .

چہ ئی علم فنر نه وی ځنی نښه
Flee from him

who has no science nor skill .

Ibidem.

More rarely the relative is taken up by a following demon
strative , as :
پ8
شپه د معراج و غم پر کسی قوم باند چه مخونه دوئی شوکول

په نوکون
In the night of the ascent I came to such a people , who
scratched their faces with (their) nails.
Favāid uš- šarīzăh ( Gulsh . I , p. 58 ).

As regards the position of the relative it is to be observed,
that it occasionally precedes the noun , to which it refers ( like in
Latin ) , instead of following it ; e . g.
د خوشحال چه سرای اوتاک وه واره تیر شه
Hear , ( that) which was the residence and abode of Xush'āl,
has passed away. Xušhāl (Gulsh . II, p . 57 , 1 ) .
An attraction of the preceding noun or pronoun by the relative
is occasionally met with in Pašto , the noun or pronoun being put
in the same case , in which the relative is or ought to be, as :
A A
په شيرينو اوبو جمع ډیر عالم شی
ته هغه اوبه چه تلخ وی یا شوری
At sweet waters much people collect , not ( at) those waters,,
which are bitter or brackish. Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p . 166 ).
علماوو چه به چا ته صباحت کاوه بد به دی منل
The Ulamā, وwho used to admonish any , were
to by them . Tārīz -i murassa : (Gulsh. I , p . 19 ) .

* ) I. 2.

Who is not faithful.

ill attended
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5) The Reflexive.

a)

The Pašto is not possessed of a reflexive pronoun , but

circumscribes it by uk dān ,

soul .

It always refers to the

subject of the sentence and remains in the Singular , though the
subject may be in the Plural.

ځان ته ښه والی ښه نه
Thou speakest well to thyself , (but) doest not act well .
Xush'al (Gulsh. II, 85, 2 ).

لکه دوی کا بله قصد د ځان په وينو

ى ليوان دی
يو په بل كله أخته قس
comó
As those seek amongst themselves their own blood , so not
( even ) wolves are rushing at each other .
Ašraf zān (Gulsh . II , p . 162 ) .
In a sentence with an active or causal verb in the past tense
 خانmay also be referred to the agent (the logical subject) in
the Instrumental , as :

و بلله, دی په غمون اواز سره ;د ځان ته1
By her ( s») she was called to herself with a pitiful voice,
i . e . she called her to herself etc.
Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Gulsh . I, p. 112 ) .
b ) The Pašto is on the other hand possessed of a reflexive
adjective , as xpal, self , own , which may be joined with us,

as :
گان

Jy is

one's own soul or person , or in person ,

personally , but with a personal pronoun the adverbial expression
this and is generally used, as : als

I by myself (= Imyself).

Mis when connected with a substantive is usually translated by
the corresponding possessive pronoun ; like yks it always refers
to the subject of the sentence.
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په دا وقت چه مزری په م په آندوه گرفتار دی خیل ځان به وده
تہ عرض کرم
At this time, when the lion is sunk in grief and anxiety ,
I shall personally speak to him .
Kalīlah 7 Damanah (Gulsh. I , p. 98 ) .

اتل أو خرڅول ثی را ته و وایه څه رنگ بویہ چہ سمها وبل د خپل
روزگار دستور العمل کم
Tell me , how the keeping and spending of it must be made,
that I may make thy words the rule of my livelihood.
Kalīlah 7 Damanah (Gulsh . I, p. 88 ).

When the accent is laid on

us, it may be intensified by

the addition of a possessive pronoun or a pronominal suffix ; in
this case his must be translated by 'o wn'.

که د ته ته د خپل مخ څهره چرکین

آينه ځما د زړه نه ده رنکین
If the look of thy own face is not dirty , the mirror of my
heart is not rusty either . 3Abd -ul -qādir yān ( Gulsh. II , p. 198 , 1 ) .
Now and and then his is not referred to the subject of the
sentence but to the remote object ( Dative) of it.

هر څوک چه څدای تعالی آزاروی د مخلوق د زړه ښه کولو دپاره

اذان د خپل کردار

حق تعالی قم قه مخلوق پر و مار
ی چه

ور ښکاره کا
Every one, who offends God the most high, in order to please
the heart of a creature, God the most high commissions that very
creature on him , that it should manifest to him the retribution
for his own deed. Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p. 174 ) .
 خيلis also used in general,,without being referred to aa special
subject or object, as :
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ټه کارنه که همیشه خپله رضا

 رضا بویه کهی خپله: گاه د نور

Sometimes the will of others must be attended to , sometimes
one's own ; one's own will is not always of use .
Rah -mān (Gulsh. II , p. 7 , 1 ) .
In the Plural has signifies ' one's own people ' .

عاقبت قه سردار شی مودار پاتی
چه ئی نس د خبلو بدو ته ليوال کا
At last that chieftain will remain a carcass , whose belly is
hankering after the injuries of his own people.
Hamid (Gulsh . II, p. 94 , 3) .

V.

The Verb .

S. 190 .
1 ) The Infinitive and its construction ,
a) The Infinitive is always constructed as a Plural ; as
regards its signification it coincides with the verbal noun ending
in ah (s . 12 ) *) and partly with that ending in anăh ( s . 13 ), being
originally itself aa verbal noun ((s.. 14)) ,, as : sus līd-- al , the seeing

)( sight),, to see ,, Ms tl- al ,, the going , to go.
خوشامدونه ئي دده کول برآمد ويل فكرته کول
They told him flatteries and did never tell him any thing
disagreeable ** ) . Kalīlah 7 Damanah (Gulsh. I, p . 90) .

ܵܨܶܪܥ ܨܲܘ݂ ܕوܪ
قܝتܝ د توبولو
سست ټه وقت د سوريدلو
Sharp ( were the horses) at the time of making (them) jump,
slow at the time of riding.
Yusuf and Zulainā (Dorn , وChrest. p. 205).

*) In the Formative both nouns may be alike , as the termination
al may be dropped in the Formative ; see g. 14.
**) Literally: disagreeable speaking they never made.
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b) To the Infinitive the object (and with intrans . verbs the
predicate) is subordinated in the same way , as this is the case
with the finite verb , provided the Infinitive stand in the Nomin
ative * ). E. g.

په هغه لار قدم کښیښول چه حد أو ټایمان ئی معلوم نه دی او په

و بدی نی ښکاره نه ده

هسی دریاب کښی ځان آچول چه نیکی
کار د عاقلانو ته دی

To put ( = the putting of the step on that road , the limit
and end of which is not known , and to throw oneself on such a
sea , the goodness and badness of which is not manifest, is not
the work of the wise. Kalīlah 7 Damanah ( Gulsh . I, p . 96 ).
قم قسی اوليا کيده **) به کشف کرامات سره نه دی
The being made such saints is not done by revelation and
miracles . Favāid uš- šarīzăh (Gulsh . I, p . 77 ).
When the Infinitive is in the Formative ( Plural ) , the
object ( with active and causal verbs ) and the predicate (with intrans.
verbs) is put in the same case, which the preposition or postposition
requires , but the object may also remain in the Accusative , as
with the finite trans . verb .

دپاره د وړی غورزولو راغلی یم
I am come to swing the sword .

Matth . 10, 34 .

وی د سترکورولو خوند ثی نه وی
چه رحمان په سترګو نه وینی باران خیل

He (= I ) has no liking for opening the eyes, when Rah’mān
does not see with his eyes his friends .
Rah‘mān ( Gulsh . II, p. 22, 2 ).

*) The same rule holds good with reference to the construction
of the verbal nouns ending in ah and anăh , as :  کتنعżv , seeing the
face ,, خواره

غوښی
.eati
,
Heshng
, etc

)
* (  كبدهis quite the same as کیدل.
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په دا نونبره مالگه راوړلو د څه خرابی کبھی
By the bringing ( fetching ) of so much salt what mischief will
be done ? Gulistān (Gulsh. I , p . 174 ) .
But the object may also be subordinated to the Infinitive (as
to a substantive) in the Genitive. This is absolutely necessary ,
when the object is a pronoun , as otherwise an ambiguity
would arise.

پس د هغه د يوسفزيو قصد د سوات داخستو و شه
After that the Yusufzais made the design to take Svāt (of the
taking of Svāt). Tārīy -i murassaz (Gulsh . I, p . 11 ) .

د ده د وژلو ثی س
شب
ہ بی فایده و کره
یع
عه
They attempted in vain to kill him .
Gulistān ( Gulsh . I, p. 159 ).
c) The Genitive of the Infinitive with the negation 4 may
also express the idea of a Gerundive. When the substantive
verb is constructed with the Genitive of the Infinitive, it expresses
either a necessity or obligation (the active and causal verbs
taking at the same a passive signification ) or an ability . The
following examples will illustrate this.

که فخود نه کرد که کې

نه د شرم ته حيا شی

Thou art not ashamed nor abashed و, though thou practisest
that wbich is not to be done. Hóamīd (Gulsh. II, p. 86 , 1 ) .

حال د شوي طالع څه بيان کرم چا ته
لکه نمر كما جبين دی د داغلو
What shall I explain to any one the state of my burned
destiny ? like the sun my forehead is to be branded *).
Kāzim zān (Gulsh. II, p. 143, 2 ) .

* ) This refers to the practice of the Afgbāns to put a spot on
the forchead of those children, who were born in an inauspicious hour,
in order to preserve them from evil.
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چه بی مينه د ښه مخ په زرګی ته وی

د هغو مخونه ته دی د کتو
Who have no love in their heart for a fair face , their faces
should not be looked at . 3Abd -ul- Qadir ( Gulsh . II , p. 198, 2 ).

ته تی کليکه ته ژبه د ويلو وه ته دا راز د ده ته د ساتلو وه
His tongue was neither able to speak to Kalīlah nor was it
able to keep this secret from him .
Kalīlah Ō Damanah (Gulsh. I, p . 110 ) .

a
But

the

Infinitive by itself ( without ý) is also used as

Gerundive,, as :  حلال حلال گنزل دی, the lawful must be considered
.as
lawful ) بويهadj..)
) biyah , it is necessary,, is thus often constructed
with the Infinitive.,

چه لا تازه دی زور قوت تی نیولی نه دى تقع كول ثی بویه
Whilst they are yet green and have not ( yet) gained strength,
they must be removed . Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p. 156 ) .
Annotation.

The verbal noun ending in ah (s . 12 ), which

is , as a rule , only used in the Plural , is now and then also
constructed as a Singular, as : د نفس وچليده ته نظاره کی
they

look

at

the

parting

of

the

breath

(Mīrsā zān Ansārī,

.Gulsh
. II, p 129 , 1(; که څښتن د ده له کسب که عاجز وی,
if her husband be unable to follow his occupation ( Favāid uš - šarīšah
Gulsh. I, p. 63 ) .

$ . 191 .
2 ) Use of the Participles .

a) The participle present , be it transitive or
causal , either subordinates the object in the Accusative or it
governs , as a substantive, the Genitive.
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شوم شانونی زر غورزوونی شه

ته سیاهی ته سر بويبه له تا نه زر بويه
Be preserving (thy ) honor, be scattering gold ! from the soldier
the head is required , from thee gold is required.
Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p . 167 ) .

آرويدوني دعيت به ته نا قوله خلاص شی چه پر ژبه د انگار

پر هغه وه کا
The hearer of slander will then become free from guilt, when
he upon the tongue ( = immediately) denies it.
Favāid uš-šarīsăh (Gulsh. I, p . 59 ) .

b) The participle perfect is now and then used sub
stantively و, as :

چه څښتن گنړی حاضر بد کړی حمیده
دب

شوم

ہی

ند بی

نشستند تا

As the Lord considers the bad deed as present , o H‘amīd ,
there is no shameless and impudent like thee.
Hamid ( Gulsh . II, p . 79 , 1 ) .

ستا ويشتلی به روغ ته شی بی وصال
که دارو ته ئي رأينشي سينها
Thy wounded ones will not recover without meeting (with thee ),
though Şīnā come to administer them medicine.
Xavājah Muh'ammad (Gulsh . II, p. 105, 1 ) .

8. 192 .
3 ) The Imperative.
The Imperative is used as a command and injunction not only
to the II. person singular and Plural , but also to the III. person
Singular , when not so much a command , but a wish and
ardent desire (chiefly an imprecation ) be intended .
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بد کردار خوی پيدا مع شه له مور
حبطہ کاند ناموس د پلار و مور
May not be born a wicked son from a mother ! the renown
of father and mother he renders abortive .
Rahman (Gulsh . II, p . 18 , 1 ) .

& چ
عزت حرصت |ئي نه وي په جهان کښی
دغه سی وندين وسوځه په اور
May such a life be
nor dignity in the world !

consumed in fire, which has no honor
Rah‘mān (Gulsh . II, p. 17 , 3 ) .

S. 193 .
4 ) The Present.

The Present is used to express an action that is going in the
present time. When the action is to be represented as lasting
or repeating itself or as a general fact , the participle
present is joined with the substantive verb.
د ځواجه محمد أمید ستا په کرم دی

د ځواب طاقت نه لری که عتاب
The hope of Xavājah Muhammad rests on thy benevolence,
he cannot answer if thou blamest him .
Xavājah Muh'ammad (Gulsh.
. II,, p . 110,, 2 )( .
(
ته ځما ده ته د ستا که در دنیا

اتو شوونی له هر چا ده دا دنیا
This world is neither mine northine ; this world
behind by every one. Hamid ( Gulsh. Il , p . 76 , 2) .

is left

Like in Persian the Present is also used in Pašto , when the
words of another person are mentioned, though a past tense precede
them and a historical tense should follow according to the con
secutio temporum , the Afghān with his lively phantasy giving
the words of the speaker , as if spoken in the presense
(cf. $ . 220 ).
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زا د قسی سړی څه ده

قارون رشید ارکان دولت و شنیده چه

Hārūn Rašīd asked the pillars of the state : what is the
punishment for such a man ? Gulistān ( Gulsh. I, p. 183 ) .

S. 194 .
5)

The Subjunctive of the Present.

a) The Subjunctive of the Present serves to express a thing
subjectively and therefore in a certain respect as uncertain ,
doubtful or indefinite , as : ess's aś , what shall I do ?
It is therefore often employed to express an opinion , a general
experience or fact (with some politeness ) ; the repetition
of an action may also be indicated thereby.
چه په عقل کی
و دانا وت كببر وی
پدر وی
When the youth is in intelligence an aged man , he is great
old) to ( = in the eyes of) the wise one .
Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p. 159).

د مردانو درده ډير ويل تی تی وی
د نامردو عمل تی وی ډير پی
لاف
The work of men is much and few their words ; the work of
the unmanly is little and much their boasting.
Xush'al (Gulsh. II, p . 47 , 3 ) .

څو ځله می په خاطر کښی د کرزی چه بل ملک ته لاړ شم ځان
ته ون و باسم
Sometimes it goes about in my heart ( = I consider in my
heart ), that I should go to another country and banish myself
from (my ) native land . Gulistān ( Gulsh . I, p. 168 ) .
b) The Subjunctive is also used ( chiefly in the II. person Sing.
and Plural )

to express a wish or desire (Precative ).

the third person
Jussive) ,

When

Sing , and Plur. implies more an Imperative (or

the prefix J is added , to intensify the Subjunctive.

poëtry the prefix , is in this case often dropped.

In
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ب زره ذ رقیب نوم په احسان کر
دا سندر را باند خو مسلمان کی
O Lord , وwould that thou wouldst make soft by beneficence
the heart of (my ) rival ! make to me this Hindū a little a Musalmān !
Hanid ( Gulsh. II, 84, 4).

که دد چرد آشنا په لور نگر ښی

( *د صبا باده كما سلم پر در

و

If thou ever pass in the direction of my friend , o morning
breeze , bring him my salutation ! Xush'al ( Gulsh . II , p . 44 , 2 ) .

 گروه اعتماد نه کا. بادشاه د به تس
The king should not put his trust on ten sorts of people.
Kalilah 7 Damanah (Gulsh. I , p . 105 ).

The Subjunctive is therefore used in optative and prohibitive
sentences

after the interjectional adverb

(( کشکی() کاشکی, would

that , and the prohibitive particle xs , lest ,, that not (( Lat.. ne)..

چه حمید اردوی لاس د يار نخ ته

کاشکی شاخ د والي ونسي منه
When H‘amīd stretches out his hand to the chin of the
friend , would to God that the bough of the willow would bear
an apple ! (H‘amīd (Gulsh. II, p . 101 , 1 ) .

چه قر لال ر سکوی په کښی سوم

مه تی ويدم يمن څه دوم بی نا
As every tulip becomes red burning coals , in which I burn ,
may I ( rather) not see it ! what shall I do with Yaman without
thee ? Hamid ' (Gulsh. II , 77 , 4 ) .

, instead of
 ورvrě
of the rhyme
در
re
, on account
.v
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به مجلس در ره عبچی کی مه نی
د
ر بی زیانه بی نقصائه من خلق

Never sit together with them in society, (with) these people,
who without loss and injury are sad .
Hamid (Gulsh . II , p. 91 , 2) .

c) The Subjunctive is used in subordinate sentences after a
final or consecutive conjunction ((s.

**
176 ,, 5 )) ,, as : ه
چ,

چ
that ,, in order that ,, so that , هka
 چر نه وی, may it never
be that =
= lest, or only : ه
x چر نه چ, and such like expressions,, as::
 بويه چهor چه
may

also

 وبائده دیit is necessary ,,that. The conjunction
dropped ,

be

Subjunctive remains ;
omitted.

as in

in poëtry

Persian ,

so

that

only the

even the prefix , is frequently

If a past tense precede, the Subjunctive present assumes

the signification of a Subjunctive of the Imperfect.

حكم وكه چه زه وزير د وژنم
Give order , that I may ( or should) kill the vazīr.
Gulistān (Gulsh . I, p. 177 ).

چه

څوک چه توانیږی چه نفع ئی و بل ته د رسی کیف دی

کاهلی کا
For any one who is able to do it, that his profit may come to
another , it is a pity , that he should be lazy.
Kalīlah 7 Damanah ( Gulsh . I, p. 87 ).

چر نه وی وار خطا کړی په محنت کښی

د دنیا محنت کوتاه دی زر به تبر شی
May it never be , that thou mayst lose ( thy) opportunity in
labour ; the labour of the world is short , it will soon be over.
Gulistān (Gulsh . I, p . 171 ) .
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نالائق چه لايقت په هنده غواړی
6
د بريښنا به رنا ستن بيبي جنجال کا
The unworthy man , who seeks ambitiously worthiness , gives
himself the trouble, ( that) he thread ( = to thread ) a needle in
the light of a flash of lightening. Hamīd (Gulsh. II, p . 95, 1 ).

S. 195 .
6 ) The Future .
a) The Future expresses not only an action , that will take
place in future time , but also an intention , purpose or
desire.

ته جاعل سره چه جنگ نوی شوښياره
خوبه مات کړی خپل تندی پہ تادانه ئی
When thou makest war with an ignorant man , o clever one,
certainly thou wilt break thy forehead on his ignorance ! Gulistān
( Gulsh . I , p. 177 ) .

ما و زه به د دیدن کرم د يارانو

چه ياران په وچ تعین شو. خبر نه دومم
I said, I will yet have an interview with (my) friends ; I did
not know, that ( my ) friends were appointed for departure. Rahémān
( Gulsh . II, p. 25 , 3 ) .
b ) The Future may also imply a covert Imperative , the
order or admonition being put down as a matter of course.
په ناحق به کرم مانه له هیچا نه کا
د بدانو غليم داره خپل فعال دی
He who is censured with injustice should not will not )
complain of anybody : the enemy of the wicked are all their own
actions. Xushal ( Gulsh . II , p . 65 , 3 ).
c) As regards the consecutio temporum , it is to be
noticed , that the Future may also follow after a historical
( past) tense , the Afghān representing the words of a speaker
in the same way, as he uttered them at the time being. E. g.
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و ويريدم چه له خټلی وبری به قصد ځما د قدت کا
I was afraid , that they will (= they would ) design my death
out of their own fear. Gulistān ( Gulsh . I, p . 162 ) .

d) It has been noticed already, that in the Future the Sub
junctive prefix , is often dropped , especially in poëtry, the prefix
being considered sufficient for the designation of the Future.
itself is used always as prefix , only in poëtry it is ( though
very rarely) also put after the verb.

مونه پر بېده نور به څه ژاړی ځان ژاړه

د جهان

Give up the grief about the world , why wilt thou bewail
others, bewail thyself ! Xušh‘āl ( Gulsh. II, p. 59 , 3).
8
به سه سينه تر كاره دمار

ی خی
ددی
پلی
ور جاروزی به و ده ته کر

His own deeds will revert to him ; with cold breast pull out
from him the ( his ) root. Gulistān (Gulsh . I , p. 175 ) .

8. 196 .

7 ) The Imperfect .
The Imperfect denotes an action not get completed but still
going on in time past. It has therefore commonly reference to
another past tense and recalls the time, in which an action besides
another or in opposition to it, was progressing .

قرڅو مهربانی دلاسا ئی کوله أرام ئی ته کیده

How much soever he comforted and consoled him ,
not keep quiet. Gulistān (Gulsh . I , p. 161 ).

he did

It has been remarked already ( S. 141 ) , that transitive
and causal verbs are constructed in the Imperfect (as in all
past tenses) passively , the agent (or the logical subject) being
put in the Instrumental .

چه خنده د تند دوی په زندان کښی
ما قاله په کښی لیته خپل پروانه
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When by thy laughter a pit was dug in (thy) chin, by me
then was seen my own falling into it.
Hamid ( Gulsh . II,
p. 101 , 3 ).

S. 197 .
8 ) The habitual Imperfect.
a) This tense denotes a continuation or repetition of the
simple Imperfect. It is therefore chiefly used , when a habit or
repeated lasting action is to be described.
چه په مخ به د هر ښکلی شه زیر زیر

j
تله په محبت پیری د پر

خود

As glance upon glance used to be cast on the face of every
fair one , the Pīrship itself of the Pīr went off ( gradually ) by
( his ) love. H‘amīd (Gulsh . II, p. 83 , 3 ) .
b) With the final conjunction to , that, the habitual Imperfect
is sometimes used in the sense of a Subjunctive of the Imp
erfect , where in Persian the Conditional or the Subjunctive of
the Present would be used , which is also admitted in Pašto.
د حق ع اسمه يه دا مقدر شوی وه چه دا محنت به ماj تقدير
ته رسیده
The decree of God , whose name be exalted, had been fixed
on this , that this calamity should befall me. Gulistān (Gulsh. I,
p. 198 ) .
On the use of the habitual Imperfect in conditional sent
ences see §. 216 , 2. 4 .

S. 198 .
9 ) The Conditional or Optative of the Imperfect * ).

with

The regular Conditional (through all persons) is only used
intrans . verbs , of the Conditional of transitive and

*) Now and then the prefix of the Aorist > is put before the

Conditional , so that the Conditional approaches the form of an Aorist ;
this is chiefly the case, when the Conditional is to be turned into the
Pluperfect tense.
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causal verbs only the third person (Sing, or Plur.) is in use.
This mood is employed :
a) In conditional
2. 3. 4 .
b ) In Optative
interjection.

sentences و, on which see § . 216,و

sentences ,

with

or without an optative

أي هجری کشکی هجران په دوران نه وی

له تاختونوئی په ځان أهل زمین شول
O exiled one , would that there were no separation in the
world ! on account of its ravages the people of the world have
become distressed. Ašraf zān (Gulsh. II, p. 159 , 2 ) .

چه په ورونو کښی نفاق کا تالائف دی

ی ززددهه څه نور
ړی
کړ
ه ک
یا تی ښه کړی یا تی ممه
Those who produce enmity amongst brothers , are wretches ;
would that they would either act well or that they would not
learn any thing else ! Xushľāl ( Gulsh. II, p . 110, 1 ) .
c) After the final conjunction ه
&  چthe Conditional is used in
the sense of a Subjunctive of the Imperfect , as in Persian,
when in the sentence an Optative precedes, on which it is dependent.

کشکی زه ځاوری ابری د تاد در وی

چه قدم و همیشه ځما په سر وی
Would that I were the dust and ashes of thy door , that thy
foot would always be on my head ! Rah “mān (Gulsh . II, p. 27 , 2 ) .

یا می مرګ یہ قلكوالی وی چه خلاص وی

وه می ته لیدی دا هونبره ألم
Or that I would have died in childhood , that I would be
free , that I would not have seen so much grief ! 3Abd-ul-Qadir
(Gulsh . II, p. 196 ).
22
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199 .

10 ) The Aorist.
a) The Pašto Aorist is a simple preterite tense , like the
Greek Aorist , and denotes a past action without any reference to
its duration.

ما خطا و کره چه ته می بی گناه آزده کړی
I have done wrong , that I oppressed thee without a fault.
Gulistān (Gulsh. I , p . 178) .
b) Like in Persian the Aorist is in Pašto also used , وwhen
an action, which is going on or is to be done, is to be represented
as done already and therefore as certain .

بادشاه و دومایل می باخښع اگرچهمملكت ته وه
The king said : he is pardoncd by me (= I pardon him) ,
although it was (= is) not advisable. Gulistān ( Gulsh . I, p. 158 ) .
c) Similarly the Aorist is used in conditional sentences, when
the consequence of the condition is represented as realized already,
though it is only intended to remore every doubt , that it will
come to pass . ( cf. § . 216 , 1 ).

کہ را و وتئی خلاص شوئی که نه وتی مه شوی
If ye come out to me, you are saved (were saved) , if ye do
not come out, you are dead (were dead) . Tārīz -i murassa: (Gulsh.
I , p . 30) .
d) In the course of a narration , when one or more Aorists
are preceding , the story is continued with the Aorist, though
strictly a Perfect or a Pluperfect, as the case may be , should be
employed. E. g .

تخت ليم مخ نداره تر چه دواړه توريه

ده هه مدت کښ بادشاه ته

تښتری بله ورغلى أول چه میدان ته د روت قم قغه قدك وه
At that time one hard enemy showed his face to the king ;
when on both sides the armies had come together (Aorist) , the
first , who went forth to the battle -field , was that very youth.
Gulistān ( Gulsh . I, p. 155 ) .
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e) It is very seldom the case and only in poëtry ) , that the
Aorist in connexion with an optative or prohibitive particle is used
instead of the Conditional .

ايمل ځان دریا خان دواړه مرگ تی مه وه
وين تقصير دواړو و ته تر وار په وار
Both Emal zān and Daryā zān, would that they had not died !
both have never committed any fault. Xušh‘āl (Gulsh . II, p . 70 , 2 ) .

S. 200 .
11 ) The habitual Aorist .
The habitual A orist expresses a repeated action in
time past , without any reference to its duration .

The habitual

Aorist pj so is also used instead of the habitual Imperfect ,
as from this auxiliary no Imperfect is formed (see $ . 162 , 4 ;
$ . 216 , 2) .

ودا رغی به ثی از گروه همیشه به د

که څوک به ئی په سود په

دلازاكود للااسسهه يپهه تن وه
If any one came to them for the purpose of trade , he used
to be oppressed by them , he was constantly in trouble from the
hand of the Dilāzaks. Tāriy - i murassa : ( Gulsh . I , p. 11 ) .

$. 201 .
12) The Perfect.
The Perfect denotes an action , that is completed in time
past, without reference to another tense.

جنا

ور کړی دی

دیدن لا ئی

که سره کړی دی په وينو د اشنا
He has either put Hennā on his white hands or he has made
red with the blood of the friend.
Xavājah Muhammad
(Gulsh . II, p . 105, 1 ).

them

22 *
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S. 202 .
13) The Subjunctive of the Perfect.
The Subjunctive of the Perfect expresses the idea of the
Perfect subjectively. It is therefore frequently used , when a
fact is to be stated mildly or politely , especially in mentioning
opinions, maxims etc. , which, by being put in the Subjunctive, get
a more general colouring
Its signification often coincides there
fore with that of the past Future ; su š. 266 .
عاقبت به د پویی به باران نمونه شی
چه جامی د وى أغوستی د قرطاس
At last thou wilt become wet by the rain of spring, as thou
hast put on ( according to my opinion) clothes of paper. Xavājah
Muhammad (Gulsh . II, p. 111 , 2) .

ره وه چه تازه وی نهال شوی

له ځايه

خبژی

په قوت دری

Every tree , that has been newly planted , may be pulled out
from its place by the force of a man.
Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p. 156 ).

8.203 .
14 ) The Pluperfect.
a) The pluperfect denotes an action , which must be completed
in past time , before another past action could occur. As regards
the consecutio temporum , the Pluperfect is usually followed
in Pašto by the Aorist. That the Aorist is often used , where
we would expect a pluperfect , has been pointed out already
$ . 199 , d .
هغه قوم چه د ده له ظلم پريشان شوی وو په دوئی جمع شول
Those people , who had become distressed by his
assembled round them . Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p . 161 ) .

tyranny ,

b) The Pluperfect is also used idiomatically , without any
reference to another past tense , when a remote past action is
mentioned , the consequence or connexion of which with another
action the speaker does not like to point out.
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دا چه خلاص شه و وقت پبه
ه بیابان ستړی شوم د تلو څوت می نه وه

به أوی ئی سور کرم تر منزل ئی د رسولم او د دی بل کہ لاش می
تازیانه خوړلی وه
As to him who was saved : One time I became fatigued in the desert
and could no (more) go ; he seated me on his camel and brought
me to the station
and from the hand of this other one I had
received ( eaten) a lashing.

Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p . 184 ) .

c) In the Pluperfect of the Passive
the participle perfect

sy

(as in the Perfect )

is often left out ; e . g.

* ( دا تطبقه پر تاج د کیخسرو بادشاه لیلی وه
This
Kaiyasrū.

witty word was written on
Gulistān ( Gulsh . I, p. 180 ) .

the

crown of the king

8. 204 .
15) The Subjunctive of the pluperfect.
a) This mood is used in conditional sentences, as well in
the main as in the dependent part of them ; see $. 216 , 3 .
b) It is also used with the final and consecutive conj
unction  چه, that , in order that , so that , where we like
wise employ the Subjunctive of the pluperfect.

زره تی تی ته شه چه لاس ئی د بدني أريد تری به وه
Their heart could not do it , that they should have stretched
out (against him ) the hand of wickedness..
Tārix -i murassa3
(Gulsh , I, p . 80) .

8. 205 .
16) The Conditional (Optative) of the Pluperfect.
a) This mood is used in the main and dependent part
of a conditional sentence, see $. 216 , 3 ; further in an optative

(  لیدلی وو-  لیکلی شوی وه.
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sentence,
$ . 153 ).

with or without an optative particle

b) The Conditional

( see an example

of the Pluperfect is also

used , after a

final and consecutive conjunction ( «> that , in order that , so
that)

in

the

same

sense ,

as the Subjunctive of the Pluperfect

($ . 204, b).

دا في أثناء وقل د ښځی او تل ته آدمیت لوی دی بوته چه شفاعت

وی

می ٹی کړی

This beating of the woman without reason ( fault) and the
binding ( of her) is inhuman , it was necessary, that I should have
interceded for her.
Kalīlah ū Damanah (Gulsh. I , p. 112).

چه زه په دا بك أخته نه وی

شرط دد همجنسئی په ځای ته تر

Thou hast not performed the duty of brotherhood , that I
would not have been involved in this calamity. Kalīlah 7 Damanah
( Dorn , Chrest. , p . 11 ).

8. 206 .
17 ) The Past Future .
By the past Future a future action is described as already
accomplished. In the Pašto however this signification is rarely
found, the past Future usually expressing possibility or prob
ability of an action , which might have been done. It corresponds
therefore in most cases to the Subjunctive of the Perfect ,
the proper past Future being in Pašto usually expressed by the
Aorist ; see 8. 21 , 1 .

وی او ويبو ته به ورکړی شوی وه

وی

رهه به مخ
دا په ډبڅ
ځ

This may have been sold for much and it might ( then ) have
been given to the poor. Matth. 26 , 9 .

یہ خبل عمر به هیچا لیدلی ده وی
هغه چاری چه بار در ساعت پہ ما کا
None will have seen in his life those things , which my friend
inflicts on me every hour. Rahémān ( Gulsh . II, p. 21 , 1 ) .
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The Synthetical part.

II .

S. 207 .

I.

The simple sentence.

Every sentence must consist of a subject and predicate.
The subject may be either a substantive or pronoun or adjective
( participle )

or numeral;

it is

usually not

expressed ,

when

it

consists of a pronoun and its predicate is a verb, as : maig, I say,
except a particular stress be laid upon it , as :
you) .

pilns oj, I say (not

The subject must always be in the Nominative and may

be nearer defined again by an attribute.
The predicate is commonly a verb, but it may also be a sub
stantive, pronoun , adjective ( participle ) or numeral , in the last
four cases

a copula

(viz , the auxiliary verb " to be '

and

' to

become ' ) is required , by means of which the predicate is con
nected with the subject, as :

ss xxís , h , the work is hard .

The

predicate may also take an attribute like the subject.
As regards the position of the subject and predicate
in a Pašto sentence , it is to be observed , that the subject, as a
rule, precedes the predicate.

When the predicate is an adjective etc.

(not a verb) , it follows immediately the subject and the copula
is put last , just as in Latin , as :

oj xj ramlás

, the word is

not becoming ; but the copula may also immediately follow the
subject and the predicate may be put last, as : mubino

خبره نه.

The predicate is only then put first in a sentence, when a particular
stress is laid upon it , as : doma og ai cambiar, unbecoming was
the word.
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$ . 208 .
Concord of the subject and predicate .
1 ) If the predicate be a simple verb و, it must agree with its
subject in number and if the verb be compounded (with a part

the men come ;
iciple ), also in gender, as : سری راشي, the men come; دنیا پاتو
شوونی که,, the world is being left behind ;; جئی راغله.the
,,
girl came

But when the subject is a collective noun, the verb as predicate
may follow

in the Plural,, as: ہ قوم یہ ٹوٹی جمع شولxám,
 غ, those

people assembled round them ( Gulsh. I, 161 ) .
When the subject is a feminine but contains masculine
individuals , the predicate may be put in the Plural masculine, as :
قبیلہ ثی هغه ځای ته وځل, his family went up to that place

(Gulsh , I , p . 34 ) .
When the predicate precedes the subject in the sentence
( especially , when the predicate consists of the substantive verb
to be ' ) , it may be put , without any reference being had to the
following ( not yet mentioned ) subject , وin the III. person (masc. )
Singular; e. g.

نشته دی په زور ته په زاړی ځلاحی تہ مرگی
There is not by force nor by wailing an escape from death .
Xavājah Muhammad (Gulsh. II, 117 , 3 ).

را ته بس دی د بلبلو ترانه
To me is sufficient the melody of the nightingales.
Qadir zān (Gulsh . II, p . 199 , 2 ) .

3Abd -ul

د عملون فيه خيرثی کښی به كښه شی ځوس زره نيگئی
On the scrip of actions will be written fifty thousand good
actions. Favāid uš -šarīzăh (Gulsh. I , p . 71 ) .
2 ) When the predicate is an adjective (participle etc.) , it
must agree with its subject in gender and number ; but the
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.constructio
adsensum is also admissible , e, g.  يارfriend,
may also denote a female friend , and in this case the adjective
as predicate may be put in the Feminine.

آدم خیلی آفریدئی دی سری و سبين
The Afrīdi girls of the Adam zēl are red and white.
( Gulsh . II , p. 54 , 2).

Xush'āl

It is an anomaly , if the adjective as predicate, referred to a
subject in the feminine Plural, remains in the feminine Singular
(as in Hindi).
واژگونه شو ځمکی د دنیا چار
Upside down were put all the affairs of the world.
(Gulsh . II , p . 42 , 4 ) .

دی

Xušh‘āl

قی فی په تیغو چه په هغو ورځو بارداره او پی در کوونکی

Woe , woe to those, who in those days may be pregnant and
giving suck . Matth. 24 , 19 .
3 ) When the predicate is a substantive (with a copula ),
a twofold connexion between subject and predicate is possible :
a ) The copula ( i . e. the auxiliary verbs ' to be ' , ' to become')
may agree with the subject in gender and number , though
the substantive as predicate may be of another gender and number ;
e. g.

که سینه می سره چاک کړی و به وينی

چه می ستا له غم وينی درست کر دی
If thou tearest asunder my breast, thou wilt see, that all my
heart is blood (Pl.) out of grief for thee. Xush'al ( Gulsh. II,
p . 64 , 1 ).
b) The copula may agree with the predicate in gender
and number (and not with the subject ); this is generally the
case in Pašto ; e. g.

خاموشی د يار خزان دی

یار د تل اوسی خندان

The ( fem .) friend should always be laughing ; the silence of
the friend is (like) autumn . Ah’mad Shāh (Gulsh. II, p. 210, 3).
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چه کېږی ټکئی ٹی بښی و له خيال
اس له خاورو سره ځاوړی شو کمین
They, who had put on out of fancy crooked turbans, have now
become mean dust with dust. Xavājah Muh’ammad (Gulsh. II,
p. 116 , 2) .

ولي بشری بی مور د زره آرمان شو
Their fair faces became the objects of desire of our heart.
Idem (Gulsh. II, p. 117 , 3).

S. 209 .
Enlargement

of the

simple

sentence by a

near and remote object.
1 ) When the predicate is a verb , it may according to its
signification subordinate a near (Accusative) or remote object ( Dative)
or both at the same time. Intransitive verbs can only subord
inate a remote object, transitive and causal a near and
remote object. Some transitive and causal verbs may subordinate
a double Accusative, one denoting the near object and the other
the predicate , but only in the Imperative , the Present , the Sub
junctive of the Present and the Future ; e. g.

و
يا
سمين سمن څه کوم بی تا

تماشا د گلشن څه دوم بی تا

What shall I make * ) the sight of the rose-garden without
thee ? the jasmin and lily what shall I make without thee ?
Hamid ( Gulsh . II , p . 77 , 4 ) .
Such verbs, which govern a double Accussative, are : to make ,
to create , to elect , to call , etc.
As regards the position of the near and remote object in
the sentence, it is to be observed , that the subject ( when expressed
by a substantive or pronoun) is usually followed by the near
object ( Accusative ) , to which the remote object ( Dative ) succeeds ,
the verb as predicate closing the sentence. But in this respect
much liberty prevails , one or the other member of the sentence
being placed before or after the other , as it may be considered
of greater importance.
The near and remote object may of
course be again nearer defined by an attribute .

*) I. e. what shall I do with ,
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بادشاه خپل راز د ور ته نه وأثی
The king should not tell
Damanah (Gulsh. I, p. 105).

خلقی در سره اند یاریی ډیری

his

secret to

them .

Kalīlah 7

د دنیا دولت چه مخ تا و سړی ته

When the wealth of the world turns its face to a man, the
Gulistān ( Gulsh . I,
people make many friendships with him .
p. 171 ).
2 ) In transitive and causal verbs the active construction
is exchanged for the passive in the Imperfect , Aorist ,
Perfect, Pluperfect and Past Future , the participle , with
which these tenses are compounded, having a passive signification.
The remote object (Dative) is thereby not affected , وbut the near
object ( Accusative) is made the subject of the sentence and the
proper subject must be put in the Instrumental (as the agent)
being thus made a nearer definition of the verb as predicate . It
is understood, that the verb (participle) must agree in number and
gender with the subject.

راحت بی زحمت نه دی چا موندلی

e
By none tranquillity has been found without pain - non has
found tranquillity without pain . Rah‘mān (Gulsh . II, p . 26, 2).
But now and then the impersonal construction of the
Hindi is imitated , the verb remaining in the masculine Singular
( as in the neuter ) and the Nominative (properly the subject) being
put in the Dative ( with the postfix xs etc.).
.(.

خواهش ئی ور سره د احبت و شه په هغه حال کښ چه دی مشت ه

وينځی ځان ته نه پريښود منع ٹی و کره
He wished to cohabit with her in that state و, when he was
drunk ; the slave - girl did not give herself up (and) refused
(him ) *). Gulistān (Gulsh . I , p . 185 ).

Also intransitive verbs are now and then constructed
passively in the past tenses و, if their signification borders on
the Passive.

* ) The Hindi would
f.

be : JH À

ant at GTE
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وه ډیر ځله خبل ځان پروانه شمع
هی تی زته نه کره حمیده سول ځما
Many times its own self was burnt by the moth by means
of the candle ; it did not at all take to heart , o Hóamīd , my
burning * ) . H'amid (Gulsh . II, p. 77 , 2 ) .

8. 21 () .
Enlargement of the
nearer

simple

sentence

by

a

definition of the verb as predicate.

The verb also may in Pašto be nearer defined in different
ways : by cases (Nominative of time , place , Instrumental
of means , etc.), by prepositions and postpositions with nouns,
by adverbs of time و, place etc., just as in any Latin or Greek
sentence.
يوه ورخ أحمق محاربه ته په جدل کښی

کر دا رنته فينگر هوښيار مقال
One day a clever lean (man ) addressed in a dispute in this
way a speech to a fat fool. Gulistān ( Gulsh. I, p. 155) .
In this sentence the verb as predicate (s) is nearer defined

Nominative of time), further by :
by : يوه ورخ, one day (

 ه جدال,

in a dispute (noun with a preposition), by the adverbial expression
؛ رنگه
is
د, in this manner , thus,, and by : فينگر شوښيار,, by aa clever
lean (man ), the agent and logically the subject of the sentence .

8. 211 .
II.

The compound sentence.

Two or more sentences may so be joined together that a
compound sentence is thereby made up. This is done either
by way of coordination or of subordination .

*) The proper translation would run thus : the moth has burnt
itself — by the candle.

پروانه.i
masc
s.
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A.

Coordination of sentences.

Two or more sentences may be so joined together, that every
sentence remains independent of the other. The coordination may
be either loose or be made up by coordinative conjunctions
(cf. S. 175 ).

دل زرئی خوړل په طريق د سیاهی در سه رد
They ate the gold of the Muyals , they were with them in the
form of non -combatants * ). Tārīy -i murassa : (Gulsh. I, p . 52 ) .

جنونه ئی و کل أما په هر جنک شنواری بری وکړ
They fought battles, but in every battle the Shinvārīs got the
victory.
Ibid . ( Gulsh. I, p. 52).

یا هغه پښتانه نور دو دا څه نور شول

يا د خدای دی اس نسی قرمان
Either those were other Afghāns (and) these (present) have
become others , or such is now the order of God.
Xush'āl
(Gulsh. II , p. 51 , 3 ) .

8.212.
Contraction

of

coordinate

sentences

into one.
When two or more sentences have either the same subject
or the same predicate or the same near or remote ob
ject , or have any other member of the sentence in common,
they are usually contracted into one sentence with or without
coordinative conjunctions.
ع
خلعت أو نعمت دی ور ته عنایت کره
He bestowed on him a dress of honour and wealth.
(Gulsh . I , p . 178) .

Gulistān

of the army) = non - com
سیاهی
.the
,
shade (scil لښكر-of
د,
the army) = non-com

batants.
.
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ته ښادی په قردمک

ته مدام به سری تم وی

Man has neither always grief nor in every moment joy.
Hamid ( Gulsh. II, p. 93, 3).

$ . 213 .
Concord

of the

subject

contracted

and predicate in a

sentence.

1 ) When in a contracted sentence the subject consists of
several nouns, the predicate is usually put in the Plural و, but it
may also remain in the Singular , when the nouns are in the
Singular.. When the subject consists of nouns partly in the
Singular, partly in the Plural, the predicate is only rarely put in
the Singular. When the several nouns constituting the subject
have the same gender , the predicate agrees with it, but when
they differ in gender, the Masculine has, as a rule, the preference ;
but the predicate may also agree with the gender of the last
noun , especially when the several nouns are in the Singular ,
or it may follow the gender of the most important noun or nouns .

امانت دیانت ثی در معلوم شول

him .

His faithfulness (and) conscientiousness became known
Gulistān ( Gulsh. I, p . 170 ).

to

مال و ملکی مانزئی ئی د سپارل په نورو
Wealth and property ( and ) houses they intrusted to others.
Ašraf xān (Gulsh . II, p. 158, 3 ) .
لاس ( * پښی کره زر کی سره په قه له ځاندی
Hands and feet were made red by the partridge; it laughs
with loud laughter. Xushľāl (Gulsh. II, p . 76 , 3 ).

گنج أو خزانہ می دا ځای دفن کړی ده
The hoard and treasure has been buried by me in this place.
Kalīlah ū Damanah (Gulsh . I, p. 86 ) .

*( و = لاس

 لاس, the conjunction  وbeing occasionally shortened

to u ; .is
لاس
also used as a collective noun
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* ( يوه شخص توره أو چاره أو نی د أحداد مظفر ځان ته راور
One man brought the sword and knife and rings of Ah'dād
to Mudaffar zān . Tārīy -i murassa : (Gulsh . I, p . 33 ) .
2 ) When in a
pronoun of the I. ,
put in the I. person
of the II. and III.
Plural.

contracted sentence the subject consists of a
II . and III. person , the verb as predicate is
plural ; but when the subject is a pronoun
person , the verb is put in the II. person

og line،ا زه ته نه وو چهjعاشقی ل
Love was created , when I and thou were not yet.
( Gulsh . II, p. 64, 1 ).

Xush'āl

چه د زه أو رقيب شم کورد و مخ ته
When I and the rival look straight into thy face.
( Gulsh . II, p. 101 , 2 ).

H'amid

$ . 214 .
B.

Subordination of sentences.

Two or more sentences may so be joined together , that one
becomes subordinate to the other. A dependent sentence may
be subordinated to the main sentence in two ways :
1 ) by subordinative conjunctions (s . 176 ) .
2 ) by the relative  ܛܼܬand relative particles.
It is not to be lost sight of , that also dependent sentences
may in their turn be either coordinated or subordinated to each
other. The main and dependent sentence may also be contracted
into a simple sentence by omitting the predicate in the dependent
sentence , as : خوار ئه کاتكه ما
any one wretched like me

,
God not make
خدای د هیڅوک, mayGodnot make

= as he makes me wretched ).

*) In this sentence signs and shop are considered the most
important subjects and the predicate ( 8,9 ) therefore agrees with
their gender.
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S. 215 .
1 ) Subordination of a sentence by subordinative
conjunctions .
All subordinative conjunctions are in Pašto constructed with
the Indicative ,

only the final conjunction

, in order

that , requires the Subjunctive (of the Present, Perfect, Plup .),
partly also the Optative of the Imperfect ,

Plup. ) ,

more rarely the habitual Imperfect (s . 197 , b) .
consecutive conjunction

Also the

> , that , so that , requires the

junctive after certain verbs , as :

and

to command , to ask ,

Sub
to

require etc., and after sagt, it is necessary , spegls, it
is becoming , and similar expressions the Subjunctive is also
in use .

( cf. 194 , c).

ځای لری که بوندی ځان په خاورو خښ کړم

چه می پس له مرگ ځای دی يو مغاک
It is becoming , that I bury myself in the dust whilst living,
as after death my place is a pit *). Rah‘mān (Gulsh . II, p. 21 , 2 ) .

چه كوم ع
کرم نه وی له خدايه فتح نشته
کہ آفزون شی تر مت سپاه د چا
When there is no favour from God, there is no victory, though
the army of some one may be more numerous than locusts .
Xušh‘āl (Gulsh. II, p. 34, 3 ).
As however the subordination of a sentence by a conditional
particle admits of many varieties and is of great importance , we
must separately treat of it.

*) In this sentence another sentence is again subordinated to
the

dependent one by the

Subjunctive dependent on :

relative particle x ?, 'as'. es is the

ځای لری.
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$ . 216 .
Conditional sentences *) .

In conditional sentences the dependent part ,

headed by

the conditional conjunction Ⓡ5 kah , if , may either precede the
main sentence or follow it.

As to the formation of a conditional

sentence the following particulars are to be observed :
When the condition and that , which is conditioned thereby,
is to be represented as positive and certain , the Indicative
is used in the main and dependent part of the sentence ; but
if the condition and its consequence is to be represented as un
certain or doubtful or as a subjective opinion only , the
Subjunctive is used in both parts of the sentence ; but the mood
may vary in the main and dependent part, according to the degree
of certainty , which is to be expressed . In the main sentence the
Imperative may also occur under certain circumstances .

بی خيله ياره نور څه نه غواړم

زه رحمان

که قبوئه شی **) د خدای په در دا ځما
I Rahmān do not desire any thing else besides my friend , if
my prayer be accepted at the gate of God .
Rahmān (Gulsh . II, p. 4 , 1 ).

که تمام جهان په خبله كيكه وځوری
ياد به نه شی په درود أو يہ دعا

*) What is said here about conditional sentences refers equally
to such sentences , which are not strictly conditional according to their
form , but according to their meaning.

This is the case , when in the

dependent sentence an indefinite pronoun is used instead of the
conditional conjunction x ) , e. g.: Whatever I would say , would vex
him = if I would say any thing , it would vex him .

**) (sü xiyo may be, according to its form , the Indicative or
Subjunctive ; here it is likely the Indicative.
Trumpp , Afgh . Grammar.
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If thou eat up the whole world in thy belly , thou wilt not
be remembered with benedition and prayer.
Rahmān (Gulsh . II , p . 6 ) .

چا خوښ وی در ته کوره

که دیدن د

If the sight of any body be agreeable to thee , look at him !
Ibid. (Gulsh . II , p. 6 ).
In lively sentences , when the condition and its consequence
is represented as accomplished already , the Aorist is used in
both parts of the sentence with the sense of the Present. (§. 199 , c).

وتل بهتر که ته مه شول

سدی در ته په تلوار واستوه ته نن صبا را

Send quickly a man to them : if they come out to me (if
they have come out) this morning, it is better, if not, they are dead
( they have become deadl ).
Tārīx -i murassa3 (Gulsh . I, p . 31 ) .

In a similar way the condition is anticipated as accomplished
in the sense of a Past Future) in such sentences ,
where the consequence of the condition is predicated as future.

already

زړه به بهار ښی په زير شلون

که می بار ولیده چه دا دی

If I have
= will have) seen my friend , that he is here,
(my) heart will become a spring with yellow roses.
Ah‘mad Shāh ( Gulsh . II , p. 208 , 2) .

تاقموارئی به هرگز در پیشی نه شی
که په خپله انديښنه سری هموار وه
Improprieties will never happen to him , if a man will have
been (has been) proper in his own thought.
Xushal (Gulsh. II, p. 58, 1 ) .

2 ) When the condition and that which is conditioned thereby,
is to be represented as such , that it could happen under certain
circumstances , but does not happen in reality, because the condition
is not fulfilled , the Conditional of the Imperfect is usually
employed in the dependent sentence and in the main sentence
the Habitual Imperfect . (See also sub4 ).
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*(که پيدا نه وای دیدن بلتون به مروه
له دیدن خون بهیږی دريغ دريغ
If there would be no meeting , separation would be dead ; on
account of meeting the blood flows , alas , alas !
Ah’mad Shāh (Gulsh. II , p. 207 , 1 ).

In poëtry the simple Aorist is sometimes used instead of the
Habitual Aorist pg  بهetc .; e. g.

که د یار د هر غم را باند نه وی
را ته سهل و سرود زندان اور
If the grief about the separation from the friend would not
press upon me, the fire of the prison would be easy to me, o men !
Ašraf zān (Gulsh . II, p. 156, 2 ) .

د غنچی خنده مال وه په چمن کښی
که نسیم پر گر د کړی قر با
The laughing of the rose-bud would be impossible in
garden , وif not every morning the zephyr would pass over it.
Xushal ( Gulsh. II, p. 33 , 1 ) .

the

The Conditional of the Imperfect may also be used as
well in the main as in the dependent sentence ; e . g.
غم خو ستا د رسوائی کم ته د ش
ر كمgw

کنی

که |می دا اندیښنه ته زی تا

I grieve indeed for thy shame, not about ( my ) head ; if I
had not this anxiety , thou wouldst see (what I would do) .
Xush'al ( Gulsh. II, p. 62, 2 ).

3 ) When the condition and that, which is conditioned thereby,
is represented as such , that it could have happened under certain
circumstances , but has in reality not happened , because the

**)
(  وه-—  بهthe habitual Aorist,, because this auxiliary is not
possessed of an Imperfect ; see g. 200.
23 *
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condition has not been fulfilled , the Subjunctive of the Plu
perfect or the Habitual Imperfect is used in the main
sentence ,

and

the Conditional

of the pluperfect

or the

Subjunctive of the pluperfect in the dependent sentence,
or the Conditional of the Pluperfect may be used in both
parts of the sentence, when the main sentence contains a dependent
sentence at the same time , subordinated by the conjunction x

,

which in such a conjuncture requires the Conditional mood
(5. 205 , 6 ) .
په يوه شپه ت
ی تاخیر کړی وی ما به بها د وينځی دوچنده
ئی
ور کړی وه
If be had delayed it one night, I would have given him
double the price of the slave-girl . Gulistān ( Gulsh. I, p . 185 ) .

په نارو به می بیدار کر کہ خوب وړی دی
بار ويښ را ته وده شه دنبا ما
I would have awakened him by my cries , if he had been
overcome by sleep ; being quite awake my heart-ravisher became
sleepy towards me. Rah'mān ( Gulsh. II, p. 4, 1 ) .

به ته کومو باند

څه دی هغه
که پوعیدلی به تاسو وثی چه
به تاسی کم ته كاوه

If you had understood , what this is
you would not have
passed judgement on the innocent. Matth . 12 , 7 .

که تا هم دا قسى ليدلی دی تكه ما لیدلی دی شاید *) چه كرا

دهم د دیو ته غم بريښی وی

*)( The main

sentence is here

 شاید,, it is possible ,, which by

means of the conjunction as subordinates the following sentence , in
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If thou hadst seen such ( things) , as I have seen , perhaps
you also would have left the desert out of grief about them .
Kalīlah 7 Damanah ( Dorn, Chrest. p. 10).
4 ) As in Persian the Conditional of the Imperfect is
often used in Pašto in the sense of the Conditional of the
Pluperfect , which must be gathered from the context. The
Conditional of the Imperfect may either be used in both parts
of the sentence , or the Habitual Imperfect may be used in
the main sentence and the Conditional of the Imperfect in
the dependent sentence .

تا ناصح را ته قاله ويلی وعظ

که په ما دې څه أثر كولی وعظ

If thy admonition had made any impression on me , thou,
o adviser , wouldst then have told me admonition .
Hamid (Gulsh. II, p. 90, 2 ).
چه که می ولی الکی می د ده په ټوقار دورولی
Whatever I would have said , I would have sprinkled salt on
his wound. Gulistān (Gulsh. I, p. 171 ) .

د طالب د مطلوب راز به ما در دو ښو

که ته ته وأي خبردار ته دی رواج
I would have shown to thee the secret of the seeker and the
sought , if thou hadst not been aware of this custom.
Rahʼmān (Gulsh. II, p. 13 , 3 ).

8. 217 .
Elliptical conditional sentences.
The Pašto uses also elliptical conditional sentences, the main
sentence of which must be supplied from the context.
11 ( When the conjunction که

is

connected with

the Sab -

junctive of the Present , an optative sentence is formed,

which the Conditional of the Pluperfect is required , corresponding to
the Conditional of the Pluperfect, used in the dependent sentence headed
by xs, if.
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to which must be properly supplied : it is good or something
like it.
By the Subjunctive Present the desire or wish is
predicated as possible .

زه خواجه محمد د پروت يم په دربار کښی

میان صاحب کہ می و نسی تر لاس
I Xavājah Muhammad have fallen down at thy court ; o Lord ,
if thou take me by the hand (supply : it is good == please take me
by the hand !) . Xavājah Muh‘ammad (Gulsh. II, p . 112, 1 ).
2) When the conjunction xs is

connected with

the

Con

ditional of the Imperfect , it is hinted thereby, that the desire
or wish is looked upon as impossible.

 كرم ور ځوکنده: مرتبه که ستا د عشق

مدیک به واره وانی که بشر وی
When I make known to them the degree of thy love , all
angels will say : if we ( only) would be men !
Kalimain ( Gulsh . II, p . 27 , 2 ) .

The dependent sentence may also , vice versa, be wanting ;
in such cases the condition is to be gathered from the context.
Or the dependent sentence may be replaced by an Anakoluthon,
which contains , وlogically , the condition . In such (main ) sentences
the Habitual Imperfect is used, sometimes also the Habitual
Aorist.

سنا و لور ته می به بم تر

ما به سازد سر قلم کر

نام به زه يه رأس ه ع

ما به سترګی کړی نعلین

I would (willingly) make of my head the sole of the foot , I
would make an ocean to thy daughter.
I would make my eyes shoes, I would go on my head and eye
( supply : if it was possible for me to leave my place).
Yusuf and Zulaiyā ( Dorn , Chrest. p . 202 ) .

و زمان به هجری تیر په دګن ته کم
دوران تله په وينا خبلہ رضا کا
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The exiled would have never passed a moment in the
Dekhan
but when does fate assent to one's word ? (= if fate
would assent to one's word). Ašraf yān ( Gulsh . II, p . 153 , 1 ) .
مخ وه كره
نندارچیانو به ئی وح د مخ وه

تکبر ور ته اواز د لا تقل کیا
The spectators would have made a description of (her) face
amazement called out to them : do not speak !
3Abd - ul- Qādir zān (Gulsh. II, p. 190, 1 ) .

$ . 218 .
2)

Subordination of a sentence by the
pronoun and relative a dverbs.
Relatively dependent sentences are

formed by

relative

the

relative

pronoun  و چهwhich refers to the noun of another sentence, or by
relative adverbs و, which are usually, in

correlation with

another

adverb.

بت پرست والی حمید و قغه کس ته

چه بندګی کوی د خدای په روي ريا کښی
H'amīd calls him an idolater , who serves God with the face
and hypocrisy .. H'amīd (Gulsh . II, p. 88 , 2) .

که يار غواړی نبره ژاړه څو چه در شی حمیده
If thou wilt have (thy) friend , وwail so long till he come to
thee و, o H‘amīd ! Hamīd (Gulsh . II, p. 89, 2 ) .

8. 219 .
Abbreviation of subordinate sentences .
A subordinate sentence may be abbreviated by the construction
with the Nominative absolute ( S. 181 , 2 , sqq .) . In this case
the subordinative conjunction is left out and the sentence is loosely
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subordinated to the main sentence , the subject (or agent, who
may be expressed in the Instrumental) being always identical with
the subject (or agent) of the main sentence..

څخو غوښه ئی په مني کښی نبولی په نیودی د یوی نی نی
پرواز تاوه
Having taken a little flesh in its bill it flew about in the
vicinity of a tree. Kalīlah Ō Damanah ( Gulsh . I, p. 87 ).

8. 220 .

The

direct

oration ,

The Pašto knows no oratio obliqua and does therefore
not subordinate such sentences , as the Latin , but renders with
primitive simplicity the words , as they were spoken (in a direct
oration ).

These words are always introduced by the particle *

(like the Greek őri and the Persian xs ) without being subordinated
thereby to the main sentence , and this x is therefore in such
cases only a sign of a following direct oration and is not to be
translated..

به عرض ئی رسول چه که منصب زه يواځی واخلم دا نور قوم به را

کا

سوه حد

He respectfully rejoined : if I alone take this dignity , وthese
my other countrymen will envy me.
Tārix -i murassa : ( Gulsh . I , p . 43 ) .

فرمر شاهزاده چا د پښتیده چه د پلار د وزيرانو څخه د څه خطا
ونبدء چہ د و تزئی
Somebody asked the Prince Hurmuz : what fault hast thou
seen in the vazīrs of ( thy ) father, that thou hast imprisoned them ?
Gulistān ( Gulsh . I, p. 162 ) .
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8. 221 .

Interrogatory sentences.
It is evident from the preceding paragraph , that in Pašto
only direct interrogations are in use .

The question itself

is generally not pointed out by interrogatory particles , but only
by the voice of the speaker ; sometimes xs is employed as interrog

which
atory particle , after the precedent of the Hindi ( fotizit),
need not be translated . The double interrogation ( whether

or)

is expressed by : اbé,
x3
- x3, as , but in the first member as
–ک
ي, ه

ک
or ه.i
often dropped
s.
آرویدلی د نه دی چه حكيمانو ولی
Hast thou not heard , that the wise have said ?
Gulistan (Gulsh . I, p. 169 ) .
تو دی چه ځما په سترګو پريووت

ځه د غم

نه وينم يه سركو حقیقت داره مبین

Is it the veil of grief , that has fallen on my eyes ? I do
not see the whole clear truth. Xush‘āl ( Gulsh. II, p . 52, 3 ).

په ذهن کښی د غاښونه تجلہ کا

يا عويئي په غنچه کښی د شبنم دی
Are in thy mouth thy teeth glittering , or are they drops of
dew on the rose -bud ? Rah'mān ( Gulsh. II, p . 29, 1 ) .

8. 222,
Ellipsis .
An ellipsis is frequently met with in Pašto ,

especially in

poëtry. It is very common , that in interjectional sentences (espe
cially in asseverations and imprecations) the verb “to be
is left out,, as ::) ستا په سرsupply :: (يو, by thy head (II swear (.
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که بلوچ که قراره واره چرکین دی

نه ئی دین ته ئي مذهب شتر پی قاش
Whether Baloch or Hazārah , all are dirty , they have neither
faith nor religion ; may their privities be disclosed ! *) .
Xushal ( Gulsh. II , p . 46, 3 ) .
Besides this we meet with some kinds of Aposio pesis
( reticence ) , the most common of which we will point out in the
following quotations.
هر څوک چه له دی فاني نفس وابستگی کا
نه به شی تلی په زنځير شره فوا
Whoever depends on this transitory breath, (he shall know
that) the wind (breath) will not be bound with a chain .
Rah’mān ( Gulsh . II , p . 5 , 2 ) .

نع
ته د درست جهان خراج

يوه يبائع د میو

که می خونه شی تاراج

زه او می ای محتسب

Not a cup of wine

not the tribute of the whole world .

I and the wine , o censor ! though my house be plundered . (I. e.
A cup of wine is not to be compared or exchanged for the tribute
of the whole world . I and the wine are inseparable etc.) .
نه يو ښه لائق فرند د پدر به خونه

نه د
سرو د سپينو گنج د ده په کور
Not a good worthy child in the house of the father – not
a good child is
a treasure of gold and silver in his house (
not to be compared with — or is far superior to - ).
د با بانک د ملا ويل د زاهد له قه كور وتل په جست و جو د بل
ځای شه
The cry of the morning ( = the crowing of the cock) , the
call of the Mullā ( from the minārah ), the issuing of the ascetic
from that house (was one and the same) , he went in search of
another place . Kalīlah 7 Damanah ( Gulsh . I, p . 111 ) .
( Supply here: .this
; د ری
is a common Afghan imprecation
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Appendix I.

The Calendar

of the Afghāns .

The Afghāns reckon by lunar years according
muh'ammadan calendar. The names which they give
of the year differ from the Arabian nomenclature و,
have put down the Pašto and the corresponding
lations of the months.

to the common
to the months
wherefore we
Arabic appel

Pašto.
days.
 حسن حسينHasan husain .

 صفرهsafarah
*( ورنئی خورvrumbai zor .

30

29
30

30
 دويمه خورdyayamah gor
30
 دريمه خورdreyamah 70r ,
29
 څلورمه خورtalaramah 20r

30
 د خدای میاشتda zadaie miaste *
(  ت شو قدرqadr
29

 براتbarat
 روژهFath

30

29
 وړوکي اخترvrikai aztar

 میانهmianih

30

اختر

29

 لویlie aztar

* ) Literally : the first sister.
**) Literally : the month of God .
or :
( Also :  ڈ شو در میاشتor :  شو زد برات میاشتisassimilated
from  شبnight, therefore شو قدر
= .Pers  شب قدر.
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Arabic.

days .
 محزمmuharram

30

 صفرsafar

29

 ربيع الأولrabi3u-l-avval

30

30
 ربيع الثانیrabi3u-99aul

 جمادى الأولjumada-l-avval

30

 جمادی الثانیjumada-80ani .

29

 رجبrajab

30

 شعبانsa3ban .

29

 رمضانramazan

30

 شوالsavval

29

 ذی القعده01 - qaadah
l-

30

ہ ذی الحجهi-l-hijj: h

29

In the eastern parts of Afghānistān , which border on India ,
the Indian appellations of the months are frequently used . These
are solar months ; their names are :

Hindi.

Pa što.

ai
وشاک,.b
,visik
sa
,April-May
, ;بيتناک
*). HTG baisakh
k.

 جيjet

May - June.

3a jeth .

ar ..
 قار وارhar, ir

June - July

TATG asāļh .

*) Properly from the middle of April to the middle of May .
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-

 شاون.savan
July-August.

सावन् savan

 بادروbaidra .

August- September.

HTĉi bhādõ (HTG ).

 أسوasl .

September -October. Ifha ūsin.

 کدکیkatak

October-November.

( श्रावण).

 پشمالpa sakal *
al*)|

.

gató magar**)
 پوهpoh

November- December.

ilfatah

kātik.

499 aghan (EYTETUU).

.
December -January.

ūTa pauš ( WA ).

 ماهmah .

January- February.

ATT māgh .

pikia pagan

February -March.

फागुन phagun .

March -April

चैत्र aitr ( चैत् ).

čētār .
jämnas

For the days of the week the Persian appellations are in use
in Western Afghānistān , as :

min sambeh ,

Saturday , main coté

yak sambeh , Sunday etc., but in Eastern Afghānistān the following
names, partly taken from the Hindī , are current :

Pašto :

Persian :

slá zālī, Saturday.

xanú sambeh.

oluit, has itbār, itvār, Sunday.

pun ki yak sambeh .

 دیر, is gul, pīr, Monday.

i
eh
samb
دو شنبع.d

aki nahăh, Tuesday.

sa X seh sumbeh .

barani 5

ar
eh
samb
چهار شنبه.tal

čar šambeh, Wednesday.

*() پشكال

quat , the rainy season , rain falling in the

Panjāb chiefly in July-August.

** ) Sindhi: मंघिरु manghiru, Panjabi:

मंघर (मार्गशिर).
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 بانشنبهpansambeli

Thursday.

mai ales panj šambeh .

 د زیارت ورخda ziarat vrad

481 > jumzăh.

42n > jumsăh, Friday .

The names of the different scaons are : a sparlai , spring
( or izuma psarlai ) ,

comprising February, March and April ;

sig

ūrai , summer generally ( consisting of sgu dūbai , hot weather,
May and June ,

and Jlácia pašakāl , rainy season , July-August) ;

gris manai, autumn, ( the latter half of August, September, October ) ;
Come žimai, winter ( November, December , January ).

This division

of the seasons however can only be applied to the moderate hill
climate of Afghānistān.

Appendix II.

Survey

of the

I.

conjugation

of the Pašto

The intransitive verb ending in al,

Infinitive : jis tş - al , to flee.

Imperative :
Sing. m , vỏ tš-ah, flee.

Plur. semos vỏ tš-aī, flee ye.

1

verbs.
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A.

From the Imperative are formed :
1 ) The Present.

Sing.

fee
زه
 تښدم.
z
m , Ih
ts -aa

نه
-e, thou feest
 تنبی.tah_ts
ts-i, he, she flees .
hayah t
هغه تښی

Plur..

و تو.m
مو
fee
i
t -l, we

سی تئی.tase
تا
t -al, you fee

they fee
هغ
ه تبدی.hay
s
-l ,ah_t

2 ) The Subjunctive Present.

Sing.
زه و
تښم.z
ah
, I may dee
v6 15-am
thon mayst fee
تهو
تښی.t
6 - , ah

وتښی.hayah
ته
v6 ts-1, he, she may fee

fee
e
ت, ,she should
 ته د و تښیhayah de v6 ا.h
Plur.
و
 و ت,
guists

mūž vě tě - ū, we may flee.

تښئی
consists
- ,
guló tāse võ tš-aī,you
may flee.
 وتښی.hayah
قه
v6t-, they may fee

ah
ay
should fee
هغه د
de v t , they
 وتښی.h
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3 ) The Future.

Sing .
prices x2 ; zah bah võ tš-am, I shall flee.

si,
si

tah bao võ tặ - , thou wilt fee.
xx se hayah bah và tặ-1, he , she will fee.

Plur.
ymis , & quo mūž bah võ tş - ū, we shall flee.
tāe bah võ tš-aī, you will flee.
sännöits a smlá
1
conting xi xéo hayah bah vě tš-ī,they will flee.

B.

From the participle praeterite are formed :
4) The Imperfect.

Sing.
phix o; zah tş-al- am , I fled .
shini x3 tah tš -al-ē, thou fledst.

uns xeo hayah tiš, he fled .

xá , xác xáộ hayah ty- al- 5h, ts-5h, she fed.
Plur .
yilnico

go mūž tš-al-ū, we fled.

sähinö solü tāse tš-al-aī, you fled .
Xuña, lúns aéo hayah tš-al, tš-ah, masc.

they fled .
coration, Shains sem hayah tặ-al-ē,tặ -ē , fem .
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5 ) The Habitual Imperfect.

Sing
pinas sa aj zah bah tặ-al-am, I used to flee
etc.

etc. (like the Imperfect ).

6 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Imperfect .
Sing. and Plur.

8 ; zah

a tah
 بلاي,  نلی, تقلی

xáº hayah

tš-al-ai, tš -al-ē, tš-al-āā

s go mūž

(tš-ai, ts-ē, tš-āē).

)  تای, (تښی وتښی

 تاسیtase
teso hayah

( If) I , thou , he , she , we , you , they would flee ; or : would
that I, thou, he , she , we, you, they would flee !

7 ) The Aorist.

Sing.

phanias oz zah võ tš-al-am , 1 fled .

etc.

etc. ( like the Imperfect ).

8 ) The Habitual A orist.

Sing.
phasis is to o; zah bah võ tš-al-am , I used to flee.

etc. etc. ( like the Imperfect).
Trump p , Afgh. Grammar.
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C. With the participle perfect and the auxiliary to be '

are formed :

9 ) The Perfect.

Sing.

یم

وتلی.tg
 تسلی-al-ai (m .), ti-al-e (f.) sam , I have fed

وو

وو

ē,

thou hast fled .

ٹی
دی

تښلی

tš-al-ai dai

he

ts -al -e dah

she

هد

has fled..

تنبلی
Plur.

 يو.
 تلی-al-i yil
, we have fed
t
tš-al-ī aī, you have fled.

4

دی

ts- al-ī dī , they have fled.

دی

10 ) The Subjunctive of the Perfect.

Sing.

 تښتیmasc., he

may have fled ..
وی
she
 تلیfem ., she

Plur.

G, skús tš-al-ī vī, they may have

fled .
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11 ) The Pluperfect.

Sing.

وم

وتلی.ti
 تښلی-al-ai (m.),t -al-e (f.) vum , I had fed

vē, thou hadst fled .

وو
وی
و
وه
تښتی

ts-al-ai vuh , he
had fled.

تمبلی

وه

ts-al-e, vah , she
. ::

Plur.

had fed
 تل-al-it
ی.
vu , wep

وو

vai, you had fled.
وئی

vū (masc.)

they had fled .
vē (fem .)

دی

12) The Subjunctive of the Pluperfect.

Sing..

دم

۱

 تښل|ی,  بهتلیbah ta-al-ai (m.),t -al-e (f.)vum , Iwould

have fled, etc. etc. (like the Pluperfect).

13 ) The Conditional ( Optative) of the Pluperfect.

Sing .

8j zah
tš-al-ai, tš-al- ē vai, vē,

وای,  وی, تښلی وی,  ته نښلیtah
vāz

xés hayah

(If) I, thou, he, she would have fled ; or : would that I, thou,
he , she had fled !
24 *
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Plur.

موو

 وای,  وی, دی

نښلی

mūž

ی.tise
تاس
ti-al-i vai,w , wild

de hayah
(If) we, you, they would have fled ; or : would that we, you,
they had fled !

14) The Past Future.

Sing.

h
havefed
تلی یم,.
به تښلی
a
-e (f.) yam , I shall
-al-ai (m .), ta-al
tib
ē, thou wilt have fled.

و

و
ئی

vī, he, she will have fled .

وی

دو
Plur.

يو

have fed
we shall h
به تښ
لی.
b
tj- al-i yu ,a
,,

aī, you will have fled .

ني

یو

vī, they will have fled.

II.

The intransitive verb ending in -ēd -al.

r
t. verb
a ( ل.
دريد
stand, primi
d
d-al, to a
-c

b( .
. verb ) (زوړ.
زړېدل
a
old, derivatr
-al, to become
-edz

4
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Imperative.

Sing.
a) odje , vỏ dar -ēž -ah, stand !

b)

Dj zõr (masc. )
šah, become old !

xú

oj zar -õh (fem .)

Plur.

دربرثی

vò dar-ēž -ai, stand ye !
v

b)
byli zārah (masc. )

saī, become ye old !

امی

szj zaļā ( fem .)

With the prohibitive particle < w : sytyj * s mah zar-ēz- ah, Plur .
ories to mah zaļ-ēž-aī, do not become old !

A.

From the Imperative are formed :

1 ) The Present.

Sing.

a)

(pju) praju aj zah dar-īž -am , ( dar-am ), I stand .

( 153 ) Saj xő tah dar - zx - a ( dar - 2 ), thou standest.

( sju )sadju såso hayah dar- zx -i (dar-i ), he, she stands.

Plur.

3  هوmūž dar -īž - ā (dar-ī),we stand.
( 936) baju nyt
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( 0 ) Cortinas sauli tāse dar-ež-ai (dar- aſ ), you stand.
(esju) Sydy xăm hayah dar - zx -i ( dar-i), they stand.

Sing .

b)

paasj zah zar-ēž- am, I become old.

etc. etc. ( quite like

.
)

2 ) The Subjunctive Present.

Sing .

a)

zah võ dar-ēž -an , I may stand.
زه ودرېږم
etc. etc. ( like the Present)
)
b

Sing
29;

; (m .) zah zor
m
» zar -åh
sj , (f.)

šam, I may become old.

(m .) tah
1

نی

šē, thou mayst become old.
( f.)

99

U

rés ( m .) hayah
šī, he, she may become old.

;زوړu xés (m .) hayah de zor

šī, he, she should become old.

د زړه

.

de zar-ah
r-ább

(f.)

Plur .
1 ojí zg'i ( m . ) mūž zāſah
šū , we may become old.

Gj » (.)

>

zar- ē

 تاسیtase
1
saī, you may become old .

1
{

m
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váš hayah

19

1

šī, they may become old .

 قغه د زاړهhayah

de ziral

šī, they should become old.

de zar - ē
هغه د زړی

3) The Future.

Sing

a)
posed you , do

; zah bah vò dar - ēž -am , I shall stand .

3 as aš tah bah vở dar-ēž-ē, thou wilt stand.

Sgojuig as nés hayah bah vò dar-tx-i, he, she will stand.

Plur.

bay

x + muỷ bah vô dar- ẳ- ũ, we shall stand .

e
stand
به و تربیتی.t
تاسی
bah vaas
dar-o-2-ai, you will
به و
Soojus
 برy es más hayah bah vỏ dar-ēX-i, they will stand.
ی

Sing .

b)

ه زوړdo بOy (m .) zah bah zor
šam , I shall become old .

»د زړه

zar-ěh

( f.)

X3 (m .) tah
šē , thou wilt become old.

( f.)
에

3

més (m .) hayah ,
šī, he, she will become old.
9
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Plur.

) موږ به زارهm .) mi

bah ziral
šū, we shall become old.

۱إ

(f.)

zar-ē

و

و زړی

:  ) اسیm.) tase
šaī, you will become old..
رو

(f. )

ار

اتنی
,

) قغعm .) hayah ,
šī , they will become old.

ور

و

تی

B.

From the participle preterite are formed :

4 ) The Imperfect .

Sing .

a)

یدلم ودریدم
.zah
زه در
dar-Ud-al-am , dar-cd -am , I stood

stoodst
al
ته کری
dar-cd-alدریدی, دلی.t
, dar- d-6, thoul

) قهدريدهm.) liatah dar-cd -th ,he

stood ,
تريده,)ته دريدلعf.)hayah dar - d-al-il, dar- d-ih , she

Plur.

تريدو, ریدو.mi
مور د
dar-cd-al-ii,dar-cd-il, we stood

tāse
-ēd
.
aī
ēd
دريدئی, دریدلی.tase
تاسی
dar-cd-al-ai, dar-cd-ai, you stood

) قه دريدل ودریدهm.)hayal dar- d-al, dar-oil-al

they stood ..
 دريدلی درددی,,

f.
) .f(

dar-ēd -al -c, dar - ēd -z
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Sing.

b)

 زه ریدلم وزیدمzah zar - d-al-am , zar- d-am , I became old

etc. etc. (like  دريدكمetc.(.

5) The Habitual Imperfect.

Sing .

a)

بهکيدم,  زه به درید تمzah bah dared-al-am , bah

dared-am ,

I used to stand ; etc. etc. (like the Imperfect).

b)

Sing.

 به زړیدم,  زه به زړيدكمzah bah zar-cd-al-am , bah zar-cd-am ,
I used to become old ; etc. etc. (like the Imperfect ).

6) The Conditional (Optative) of the Imperfect.

a)
* (  دریدلی,  زه وتنه وه )دریدلیzal , tal ,
hayah

or

dar-ēd-al-ai, dar -ēd -al-ē,
or

- , dar-cd
ēd-ai
ēd -8
ē
قعہ,  تناسی,  مويma , dar-cd
 دریدی, دریدی

tāse, hayah

( If) I , thou , he , she, we, you, they would stand ; or : would
that I etc. would stand !

b)

Sing.

šv-al-ai , šv
) زه ته وقغه زور شویوشوې وشوېm.)zah,tah,hayah zor al- ē, šv-al - āē
or
or
 وZar - ah
 » متر است در ادامه,, (f.) ,,
|sy -ai , Sv -ت,
šv-āē
شوق و شوی وشوای

dar-ēd-āē.
* ( Or  دریدلایdar- d-al- قاق,  دریدای.dar
-ad-aa
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(If) I , thou , he , she would become old ;
thou, he , she would become old !

or : would that I,

Plur.

sy -al-ai etc.

etc.
mūž, tāse, hayah zāſah
) موواسی وقهرارة اشوق
m)with this hasralarab
or
zar- ē
و
( f.)
.etc شوی
« تږی شوی
( If) we , you , they would become old ;
you , they would become old !

or

šv -ai etc.

or : would that we,

7 ) The Aorist.

a)

Sing .
ēd
-ēd
 دریدم,  زه ودریدمzah v6 dar-cd-al-am ,v6 dar-ad-am ,
I stood ; etc. etc. (like the Imperfect ).

Sing .

b)

) زو زوړm .) zah zor

šv -am , šv -al -am ,

* ( شوم رشوتم
I became old.

 زړه,, ).f(
وو

وشولی

رو

h
a
-r
za

) تهm ..) tah

ور

(f.)

۱,

Sv-E و, Sv -al-e ,

شوی

شع

thou becamest old.

 ) دعمm .) hayah ار

šah ,

he
became old.

شوه وشوله

وو

Sv-ah, Sv -al-ah, she

Plur.

شور و شولو

) مرہ زارهm.) mai zarah
l
| av-li , val- ,
we became old.
 اوzar - e
(f.)
پر زړی

* (  شومis not so much in use a8 شوم.
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| Sv -al , Sv -al-al,

) تاسیm .) tase

you became old.

 شوئی, شوئی
(f.)

 شول, ور شور و شوه

قفع

(m .) hayah ,

Sv-l , sv-gh , they be
šv- al
came old.
šv -ē, šv -al- ē

( f.)

شوی وشولی

8) The Habitual Aorist.

Sing.

a)

 به ودریدم, ودریدلمg ;زه بهzahbah va dar-ed
- ,, bah v6 dar- d-am ,
ēd- al-am

I used to stand ; etc. etc. (like the Imperfect ).
Sing.

b)

زه به زور شوم

zah bah zor sv -am , I used to become old .

etc. etc. (like the Aorist) .
c. With the participle perfect and the auxiliary „ to be

are formed :
9) The Perfect.
Sing.

a)

) زه دريدm .) zah dar-cd-al-ai
و قر
dar -ēd -al - e
(f.
 ) و دریدلی.f(

*(

تم

yam , I have stood .

ي
نة

xś (m.) tah

ē , thou hast stood .
(f.)

هغه

)m .) hayah

dai, he

(f.)

dah , she
م
ر
ه

) has stood..

د

ادی

و

وو

Or
ar
درب
.(com ( دریدی
یدی.d
-ad-e, Plur
* ( Or دریدی
.da
-ad-ai, fem r
dar-ēd-ī.
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Plur..
mūž dar - ēd - al -î yū ,

we have stood.

tāse

aī,

you have stood.

dī ,

they have stood.

مور درید بو

في

تاسی

دی

xi0

در

hayah

Sing..

b)

| yam ,

) زه زوړ شویm .) zah z0r siavai

I have become
old..

zar -ah save
 زره شوی,,

) .f(

یئ

 ) تهm .) tah
ē , thou hast become old..

نی

وز

او

هد

رو

 ) هغه ورm . ) hayah

تی

dai , he

ور

dah , she

has become old..
رد

(f.)

و

Plur.

) موہ زاره شويm .) mud zirah savi

yű , we have become
old.

« زړی شوی

و

f.
) .f(

zar - ē savī

}

) تماسی ووm .) tase

{ ني

aī, you have be
come old..

و

رو

}}

( f.)

وغع

) m .) hayah ,
(f.)

رو

دی

dī , they have be
come old.

10) The Subjunctive of the Perfect.

Sing..

a)

) هغه دریدتیm .) hayah dar-cd-al-ai
یو
(f.)

درېدلی

dar- ēd -al - e

vi , he, she may have
stood.
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Plur.

) قه دريدلي وي
m
-cd-al-7 vi, they may have stood
.
. t.), hayah dar
Sing.

b)

) هغه زوړ شویm .) hayah zor savai
ری
95

zar-ah save

vī, he, she may here
become old..

زره شوی

Plur.

šavī vī , they may have
become old .

) هغه زارهm .) hayah zarah

شوی وی
zar-ē

زری

,

11 ) The Pluperfect.

)
a

Sing..
) زه کړیدلیm .) zah dar- d-al-ai
(f.)
اء
| ن
دری
بدلي
etc.

vum , I had stood .

dar-ēd -al- e

etc.

Sing .

b)

) زه زوړ شویm .) zah zor savai
vum, I had become old.
zar -ah Save

د زړه شوی
etc etc.

12) The Subjunctive of the pluperfect.

Sing ..

a)

و

) زه به دریدلیm.) zah bah

dar-cd-al-ai
vum

دربدلی

29

(f.)

I should have stood ; etc. etc.

dar -ēd -al - e
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Sing.

b)

 ) زه به زور شویm.) zah bah zor favai
vum

 دم۱  وو زړه شوی,

zar-ah save

(f.)

I should have become old ; etc. etc.

13 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Pluperfect.

Sing.

a)

|) زه دريدیm.) zah dar-el-al-ai
وای

وی

vai, vē , vāē

وی

 کربة لي,

dar-ēd-al-e

f.
)4 (

( If) I would have stood ; or : would that I had stood !
etc. etc.

Sing.

b)

واي, ری,

إذفی

zah zar sauvai
) تو زوړ شوی
m.)
(f.)  ووzar- ah save
زړه شوی

vai, vē , vāē,

(If) I would have become old ; or : would that I had become
old ! etc. etc.

14 ) The Past Future..

Sing.

a)

dar-cd-al-ai

) زه به دريدلیm.) zah bah

yam,

بم

( f.)

dar -ēd -al - e

رو

 دریدلی,, ,
I shall have stood ; etc, etc.

Sing.

b)

) زه به زوړ شویm.)zah bah zar sarai
(f.)

د زړه شوی
etc.

etc.

و

zar - ah save

yam , I shall have
become old..
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Transitive verb ending in al.

III.

Infinitiv : Ja, šar- al, to eject.
Imperative.

Sing.
vỏ šar -ah, eject!

opis

Plur.
csapüs

A.

vờ šar- aī, eject ye !

From the Imperative are formed :

1 ) The Present.

Sing.
po sj

spü aš
Segue més

zah šar-am *) , 1 eject.

tah šar -ē, thou ejectest.
hayah šar -i, he , she ejects.
Plur.

spa ga

csoma comló

espür das

mūž šar -ū , we eject.

tāse šar -aī, you eject.

hayah šar-1, they eject.

2) The Subjunctive of the Present.

Sing
pocy s
Spis aš

zah vě šar -am , I may eject ( that I eject).
tah vě šar - ē , thou mayst eject.

*) Or : 0pü šar -amah , in the eastern (modern) dialect.

1
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syg xášo

hayah vě šar - î, he , she may eject.

Spa Unió

hayah de vě šar - i,

he , she shonld eject.

Plur.

مود و شرو

mūž vě šar-ữ , we may eject.

tāse vě šar -aī, you may eject.
ناسی و رئی

Spóg séð
spüs o más

hayah vě šar- ī , they may eject.
hayah de võ šar-1 , they should eject.
3) The Future.

Sing.
cp

, to dj
etc.
B.

zah bah vỏ šar -am , I shall eject.
etc. (like the Present) .

From the participle preterite are formed
(with passive signification ) :
4) The Imperfect.

Sing.
pod pacio con oj

zah 7 šar -al - am *) , I was ejected by him .

Spü su aš

tah 7 šar-al -ē , thou wast ejected by him .

osLesu xés

(m.) hayah ē šār-ah, he was ejected by him .

 شته,,

(f.)

, šar-al-ħh , she was ejected by him .

Plur.
C
Longi mūž ē šar- al- ū, we were ejected by him.
Querüt

smli

tāse ē šar - al -aī, you were ejected by him .

*) The pronominal suffix s ( by him , her, them ) is only added
to show the construction and use of these tenses,
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xio
) فه تی شلm .) hayaha sar- al
they were ejected by him.

sar-al- ē

(f.)

 ܚܵܨ ܛ95

5 ) The Habitual Imperfect.

Sing.

 زه به ثی شلمzal bah e Rar-al-am *), I used to be ejected by him ,
etc. etc. ( like the Imperfect).

6 ) The Conditional ( Optative) of the Imperfect.

 ماma
 تا:
لای

sar -al-ai, šar-al- ē, šar -al - āē

, رئی ورلى

 وغيhayah
or

or

jgn mūž
شری و شرای

شری

šar -ai, šar - ē , šar -āē

 تاسوtasu

 هغوhay
( If ) he , she, they would be ejected , or : would that he , she,
they would be ejected (by me, thee , him , her, us you , them ) **) .

7 ) The Aorist.

Sing .

ی شلم
ه رo;ز
.zah
vasar -al-am , I was ejected by him

etc. etc. (like the Imperfect ).

زو
*( Or :  ئی شکم به.z
e sarah
-al-am bah
** ) This mood is only used in the third person Sing. and Plur. ,
the first and second person being avoided to prevent confusion with

.othe
tenses ش
یr
 شرل,, شرلی,  شرلایetc. is not subject to any inflexion..
25
Trumpp , Afgh. Grammar.
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8 ) The Habitual Aorist.

Sing
o; zah bah ē võ šar-al-am ,,I
I used to be ejected by him .

 رسمcoco
mies

etc. etc. ( like the Imperfect ) .
c. With the participle perfect and the auxiliary ' to be '
are formed with passive signification ):

9 ) The Perfect.
Sing.

pad

ja som o ( m . ) zah 7 šar -al -ai * ) ( yam, I have been ejected

by him.
ē šar-al-e

( f.)
ܼܡܵܨܛ
s

92

*3 (m.) tah 99

ē , thou hast been ejected
by him.
99

( f.)

X

دی

ده

>

>

(m. ) hayah ,

dai, he

(f.)

dah , she

has been ejected
by him.

Plur.
ē

ī yū

شرلي يو

by him .
tāse

 کی,

دی

"

aī, you have been ejected
by him.

تاسی
99

des

dī , they have been ejected
by him .

hayah ,

10) The Subjunctive of the Perfect.

Sing.
SB1 xéé (m .) hayah ē šar-al-ai

ری

( f.)

šar -al- e

vī , he , she may have
been ejected by him .

ܼܡܵܨܛ

* ) Or spú šar- ai , fem . Spá šar- e (s ).
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Plur.

so dep sa més (com.) hayah ē šar - al -ī vī , they

may have been
ejected by him .

11 ) The Pluperfect.

Sing.

vum , I had been ejected
by him .

teñeso nj (m .) zah ē šar -al - ai
es

( f.)

šar -al-e

92

ܚܵܨܢ

xs (m.) tah

|vē,,thou hast been ejected
by him.

زی
✓

92

xác ( m.) hayah »

وو وه

og

92

2

vuh , he
văh, she

99

( 1.)

had been ejected
by him .

Plur.

os

termoso sgod (com .) mūž ē šar-al -ī

vaī, you had been ejected
by him.

Lowls (com .) tāse

ولی

,

ܕ

,,

2

وی

»

»

dés

(m . )

vī ,we had been ejected
by him.

hayah

yü

( they had been ejected
by him .
vē

( f.)

12) The Subjunctive of the Pluperfect.

Sing
I quesi no os ( m .) zah bah ē šar - al -ai
vum,

ܞܨܛ
I

should

( f.)

"

have been ejected

„ šar-al-e
by him ;

etc.

etc.

Pluperfect).

25 *

( like the
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13. The Conditional (Optative) of the Pluperfect.

Sing.
هغه ت,, ته,, ) زهm .) zah,tah , hayah sar-al-ai
 ری,  دی, ئیی رکی
vai, vē,
vāē

وای

šar- al- e

(f.)

شری

( If) I , thou , he , she would have been ejected by him ; or :
would that I , thou, he, she had been ejected by him !

Plur.

 وای, وی, اسی وقفہ کی شل وی

) وہcom.
,hayah,sar-al
)muz,tase
vai , vē , vāē , -1
( If) we , you , they would have been ejected by him ; or :
would that we , you , they had been ejected by him !

14.

The Past Future.,

Sing .
مي

) زه به ثی شیm.) zah bah e sar-al-ai

yam ,
sar -al- e

وو

ور

)
.
f
(

 شلی,

I shall have

| been ejected by him ..

ē , thou wilt have
(been ejected by him..

) تهm .) tah

تی
2 ( درf.)

یو

و

) هغهm . ) hayah ,,
ار

vī, he, she will have
(been ejected by him.

(f.)

Plur.
) مور به ثی شيلي يوcom .) mu

رد ٹی

در

bah e sar -al-iyi , we will have been
ejected by him.

tāse

« تاسی

وو

او

وو

aī , وyou will have been
ejected by him ..

وی

و

22 وغة

hayah ,

vī و, they will have been
ejected by him.
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IV .

The causal verb ending in al .

Infinitive :

a)

Sgay vēr-av-ŞI *) , to frighten, primit. caus. verb .

b) 19 ;ga jõr-av -al, to restore , derivat. caus. verb.

Imperative :

Sing.

a)

võ vēr -av- ah , frighten !

ogydy's

lego (m.) jār **)

krah , restore !

b ( کره

0299 (f.) jor-õh
íh
mah Jör-av -ah , do not restore !

ogde to

Plur.
>

a)

aj

vỏ vēr-av -aī, do ye frighten !

m

jār
kr -aī, restore ye !
z

52299 too

mah jor-av-aī, do ye not restore !

* ) The primitive causal verb is quite regular ; here it is put
down chiefly in contradistinction to the derivative causal , in order
to show the different conjugation of both .
**) The gender of the adjective must agree with the object of
the verb. Instead of ss the other auxiliary Još is also used in the
Imperative , the Subjunctive of the Present, the Future and
in the III person Sing, and Plural of the A oris t.
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A. From the Imperative are formed :

1 ) The Present.
a)

Sing

zah vēr-av - am , I frighten.

poses oz

sipas aš

tah vēr-av-ē , thou frightenest.

هغه
ws mis

i,

.

Plur.

usis egu

mūž vīr-av-ū, we frighten.

songsans com l's

tāse vēr-av-aī, you frighten.

hayah vēr -av - ī, they frighten.

Sofy kéo
b)

Sing .
zah jor-av-am , I restore .

; ج>وړوم
etc.

etc.

2.

( like 23:23).

The Subjunctive of the Present.

Sing.

a)
2354

;

etc.

zah vě vēr -av - am , I may frighten.
etc.

Sing.

b)

.)

kr-am , I may restore.

کرم
jor-õh (f.)

و جوړه

tah

99

99
kr - ē , thou mayst restore.

کېږی
99

>

xa hayah

kr -i, he, she may restore.

کړی

97
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 هغه د جمhayah dejr (m ) | kr-j , he , she should
جورا
restore.
ک
ړی
jor-ah (f.)
) اری
5
,
جوړه
و,
Plur .

jar (m (
موو جور.mi

kr-l , we may restore.

و.Jor(f (

جوړی
tāse
e
tis

تاسی

کردی

{

}

kr-aī , you may restore.

وز
وو

هغه

kr- ī, they may restore.

کری
{
jor
ورړل
 قهد جنوhayah de jar
ا کړی
و
 ورjor - z
;
,
ܒ
݂
ܨ
ܶ
ܕܦ

kr -l, they should restore.

The Future.

3.

Sing.

a)

zah bah vỏ vēr -av -am , I shall frighten .

زه به و ربروم
etc. etc.

( like the Present).

Sing .

b)
( .)
کم

=

;

\ ).f( « « جوړه

jör

و

«

kr -am , I shall restore,

jor-ah

etc. etc. (like the Subjunctive ).

B.

From the participle preterite are formed :
( with passive signification )
4) The Imperfect .
Sing.

a)

palydo com aj

zah z vér - av -al-am ,

I was frightened by him .
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ویرولی.tah
ته تی
a ver-av-al-e, thon wast frightened by him

he
) قغه ئی ويراوهm.) hayah e
ē ver- v-sh ,he
»

was frightened by
him.

vér-av-al-ăh , she

(f.)

 ودروله,

Plur.

frightened by him
مورثی
 ویودو.
-ar-al-li , we were u
: verm
ē vēr
e
him .
were frightenedby
 تاسی تtāse ever
ی ویرولی.t
il
-av -al-al, youis

) تیغه تی ویرولm.) hayah e ver-avy-g
(f.)

they were frightened by
him.

vér -ay - al- o

ويروى

Sing.

b)

h
by him
زه ئی
 جورولم.
z
, I was restored
e
jor-av -al-ama

etc.

etc.

(like (ویرولم.

5 ) The Habitual Imperfect.

Sing.

a)

vēr
 زه به ئی وبرولمzah bah avr-av-al-am , I used to be frightened
by him ; etc. etc. ( like the Imperfect).

b)

Sing.

جوړونم

 زه به شیzah bah
- -al-am ,, II used to be restored
bahijr-av

by him ; etc. etc. (like the Imperfect).
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6 ) The Conditional (Optative ) of the Imperfect.
b)

a)

Sing.

 ماma
 تاta
vēr- av -al-ai, vēr -av -al-ē ,
vēr -ay -al-az.

ويرولای, ويرول, ويروي
Xés hayah
mūž

جورولای,  جوړوی, جورو

مو

jor-av-al -ai, jūr- av -al-ē,
jor-av-al -ae.

 تاشوtast

 وغوhay
( If) he , she , they would be frightened (restored ) by me, thee,
him , her , us , you , them ; or : would that he , she , they would be
frightened (restored) by me ! etc.

7 ) The Aorist.

Sing .

a)

 زهzahvaver-av-al-am
 و تی ویروئمo;
- ,,II was frightened by him ;;
etc. etc. (like the Imperfect ).

Sing.

b)
جوړ

کرم
جوړه

) زه دیm .) zah ejar
; (f. )

xš (m . ) tah ور
کړی

 کره, کر
 کره, کرله

kr-am , I was restored by
him .

jor - ah

kr- ē , thou wast restored
by him .

) قه ووm .)hayah ,, , kar , kr- gh , he

» » kr-al -ah, kr-ah , she

was restored
by him ..
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Plur.

mūž ē jūſ
) موہئی جوړ اm.)mi;E jor
کرو

ار

(f.)

»

 جوری,
)

kr-ū , we were restored
by him .

jar-e |

) تاسیm .) tase
1

kr-aī, you were restored
by him.

کٹی
2و

|
 کر, کول

و

xés (m .) hayah ,
(f.)

کېږي, کرلی

وز

وو

و

kr-al, kr -ah (they
they were rest
ed by him .
kr-al- ē, kr zor

8) The Habitual Aorist.

Sing.

a)

šl- -il
 ;زه به ئی و ویرولمzah bah avi
ē
ver-av
-am ,, II used to be
frightened by him ; etc. etc. (like the Aorist -Imperf.).

Sing.

b)

) ) زه به ئی جورm ) zah bah

jar
kr- am , I used to be

کرم

,, jar -al

% و جوړ
جور

restored by him ; etc. etc. ( like the Aorist ).

C. With the participle perfect and the auxiliary „ to be"‘
are formed (with passive signification ) :

9 ) The Perfect.

)
a

Sing .
) زه تی ویروئیm.) zah a ver-av-al-ai
ويرولی

 ) و.f (

 وvēr- av-al -e

yam , I have been
frightened by him .

etc. etc. ( cf. the Perfect of the trans. verb, sub III ) .
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Sing .

b)

m I have been
) زهئی جوړکیاm.
) zah e jar kar-ai | ya ,
restored by him .
 ووJar -ah kar-e
( ارf.)
« جوړه کړی یم
etc. etc.
Plur.

وي

) موہنی جوراm .
) mig a jar
کړی و
jor-ē
(f.)
د جوړی
etc. etc.

kar-i yu , we have
been restored by him.

10 ) The Subjunctive of the Perfect.
Sing.

وی

Xin ( m .) hayah ē vēr-av-al-ai
she may have
, she
, he,
vī,he
)فقه ئي ويروىm .
may have
)hayah e ver-ay-al-ail
vēr-av-al-e been frightened by him .

| ورود
Plur..

they may have been
) هغه تی ویرولی وی
com .) hayah e ver-av-al-Tv1, frightened by him.
Sing.
b)
یو

)وmm.))hayal ejar kar-ai
ہ
xéé
- | vī, he she may have
مئی جوړ کړی
„ر, jar --ah kar -- e (been restored by him .,
(f.)
پر جوړه کړی
Plur.

xés (m . ) hayah
ē jor
hayah Ejar kar- īvī, they may have
) فقهشی جوړکړی وی
m.)
been restored by him.
9 , 07 :-ج
(f. )
جوړی

11 ) The Pluperfect.
Sing.

) زه ئی ويرولیm.) zah e var-av-al-ai vum , I had been frightened
by him .
( وf.)
ver-av- al-e |
ويرول
etc. etc. ( cf. the Pluperf. of the trans . verb , sub III) .
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Sing .

b)

) توئی جورکیm.) zah e jar kar-ai
 روjor-ah kar -e
(f.)
و جوړه کړی
etc. etc.

vum , I had been rest
ored by him .

12) The Subjunctive of the Pluperfect.

a)

Sing.

ē ver
vēr-av-al-ai
) زه به ئی وبوونیکmm .) zal bah a

vum,,
وو

(f.)

vēr- av-al-e

ويروى

I should have been frightened by him ; etc. etc.

Sing .

b)

jār
(
بهه ش
ر تری
وړ
جو
شیی ج
) زه بm .) zah bah e jar kar-ai
vum ,

رو رو رو جو
 جوره کړی,

) .f(

ا

jar-ah kare

I should have been restored by him ; etc. etc.

13 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Pluperfect.

Sing.

a)

يا
,  ) زه وته.) zah , tah
 غه ئی وير, hayah e ver-av
m
al-ai vai, vē,
ترول وی روی
vāē,
vēr -av
« وبرود وای
(f.)
al -e
( If) I, thou , he, she had been frightened by him ; or : would, that
I, thou, he, she had been frightened by him !

Plur.
, () مورcom .),, mi ,, tase,, hayaha
 وای,قعه ئی ودرولی وی روی, تاسی,
vēr-av-al-ī vai, vē, vāē,
( If) we , you , they had been frightened by him ; or : would that
we , you , they had been frightened by him !
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Sing.

b)

-ai
kar
 اvai, vē,
ور
ووریی, )زه وتهوغهشی جوړ کړی لوری1( zadi,taha hayatia
vāē,
وای
jor
( » در رو و جوره کړیf.)
ah kar- e )
( If) I , thou و, he , she had been restored by him ; or : would
that I, etc.
Plur..

کړی
etc. وی

ړ
)مور تامی تیغهئی ججووړm.)mi ,tase,hayah e Jor

و

(f.)

kar-1
vai, etc.

jārcē

 جوړی,

( If) we , you , they had been restored by him ; or : would that
We, etc.
14) The Past Future..

Sing .

a)

) زه به ئی ويرولm .) zah bah e ver-ay-al-ai
yam .

يم
vēr -av -al- e

25 (f.)

« |ويروى
I shall have been frightened by him ; etc , etc.

Sing ,

b)

) زه بهشی جوړ کړیلm.) zah bah e jar karai || yam ,
 „وjor --ih kar -e
 ) در.f (
جوړه کړی
kar- el
I shall have been restored by him ; etc. etc.

V.

The Passive .

Infinitive (not in use).

Imperative.
Sing.
Primit. trans. verb. a )

شع

و شرکی, ) و شارهm.) vd sargh , v6 ةaralai | šah ,
be ejected !
و شرلی, ) و شرتهf.) vd saral-ah , v sarale
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Deriv, causal. verb. b )
) جوړ تریm .) j5r karai
šah , be restored !

&

) جوړه کړیf.) jar-dil kare
or :
|

جوړاوه

joy adv6h

جوړوله

joravalah

šah.

شع

Plur.

a)
 شي, ) و شرلm .) v

vd sarali
saral, v
saī, be ye ejected !

شئی
 و ش, ) و شرلیf.) v sarala, vi sarali
شر
b)
) جورm.) Jan

)

karī saī , be ye restored !

کړی شئی
) جوړیf.) jore
or

شئی

ر

) جوړولm .) Jaravel
جوړولی

Sai..

)f.) Jorayala

1 ) The Present.

Sing.

 كيوم, شم

) زه شاره وشرلیm.) zal sarah , saralai | šam , kēžam, I am
ejected.
 ووSaralah , sarale
شي, ) و رله.f(

etc.

etc. *).
Plur.

کیږو, شو

شرلی, ) مور شیلm.)mudsaral, sarali

( و شلي وشبلي

(f.)
)4(

saralē, šarali

šū, kēžū , we are
ejected.

*) The participles remain the same through all the three persons
of the Singular and Plural respectively ; we therefore only exhibit the
first person .
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Sing.

b)

) ) زه جوړ كریm .) zah jar karai

شم
و جوړه
جوړه کړي
etc.

šam , I am restored.

jorăh kare

( f. )

etc.

Plar,

کړی شو

) موو جور2 ( mai j7
jārē
(f.)
جوړی

karī šū , we are restored.

or :

Sing.

مش

) زه جوراوهm.) zah jaravel

šam .
جوړولہ
etc.

joravalăh

( f.)

etc.
Plui.

) موږ جوړولm.) muz joravel

šū ,
(f.)

| جوروالی
etc.

»

jāſavalē

etc.

2) The Subjunctive of the Present.

)
a

Sing.

شم

و شرلی, ) زه و شارهm .) zah va sargh, vd saralai
)
 ازvõ sayalah, võ sarale
, ) f(
وشرلی, شرله

šam , I may
be ejected ..

etc. etc. (like the Present).

Sing.

b)

|

) زه جور تریm .) zah jar karai
تری
 دوjörăh kare

) « جوړه کړی.f(
etc. etc. (like the Present) .

šam , I may be
restored .
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or :

Sing .
Bolyga s; (m . ) zah jõļāvõh
šam .

mais
 جوړوله,„ ) .f(

jāravalăh

»

etc. etc. (like the Present ).

3 ) The Future.

Sing .

a)
jami

( ز;هm .) zah bah vỏ šāțah, šaſalai | šam , I shall

sshis

be ejected.

,

šațalăh, šaļale

$ p , kópi » » » ( f.)
etc. etc.
b)

Sing.
so vso my oj (m . ) zah bah jör kapai

شم

( f.)

>

jorăh kare

šam , I shall be rest
ored.

?وړه کړی
»و « ج
etc. etc.

or ;

Sing .
NosL

= x 5; (m .) zah bah jārāvõh

جوړوله
etc.

šam .

joravalăh
etc.

4) The Imperfect.

Sing.

a)

hea , ojbüs; (m.) zah šāțah , šaşalai
کیدم,, شوم
ܡ ܚܵܨܠܽܬ݁ ܨܚܵܨܬ99() ܕf.)
t(
etc.

šaralăh , šarale

švam , kēdam,
I was ejected .

etc.

*) Or :
powe1 Śpü , o hi 22 0; m . (without the prefix ;) ,
etc. etc.
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Sing.

b)
موش

) زه جوړ کړی اm.) zah jor karai švam , I was restored .
jorăh kare
( f. )
|  جوره کړی, ) .f(
etc.

etc.

or :
Sing .
) زه جوراوهm .) zah jaravah

švam .
شوم

jāravală

(f.)
|  جورونه,
etc.

etc.

5 ) The Habitual Imperfect.

Sing.

a)

کیدم, شوم

-m
 ) زه به شاره و.)zah bah sargh ,saralai | avam , k
)شکی
dam ,
saralail, sarale
( f.)
دو رله وشر

I used to be ejected. etc. etc.
Sing.

b)

) زه به جور تریلm.) zah bah jar karai

شوم

jārăh kare

švam , I used
to be restored .

 ) « « جوره کړیf (
etc.

etc.
or :

Sing.
) زه به جوراوهm .) zah bah jaralv6h
švam .

شوم

(f. )

جوړوله
etc.

Trun pp , Afgh. Gratinuar.

۱و

joravalăh

etc.
26
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6 ) Conditional ( Optative) of the Imperfect.

Sing..

a)

)زه شاره وشراm.) zah sargh ,saralai

švai , švē,
švāē,

شوی و شوی و شوای
saralial , sarale

|  ) و شرله وشدلی.f(

( If) I etc. would be ejected ; or : would that I etc. would be
ejected ! etc. etc.

Sing .

b)

) رو جور کریکm.
) zah jar karai

švai , švē,

 شوای,  شوی, شوی

 جوړه کړی,

jarah kare

(

svd,

(If) I etc. would be restored : would that I etc. would be restored !
etc. etc.
or :

Sing .
) زه جوراوهm .) zah jaraveh

|

švai etc.

.etc شوی
 جوروله,,

)
) .f(

»

joravalih (

7) The Aorist.

Sing.

a)

) زه و شاره وشوئیلm.
) zah va sarah, saralai
شوم

võ saraläh , sarale

ار
شرله وشي
etc.

švam , I was
ejected..

« ) .f(
etc.
Sing .

b)
|

) زه جور کریm .) zah jar karai

شوم

švam , I was
restored.

jorăh kare

 جوړه کړی, ) .f(
etc. etc.
or :

Sing.
) زه جوراوهm .) zah jorav6h
شوم

|  ( ژو جوړولهf. )
و
etc. etc.

joravalăh

svam.
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8 ) The Habitual Aorist.

Sing.

b)

) زه به و شاره وشياm .) zah bah va sargh, saralai
švam .

شوم

p, saralah , sarale
(f.)
 «« شركه وشرلی:
I used to be ejected ; etc. etc.

Sing .

b)

) ) زه به جوړ کریm.) zah bah jar karai

شوم

švam , I used to be
restored .

jõſăh kare

( وارf.)
| جوړه کړی
etc. etc.

or :

Sing.
) زه به جوراوهm .) zah bah jorav6h
Svam..

شوم

(f.)

جوړوله

etc.

jāſavalăh

etc.

9) The Perfect.

Sing.

a)

) زه شتی شویm .) zah saralai

avai

مي

šarale save

yam , I have been
ejected..

 ) و شرلی شوی.f(
etc.

etc.
Plur.

و

ل شوی
.com
) مویش
.) mu sarali savi yi , we have been ejected

Sing .

b)
.

) زه جوړ کړی شویm .) zah jor karai aavai
yam ,

jorăh kare save

 جوړه کړی شوی, ) f (
I have been restored ; etc. etc.

26 *
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Plur.

) وہ جوړ اm.)mi jar

کی شوی نو
جوړی

و

) .f (

| karī šavi yū ,

jora

(

we have been restored ; etc. etc.

10 ) The Subjunctive of the Perfect.
)
a

Sing .
یر

کی شوی

) وغهm.) hayah saralai aavai

šarale šave

(f.)

لي شوی

vī, he, she may have
been ejected .

Plur..

وی

) هغه شړلی شویcom .) hayah sarall savi Vi , they may have been
ejected.

Sing .

b)
یر

may
)قغه جوړ کړی شوی اm.)hayah jor karai aavailvi,he
,she
may
have
been

جوړه کړی شوی

«

jor-ah kare šave

( f.)
)6(

restored .

Plur..

کړی شوی دی

) تونه جوړm .) hayah jar | karī savī vī , they may
have been restored .
jārē
)1(

« جوړی

11 ) The Pluperfect.

Sing .

a)

) ) زه شکی نویm .) zal sayalai siavai
vum,
و

šarale šave

(  شرلی شوی, ) 1 (
I had been ejected ; etc. etc.
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Sing..

b)

) زه جوړ کړی شویm .) zah jar karai tavai
» joråh kare save
 جو,
ړ
ه
ش
ک
و
ړ
ی
ی
|

|
vum ,

I had been restored ; etc. etc.

12) The Subjunctive of the Pluperfect.
a)
) زه به شرلی شویm .) zah bah saralai savai

vum ,
šarale save
و شرلی شوی
I should have been ejected ; etc. etc.

Sing.

b) .

) ) زه به جوړ کړی شویm .) zah bah jar karaisavai
وم
 وjorăh kaſe save
f.
 ) « « جوړه کړی شوی دم4 (
I should have been restored ; etc. etc.

vum,,

13 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Pluperfect.

Sing .

a)

) زه شتی شویm .) zah saralai avai

vai , وvē , vāē,

šarale šave

وی دوای

دی

و شړلی شوی

) .f(

(If) I had been ejected ; or :
etc.
etc

would that I had been ejected !

Sing.

b)

) زه جوړ کړی شویm .) zah jarkarai avai

vai etc.

.etc وی

د جوړه کړی شوی
,

) .(

jārăh kare šave

(If) I had been restored ; or : would that I had been restored !
etc. etc.
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14 ) The Past Future.

Sing.

a)
seu

ap 5; ( m .) zah bah šaļalai šavai
yam ,

šarale šave

( f.)
شرلی شوی

I shall have been ejected ; etc. etc.

Sing.

b)

2.

) زه به جوړ کړی شویm .) zah bah jar karai aavai
(f.)
| ) « « جوره کړی شوی40(

yam ,

jõțăh kare šave
šavej

I shall have been restored ; etc. etc.

The defective verb u tl-al, to go.

VI.

Infinitive : Mis tl-al , to go.

Imperative.

Sing.

و د شع
musí رjs , die

, as ,

-ah , lāſ šah , var šah , go !
Plur.

 ووsã xás, csús ,
sa ر
jos

l-aī, lāļ saī , var šaī, go

1 ) The Present.

Sing .
mś oj
S x
Los más

zah q-am , I go.
tah d - ē , thou goest .
hayah d - ī, he , she goes .

ye !

-
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Į
Plur.

es go

mūž q- ū , we go.

coat sulis

tāse q -aī, you go.

os més

hayah d-ī , they ge.

2 ) The Subjunctive of the Present .

Sing .
و در, puis j aj
*) pai js

zah lāſ šam , var šam , I may go.

tah lāļ sē , thou mayst go.

coups J
som
Cari

jí nehayah lāļ šī , he , she may go.
JÍ

hayah de lāç šī , he, she should go.

Plur.

guidedes

mūž lāſ šū , we may go .

سی لاړ شئی.t
تا
go
laras
e
sal, you may
hayah lāſ šī , they may go.

Gü Bi kéo
Gü _

s

hayah de lāļ šī , they should go.

3 ) The Future.

Sing.
**) pa jg x5 oj, pri 31 xs sj zah bah lāſ šam , zah bah var šam ,
I shall go. etc. etc. ( like the Subjunctive ).

*
fely võ lâp-am and ej ) lār-am is also in use ; pó is hardly
ever found in the Subjunctive.

is regularly conjugated.

**) pá am aj is also found iu the Future.
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4) The Imperfect.

Sing.
زه
*(  تلم, تللم.z
, tl-am , I went
tl-al-am al
تلى, تللی.t
ته
ah
, thou wentst
tl-al-t, tl-

he
) ) هغه ته (تm ) hayah t-al (tg ), he

|

went..

tl -al-ah , tl-ah , sle

 تله, تلته

Plur.

 تلو, مور تتلو
 تلئی, تاسی تللئی

mūž tl-al-ū , tl-ū , we went.

tāse tl- al- aī, tl- aī, you went.

 تله, ) قغع تترm .) hayah tl -al , tl-gh

they went.

tl-al -ē , tl -ē
تللي وتلي

,

}

) .f(

5 ) The Habitual Imperfect.

Sing .
زه به
 تكلم.z
, tl-am , I used to go
bah tl-al-amah
etc. etc. (like the Imperfect)..

6 ) Conditional (Optative) of the Imperfect.

** ( تلى وتتلای, انتى
**)

 ققه,  زه وتهzab ,tab ,hayah tl-al-ai, tl
tāse
(al -ē, tl-al -āē.
 شفه,  مور وقانیmi ,tilse,hayah

(If) I , thou , he , she , we , you , they would go ;

or : would

that I , thou etc. would go !

*) Either form may be used .

** , The form
Aorist).

og í lārai etc.

is also used

(derived

from

the
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7 ) The Aorist.

Sing .

*(  لارم, لاړم.zah
زه
lar-am , v6 lar-am , I went

ته ل
اړی.t
lar-e, thou wentst
lar-e, v6 ah
he
**( ولار, ) هغه لارm .) hayah lar, v6 lar ,
ولاړی

went..

(f.)

۱۶

lar -ah , v6 lar-ah , she

Plur.
مور.
lar-li, v6 lar-t , we went
ولارو,  لارو.mu
 ولانی, ی لائی.tise
تاس
lar-ai, v6 liar-ai ,you went

ولازل, ) فقہ لالm .) hayah lar-al, v6 lar-al
(f.)
ولاړی

و

lār -ē , vỏ lārcē

they went .
} :

کړی

8 ) The Habitual A orist.

Sing .
به ولاړم

لام
.zah
; به
زه
bah lar-am , bah v6 lar-am , I used to go
etc. etc. (like the Aorist) .

The tenses and moods , which are formed with the participle
perfect )( تللىtl-al
- -ai or  تلىtal-ai)) and the auxiliary ,„, to be “,,
are quite regular..

**( The fall form  لارمlar-al-am and  ولاولمv6 lar-al
- -am is also
in use in the I. and II pers . Sing. and Plur. and in the III pers. fem .
Sing . and Plur.
**( لاړ شه.is
also used

*
26 **
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VII. The defective verb Mei, rā - yl -al, to come .

Infinitive : visſ, rā - yl-al, to come .
Imperative.

Sing .

is, x's , rā -dah , rā šah, come !

Plur. Saue liso coas i, rā - daī, rā -šai , come ye !

1 ) The Present.

Sing
pobij oj zah rā - -am , I come.
etc. etc.

2 ) Subjunctive of the Present.

Sing .
pero sí

zah rū- šam , I may come.
etc. etc.

3 ) The Future.

Sing.
or : pri jaş g; zah bah rā -šam , or : rā bah šam , I shall
 را به شم,

come ;

etc.

etc.

4 ) The Imperfect.

Sing.
pats is, pláss; o; zah rā-ti-al-am , rā -tl-am , I came.
etc.

etc.

(like the Imperfect of Mö).

5 ) The Habitual Imperfect.

Sing .
piss
,

, phiä s; mom aj zah bah rā-ti-al-am , bah rā -tl -am , I used to
come; etc. etc. (like the Imperfect).

-
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6 ) The Conditional (Optative) of the Imperfect.
( coussi) Siis is, hisse üle is o; zah rā-ti-al-ai, ti-al-ē, ti-al-Ze
(rā - tl-āe ),
( If) I etc. would come ; or : would that I etc. would come !
etc. etc.

( like the Conditional of jíz ).

7 ) The Aorist .

Sing .
pišis, pics; s;

zah rā -yl-al-am , rā -yl -am , I came.

shëls, viis, aš

tah rā -zl- al - ē , rā - yl- ē , thou camest.

sil, xás ( m . ) hayah rā -yai , be

came,
,,

راغله,, الله

( f.)

rā-yl- al -ăb, rā - yl-ăh , she
Plur.

Jičín, sliši, zzá

mūž rā-yl -al -ū , rā -yl -ū , we came.

, guts tāse rā -yl -al -aī , rā -yl -aī, you came .
sulčls, calší
xhots, hiši, nés ( m . ) hayah rā -yl-al, rā -yl -ah
( f.)

rā-yl-al-ē , rā -yl- ē

they came.
pabes

, ,

Other form of the Aorist *) .

Sing .

pišjo aj

zah võrayl- am , I came.

sang tu

tah võrayl-ē , thou camest.

( ورغxés (m .) hayah võray-ai , he
ی
came.

درغله

( f.)

võrayl-ăh , she
}

* ) This form comes from the Infinitive Misja võrayl-al ( cf. $ 119 )
and is only used in the Aorist ; võ is a verbal prefix and not the
prefix of the Aorist.
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Plur,

glisses

mūž výrayl -ū , we came.

sales comes

tāse võrayl-aī, you came.

aišys, Minig náð (m.) hayah võrayl- al, võrayl-ah)

they came.
( f.)

99

võrayl-ē

8 ) The Habitual Aorist.
Sing.
piasy my o; or plės, *? aj zah bah rā- yl-am or : zah bah võrayl-am ,
I used to come ; etc. etc. ( like the Aorist ).
The other tenses and moods , formed with the participle perfect
bris, rā -ylai *) , come, and the auxiliary „ to be“, are quite regular.

*) The full form thes, rā-yl -al -ai is not in use. Instead of idi,
rā- yl- ai, ji, rā - tlai may also be substituted, both participles perfect
having the same signification .

Corrections.
On page 221 after the superscription : Tenses and moods etc.
$ 148 should be added and the following SS up to § 152 ( inclus.)
should be advanced by one respectively. An occasional slip, or mis
placement of the vowel-points could not always be avoided though
great care was taken in this respect; but the reader will find no dif
ficulty in setting a few mistakes of this kind right. For instance on
p. 220, 1. 18 instead of go read yo ; p . 316 , 1. 18. 20 instead of

 شبیread شبی.

Printed by G. Kreysing , Leipzig.
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